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Abstract 
Out-group homogeneity bias is the tendency “…to perceive out-group members as being 

more homogeneous in their characteristics than in-group members” (Linville, Fischer and 

Salovey 1989). Globalization and the economic necessity for growing businesses to find 

new potential customers creates many situations in which marketers interact with out-

groups. For example, marketers may serve such consumers in “foreign” countries or 

minority consumers at home with whom they do not identify. There is strong prima facie 

evidence that out-group homogeneity bias can influence marketing decisions through 

marketers underestimating taste variance in groups that they don’t identify with. 

I investigate the effect of out-group homogeneity bias on a marketer’s decisions 

and profits in a competitive scenario. To ensure a manageable scope, I focus on bias in 

strategic market entry decisions. This is an especially promising area of research as not 

only are out-groups commonly encountered in new markets, but marketers only make a 

handful of such decisions in their careers and the outcome of such decisions may make or 

break firms. 

The major contributions of this dissertation are in that it: 

• Examines how an extensively demonstrated bias would impact marketing. 

• Uses a model of market entry from theoretical biology examine the effects of 

errors in competition. 
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• Demonstrates the impact a marketer’s error in payoff perceptions has on 

competitors, showing how bias reduces the profits of the competitor of those 

experiencing the bias. 

• Shows that learning about the bias will be slow, at best. 

• Shows market selection will not necessarily remove the bias from a population of 

marketers and provides a critical theoretical justification for using behavioral 

considerations in the study of markets. 

Dissertation Summary 

In Part 1, I develop a single period game theoretic model that details the impact of out-

group homogeneity bias (which manifests as errors in sales projections) on a marketer’s 

entry actions. All marketers conjecture that others will react like they do which can lead 

to inconsistent conjectures in a world of some, but not all, marketers experiencing bias. I 

show that marketers experiencing out-group homogeneity bias tend to neglect profitable 

market niches, but such entry mistakes do not always reduce their profits. In fact, the 

problems arising from the bias reduce the competitor’s profit without necessarily 

reducing the profit of the marketer experiencing bias. The problem for those experiencing 

bias only arises when they are competing with another marketer who is experiencing bias. 

My game theoretic approach is supported through experimental economics investigations. 

I then ask will my results hold when the decision is not a one-off. I consider two 

ways bias could be reduced over time: Learning and Market Selection. 
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In Part 2, I use a Bayesian style model of learning derived from Camerer (2003) 

and show it is, at best, a slow process for learning to remove the bias from predictions of 

the market size. Failing to understand how mainstream and niche positions are related to 

each other slows this learning. 

Next, I use an evolutionary game theory model to uncover the consequences of 

bias in a population of marketers where market selection (that is, when failing marketers 

drop out, while successful marketers grow as a proportion of the population) changes the 

population over time. I find that marketers experiencing bias fail more often, but among 

those who do succeed, those experiencing bias are more profitable than those not 

experiencing bias. This greater profitability conditional upon success allows bias to 

persist in a population of marketers despite market selection. 

My key contributions are in showing how a well-documented psychological bias 

impacts a market, adding to game theory by considering how a competitor’s errors in 

payoff assessment matter to a given player (or marketer), bringing evolutionary modeling 

into marketing theory, and contributing to the growing stream of work emphasizing the 

role of psychology in markets by showing how bias can theoretically persist in a well-

functioning market. 

Keywords: Managerial Bias, Out-Groups, Game Theory, Competition, Market Selection 
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Introduction 
Out-group homogeneity bias is our tendency “…to perceive out-group members as being 

more homogenous in their characteristics than in-group members” (Linville, Fischer and 

Salovey 1989). In this dissertation, I investigate the effect that experiencing out-group 

homogeneity bias can have on a marketer’s decision-making. 

Kotler and Keller’s 2006 MBA textbook contains a classic example of out-group 

homogeneity bias and its ability to impact marketing decisions. The authors wrote, “To 

young product managers, everyone over 45 is lumped into a category called old… They 

want to put swing music in the background of an ad targeted at 50-year olds” (Kotler and 

Keller 2006). The young product managers think “old.” They envision their target 

consumers as their gramophone-loving grandfathers and think it natural to assume 

saxophones and a rhythm section could entice these “old” Baby Boomers to purchase.  

The example was prescient. In 2007, GreatCall unveiled Jitterbug, described by 

Business Week as “A Cell Phone for Baby Boomers” and named after a swing era dance 

from the 1930s (Garrett 2007). But, most consumers who spent their youth jitterbugging 

are nearing their nineties. There seems little reason to believe many Baby Boomers, who 

are by definition born after 1945, have fond memories of jitterbugging. Still, to 

GreatCall’s marketers, Baby Boomers are “old” and “old people are all pretty much the 

same.” Chuck Nyren, author of Advertising to Baby Boomers, wrote of Jitterbug: “The 
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real issue: Marketers assuming that if you're over fifty you're automatically a member of 

one and only one age demographic—all with the same needs and wants” (2007). 

Out-group homogeneity bias manifests itself as those experiencing bias thinking 

that their own group has diversity, but groups of others are more similar in their tastes. 

This bias may be applicable to a wide variety of marketing decisions. Globalization and 

the economic necessity for growing businesses to find new potential customers creates 

many situations where marketers interact with out-groups (that is, groups with whom 

they cannot identify). For example, marketers may address out-groups when serving 

international consumers, minorities, or people with a different sexual orientation than 

their own. In fact, recent articles in Advertising Age complain of this very problem. One 

piece says that marketers, when “…defining their multicultural targets, everything is 

lumped together under broad umbrellas of Hispanic, African American and Asian 

American” (Thompson 2008). And another author writes, “As a Hispanic, I have seen far 

too many ads have focused on blatantly obvious cultural representations like 

‘quinceañeras,’ ‘piñatas’ and empanadas. My guess is that that advertisers have 

…Googled cultural symbols and focused their executions on stereotypes.” (Montoya-

Crawley 2010). 

How people perceive out-groups is a major focus in the field of social psychology 

(e.g., Tajfel 1970), and out-group homogeneity bias has been shown in numerous studies. 

To give just a few examples, the bias has been found to influence people when 

considering people from the opposite gender (Park and Judd 1990), people with different 
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university majors (Park and Judd 1990), people from rival universities (Quattrone and 

Jones 1980) and people with different careers (Brauer 2001). 

To ensure the scope of my investigation is manageable, I focus on out-group 

homogeneity bias in a specific area of marketing: strategic market entry decisions. These 

decisions are vital for marketing strategy (Golder and Tellis 1993; Shankar 1997). In the 

words of Mitra and Golder (2002), “Market entry decisions are some of a firm's most 

important strategic choices. Entering new markets requires a major commitment of 

financial and managerial resources. These commitments can be particularly high when 

firms enter foreign markets.” These decisions represent an especially promising area for 

out-group homogeneity bias research because such decisions are irregular and, crucially, 

the bias is especially likely to manifest in such entry decisions. This is because new target 

markets often include groups of consumers with whom the marketer does not identify— 

“foreign” consumers. 

Currently, when marketing researchers consider entry to foreign markets, they 

consider the objectively established cultural traits of the markets and marketers 

(Szymanski, Bharadwaj and Varadarajan 1993; Mitra and Golder 2002). I advance this 

literature by suggesting that it is not necessarily some objectively measured trait of the 

cultures that matters to entry. How a member of one group perceives members of the 

other group can matter. So, the key difference is that I allow the subjective perceptions of 

the marketers about their consumers to not be accurate. I model strategic market entry 

into foreign markets as generating a potential source of marketer error. 
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There is a large strategic market entry literature which considers such matters as 

type of entry (Pan and Tse 2000)—say, a wholly owned subsidiary or a loose contractual 

arrangement—or the effect of competitive positioning towards quality (Green, Barclay 

and Ryans 1995). The rate of entry by new marketers has also been suggested as an 

important consideration (Ayal and Zif 1979), as has the fascinating question of how firms 

compete across multiple international markets (Haverman and Nonnemaker 2000). 

Finally, one of the most important streams of recent research in strategic market entry has 

been on how managers can gain first mover advantage (and what possible competitive 

benefits, like differentiation which supports a strong brand and a premium price, that 

advantage provides, Porter 1998). 

My approach here is most similar to Shankar’s (1997) in that I concentrate on 

theoretical modeling of entry games. While Shankar considers how marketers who are 

dissimilar in some way—for instance, one has leadership—should play a strategic market 

entry game, though, I tackle the question “What if neither marketer possesses an 

advantage entering a market?” This lack of a leadership advantage is common in market 

entry as decisions. Consider two retailers setting up in a new market: even where the 

decision to enter a market is made long in advance, this information may be kept a secret 

during which time potential competitors may make their own decision. Of course a 

marketer might announce their intention to enter a market to try to deter competitors, but 

why would anyone believe such cheap talk? Only when the fixed costs are sunk will the 
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commitment be credible, but by then, other marketers may have already had to make their 

choice. 

There is a stream of literature on market entry models that examines how people 

make such decisions. “In a typical model there are n players and a market with capacity 

c” (Camerer 2003). These games (Rapoport 1995; Camerer and Lovallo 1999) focus on 

how players tacitly coordinate about who enters the market. In equilibrium, all players 

earn the same and there is no incentive problem. My model is similar, but I make some 

changes to the focus of the market entry task. I set n=2 to generate competition in a dyad 

and allow two market positions. The use of two positions follows Meyer et al. (1992), but 

extends the literature in that, by making one position more profitable, I establish a model 

where marketers face an incentive problem in coordinating their responses (they have a 

preference over where to enter). 

My model of market entry is drawn from theoretical biology and allows me 

consider market entry by marketers who are symmetric apart from the bias they possess. 

Given difference between marketers is a prerequisite for differentiation (Porter 1998), 

this lack of exogenous endowments allows me to focus on a hypothetical market where 

no marketer has a potential strategic advantage (such as a leadership role). My approach 

is particularly powerful for the question of bias, since I can focus directly on the impact 

of bias and not on any of the other important elements to market entry. This is the first 

research that I am aware of that looks at the impact of errors in payoff assessment on 
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market entry decisions. It shows that in competition, bias can have surprising effects—it 

can reduce a competitor’s profits. 

Not only does this research speak to market entry, but it advances the literature on 

biases in marketing and beyond (Ho, Lim and Camerer 2006; Gilovich, Griffin and 

Kahneman 2003; Gigerenzer and Todd 1999; Cosmides and Tooby 1996) by illustrating 

the need for a group context in bias research. Cosmides and Tooby (1996) showed the 

importance of context in the solving of statistical problems, and Mellers, Herwig and 

Kahneman (2001) and Gigerenzer (1997) showed that context matters for the conjunction 

fallacy. The need to consider context has also been shown for the endowment effect 

(Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler 1990; List 2003), in which trading activity does not 

show the endowment effect, but sales of personal property do.  

For my part, I discuss how an explicit business context—how people see large 

groups of customers—matters to how bias might impact markets. In doing this I extend 

work on prejudice in management. Considerable work has already been done on 

prejudice in important managerial decisions such as hiring (Bertrand and Mullainathan 

2004), but in this research I am interested in how people treat customers. I look to extend 

the literature on bias in the way consumers are perceived (Bazerman 2006). It is 

relatively straightforward to imagine the consequences of in-group favoritism—for 

example, minority customers have been shown to get worse deals at car showrooms 

(Ayres and Siegelman 1996) and at banks (Messick and Bazerman 1996). I add to this 
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consideration of managerial prejudice by noting a group-based bias that is less clear cut 

than in-group favoritism. 

Parts 2 and 3 of my dissertation are motivated by the idea that bias may not persist in 

a market. This has led the impact of bias in a market to be an important question in 

economics. For instance List (2003), when considering the endowment effect, found that 

“individual behavior converges to the neoclassical prediction as market experience 

increases” and “…provides strong evidence that market experience eliminates an 

important market anomaly.” The idea of bias as not persisting over time is a powerful 

attack on the value of behavioral economics, and here I do not reject this attack out of 

hand. Consistent with my view of bias as context dependent, I approach bias persistence 

not by claiming that every bias found in single period experiments in the lab will persist 

in a market. Instead, I argue we need to look at each bias on a case by case basis to decide 

if the bias will be removed from a population. In this research, therefore, I examine 

whether out-group homogeneity bias will persist using two different approaches that are 

hypothesized to weed out bias from a population: learning and market selection 

(Fudenberg and Levine 1998; Camerer 2003; Alchian 1950; Dutta and Radner 1999). 

Specifically I explore, 

• How long does the bias continue to impact decisions when marketers are able to 

use their experience to learn about the bias? 

• Will market selection weed out the bias given time? 
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If the out-group homogeneity bias is robust to both learning and market selection then 

this bias is likely to have a broader application in models of marketing behavior. 

In the learning section, I will show that learning is very slow to remove bias 

(Mullainathan and Thaler 2000). And in the evolutionary model (Maynard Smith 1982), I 

will show that bias can persist despite market selection. This is an important result with 

implications well beyond strategic market entry. Taken to its extreme, my research 

suggests we need to re-examine all models for potential persistent bias. 

1. Plan of the Dissertation and Findings 

In Part 1 of the dissertation, I will examine the impact of the out-group homogeneity bias 

on strategic market entry decisions. I use a single period anti-coordination game to model 

entry. Such anti-coordination games are the basis of much of the game theoretic work in 

biology (Maynard Smith 1982; Dawkins 2006). Indeed, my strategic market entry model 

is analogous to contests for scarce resources between symmetrical players in nature. In 

my game, the scarce resource is consumers, while in biology it might be a favorable 

nesting spot. Anti-coordination games have featured in economic (Rabin 1993; Gintis 

2000) and political analysis (Morrow 1994) as well as biology, and they are powerful and 

widely applicable because they represent exceptionally difficult coordination problems. 

There is no evolutionary stable pure strategy solution in anti-coordination games, and 

because there is no coordinating mechanism in my model, the marketers choose a mixed 
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strategy.1 A willingness to assume coordinating mechanisms— e.g. pioneering (Shankar 

1997) —has lead anti-coordination games to receive less attention in economics and 

associated disciplines than I believe they warrant. The great advantage of the anti-

coordination games I use is that they encapsulate a highly competitive situation in which 

no player has a natural advantage.  

My model to generate this anti-coordination game starts with the assumption that 

consumer tastes are heterogeneous. All consumers prefer a product aimed either at the 

mainstream or niche position. The mainstream position is defined as the position that is 

favored by a majority of consumers. I model out-group homogeneity bias as causing a 

marketer who faces a market of out-group consumers to misjudge consumer tastes by 

thinking they are more clustered around the average taste than they truly are. Out-group 

homogeneity bias, then, leads marketers to see the mainstream position as more profitable 

than it will be and to see the niche position as less profitable than it will be. This is an 

important assumption but one consistent with the bias. To be the out-group homogeneity 

bias the marketer’s assessment of variance must be reduced but as I note out-group biases 

are messy and it is theoretically possible to generate heterogeneity bias. This has a very 

different impact forcing players away from the mainstream and generating a scenario 

                                                 

1 Mixed strategies are hard to explain and are not necessarily descriptively of individual choice. This is not 

a concern here as I focus on the effectiveness of a particular type of strategy in a population (Maynard 

Smith 1982) not the choice of any single marketer. I am interested in whether the population uses a mixed 

strategy in aggregate which they are reliably seen to do (Camerer 2003; Rapoport & Amaldoss 2000). 
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more in line with traditional competitive thinking – it leaves opportunities to be 

exploited. 

Other market situations will change the model. If there were in fact no 

mainstream market that most preferred the results will differ. As such I envisage the 

implication of bias as the combination of the bias in the marketers’ minds and the 

environmental circumstances. It is necessary to specify both when we seek to assess the 

impact of bias. 

In my model, a pair of marketers each decide upon the strategy that they will 

employ for their market entry. The mixed strategy they adopt determines if each of the 

two marketers enter the mainstream or the niche position. After entry, the two marketers 

then make a pricing decision which is solved using Bertrand Nash pricing. 

The perception of greater profits in the mainstream impacts a marketer’s choice 

by increasing (decreasing) the probability of entry to the mainstream (niche) position 

over the unbiased probability of mainstream (niche) position entry. This “over entry” to 

the mainstream has an interesting competitive effect. By generating “over-entry” to the 

mainstream, the bias reduces the profits of the competitor of those experiencing the bias. 

Essentially, a marketer experiencing bias makes mistakes which reduce the profit of their 

competitor. In line with this finding, I show that, in head to head competition, a marketer 

who is experiencing bias has a higher profit than a competitor not experiencing bias. 

I also find that although bias reduces a competitor’s profits, it does not increase 

the profits of the marketer experiencing bias. Given when two marketers experiencing 
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bias meet, this dramatically lowers both their profits so no marketer benefits. The 

theoretical findings of the model are borne out in a pair of economic experiments where I 

show that having a bias in sales projections only lowers a player’s profits when they meet 

someone else also experiencing the bias. 

The first part of the dissertation speaks to the effect of bias in single period 

strategic market entry decisions. These are critically important decisions, but raise 

questions about the persistence of the bias. So, the next part of the dissertation turns to 

whether a marketer might learn to remove bias from his or her thinking. I use a Bayesian 

style model adapted from Camerer (2003) to show that learning about this bias can be 

slow. This model asks how long it will take for a marketer who starts with a biased prior 

sales projection to conclude that the prior is incorrect and remove the bias from their 

projections of sales. The solution shows that the bias is eradicated only slowly, even 

when marketers make correct assessments of the connection between the market 

positions. 

Interestingly, my research suggests that those experiencing bias are less likely to 

gain learning opportunities than those not experiencing bias. This is because those 

experiencing bias adopt a strategy with a greater likelihood of entry to the mainstream. 

This strategy leads to a greater number of entries to the same position in the market as 

their competitor, and such same position entries reduce the marketer’s chance to gain 

information about the position they have entered. This lack of information when 

experiencing bias is especially true in the niche position, since those experiencing bias 
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avoid the niche position; they are relatively unlikely to learn their underestimate of niche 

position market size was faulty. Further, the two-sided nature of the bias (overestimation 

in some positions and underestimation in other positions) makes the bias especially slow 

to be recognized. The bias may influence many periods of decisions before it is 

eventually corrected. Additionally problematic, where marketers incorrectly apply 

learning from one position to the other, they won’t be able to rid themselves of the bias. 

An empirical test shows that players had difficulty learning to improve their predictions 

of market size when assigned initial sales projections in line with out-group homogeneity 

bias. 

The next part of the dissertation focuses on whether market selection will remove 

those marketers who experience bias from the population. This explores an explicitly 

evolutionary consideration: Will bias be removed from the population through market 

selection? To investigate, I create an evolutionary model to see if it is possible that there 

is an evolutionary equilibrium where a positive proportion of the population of marketers 

continues to experience bias. 

In the evolutionary model, marketers play a series of the single period games from 

the first part of the dissertation. I assume a strong market selection mechanism: those 

who make a loss are removed from the population and those who make a profit grow in 

proportion to their profitability. I find that a stable equilibrium can emerge where the out-

group homogeneity bias persists in a fraction of the population. 
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While this work has focused on a specific game and entry scenario, I have 

generated a broader taxonomy of simultaneous market entry decisions. I detail this 

taxonomy at the end of the dissertation (see page 361), suggesting areas for future 

research. 

Overall, I show that out-group homogeneity bias can have implications for a 

marketer’s entry decision and the outcomes of both the focal firm and its competitors. 

Exploring the persistence of this bias, I characterize the speed of learning and find the 

two-sided nature of bias means that the bias is hard to get rid of through learning. I go on 

to show this bias can persist in an evolutionary equilibrium despite market selection, 

suggesting even well functioning markets where all participants are profit-maximizing 

will not necessarily shed this bias quickly or completely. 

In sum, I show that the consequences of out-group homogeneity bias: 

Matter: The bias changes strategic market entry decisions, 

Can be Surprising: The bias does not merely punish those experiencing the bias, and 

Can Persist: The impact can be robust to both marketer learning and market selection. 

Implications 

For Strategic Market Entry and Anti-Coordination Games 

The strategic market entry literature deals with the effect of marketer differences on entry 

choices and outcomes. Especially relevant for my work is past research that considers the 

effects of culture (Hofstede 2001; Mitra and Golder 2002) on market entry. I take this 

literature in a new direction by suggesting that people do not always react to objectively 
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established cultural differences, but react instead to how they experience different groups. 

Thus, my contribution is to model a role for marketers’ subjectively experienced attitudes 

towards their consumers. 

Previous research has suggested that how market entry is managed (Golder and 

Tellis 1993; Narasimhan and Zhang 2000; Green, Barclay and Ryans 1995) may make a 

difference in profits. My model describes how some marketers’ entry strategies may be 

influenced by bias and provides a reason why marketers may choose the strategies they 

do. I explain that marketers are more likely to focus on the mainstream and neglect niches 

of consumers with whom they do not identify. 

Entry models in economics have generally focused on the problem of tacit 

coordination between many players. For example, if a market will support n players, how 

do n players end up in the market? (Rapoport 1995; Meyer et al. 1992; Camerer 2003). 

Camerer and Lovallo (1999) used this setup of a market entry game to consider how a 

bias would impact entry. Inspired by their idea, I consider another bias in market entry, 

but I extend the combination of market entry and bias to consider when a marketer has 

two possible positions of entry (Meyer et al. 1992). This is a fascinating problem since 

the bias Camerer and Lovallo study, overconfidence, has no clear prediction in a choice 

between two market positions. Overconfidence suggests there will be excess market 

entry, but not which of two market positions. In using a bias that discriminates between 

market positions, I extend the idea that bias can drive market entry and show how a 

single bias can differentially impact entry to different market positions. 
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I also make an important contribution by extending the traditional market entry 

model to two positions of unequal size. This allows us to see the effect of mixed motives 

in an anti-coordination game. Not only do players need to consider the actions of others 

to avoid overly contested entries, but players in my model have a preference between 

positions. I extend the number of rounds played to forty, which allows a great focus on 

the effects of learning and helps address the problem Camerer and Lovallo (1999) raise—

namely that long periods of learning could show different results to the shorter period 

(they use 12 in each condition). 

In my model, I do not assume that the players are egocentric and ignore 

competition, as shown by Moore, Oesch and Zietsma (2007). The marketers in my model 

are actively considering competition. This allows me to demonstrate that a marketer’s 

bias about his own payoffs will change his conjectures about his competitors’ likely 

actions when he believes his competitor is like him. This means that even players who 

don’t make errors in market projections may demonstrate errors in their conjectures about 

likely competitor reactions if those competitors experience bias. 

Past single period models of dyadic competition consider market entry where one 

marketer has an exogenous advantage (Shankar 1997). This approach allows us to predict 

how marketers will perform, but only if we know their starting endowments. My research 

could easily build upon differences amongst marketers to explain the persistence of bias. 

Indeed, bias persistence is easy to explain when the marketer experiencing bias has an 

exogenous advantage that is more consequential than their bias. I chose to stack the cards 
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against bias persistence, and doing this I examine how marketers compete where none 

has an advantage. If two marketers are symmetric, then competition over market entry is 

best modeled as a two person anti-coordination game and marketers can learn lessons 

from existing models that consider contests for scarce resources in theoretical biology 

(Maynard Smith 1982). A contribution I make is to bring this way of looking at strategic 

market entry to marketing, highlighting the problem of determining who gets the biggest 

payoff in addition to the usual tacit coordination problems in market entry. This provides 

an excellent illustration of competitive pressure in well functioning markets and allows 

me to address how bias impacts competition. 

In an anti-coordination game, conjectures of likely competitor reaction are critical 

to how the game is played. This is unlike the prisoner’s dilemma and its multi-player 

version the public goods game (Fehr and Gächter 2000), where my best choice is 

independent of my conjectures of the other player’s reaction–there is a single dominant 

pure strategy. I contribute to anti-coordination game research by showing how, even 

when all marketers believe that others are like them, conjectures can still be inconsistent 

(Bresnahan 1981). I can differentiate between profits predicted and profits obtained, and 

thus between rationalizable and Nash equilibrium strategies (Osborne and Rubinstein 

1994). It creates a template to consider bias in payoff assessment in other game theoretic 

models. 

I can also use the rationalizability approach as a benchmark against which to 

judge managerial decisions. Do managers react in ways that are rational given their 
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beliefs? I explicitly answer one key question Boulding and colleagues advanced in their 

paper setting out a research agenda for  the future of strategic managerial decision 

making research in marketing: “What is the appropriate benchmark against which to 

compare managers’ mental models and decision making performance?” (1994). 

For the Effect of Bias in Competition 

Out-group homogeneity bias increases entry to mainstream positions and reduces entry to 

niche positions, with a number of implications for competition. First, a focus on niches 

may be the best strategy to employ when confronting an out-group competitor. These 

competitors are more likely to neglect the niche, so entering the niche could help you 

avoid a destructive competitive battle. A recommendation to focus on niches 

compliments the recent popular marketing trend of considering how to best serve the long 

tail (Anderson 2008). Second, the two-sided nature of the bias makes a competitor’s bias 

harder to understand. If I observe that my competitor is always overconfident (Camerer 

and Lovallo 1999), that is an easier pattern to understand than a pattern in which my 

competitor is too willing to enter some markets and not as keen as they should be to enter 

others. 

Out-group homogeneity bias is also likely to prompt marketers to enter a 

mainstream position as they project this position to be highly profitable. This contradicts 

the idea put forward in Porter’s (1998) view of competition: that bias leads to delay and 

missed opportunities. “If a leader has false perceptions of the true needs of buyers… a 

challenger may gain position by moving before the leader does.” In my model, false 
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perceptions of the true needs of buyers can lead to excess entry in the mainstream. 

Business strategy is often seen as a zero sum endeavor. In such a world, if I pay the 

wrong price, someone else can gain from my foolishness. Indeed this is the received 

wisdom in the competition literature when they consider bias, “blind spots” in Porter’s 

words. “Blind spots have been important to the success of many challengers… Careful 

analysis if competitor assumptions can reveal such assumptions” (Porter 1998). This will 

undoubtedly be true in many marketing decisions, but my model shows the opposite.  

This suggests that there are different types of decisions in marketing. There are those 

such as stand-alone location decisions (Hotelling 1929; Iyer 1998), where if my 

competitor locates incorrectly—by not trying to appeal to the median consumer—I can 

increase my profits by exploiting their mistake. There are other decisions where my 

competitor’s mistake reduces my profits. This speaks to the need to consider decisions in 

context and suggests any blanket notion of the effect of bias in competition is unlikely to 

capture the nuances of the problem. My contribution is to show that rather than offering a 

chance to capitalize on a competitor’s mistakes, these errors can hurt a marketer’s profit. 

There are well documented situations in which marketer’s actions can harm others 

without helping the marketer—for instance, price wars and externalities. The difference 

between my work and such situations is that the price wars are started by players who 

aren’t making mistakes. The tragedy of the commons (Hardin 2009) is that, though 

everyone acts normatively correctly, all are worse off. As I show here, errors on the part 

of my competitor may reduce my profits without reducing the competitor’s profits. This 
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means that my competitor in a dyad has no incentive to listen to my complaints. This is 

not the case in a price war (Rao, Bergen and Davis 2000), in which competitors have an 

incentive to try to overcome trust problems that could lead to lower prices. 

I suggest that marketers should attempt to develop strategies that exploit a 

competitor’s failings where this is appropriate, but they should also understand that their 

competitor’s mistakes can have damaging spillover. A marketer should consider whether 

he can educate his out-group competitors by providing information on the nuances of his 

home market. Indeed, a fascinating implication of my work is that there may be a case for 

paying for your competitor’s market research. Perhaps trade associations could fund and 

make market research publically available to benefit all industry members. 

For the Persistence of Bias in Markets 

The core attack on the value of behavioral economics comes from those who claim that 

bias will not persist in a market (Fama 1998; Schwert 2003). Possibly the biggest names 

in behavioral decision theory outlined this case against their own work in a 1986 paper on 

rational choice. Tversky and Kahneman said “...competition favors rational individuals 

and organizations. Optimal decisions increase the chances of survival in a competitive 

environment, and a minority of rational individuals can sometime impose rationality on 

the whole market”  (1986).The argument is that just because a bias is demonstrated in a 

lab does not mean it will impact a well functioning  market. Whether bias will impact a 

well functioning market remains an important unanswered question. 
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Kagel and Levin (1986) show mixed results on whether the behavioral effect 

underlying the “winner’s curse” will dissipate when there are many players in the market. 

The authors do say that they “...have no doubt that our experimental subjects, as well as 

most bidders in ‘real world’ settings, would eventually learn to avoid the winner’s 

curse…” (Kagel and Levin 1986). The fading of the winner’s curse shown in Kagel and 

Levin’s work relies on the market weeding out those who lose money (Bazerman 2006) 

and suggests individual learning is not seen in markets with large numbers of players. 

This leaves an important open question about learning about bias. Tversky and 

Kahneman (1986), in suggesting that people won’t learn, assert “…any claim that a 

particular error will be eliminated by experience must be supported by demonstrating that 

the conditions for effective learning are satisfied.” I directly address the problem of 

learning about the bias I identify and suggest the conditions for effective learning are low 

noise and knowledge of the connection between mark positions. 

My work also speaks to how long it takes to learn about bias. On the topic of 

overconfidence, Moore and Cain (2007) specifically address the problem of learning 

about overconfidence bias and suggest that their work slowing lack of learning needs to 

be tested over a longer period of time. “Participants in the market entry game were 

students at a selective university and also experienced 12 rounds with full feedback. 

Perhaps this experiment included too few trials for them to learn to solve this problem” 

(Moore and Cain 2007). I have considered their issue in my work and shown that players 

assigned an overestimation bias, with similar effects to overconfidence, learned over 40 
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periods. I agree with the assessment that learning may not happen outside the lab: “... 

even the most experienced entrepreneurs rarely get the opportunity to start more than a 

handful of firms. Furthermore, our experimental setup was more transparent, assessment 

of the competition was clearer, and the causes of success were more obvious than they 

are likely to be for most entrepreneurs” (Moore and Cain 2007). Yet in discussing the 

value of behavioral considerations, I have illustrated an important bound on 

overconfidence: large numbers of periods with good feedback. 

My research supports the value of behavioral economics in showing that the two-

sided nature of the bias, overestimation in some positions and underestimation in other 

positions, makes the bias especially hard to discover. Observations of mistakes that come 

to the marketer from entries are likely to be different in the mainstream than in the niche. 

Such a mixed message, though in fact systematic, is likely to look random to the 

marketer. I do not dispute that learning can occur, but it will be difficult. Camerer and his 

colleagues (1997) conclude that market experience, learning, drives error from the market 

as taxi drivers have less negative responses to extra income opportunities. And anything 

that further slows learning will lead to more opportunities for errors to impact the market. 

Bias persistence in markets is a critical question in economics, and behaviorally 

orientated scholars have suggested that the market (through limits on arbitrage), evolution 

or learning won’t remove behavioral effects from the market (Mullainathan and Thaler 

2000). But this is a controversial topic. Sometimes even those who claim mistakes can 

occur in the market still insist that researchers can develop models as if they are not 
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making errors, as if market participants will be “effectively rational” (Acemoglu and 

Yildiz 2001). Lo (2004) has suggested that bias, compared to a standard of aggregate 

rationality, can influence markets (i.e., bias can persist in markets). He believes that we 

should consider the markets we see as adaptive environments and hopes by doing so to 

ally behavioral finance with a more traditional efficient markets perspective. Lo discusses 

how psychological and economic approaches fail to engage with each other, and I use the 

spirit of this approach in trying to ally the approaches and extend this line of research by 

arguing that I have found a behavioral bias that can impact competitive markets not only 

in one-off decisions, but also in the longer term. 

There is a literature on how biases persist in markets, but this is largely empirical 

work (Benartzi and Thaler 1995; Odean 1999; Shafir, Diamond and Tversky 1997). For 

example, Odean (1999) suggests that investors in the stock market experience 

overconfidence which leads to excess trading. Crucially, Odean believes that this bias is 

not driven out by the market mechanism. This work is powerful in that it empirically tests 

anomalies, but it does not really explain why anomalies continue, so a number of scholars 

simply do not accept the explanations. 

A classic case is the peculiar behavior of New York cab drivers documented in 

Camerer et. al. (1997). These scholars suggest that cab drivers are setting a total dollar 

volume of sales per day, so they knock off work earlier on days when fares are easiest to 

come by. On rainy days, these cab drivers go home early and happy with their day’s haul, 

but rainy days are exactly when consumers are keenest to use their services. This violates 
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the idea of positive wage elasticity (that is, taxi drivers work less when they will get paid 

more for their time). However, the result is heavily dependent on the way the 

econometrics are constructed and so the value of this exercise is undermined by Farber’s 

(2005) methodological critique. 

The core contribution I make in Part 3 of the dissertation is providing a theoretical 

reason for bias persistence in a market in equilibrium despite market selection. In using a 

theoretical approach, I specifically address the concerns of Fama (1998 and Schwert 

(2003) that bias cannot survive given market selection, and I provide a stronger 

theoretical basis for the persistence of bias in markets. I use a strong market selection 

mechanism that removes those marketers who make a loss from the market. Thus I 

suggest that a market selection mechanism that removes losers is qualitatively different 

from one that simply rewards profit maximizers. Despite my use of a market selection 

mechanism that removes those who make a loss, I am able to show that bias can persist. 

Given this, I hope to move the idea of market selection forward, helping to create a better 

understanding of what it is we think the role of markets is in evolutionary terms.  

My evolutionary model showing that out-group homogeneity bias persists in well 

functioning markets has major implications for the importance of behavioral research 

beyond the laboratory. It also allows me to establish a research agenda. My theoretical 

approach allows me to consider what biases are likely to persist and which might not. I 

can further consider in what markets we might expect specific biases to thrive. 
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Finally, the emergence of evolutionary modeling in economics is still relatively 

recent, but has interesting possibilities for furthering research. In the spirit of Gintis 

(2009), I aim to use the language of evolutionary game theory to discuss the problem of 

human nature in business environments. Specially, I take an idea from traditional game 

theory (rationalizability) and consider whether rationalizable strategies have any place in 

equilibrium analysis in an evolutionary model. As it turns out, they do. Those pursuing a 

rationalizable strategy can persist in a population given a market selection mechanism 

that both punishes failure and rewards success. This speaks directly to the advice of 

Fudenberg (2006) who contends that “behavioral economics would be well served by 

concerted attempts to provide…foundations for its equilibrium concepts.” 

For Behavioral Effects in Managerial Decision Making 

Managerial decision making has a long tradition (Rosenzweig 2007; Yates 1990; Einhorn 

and Hogarth 1986; Tetlock 2005; Bazerman 2006) embraced here to considers how bias 

might impact managers. The spirit of this work has been boosted in recent years by 

moves towards greater formalization of models of managerial behavior. My research 

adopts an approach similar to this growing stream of work (Orhun 2009; Cui, Raju, and 

Zhang 2007; Goldfarb and Yang 2009; Biyalogorsky, Boulding, and Staelin 2006). I 

formally consider how best to take action in a world of actors who are not Homo 

Economicus. My work is similar to Orhun (2009) in that I consider a fairly traditional 

formal model of marketer behavior, but add in a single behavioral element (in her work 

reference dependence, in mine out-group homogeneity bias). 
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In examining bias in market entry research, I build on the work of Camerer and 

Lovallo (1999) and use a modified version of their market entry model. My marketers 

overestimate the market size in the mainstream position, but underestimate market size in 

the niche. I take this literature forward by suggesting that behavior that seems similar to 

overconfidence may be generated by a bias related to the prejudice literature in social 

psychology. 

In examining managers’ mistakes, I concentrate on an area in which there is 

special potential to improve behavior. I respond to Diamond (2008) who advocates such 

research because identifying mistakes “... suggests that welfare improvements, possibly 

even Pareto improvements, are possible.” My work in discussing the out-group 

homogeneity bias suggests that, though I have no doubt it will be difficult to achieve, 

Pareto improvements could be gained by improving the quality of decision making in 

marketing. 

My research is also close to the work of Camerer, Ho and Chong (2004) and 

Goldfarb and Yang (2009), all of whom consider how marketers hold beliefs about the 

sophistication of thinking of their competitors within a cognitive hierarchy model 

(Camerer 2003). Cognitive hierarchy models have different levels of thinking, the lowest 

being “I ignore competition.” The next is “I think about my competitor’s incentives,” 

followed by “I think about how my competitor thinks about my incentives,” etc. In an 

empirical study, Goldfarb and Yang (2009) conclude that managers make decisions based 

upon their assessment of competitor thought processes, which are not assumed to be 
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idealized but often have a very limited number of steps. The researchers find that 

managers with a higher level of strategic thinking are most likely to prosper.  

In this paper, I respond to their suggestion that it is “important for both managers 

and policymakers to consider that variation exists in strategic thinking.” I show that a 

bias that changes a marketer’s incentives may also change the way he thinks about his 

competitors’ incentives. To do so, I develop a model of how marketers’ errors in their 

own payoffs may influence their conjectures about others actions given the belief that 

“others think like me.” My model is based upon the idea that one’s errors in assessing the 

market size change the way one expects other people to see the world. I also show that 

there is a problem with overestimating the abilities of your competitor. Where the 

marketer thinks his competitor is not experiencing bias (but they are), it reduces the 

marketer’s profits. This suggests exciting new directions for work on how bias will 

impact managerial conjectures about competitors. 

To confirm that my work is central to what research should be addressing, we 

need only look at the plea for a research agenda penned by eleven leading marketing 

academics who argue that investigating managers’ strategic decision making has 

“research opportunities [that] are close to limitless” and include “the issue of potential 

sources of error in strategic decision making” (Boulding et al. 1994). I take up this 

challenge. 
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Literature Review and Underpinnings 
My literature review is necessarily broad. I start by considering of the psychology of the 

phenomenon I am discussing–Out-Group Homogeneity Bias (Park and Rothbart 1982; 

Linville, Fischer and Salovey 1989) – and explain my understanding of the phenomenon. 

I then consider Strategic Market Entry and discuss how much of the prior literature takes 

an empirical approach (Gatignon, Anderson and Helsen 1989; Golder and Tellis 1993; 

Boulding and Christen 2003). I use a game theoretic approach to consider how errors in 

perceptions of payoffs impact entry. I then address learning and explain why a Bayesian 

belief-based learning approach (Camerer 2003) fits well with my game theoretical model.  

Next, I discuss how variance is central to marketing (Frank, Massy and Wind 

1972; Peppers and Rogers 1993) and market theory (Alchian 1950; Dutta and Radner 

1999). I introduce the idea of induced preferences (Smith 1976) and discuss how 

Behavioral and Experimental Economics are influencing marketing thought (Goldfarb 

and Yang 2009; Cui, Zhang and Raju 2007; Orhun 2009; Ho, Lim and Camerer 2006). 

Then I discuss how researchers are bringing psychology into their considerations of 

markets (Rabin 1993; List 2003; Lo 2004; Akerlof and Shiller 2009).  

In the final part of the literature review, I consider evolutionary game theory, 

which is now a vibrant field in biology (Maynard Smith 1982; Dawkins 2006), social 

evolution (McElreath and Boyd 2007; Gintis, Bowles, Boyd and Fehr 2005) and 

economics (Gintis 2000, 2009; Samuelson 1998; Dasgupta and Maskin 2005). 
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I. OUT-GROUP HOMOGENEITY BIAS 

Studies of the out-group homogeneity bias have emerged from the stream of literature 

regarding prejudice and groups. A starting premise of group research is that we do not 

necessarily have a perfect view of the behavior of groups of people. To understand 

groups, we have to get an idea of what “they” are like, and that involves a lot of 

assumptions. 

Groups often do not emerge naturally; we create groups and assign group identity 

to make sense of a complex world. Racial categorizations, for instance, are widely used 

despite the relatively small genetic differences between people (Cosmides, Tooby and 

Kurzban 2003). Groupings can be useful, as they compensate for our inability to fully 

comprehend what is going on in the world. It would be impractical to understand what 

every individual we encounter wants. The downside is that at times we imbue these 

groups with a greater significance than is justified by their somewhat arbitrary 

construction. 

Henri Tajfel started with the basic idea that we tend to see those who we perceive 

as part of our group (members of the in-group) as different than those who are not 

(members of the out-group). Those in the out-group are viewed with suspicion and 

sometimes plain hostility. Indeed, group-based hostility is a prime motivation for 

research in social and political psychology (Allport 1954; Dovidio and Gaertner 2000; 

Greenwald and Banaji 1995). People generally—and importantly—see members of their 

in-group more favorably than members of out-groups, but I am not interested in this form 
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of prejudice. Instead, I am interested in a variance bias that is unrelated to the perception 

of the mean of a group and thus conceptually different (Park and Rothbart 1982). 

Along with John Turner, Tajfel created Social Identity Theory (1986). This is a 

huge stream of literature that has spawned much debate within the field of psychology. 

For my purposes, the key insight from this literature is that the act of putting people into 

groups—people who are like me or unlike me—changes the way we see people. It is a 

small step for me to suggest that the way marketers group consumers changes the way 

they see those consumers. 

The beauty of the social identity approach (and a source of some frustration) is 

that the groups so defined depend upon the observer. Some groups based on class, race 

and nationality might seem more commonly used by the general public, but there is no 

reason why the groups might not be any group that the observer sees fit to impose upon 

the observed. In my research, the groups that a marketer sees are assumed to be 

commonly used groups, such as “foreign” consumers. This research however has much 

broader applicability than a paper exclusively about international market entry. 
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Out-Group Homogeneity Bias Research 

My research considers out-group homogeneity bias, the tendency “…to perceive out-

group members as being more homogenous in their characteristics than in-group 

members” (Linville, Fischer and Salovey 1989). We often see out-group members as 

being more similar to other out-group members than we see in-group members as being 

more similar to each other. This is despite the fact that on average there seems little 

reason to believe that groups we do not belong to have less variance than those we do 

belong to2 

Out-group homogeneity bias has been extensively replicated in a stream of 

psychological literature. In the introduction. I talked about young people seeing older 

people as more similar to each other than they see young people as being similar to each 

others. This is not isolated example. There is considerable empirical support for out-

group homogeneity bias in psychology (Mullen and Hu 1989; Ostrom and Sedikides 

1992). The bias influences people considering judgments of a number of different groups. 

For example, it has been shown to have an influence when experimental subjects consider 

people from the opposite gender (Park and Judd 1990). The bias is robust to groups that 

are more temporary in nature. Some of the earliest work on the bias considered how 

                                                 

2 It is worth noting that what exactly is meant by diversity in a group can be vague. As such if we saw less 

variance in an out-group this technically could be an accurate perception. Here we might be suffering from 

in-group heterogeneity bias, seeing more variance in the in-group than there truly is. 
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students judged fellow students from their own or from rival universities, Princeton and 

Rutgers (Quattrone and Jones 1980). As an outsider, it is hard to see why either of these 

groups would be more homogenous, but the subjects thought so: Park and Rothbart 

(1982) showed that the bias was robust when sorority members considered people from 

their own and from other sororities. Out-group homogeneity bias has also been shown 

when students consider others from different majors (Park and Judd 1990), which 

presumably has less of the tension of inter-collegiate or even inter-sorority rivalry. 

This effect generalizes beyond students. Recent work has shown the bias in how 

people of different social statuses see each other (Brauer 2001). This research also 

considered how people in differing careers perceived each other. Hairdressers saw great 

diversity amongst stylists and lawyers saw great diversity amongst fellow lawyers, but 

they didn’t expect as much variance from the other career. Research supports anecdotal 

evidence that out-group homogeneity bias can have a significant impact in marketing. 

This bias manifests when considering those of a different age (Linville, Fischer and 

Salovey 1989) and so Linville and her colleagues’ research even predicts the Jitterbug 

example. Young product managers judge older customers as “all the same.” 

Given this result is so commonly found in the social psychology, it is surprising 

that research has yet to explore how marketing managers, the very people adding the 

swing music in the opening quote, will act if they demonstrate behavior consistent with 

out-group homogeneity bias. A contribution of this research is to investigate the effects of 

this bias in a business environment. 
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What is Special about This Bias? 

Out-group homogeneity bias is fascinating because it is a variance bias. A variance bias 

has particularly complex implications as it can lead to opposite effects in different 

positions in the market. For instance, in market entry, as I show later, experiencing bias 

when marketers consider out-group consumers leads to both excessive mainstream entry 

and the missing of profitable niche entry opportunities. Marketers, therefore, are likely to 

finder it hard to spot the complex pattern behind their errors as compared to a bias where 

the pattern of effects are all in the same direction. I contribute to behavioral economics 

literature by considering the effect of a bias of a type (a variance bias) that I am not aware 

has been considered before. 

Is Out-Group Homogeneity Bias Purely Lack of Knowledge? 

Psychological research often focuses on understanding the mechanism of out-group 

homogeneity bias. Ackerman et al. (2006) consider the functional basis of out-group 

homogeneity and out-group heterogeneity bias arguing that a domain-specific view will 

lead to a greater understanding of when the bias may have been adaptive (that is, when 

the benefits of getting to a swifter judgment could have been anticipated to be greater 

than the costs of greater inaccuracy in social judgment). Given the relatively small 

number of out-group members our ancestors encountered, it may have been more 

efficient to see out-group others as similar in many circumstances. The life we now lead 

is not the same as the one our ancestors faced and adapted to; there is little reason to 

believe our brains are especially well adapted to the modern business environment. 
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More proximate reasons for bias have been suggested: 

• Status: There may be reasons to pay more individuating attention to higher, or 

even sometimes lower, status individuals. 

• Group Size: Research often considers groups that differ in size, which can 

confuse results given that variance may change between groups of differing size. 

Unfortunately, in a lot of natural groups (as opposed to minimal groups) the effects of 

these variables can often be confounded and make clean explanations more difficult. 

One specific point about out-group homogeneity bias has special relevance for my 

later work: it is almost impossible to investigate an out-group where the participant 

knows as much about the out-group as the in-group. From a practical experimental 

perspective, it is difficult to extricate any motivational element of out-group homogeneity 

bias, “I don’t have motivation to consider the intricacies of the out-group,” from the 

simple knowledge perspective, “I don’t know as much about the out-group.” 

First, let me acknowledge that this is a significant problem for an in-depth 

psychological study of the bias which I raise here to put this research in its proper 

psychological context. I examine the problem to explain why I have come to the 

conclusion that I have about the relationship between motivation and knowledge. I will 

note, however, that the conclusions of my research do not hinge upon my reading of the 

research on the psychological mechanism of the bias. 

To investigate the mechanism behind the bias, past research has used minimal 

groups to largely divorce the problem of knowledge from the problem of motivation. 
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Minimal groups research goes back to the work of Henri Tajfel (with Billig, Bundy and 

Flament 1971, 1982). To study the effect of prejudice between groups, subjects are 

placed in an arbitrary group: a) dot over-estimators versus dot under-estimators or b) 

those who prefer the artist Klee to Kandinsky (Tajfel, Billig ,Bundy and Flament 1971). 

These are entirely randomly created groups, so the idea is that the mere fact of a person 

being categorized changes the way people think about others, specifically others who are 

in or out of their group. 

While probably the best way to remove knowledge explanations from 

motivational explanations for group behavior, the use of minimal groups is not perfect. 

The first argument against minimal groups is that knowledge is not really the same 

between the in and out minimal groups. The subject knows they are in one group, and 

that tells them something about their own group. More practically, it is extremely hard to 

get effects for out-group homogeneity bias using a minimal group paradigm. This is 

perhaps not too surprising, as variance biases are hard to measure and minimal group 

manipulations are by their nature subtle. Ostrom and Sedikides (1992) say that “no 

consistent effect is observed in minimal-group settings” and conclude the effect is “quite 

meager.” This would suggest that knowledge is the more important part of the bias. This 

downplaying of out-group homogeneity bias has been questioned in recent years. Rubin 

and his colleagues contend that recent evidence suggests that the act of creating a group 

can generate the bias (Rubin et al. 2004). These authors argue the bias is more robust in 

minimal group situations than has previously been considered. 
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Recent work in evolutionary psychology (Ackerman et al. 2006) has provided 

evidence for a motivation element to out-group homogeneity bias. These authors reversed 

the bias depending upon the situation that subjects found themselves in. White subjects 

showed the usual homogeneity bias towards African-Americans when the observed 

African-Americans’ expressions where neutral. However, for cognitively constrained 

subjects, the bias shown was actually a heterogeneity bias when the out-group faces were 

displaying threatening facial expressions. Their argument comes from a functional bias 

perspective that subjects were more motivated to pay attention to the distinguishing 

features of threatening out-group members. If this argument is correct, there must be a 

motivational element to the bias. The threatening facial expression condition did not 

generate disproportionally more information about the out-group which allowed them to 

be more differentiated. The subjects differentiated more because they consciously or 

unconsciously thought it was more important to differentiate the threatening out-group 

faces. Thus we might expect managers’ motivation to impact bias. For instance, in 

international market entry the motivation of the manager to embrace the new culture may 

prove relevant. 

Finally, note with informational stories of bias there seems little logical reason a 

priori to believe that out-groups are less varied than our own just because we lack 

information. I would argue the most logical, prior belief is that groups that are not ours 

are equally diverse as our own. The informational story should not generate a lower 

variance estimation for out-groups, even when we have less knowledge of the out-group. 
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While the mechanism behind the bias is a fascinating question in its own right, for 

the purpose of this research, I focus on exploring the implications, not the origins, of the 

bias. I do not aim to delve deeply into the internal processing of my marketers and so my 

work is not especially dependent on any particular view of the bias. I use an agnostic 

operationalization as to the origins of the out-group homogeneity bias. I can say that if 

the informational story were to be the only explanation of the bias, I might expect quicker 

learning about the bias in the real world than where the bias is an informational and 

motivational story. My reading of the psychological research suggests a motivational 

element to the bias; here I only assume that the bias exists and see what effect it has. 

Types 

I start this research by treating the bias as a stable attribute which people can, in Part 2, 

learn to shed or, in Part 3, be punished by the market for experiencing. The marketers are 

members of stable “types.” This is quite typical in game theory (Osborne and Rubinstein 

1994) but sacrifices important nuances of psychological theory. For instance, with 

identity theories, seeing out-groups depends upon the group and observer and is not just a 

consistent mental failing of the observer. Using types was necessary in a deliberately 

parsimonious game theory model. But I seek to examine how to move beyond types in 

future research. The reason why this approach is acceptable here is that I adopt the idea 

of types to help illustrate the extreme case—where a marketer always markets to out-

groups or in-groups. In reality the marketer will sometimes market to in-groups and so 

won’t always experience the bias. If the bias appears intermittently, it will be harder for 
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the market to select against compared to one that constantly influences the marketer’s 

choices. Similarly, intermittent biases are harder to learn about. The marketer might 

think, “I’m not bad at judging the market size because I was spot on last time I did it—

there must be something peculiar about this market.” The use of types is a conservative 

choice for my conclusion that bias can persist. 

Pre-test: Out-Group Homogeneity Bias in a Marketing Context 

While out-group homogeneity bias has been extensively documented in social 

psychology, I am aware of no specifically managerially oriented demonstrations. As 

such, although the focus of this paper is on what happens assuming the bias occurs, I ran 

a pre-test to demonstrate out-group homogeneity bias in a marketing decision. As part of 

their course requirements, 108 students participated. They were asked to consider taste 

diversity and given a description of two markets. There were two versions of each market 

with different average consumer ages (~22 vs. ~55 years) which were randomly varied 

between subjects to create two observations per subject. Students chose the length of the 

product line to offer each in market. A random effects regression showed they offered 

fewer variants to the older consumers (4.82 vs. 5.55, β=-.76, P>.001). Participants also 

showed less willingness to pay for research about the tastes of older people (β=-.24, 

P>.05). This was despite the fact that their average age (21.1) was much closer to that of 

the consumers in the younger market. They could reasonably be assumed to need less 

research to understand the tastes of younger people. The young students seemed to 

believe there was simply less information to learn about the tastes of older people. 
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Why Is this Bias Relevant to Marketing? 

Out-group homogeneity bias may influence many marketing decisions, but to keep the 

research manageable, I focus only on strategic market entry decisions, such as whether a 

US retailer will enter China. One reason is because international business seems a 

promising area for this research. Managers approaching international markets probably 

don’t identify with the groups they encounter. In fact, international business may be the 

Petri dish of out-group homogeneity bias; marketers are light on available data and heavy 

on available stereotypes. Bias in the minds of marketers is a parsimonious explanation of 

several business phenomena. It may help explain high failure rates in, combined with 

excess enthusiasm about, some emerging markets, as well as why marketers often fail to 

properly serve minorities closer to home. The bias implies that when marketers view 

consumers in “foreign” countries, they miss the diversity in the market. At home, the bias 

may mean marketers end up targeting stereotypes of minority consumers despite their 

best intentions not to denigrate consumers. 

For instance the giant US retailer Wal-Mart entered Canada and chose to deploy 

flyers only in English, the majority language in the country (Hayden, Lee, McMahon and 

Pereira 2002). The company had, but did not use, ample resources to research and find 

out that Canada has a sizable Francophone minority (indeed, Quebec law mandates the 

use of French), so most successful retailer in the world failed to cater to this minority. 
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STRATEGIC MARKET ENTRY 

Past research has often considered how customers differ without focusing on biases in the 

way customers are seen. My research introduces the problem of bias in strategic market 

entry. Unlike prior work on objectively verifiable cultural traits, I consider how marketers 

misperceive consumers rather than how consumers may objectively differ because of 

their background. 

I build on past market entry game research to investigate how errors in the way 

marketers see their consumers will influence how they will react to their decisions. 

Expanding the traditional market entry game to two different sized positions also allows 

me consider how marketer error influences their competitor. 

To uncover the effects of bias, my research considers decisions where marketers 

are identical except for any bias they experience. In a departure from much prior 

marketing literature on dyadic entry, the competing marketers face a simultaneous market 

entry decision. I model a fast-paced world of emerging opportunities and commercial 

confidentiality, analogous to much of the modern economy. This allows me to speak to 

managers decisions when they don’t know the plans of their competitors. 

Empirical Research: Marketing and Strategy 

Current marketing research has a number of themes. Amongst the most important are: 

Order of Entry/First Mover Advantage, Competitive Reactions to Entry and Culture. To 

study them, scholars in marketing have used a variety of imaginative econometric ways 
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to try to understand how strategic advantage can be gained from specific marketing 

decisions, such as what marketing mix variables to employ to facilitate or deter enter 

(Gatignon, Anderson and Helsen 1989) or the effects of entry order (Green, Barclay and 

Ryans 1995; Golder and Tellis 1993). This empirical work has great strength in that it can 

embrace real market conditions. It uses impressive data sets and subjects them to novel 

empirical techniques to tease out answers. But such work is quite different in its approach 

to the work I undertake here as I do not seek to use secondary data. The reason I use a 

theoretical model is that the bias manifests in internal sales projections, which are 

difficult to obtain due to commercial confidentiality. Similarly, secondary data has a great 

deal of noise which obscures the impact of bias amongst a host of other factors. A third 

problem with using secondary data to address the issues I consider is that the nature of 

groups depends upon the observer. Using the assumption that Chinese consumers are an 

out-group to marketers at a US company is possible, but is a strong assumption that I 

avoid through a reliance on a theoretical model. 

Order of Entry/First Mover Advantage 

How marketers enter new markets has been an important topic in marketing for many 

years (Ayal and Zif 1979). One crucial question in particular, order of entry, has been a 

major issue in recent years and has generated considerable controversy. The basic 

question is: Does getting to a market first increase the marketer’s profits? The intuition is 

that getting to a market first allows the marketer to associate their product with the 

category, allowing stronger branding and the possibility of gaining control of distribution. 
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This was the prevailing wisdom, first movement lead to long term sustained advantage, 

such as increased market share. “There is strong theoretical and empirical evidence 

supporting the idea that ‘first-to-market’ leads to an enduring market share advantage” 

(Boulding and Christen 2003). For instance, Urban and colleagues (1986) note significant 

market share disadvantages to later entry, although these authors concede problems with 

the data they employ. My work has a bearing on this as marketers experiencing out-group 

homogeneity bias may use less market research. Believing there is less information to 

learn about out-groups, they may enter the mainstream position more quickly than 

marketers not experiencing bias. If first mover advantage was strong, this could give a 

reason for the success of those experiencing bias. 

This idea of first mover advantage has been countered by research in recent years 

that suggests that first mover advantage is less that it is cracked up to be, (Golder and 

Tellis 1993). Our belief in the value of pioneering mostly comes from imperfect, self-

reported data (such as the PIMS data, Farris, Moore and Buzzell 2004) and survivor bias. 

We have simply forgotten the pioneers that are left by the wayside of marketing history. 

The work of Golder and Tellis was followed by William Boulding and Markus 

Christen who conclude that “being first-to-market leads, on average, to a long-term profit 

disadvantage” (Boulding and Christen 2003). This is a more complex story than the 

traditional view that first to market is best: they argue that first to market increases profits 

in the short run, but leads to lower profits in the longer term. (Note my research suggests 

a theoretical reason for this long term profit disadvantage. Those experiencing bias may 
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enter quickly, but fail to take advantage of all opportunities in the market and so 

experience a long term profit disadvantage) 

Another line of research considers if the first move into a new market is the 

biggest hurdle to get over, from which subsequent moves are less intimidating. This “big 

step” hypothesis (Pedersen and Shaver 2000) is interesting and could be relevant to the 

bias if the bias encourages the first step. Again, bias could bring along unexpected 

benefits. There remain ample opportunities for research that looks at how out-group 

homogeneity bias could impact speed of entry. 

Competitive Reactions and Strategic Choices 

Bowman and Gatignon (1996) consider how the order of entry by marketers impacts the 

use of other marketing mix variables. Their empirical work argues that early entry is an 

advantage and that because of asymmetric effects later entrants should not try and engage 

the early entrants in price wars. Type of entry–e.g., contracts or wholly owned 

subsidiaries–is another important choice (Pan and Tse 2000). Entry choice has been 

shown to influence how committed a firm is to maintaining the market entry (Li 1995). 

My research does not address this problem, but future research that tied in bias with 

choice of entry strategy would be a fascinating addition to this field. 

In strategy, there is an active debate about whether past experiences encourages or 

discourages new entry. An example of this is the work of King and Tucci (2002) who 

suggest that there are different types of experience, with transformative experience 

leading to a greater probability of further entry, but static experience lowering probability 
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of new entry. The implication for my work is that there may be a class of managers who 

become entry specialists. Such managers might have more chance to rid themselves of 

any bias they perceive through greater experience. This leads me to consider the effect of 

learning from market experience on bias. A further question addressed is standardization 

versus adaptation. When should a firm produce tailored products and use different 

strategies for different markets? This was addressed by Szymanski, Bharadwaj and 

Varadarajan (1993), who suggested that similar strategies could be pursued in similar 

markets. They wrote that the effects of competitive strategy and market structure 

variables generalize across the US, UK, Canada and Western Europe.3 

Gatignon, Anderson and Helsen (1989) seek to explain competitive reactions of 

incumbents to market entry. They conclude that inter-firm differences are the key driver. 

Firms have different strengths and play to these strengths in the way they seek to defend 

their positions. My approach is different (somewhat ironically given my interest in 

variance) and minimizes the differences between marketers so that I can be precise about 

the effects of bias. The more inter-firm differences there are, the harder the effect of bias 

is to uncover. 

                                                 

3 This empirical work leads to questions of how markets are defined and what “similarity” means exactly. 

For instance, I am unclear why the UK isn’t part of Western Europe. This presumably isn’t because of 

language differences which are present across western Europe nor is the UK is the largest market in the EU 

and so is valuable enough to be treated differently. 
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Culture 

Another relevant area for my work is the research on culture. This research tends to focus 

on national culture following Hofstede (2001, originally published in 1980). The theory 

behind such categorization has a number of problems (McSweeney 2002) that make such 

lines of research unsatisfactory. My concern is that this work encourages us to form 

opinions about groups of people based upon stereotypes and may encourage out-group 

homogeneity bias by encouraging group-based thinking and summarizing cultures by 

scores on a percentage scale. I believe out-group homogeneity bias research has the 

potential to be an alternative to assigning cultures what is meant to be an objectively 

verifiable score on a variety of dimensions. My research emphasizes that it is how we see 

cultures that changes our decision not how they the cultures objectively are, regardless of 

whether this can be meaningfully measured. 

Marketing strategy scholars have tried to avoid the theoretical problems inherent 

in this debate and instead dig out empirical results that might tell us more about 

marketing to various groups. A popular work in this field is Tellis, Stremersch and Yin 

(2003). They find that national culture is a powerful predictor of the speedy take off of 

products, but economic factors have less of an impact. They use the percentage of 

Protestants in the country as the proxy for national, culture building upon the notion of 

the “protestant work ethic.” This approach is problematic, given the major differences 

between European nations that cannot be explained by the reformation; the precise causes 

of the differential take off speeds are hard to pin down. 
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More recent work has shown awareness of the problems in the field of cultural 

research. For instance, the role of national culture has been downplayed in radical 

innovation, at least as compared to corporate culture (Tellis, Prabhu and Chandy 2009). 

The area of national culture, and other non-national cultures, however remains an area 

that attracts a lot of scholars’ attention. 

Culture clearly has relevance for any hypothesis that involves out-groups as 

members of a cultural group is quite likely to see members of another cultural group as 

out-group members. I believe that out-group homogeneity bias could explain scholars’ 

willingness to adopt overly large cultural labels (like “Asian” (Schwarz 2003) to 

extrapolate from Chinese to Korean consumers). Marketers may do this because they 

have created a group and decided there isn’t much difference within the group. 

My work differs in that I am positing an effect that is not culture specific, but can 

emerge from the way that a marketer might look at people from another culture; the 

marketer has decided the group is alien in some way. 

An important question revolves around how groups influence how marketers 

choose where to enter. Do they choose to move to culturally near countries first as 

suggested by Mitra and Golder (2002)? The question of how marketers see culturally 

similarity is a fascinating possibility for future research. 

Theoretical Models of Market Entry 

In this section I examine how game theory models have treated entry to markets. The 

classic example from economics is Reinhard Selten’s (1978) Chain Store Paradox. The 
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chain store paradox, amongst other goals, uses the problem of competitive entry to 

examine the validity of the backward induction assumption. In this world of perfectly 

informed rational players who employ backward induction, an incumbent never tries to 

defend their market.4 There are a number of differences between this work and mine. 

First, I start with the premise that there are some players who experience bias. I also 

deliberately set up a simultaneous game to allow me focus on the effects of the bias, 

rather the effect of incumbency. Simultaneity is important to the study of bias in my 

model, as no marketer would ever enter second.5 

Moving to the marketing literature, there is some important work which uses 

theoretical models to consider what how pioneers should react to new entrants. 

Venkatesh Shankar (1997) uses models to explain why some pioneers will use a variety 

of tactics to defend their territories while others are more accommodating to new 

entrants. The most notable point about Shankar’s 1997 paper is the number of different 

                                                 

4 There is a manager and a finite number of competitors in different markets. These competitors decide 

sequentially to enter or not enter one of the incumbent’s markets. The incumbent then has a choice to fight 

or acquiesce with lower profits coming from fighting. If the managers use backward induction they will 

reason that the incumbent will always acquiesce in the final market. There is nothing to be gained by 

fighting. As such the second from final competitor will know that the incumbent will always acquiesce in 

the final market. What the incumbent does in the second from final market will not influence the final 

market. Therefore the new entrant will reason that the incumbent may as well acquiesce in the second to 

final market. This logic works through until the first entrant reasons the incumbent will not compete. 

5 There are other models where bias would induce second entry that I will consider in future research. 
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game theory assumptions he tests. He uses a variety of assumptions about leadership to 

consider what will be the most effective way for a pioneer to deal with a new entrant and 

vice versa. Thus who is a pioneer is a key input to his model. With leadership, an anti-

coordination game is a simple game to solve. (The follower should always choose the 

opposite of the pioneer.) Shankar’s work examines what happens after the entry decision 

is taken. So despite the sheer breadth of this largely theoretical work on market entry, it 

does not help address the simultaneous entry decisions that I focus on in this research. 

Narasimhan and Zhang (2000) investigate a topic closer to mine. They have 

players decide whether to rush their product into an untested market. Their model 

uncovers how quickly a marketer will enter given there may be advantages to being early 

(a head start on R&D) but also possible disadvantages (cannibalization of existing 

products). A possible extension to my research could consider how out-group 

homogeneity bias might encourage speedier market entry and how this would impact 

outcomes. 

The research of Narasimhan and Zhang differs from mine in that they consider the 

dynamics of entry over more than one period. I introduce dynamics to consider learning 

and market selection, but my game remains a single period game repeated many times. 

There is also only one market position and uncertainty about demand in the market in the 

Narasimhan and Zhang model. An extension of their model considers cannibalization of 

sales and so introduces the idea of incumbency. Narasimhan and Zhang’s work is 

particularly useful as it suggests a wide range of future research possibilities. 
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The choice of market entry while useful is in no way meant to constrain the 

potential of this research. Exciting possibilities for future research exist in regards such 

multi-period issues as pricing – where more feedback is received, advertising – where 

stereotyping may be more likely to be revealed, and distribution – where marketers may 

overly focus offerings on the dominant local taste at the exclusion of minority tastes. 
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LEARNING 

The idea of learning about (and ceasing to make) errors is an important part of work in 

behavioral economics (Camerer 2003). The basic assumption is that learning moves 

markets towards the Nash equilibrium. For instance, in public good games where there is 

no punishment, people “learn” to play Nash and not contribute anything to the public 

good (Fehr and Gächter 2000). Similarly, in Camerer et al. 1997, the more experienced 

cab drivers had less negative wage elastictities. They had presumably learned to conform 

better to economic prediction through their experience. Finally, List (2003) shows that 

experienced card traders may have learned to remove the endowment effect from their 

thinking over time. Thus out-group homogeneity bias as an error should theoretically be 

removed by successful learning. I am interested in modeling how this removal comes 

about and testing empirically if the learning actually occurs. In the model of learning 

about out-group homogeneity bias that I detail later, I consider a simple Bayesian belief-

based learning. Belief-based learning with predictions that are updated by new 

observations fits neatly with this dissertation’s game theoretic approach. 

Belief-based Systems 

Belief-based learning represents a Bayesian style of learning (Camerer 2003) and entails 

the marketer having a prior idea which they update given the experiences they undergo. 

Learning can be measured as the path that updating takes. The posterior estimates after 

learning has taken place provide the ultimate destination of the learning process. The two 
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commonly used belief-based systems that I will discuss here and use as the basis for my 

model are Cournot Best Response Play and Fictitious Play. 

Cournot play is when the learner adopts the last observation made as their new 

prediction. If they saw a market size of 1,000 in the last period they predict a market size 

of 1,000 in the current period. Fictitious play (Fudenberg and Levine 1998), more 

common in game theory, is where the learner adds the current observation to past 

observations and averages them. If they saw a market size of 1,000 in the last period and 

previously saw a market size of 700 for the two periods before the marketers would 

predict the market size of (700x2+1,000)/3= 800 the next period. While these two 

learning approaches seem distinct, they are variants of each other depending on the 

weight placed on older observations. Cournot play places no weight on older 

observations, while Fictitious play places equal weight on all observations. The one thing 

all belief-based systems require is the specification of priors. These priors must have both 

a prediction and a weight of the prior. The weight of the prior represents how much 

confidence the marketer has in the prior. In my model, out-group homogeneity bias is a 

biased prior about consumer tastes. 
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 Cournot Best Response Play 

Cournot best response play (Camerer 2003) is taken from competitive considerations6 but 

can be applied to predictions of market size. Cournot play is used to describe a form of 

learning employed when players react to the last observation. It makes the simple 

assumption that whatever was the case last period will apply again next period. Given the 

low level of cognitive burden it places on subjects, this may be descriptively accurate of 

how participants actually behave in many situations. Cournot learning does have at least 

one advantage over more complex forms of belief-based learning as it is a very 

responsive learning system. Cournot play reacts well to rapidly changing environments as 

it discards responses two or more moves back and so lacks inertia. The problem of 

choosing a prior is often less significant in Cournot play as the prior is quickly 

forgotten—indeed it is forgotten as soon as the first observation is made. I develop my 

model for predictions of market size using a Cournot style rule. The observed market size 

in a position in the last period observed (t) is assumed to be the market size in that 

position that will exist in the next period (t+1). 

                                                 

6 Research on learning in game theory usually considers a player’s prediction of the likelihood of the 

competitor choosing strategy j at time t. The formula for Cournot play is: ( )( ) ( , ( ))j j
i i iE S t I S S t− −=  I.e., if the 

competitor –i played strategy j in time t the marketer’s belief is updated to be that the next competitor will 

play strategy j in the next period (i.e., t+1), otherwise the marketer’s belief is updated to that the competitor 

won’t play strategy j in the next period (i.e., t+1). 
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Fictitious Play 

Fictitious play (Fudenberg and Levine 1998) is when marketers predict based upon every 

past observation. (There are variants in which a player has a limited memory, only 

remembering a certain number of periods into the past.) Such a strategy integrating as it 

does a potentially very large number of observations can make relatively large mental 

capacity demands upon players—indeed these demands may be beyond many players. As 

such, fictitious play is widely regarded as a normative baseline and not necessarily a 

description of actual player learning. 

Fictitious play weights all observations equally and takes an average response as 

the prediction of the likelihood of competitor entry. For example, if five competitive 

entries have been observed and three of these were to the mainstream then the player 

would expect competitors to enter the mainstream 60% of the time.7 In my model, a 

prediction of market size in a position using a fictitious play style rule is made. This is the 

observed market size in a position in the period observed (t) averaged with all previous 

observations and is assumed to best predict the next period (t+1). 

Priors play an important role in the early periods of any game using fictitious 

play. As the number of observations increases the longer that the game is played, the 

observations gradually gain relatively more influence on the prediction than the prior at 

                                                 

7 Formula when predicting competitor choice is: 
1

1
( , ( )) ( , ( ))

( )( )
tj j

i ij
i i

I S S t S S t
E S t

t

−

− −
−

+
= ∑ . Where 

competitor –i adopts a strategy j in time t this increases prediction that strategy j will be adopted in future. 
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period 0 over time. As the number of observations gets very large, the influence of the 

prior at period 0 on predictions becomes insignificant. 

In fictitious play, the marketers learn to revise their prediction from observations 

made. The marketers assume that a larger number of observations will tend towards a 

more accurate view of the likely response of a competitor. In addition to the practical 

mental capacity problems this method of reasoning poses, a significant theoretical 

problem with fictitious play is that the distribution of observations is presumed to be 

stable over time. This has led to some doubts about the appropriateness of fictitious play, 

at least before equilibrium is reached (Fudenberg and Levine 1998). 

I contribute to this literature by showing that the more cognitively demanding 

fictitious play is not only more mentally challenging, but does not remove outgroup 

homogeneity bias as quickly as the less demanding Cournot model. 

Weighted Fictitious Play 

A third form of learning is weighted fictitious play8 in which the weights need no longer 

be zero for observations beyond the last (as in Cournot play), nor need they be equal. 

                                                 

8 Weighted fictitious play encompasses Cournot play and standard fictitious play as the discount parameter, 

φ, allows players to discount competitive observations depending upon when they were made. The φ 

parameter could also overweight earlier responses, if people fixated on early examples but is usually 

assumed to be less than one.  
1

1
1

1

( , ( )) ( , ( ))
( )( )

tj j
i ij

i i t

I S S t S S t
E S t

φ

φ

−

− −
− −

+
= ∑

∑
 is the formula for weighted 

fictitious play when considering the actions of a competitor is: If competitor –i chooses strategy j in period 
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Weighted fictitious play enables this approach to create estimates between Cournot and 

fictitious play. The weighting can take account of observations a long time ago being 

seen as less informative than more recent observations. The relationship between these 

forms of belief-based is explained in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Relationship between Belief-Based Learning Systems 

 

Alternative Forms of Learning Not Used 

I choose not to consider imitation learning (Camerer 2003), as the form of imitation 

learning that seems most intuitive, “imitate the best,” requires the individual doing the 

learning to have data on all the other marketers’ outcomes. The players need to know 

who performed the best in order to imitate the best. I decided against examining this form 

of learning for two reasons: generalizability of the results and concern over the 

                                                                                                                                                 

t this increases the expectation that this strategy will be used next period. Note that Cournot play is when 

φ=0 and when φ=1 weighted fictitious play becomes  fictitious play. 

φ Continuum -- Weight placed on period t-1  observation after observation in period t

Learning 
Style Cournot Play Weighted Fictious Play Fictitious Play Weighted Fictious Play

φ =0 0<φ <1 φ =1 1<φ

Effect
"Forgets" past 
observations

Considers new 
observations more 

diagnoistic

Treats all 
observations 
same

Underweights new 
observations

Useful

In rapidly 
changing 
environments

In changing 
environments

In stable 
environments

If early observations more 
reliable
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practicality of testing imitation learning in my experiment. Reliable data on all other 

marketers’ outcomes is often very hard to come by in business settings. Few companies 

willingly issue detailed sales numbers. This presents a reason why it may be difficult to 

generalize and imitate the best approach beyond the laboratory. Marketers cannot know 

exactly how to imitate the best if there is uncertainty about who performed the best and 

what strategy the best adopted. For experiments, there is a larger practical concern: 

giving data on all other marketer’s outcomes would greatly complicate any experiment 

that I run, given there are asymmetric errors in my model, unlike in a typical symmetric 

game, such as those explored by Fehr and Gächter (2000) and Camerer and Lovallo 

(1999). Practically speaking, this would be overly taxing for the participants. 

Another approach I will not be considering is “Sophistication” in learning 

(Camerer 2003). Such approaches are fascinating as they involve investigating how 

players learn about the how others learn. Unsurprisingly, this second order learning is 

difficult to uncover in experiments unless the experiment has a very small number of 

moving parts. This experiment, dealing as it does with bias and market entry and 

competition, is already relatively complex. Even if the participants were able to cope with 

the deluge of information necessary to test sophistication, it would likely add error and 

make the results quite messy. As such, I structure the learning experiment in Part 2 of the 

dissertation. with the explicit intention of removing the player’s ability to learn about 

specific competitors. In this research, I concentrate on how players learn about the bias in 

their own predictions. 
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Reinforcement owes its origins to behaviorist psychology and is often used to 

consider how non-human animals learn (Camerer and Ho 1999; Camerer 2003). The 

advantage of reinforcement-based learning is that it requires low levels of information 

and cognitive capacity. Reinforcement only requires that their own payoffs be revealed to 

the individual after the outcomes are determined. Not only does it not require the payoffs 

to the other marketer to be known, but it does not require the marketer to have any beliefs 

about the other marketer at all. Most crucially in respect of this research, reinforcement 

learning does not require a prior to be held before the game starts. If players have prior 

beliefs, then reinforcement learning cannot describe learning about bias in priors. This 

leads to an interesting conclusion: a typical animal from a reinforcement study (for 

example, a pigeon) would never suffer from the out-group homogeneity bias. The learner 

needs complexity of thought—the holding of beliefs—to suffer from bias. 

Experience Weighted Attraction (EWA, Camerer and Ho 1999; Camerer 2003) 

combines the reinforcement system’s concentration on payoffs with the belief-based 

system use of priors.9 Given that EWA uses reinforcement as part of the learning system, 

it will not be used as the basis for this research. 

                                                 

9 Camerer and Ho 1999 use an additional parameter ρ to discount experiences at a different rate to the 

attractions. Camerer 2003 proposes an alternative formulation using κ that allows for averaging or 

accumulation of attractions. Given I do not use EWA I will ignore these complications I have effectively 

set the discounts rate to be the same ρ=φ and assume an averaging not a accumulation rule, κ=0. 
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While in this review I have consciously tied my work back to prior research. it 

should be noted that I do not address predictions of competitor strategy. In my model, 

predictions of market size are where the bias manifests itself. The relevant priors are thus 

not competitor action but the prediction (the market size the marketers predicts) and the 

weight of the prior (how confident the marketer is in the market size prediction). 
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VARIANCE 

I consider a variance bias: out-group homogeneity bias. Variance has a special place in 

marketing—indeed it is one reason for marketing to exist as a discipline. If consumer 

tastes exhibited no variance, much marketing research would cease to have value. Why 

target specific consumers? Why devise complex pricing schemes? “Heterogeneity of 

consumers is viewed as an opportunity by the market-oriented firm, whereas it tends to 

be viewed as a nuisance by those concerned primarily with production efficiency” 

(Frank, Massey and Wind 1972). As Allenby and Rossi (1998) commented, “A 

fundamental assumption of marketing is that people are different.” 

Heterogeneity should be a marketer’s friend, but people, including marketers, find 

heterogeneity difficult because it is complex and costly to address. Heterogeneity causes 

problems with predictions, and so it is often seen as a nuisance to be eliminated. Despite 

the importance of variance to our discipline, I would suggest that researchers also tend to 

ignore variance if they can. Truly, one benefit of one-to-one marketing (Peppers and 

Rogers 1993) is that we do not need to worry about variance. Segmentation itself is a way 

of assigning people to groups. When based upon data, this may be a useful approach, but 

when based upon demographics, it is easy to see why the act of grouping could lead to 

bias and poor marketing strategy. Indeed, out-group homogeneity bias could be a 

theoretical reason for the failure of demographic segmentation in certain aspects of 

marketing (Fennel, Allenby, Yang and Edwards 2003). 
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Given our difficulties with variance it should not be surprising that an economic 

explanation for prejudice is that it is a variance problem that we don’t understand. 

Analyses using the consumer expenditure survey have shown that while average values 

(mean and median markups) do not differ by race and gender, “minority purchases are 

characterized by higher dispersion” (Goldberg 1996). Goldberg suggests that racial 

minority consumers may have a wider distribution of reservation prices than non-

minority consumers. Thus, minority consumers are faced with higher initial prices quoted 

to them with the expectation on the part of the sellers that those with a low reservation 

price will beat them down, but that those consumers with a high reservation price will 

happily pay it. List (2004) uses a field experiment to uncover similar results. His point is 

that sellers in the sports card market offer worse deals to minority and female buyers not 

because of any animus, but as an unemotional response to a greater distribution of 

reservation prices in these groups. The upshot of these claims is that ignoring variance in 

groups may allow for overstated perceptions of discrimination. There is still work to be 

done on this topic, but these results suggest that understanding variance and how we tend 

to miss variance could have profound implications for how we view the world. 

One important way in which variance impacts markets is in its role in market 

selection. Alchian (1950) uses variance in choices to explain why profit maximization 

works despite uncertainty of outcome. No individual can possibly know for certain that 

they are making profit maximizing decisions, but economic theory often assumes profit 

maximization. Alchian’s ingenious solution is to adopt an evolutionary approach. He 
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suggests that though no individual knows they are profit maximizing, if there is variance 

in choices we can find out what was profit maximizing by who was successful. They may 

have gotten there by sheer luck, but to Alchian that doesn’t matter. Variation in choices 

allows profit maximization to work. (I return to this Alchian model later when I discuss 

the notion of market selection in Part 3 of the dissertation.) It is variance in the initial 

population that allows profit maximization to emerge. 

Recent work has sought to reverse Alchian’s idea by considering that there is 

variance in possible successful outcomes rather than a single successful outcome. Dutta 

and Radner (1999) suggest that where there is variance in outcomes, profit maximizers 

will not remain in the market. Their logic is that the safest best is not the profit 

maximizing bet. As such, in the long run profit maximizers perish just getting unlucky 

with a bet somewhere, but those who just do enough to keep their heads above water 

survive and eventually constitute the entire population. Here it is variance in the initial 

population that leads to the end of the profit maximizers. 

I use and extend Dutta and Radner’s logic by considering how the market might 

select on profits. In my evolutionary model, I make the point that profit and losses are 

qualitatively different and so we should consider how this qualitative difference impacts 

the population. 

In this research I contend that all biases are not created equal. My contention is 

that the impact of bias depends upon the nature of the bias and that a variance bias has 

some fascinating characteristics. 
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BEHAVIORAL AND EXPERIMENTAL ECONOMICS 

The connected fields of experimental and behavioral economics have developed 

considerably in recent years. They were given a boost by the awarding of the Nobel prize 

in economics to Vernon Smith and Daniel Kahneman in 2002. 

The field of experimental economics has now spawned a range of work. Indeed as 

early as 1995, there was enough material to generate a Handbook of Experimental 

Economics (Kagel and Roth 1995). The purpose of experimental economics is to examine 

how economic theories play out in the lab. Researchers might ask, “Does active trading 

drive prices to a clearing level?” Behavioral economics has both a theoretical and 

experimental focus and considers how closely behavior corresponds to the models of 

economic theory. Work often employs a combination of experimental economics 

methods and behavioral economic theory and has examined overconfidence in entry 

decisions (Camerer and Lovallo 1999), considered how relational exchange might 

emerge despite the incentive problems (Hackett 1994), and has been applied to delving 

into public goods dilemmas (Fehr and Gächter 2000). 

Experimental Economics and Induced Value 

Vernon Smith helped develop the idea of using experiments to test assumptions of 

economic models. A central problem of running economic experiments is that the 

subjects may not actually want what they are assumed to want. Put simply, if you want to 

see if trade naturally occurs, you need to know that the product that may be traded is 
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desired by those with the money to buy it. Smith developed the idea of “Induced Value” 

(1976), a theory that now provides the basis of much experimental economics. Basically, 

the experimenter controls the motivations of the players, usually by paying money 

against a schedule of outcomes given to the players. (It should be noted that they are 

assumed to try and earn as much money as they can which, given the experiments are 

anonymous market transactions, should be a reasonable assumption, Heide and Wathne 

2006.) The experimenter ensures that players really want to, for example, trade and then 

sees if trade occurs. As Smith explains, “Control is the essence of experimental 

methodology…. Such control can be achieved by using a reward structure to induce pre- 

scribed monetary value on action” (1976). 

In my experiments, I have used an approach related to Induced Value. In addition 

to giving valuations, I give the players some incorrect data, warning that, similar to the 

real world, the data may be incorrect. This simulates a situation where data that is 

generated by the players when viewing the markets is systematically biased. I call this 

induced bias. I control and assign the bias that the player has, rather than leave to chance 

the bias that the player may be experiencing.10 

                                                 

10 Of course in some ways this experiment would be even more powerful if the bias were not induced but 

emerged naturally. The problem with such approach is lack of control, the nature of group relations means 

that it is not always obvious to an experimenter which group a player will identify with. If I used a 

“natural” group such as race (Ostrom & Sedikides 1992) then they are many potential confounds and the 

power of the experiment dissipates if the experimenter is incorrect in judging who will see what consumers 
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Thus when players are assigned bias they simply have incorrect priors of the market.  

There are other important factors in economic experiments. Binmore (1999) 

suggests that players need 1) sufficient incentives, 2) a simple problem and 3) time to 

change strategy if the players wish. I follow Binmore’s advice in my research. I pay my 

participants according to their success to incentivize their actions. I try as much as 

possible to make the problems I present simple, including test questions in my 

instructions to allow subjects to confirm their understanding. Finally, my experiments all 

contain multiple periods to allow my participants the opportunity to learn better how to 

play the game over time. 

Chicken Games and Entry Models 

The game I consider in this research is an anti-coordination game, commonly described 

as a game of Chicken. Unlike in the prisoner’s dilemma game, there is no single 

dominant pure strategy in an anti-coordination game. This lack of a single prediction 
                                                                                                                                                 

as out-group members. Perhaps the player focused more on the fact that consumers were young rather than 

foreign and identified with the consumers when they were expected not to. I could use minimal groups but 

the effect from such groups is subtle and likely to be swamped in any complex market entry game. Note 

that there is no particular reason for the players to have motivated commitment to maintaining the priors 

that they have been assigned. This is not a problem for my research given the direction I am pursuing. Any 

motivation for players to hold onto their bias—which may be found when the bias is generated by the 

players themselves as opposed to being induced—is likely to lead to greater persistence of bias. Thus an 

induced bias is likely to be weaker than any self generated bias. If the induced bias is hard for the players to 

shake I can conclude that the stronger self generated form of the bias will if anything be harder to shake. 
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means that Nash isn’t so obviously systematically violated as it is in public goods games. 

The fact that players enter a position 60% as opposed to 70% of the time is not as 

dramatic an assault on Nash predictions as the robust existence of cooperation despite 

defection being the dominant strategy. The experimental results from Chicken games are 

simply not as surprising to economists. Thus, even though Chicken describes many 

aspects of the world—and is a very popular model in politics (Morrow 1994)—it has seen 

less study than other models in economics.11 Despite its relative neglect, some work has 

been done. For instance, Tanga McDaniel, E. Elisabet Rutström and Melonie Williams 

(1994) response to Rabin’s 1993 article on fairness uses the Chicken game to distinguish 

between fairness and altruism concerns and chooses Chicken precisely because its 

multiple equilibria can aide in the separation of the Nash from the fairness approach. 

The bulk of relevant work has been on a variant of the Chicken game: market 

entry (Meyer et. al 1992; Camerer and Lovallo 1999; Rapoport 1995; Camerer 2003; 

Cheung 2005). The aim of these games is to consider how players use tacit coordination 

to serve, but not over-serve, a market. They are typically games where many players 

enter a market with a fixed capacity that is lower than the number of players (Camerer 

2003). For instance, Rapoport (1995) used a multi-player anti-coordination game to 

examine market entry. In his study, the players each decided whether to enter a market. 

                                                 

11 Of course if we believe in the efficient market hypothesis for economic theory this would suggest the 

Chicken game is not worth studying in economics. If it were interesting someone would already have done 

it however I reject this position believing there are plenty of arbitrage opportunities in theory construction. 
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The market was profitable if they were the only player to enter, but became less 

profitable if all entered. With experience of the game, the players came as a population to 

mix their choices, despite individually using pure strategies. Daniel Kahneman reportedly 

said of the results: “To a psychologist it looks like magic” (Rapoport 1995). 

In economics, more complex games including entry and exit with multiple 

potential entrants have been run to see the effect of different costs on economic decisions. 

Cheung (2005) showed how a market could move towards an equilibrium level of 

competitors in the market. Players could enter the market and later choose to leave if too 

many competitors entered for staying to be profitable. Cheung’s approach has some 

exciting possibilities for my future research as I consider the effects of the interaction of 

out-group homogeneity bias and sunk costs on decisions. I hope to use a similar approach 

to test whether consumer welfare can be increased by the bias. 

A couple of variants on the market entry approach are particularly relevant for 

this research. Meyer et al. (1992) use multiple market positions and adopt an approach 

that is closer to mine. The difference is my model specifies that the market positions are 

not equally attractive, while Meyer et al. allow their model to move towards the profits in 

each position being the same.12 I add conflicting incentives to my model: not only do the 

marketers want to avoid each other, they have conflicting preferences over how they 

avoid each other. 

                                                 

12 They are testing if the law of one price holds and so given their setup the equilibrium prediction, that 

fares relatively poorly in their test, means that profits will be the same after entry at each market position. 
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Another piece of pertinent research is Camerer and Lovallo’s (1999) investigation 

of overconfidence in entry games. Like this game, my players experience a bias which 

impacts their decision. My model differs in that I have a two position model. In a two 

position model, overconfidence has unclear effects—which position should overconfident 

players enter? My bias has a clear prediction over how entry will be impacted in a two 

position game. My model is, however, a variant on the Camerer and Lovallo (1999) 

model and can be easily converted to theirs if the niche position is unprofitable. Indeed, a 

version of my model with an unprofitable niche means out-group homogeneity bias 

influences behavior in a way that looks very similar to overconfidence. 

A final element of market entry research relevant to Part 2 of my dissertation has 

been to look at how players learn about their entry decision. Cheung and Friedman 

(1997) have run market entry games to uncover how individuals learn over time. They 

have used the results to classify different players as learning in different ways. 

Behavioral Economics 

Behavioral economics is an exciting field both within and outside marketing. “In recent 

years, behavioral economics has changed from niche topic to one that is well represented 

in all of the major journals” (Fudenberg 2006). The value of the behavioral economics 

approach has now been widely acknowledged throughout the discipline and it seems 

particularly well suited to marketing studies, given that marketing is a discipline which 

straddles the boundaries between psychology and economics. In the words of Ho, Lim 

and Camerer (2006), “economics and psychology are the two most influential disciplines 
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that underlie marketing.” As marketers, we often consider questions of how non-Homo 

Economicus behavior impacts a larger market, and experimental and behavioral 

economics seem ideally suited approaches to address many of the questions in the 

marketing field.  

Behavioral economics is a diverse field13 but the central principle is that 

“Behavioral economics explores the implications of the limits of rationality” (Ho, Lim & 

Camerer 2006). Homo Economicus is often the preferred term14 of behavioral economists 

to describe the model of a rational, self-interested, profit maximizing, complete 

information actor (Thaler 2000; Gintis 2000; Gintis, Bowles, Boyd and Fehr 2005). 

Homo Economicus is used as the benchmark against which to test other models of 

behavior. This is the approach I have used in this dissertation, comparing my version of 

Homo Economicus—the unbiased marketer—against the marketer experiencing bias. 

Experimental And Behavioral Economics 

While the distinction between experimental and behavioral economics isn’t always 

precisely defined, it is possible to see the two as distinct. Experimental economics may 

show that the market works perfectly efficiently and does not need to postulate any form 

of behavior beyond that of Homo Economicus. This is not true of behavioral economics, 

                                                 

13 As someone studying behavioral economics out-group homogeneity bias suggests that I am likely to 

think that the views of scholars in my field are more diverse than the views of scholars in other fields. 

14 Homo Economicus isn’t used by all scholars. Smith (2008) prefers the “standard social science model” 

(Tooby & Cosmides 2005) as this allows for actors who are consistent but may have social preferences. 
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which postulates some deviation from a standard model of decision making, Homo 

Economicus. Thus Kahneman and Tversky (1979) considered prospect theory an 

alternative model to the standard economic model in which decision makers 1) do not 

consider references, 2) do not experience loss aversion and 3) have consistent probability 

assessments. 

To see how research examines behavior in economic settings and differs from 

experimental economics, consider the results of a typical public goods experiment (Fehr 

and Gächter 2000). First, look only at the results where players are not allowed to punish 

non-cooperation. These typically show the behavior expected from Homo Economicus 

emerges after a number of periods—players “learn” not to co-operate with each other. 

Even a small number of free riders can drive all to become selfish profit maximizers and 

play the Nash pure strategy of defect. There is no need to go beyond Homo Economicus 

to explain this result. This work would be classed as experimental economics, but not as 

behavioral economics. The work of Fehr and colleagues, on the other hand, goes beyond 

experimental economics. They add the potential to punish which necessitates a behavioral 

explanation. Given a single shot game, there is no reason for Homo Economicus to punish 

non-cooperation, but that is precisely what happens. This suggests that there is a critical 

behavioral element to the work of Fehr and his colleagues; this work can be classified as 

both experimental and behavioral economics. 

There is plenty of work that can be classified as behavioral economics but has no 

experimental element (Akerlof and Kranton 2000). Much of the research of Matthew 
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Rabin falls into this category: his modeling work on fairness (Rabin 1993), time 

inconsistency (O’Donoghue and Rabin 1999) and reference dependence (Koszegi and 

Rabin 2006). Behavioral economics research without experiments has proved a fruitful 

field of research in marketing considering such topics as reference dependence (Orhun 

2009) and fairness (Cui, Raju and Zhang 2007).  

So, while experimental and behavioral economics are connected fields, they are 

possible to distinguish. That said, I am most attracted to work that covers both of these 

fields; in this research I use a behavioral game theory (Camerer 2003) model and test this 

using an approach developed from experimental economics. 

The field of behavioral game theory spans a wide range of activities. Developing 

more psychologically grounded views of play has taken us in many different directions. 

A complete taxonomy is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but to aid the reader I 

classify this research into broad groups to aid the reader which I describe in Table 1. 

Table 1. Overview of Behavioral Game Theory 

 Preferences Thinking About Others’ 

Actions 

Knowledge of Oneself 

and Other Errors 

Topics Fairness, Altruism, 

Competitor 

Orientation 

Coordination, 

Conjectures About 

Competitors 

 

Overconfidence, 

Confirmatory Bias, 

My research: 

Misjudging consumers 
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Example 

Papers 

Fehr and Gächter 

2000, Camerer and 

Thaler 1995 

  

Ho, Camerer and 

Weigelt 1998, Camerer, 

Ho and Chong 2004, 

Goldfarb and Yang 

2009 

Camerer and Lovallo 

1999, Rabin and 

Schrag 1999 

Preferences 

Preferences research deals with behavioral regularities that are not “biases.” The players 

in such games have a different preference functions to Homo Economicus, but non-selfish 

preferences are not necessarily an error. The evolutionary consequences of such behavior 

are problematic, but people might get utility from others’ success and so their decision to 

help others isn’t a mistake. Probably the best known work in behavioral game theory in 

this area is that of Ernst Fehr and his colleagues (Fehr and Schmidt 1999; Fehr and 

Gächter 2000), specifically their work on altruistic punishment. His public goods games 

have shown that games do not tend to move to the Nash equilibrium prediction of no 

investment when players have the ability to punish other players at a cost to themselves. 

This is an exciting result, as it helps explain cooperation, but it is also curious as it begs 

the question of why people altruistically punish; more precisely, given punishment’s role 

as a deterrent, why do people believe that the threat of altruistic punishment is credible? 

The trust game (Berg, Dickhaut and McCabe 1995) is another version of the 

prisoner’s dilemma. Its important result is that players do trust, in the sense that they are 

willing to bet on others to return money given to them to invest without a binding 
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arrangement. The dictator and ultimatum games (Camerer and Thaler 1995) have also 

proven popular ways of considering people’s social preferences and have shown that 

people from many different cultures have a tendency to share (Camerer 2003). 

Of course not all work has shown the pro-social side of human behavior. An 

important tendency identified in simple experiments that would be excellent to 

investigate further in a game is competitor orientation (Armstrong and Collopy 1996). 

This work has shown that people seem to prefer beating others to profit maximization. 

They value a goal that is not profit maximization, regarding this choice not as an error, 

but an aim of business. A constructivist theory of rationality can incorporate such 

preferences (Smith 2002). Thus non-profit maximizing preferences are not necessarily a 

form of bounded rationality/irrationality. 

While many of the advances in behavioral and experimental economics have been 

undertaken in economics, there has also been some notable work in the marketing 

literature. In addition to the modeling work that I noted earlier, the marketing field has 

benefited from behavioral and experimental economics-style work on pricing. Lim and 

Ho (2007) found, for example, that more pricing blocks may be beneficial in a world of 

boundedly rational customers. They also noted that counterfactual profits matter to 

retailers in a way not predicted by a model consistent with Homo Economicus’ 

preferences. 

In the world of sales, research suggests that salespeople will respond better to a 

number of smaller prizes than one big prize, but that ranking of the prizes is not 
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important (Lim, Ahearne & Ham 2009). Wilfred Amaldoss and Sanjay Jain (2005) used 

an experimental economics approach to test their model of pricing for conspicuous 

goods. They showed that desire for uniqueness could lead to greater demand for products 

at higher prices. Thus they suggest that small and relatively uncontroversial changes to 

the model of Homo Economicus’ preferences—a desire for uniqueness—can lead to 

upward-sloping demand. This suggests marketers have something unique to offer broader 

theory, as our discipline is well placed to consider both desire for uniqueness and pricing 

to illuminate problems in social science that go back to at least Veblen in 1899, (Veblen 

and Banta 2007). 

Thinking about Others’ Actions 

A key issue for behavioral game theory is how we judge the likely actions of others. This 

has led to a stream of literature on coordination games. Such games examine how a group 

settles on an outcome when there are a number of possible equilibria. A major game in 

this field is the continental divide game (Meyer, Van Huyck, Battalio and Cook 1997; 

Camerer 2003). Such games are interesting as they examine how coordination can 

succeed or fail at maximizing the player’s profits. In the continental divide game there 

are multiple equilibria available, but these are not all equal in value to the members of the 

group. Will the group coordinate on the Pareto optimal solution? The message from this 

game is that history matters. In the words of Van Huyck, Battalio and Cook (1997) “The 

equilibrium selected was sensitive to small differences in initial conditions as predicted. 

The experiment provides some striking examples of coordination failure growing from 
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small historical accidents.” This matters for how people assess others, because the effect 

arises from players not expecting others to deviate much from earlier choices even when 

it is in everyone’s best interest to do so. 

Unlike preference, it is when thinking of other that the problem of errors first 

arises. A player must make a conjecture about the likely response of their competitors 

and may simply be wrong. A fascinating game that tests such conjectures about others is 

the beauty contest game (Ho, Camerer and Weigelt 1998). This game is based on 

Keynes’s observation that the stock market is like a beauty contest: everyone tries to 

predict what everyone else thinks. The players predict a number which is a fraction of the 

average prediction of the group. In game theory terms, this is a simple task—a dominance 

solvable game. Zero is the prediction using the principle of iterated dominance.15 Of 

course, no group including economics PhDs ever predicts zero (Camerer 2003). The 

behavior people show departs in an interesting way from that expected from Homo 

Economicus: no player, even if they can personally follow the logic of the game, is 

confident that all others will also iterate their predictions to zero. 

The problem of understanding what others will do and the errors associated with 

it led to the development of Cognitive Hierarchy Models (Camerer, Ho and Chong 2004; 

Camerer 2003; Goldfarb and Yang 2009). In cognitive hierarchy models, players think 

                                                 

15 If the fraction is 2/3 and I think the average will be 50, I should chose 2/3*50=33.3, but if everyone 

thinks the same way they will pick 33.3 and so I should chose 2/3*33.3=22.2… but if everyone thinks this 

way I should chose 2/3*22.2=14.8, and so on until the prediction is zero. 
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about how others think about competition. The model uses error, as it works on the basic 

assumption that players consider others as having less cognitive complexity than they do. 

This must obviously be a false assumption for the vast majority of players. The basic idea 

of a cognitive hierarchy model is that players each make conjectures about others’ level 

of thinking about competition. This level of thinking is described by the parameter k. 

“The iterative process begins with ‘Step 0’ types who do not assume anything about their 

opponents… ‘Step k’ thinkers assume that their opponents are distributed, according to a 

normalized Poisson distribution, from step 0 to set k-1” (Camerer, Ho and Chong 2004). 

Each step adds a level of complexity to the thinking process. Step 1 means I take into 

account my competitor’s incentives. Step 2, I take into account that my competitor takes 

into account my incentives… Thus this overlaps with my work in that my marketers may 

make incorrect conjectures about others. However, my work differs in that my marketers 

do not believe others are less cognitively complex than they are—the marketers believe 

their competitor is exactly as complex as they are. I therefore contribute to this literature 

by considering how errors in the projections of payoffs held by some marketers can cause 

errors in conjectures about competitors. Ultimately, it is the misjudgment of the market 

by some marketers that drives misjudgment of competitors in my model, as the 

competitors are thought to chase the payoffs indicated by the misjudgment. 

Knowledge of Oneself and Other Errors 

There are several economic models that accept that errors are likely to be observed in any 

equilibrium action. Quantal Response Equilibrium allows for the probability of a 
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“wrong” choice being made (McKelvey and Palfrey 1995). This assigns a positive 

probability of all actions being taken, but assigns a higher probability to “correct” actions 

being taken. My model differs from this in that my marketers are not making random 

mistakes after correctly assessing payoffs. They are making systematic mistakes driven 

by incorrect assessments of the payoffs to be received. These models usually assume that 

players are correct in their assessment of payoffs. Thus, I contribute to behavioral game 

theory by considering what happens in a world where payoffs are viewed with bias.  

Possibly the most popular model of errors is the overconfidence bias, which has 

been demonstrated repeatedly (e.g., Thaler and Sunstein 2008). This bias has been 

featured in a number of business settings from bargaining (Neale and Bazerman 1985) to 

investor confidence (Gervais and Odean 2001) to CEO investment decisions 

(Malmendier and Tate 2005) to the lab in market entry studies (Camerer and Lovallo 

1999; Moore and Cain 2007). At base, overconfidence is a person’s objectively excessive 

belief in their own ability or luck. Although it is an objective judgment error, such 

overconfidence doesn’t necessarily lead to bad outcomes. Entrepreneurship, which can 

bring great social benefit, is powered by overconfidence (Koellinger, Minniti and Schade 

2007). The benefit can even accrue to a person who has positive illusions and may 

promote mental health (Taylor and Brown 1994).  

Overconfidence has an important connections to my research. It is a bias with a 

simpler effect than the one I study. Overconfidence leads people to overestimate their 

chance of success. This differs from out-group homogeneity bias, which has a two-sided 
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impact: sometimes marketers in my research overestimate market size (in the 

mainstream) and sometimes they underestimate market size (in the niche). My research, 

then, could help explain what drives overconfidence in certain situations (for instance, 

when people are willing to enter the mainstream more than they should be not because 

they think they are more likely to win, but because they believe the rewards will be 

greater if they do win). I move the overconfidence literature away from an emphasis on 

overconfident types to a discussion of situations where players may experience a bias that 

manifests like overconfidence. 

Another model in behavioral economics which considers how players deal with 

their own errors is that of Confirmatory Bias. Models such Rabin and Schrag’s (1999) 

show how people make sense of uncertainty: they use their view of the world to distort 

observed evidence to fit with their preconceptions. In my model, though, marketers are 

not uncertain about the world and react erroneously to the information that they receive. 

In this single period model, marketers receive no information with which to update their 

beliefs. Indeed, they are certain of their view of the world and, in the single period model 

there is no time to shake their confidence. My model supports the confirmatory bias 

model by providing another reason for biased priors; an excellent piece of further 

research might look at how how out-group homogeneity bias behaves in a world of 

confirmatory bias. My model contributes by approaching errors in a way that I have not 

seen in the past literature by adding errors in the assessment of payoffs. In my model, a 
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single change—in assessments of consumers—changes predicted payoffs, how the game 

is played and player conjectures of competitor behavior. 
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BIAS AND MARKETS 

Research into how to incorporate psychological insights in economics has a long history 

in the field. The question of what exactly is rationality has exercised many of the most 

notable economists (Becker 1962; Becker and Murphy 1988; Smith 2008), decision 

theorists (Gigerenzer and Todd 1999) and business scholars (Simon 1997). Indeed, some 

outside economics even argue that rationality is not a meaningful concept, as it requires 

an assumption of the unity of a person that is almost certainly incorrect (Hagen and 

Hammerstein 2006). A strict definition of rationality is easily empirically refuted, but 

almost anything can be seen as rational if people just “want to do it.” For example, in 

Becker’s (1971) taste for discrimination, people willingly sacrifice efficiency for the 

“benefit” of being able to discriminate against others. I take a different approach; in this 

study, my marketers have no taste for bias. This is not a preference, but a mistake, and I 

have no prediction that players will want to hang onto to their bias is they find out they 

have it. How will the market cope with those who are making errors, and how we can 

model the psychology of such errors? 

Modeling psychological insights has become an important topic in economics 

(Rabin 2002; Camerer, Loewenstein and Rabin 2004; Fudenberg 2006). Akerlof and 

Shiller (2009) have helped popularize the notation of psychology as consequential for 

markets, and the title of their recent book summarizes the position well, Animal Spirits: 

How Human Psychology Drives the Economy and Why it Matters for Global Capitalism. 

Economists often accept that bias may exist and “findings have induced even the most 
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ardent supporters of neoclassical theory to doubt the validity of certain neoclassical 

modeling assumptions” (List 2003). Given this doubt about the tenets of economic 

theory, it is not surprising that research that allows us to see what biases may impact 

markets is an exciting area. 

In marketing, scholars have said that there is plenty of room for considering 

behavioral regularities in the way consumers or marketers behave (Boulding et al. 1994; 

Ho, Lim and Camerer 2006). “Marketing models are usually applications of standard 

economic theories, which rely on strong assumptions of rationality of consumers and 

firms” (Ho, Lim and Camerer 2006). The fundamental problems in bringing most 

Behavioral Decision Theory (Bazerman 2006; Yates 1990) work into economic models, 

though, is that biases that manifest in the laboratory may not necessarily persist in the 

marketplace (List 2003). Therefore, which biases should be added to marketing models is 

a critical question that cuts to the heart of the value of decision theory in our field. 

This question of whether biases have market implications is the subject of 

vigorous debate which makes understanding what biases, if any, persist in markets an 

important (List 2003). Indeed many researchers claim bias is driven from markets and so 

“anomalies are more apparent than real” (Schwert 2003). It is intuitively appealing that 

learning rectifies all problems or that market selection punishes those who experience 

bias in their thinking, and there is some evidence that this can happen, “market 

experience plays a significant role in eliminating the endowment effect… Overall, this 

study provides strong evidence that market experience eliminates an important market 
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anomaly” (List 2003). After all, errors are mistakes that may be noticeable to the 

marketer (or, if not, could be exploited by competitors). This would suggest that bias may 

damage an individual marketer’s career, yet have limited market impact. If this intuition 

is correct, marketing educators might have a role in teaching individuals, but market 

observers need not add the bias to their models of long-term managerial decision making. 

Past explanations of why many biases do not persist have focused on simple 

biases. I investigate a variance bias which seems promising as Fama (1998), in 

dismissing many psychological anomalies, argues that alternatives to market efficiency 

“must specify biases in information processing that cause the same investors to under-

react to some types of events and over react to others.” As I will show, out-group 

homogeneity bias has this two-sided characteristic, causing the same marketer to over-

enter some positions in the market while under-entering other positions. This makes 

learning about the bias difficult and makes it difficult for competitors to take advantage 

of the mistakes of the marketer experiencing bias.  

When scholars assume bias will not persist, the proposed mechanism for 

removing bias from the market is rarely clear. To investigate how bias might be removed 

from a market, I study two possible methods. The first is a learning approach, which has 

been extensively studied in experimental economics (Cheung and Friedman 1997; 

Camerer and Ho 1999; Camerer 2003). When they are learning, individual marketers 

come to understand the errors that they have been making and correct themselves over 

time. Learning through experience is often seen as a way of limiting behavioral effects; it 
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has been shown to reduce the endowment effect (List 2003) and lessen negative wage 

elastictities (Camerer et al. 1997). That said, I show that learning about the out-group 

homogeneity bias is especially difficult given its two-sided effect. 

So instead, in a second possible path to bias removal, I adopt what is essentially 

an evolutionary approach, with profits taking the role of “reproductive fitness” and 

consider how the market might remove bias from a population of marketers. I start by 

assuming marketers possess fixed traits, they don’t learn over time. But the market may 

remove those with the bias by a mechanism called market selection (Dutta and Radner 

1999; Alchian 1950). The problem with market selection in respect of this bias is that this 

bias externalizes some of the problems it generates, thereby reducing the effectiveness of 

market selection. 

The Efficiency of Markets and the Removal of Bias 

Finance research considers the problem of bias in markets, and scholars have taken a 

number of robust positions to counter behavioral economics theories. Those such as 

Fama (1998) and Schwert (2003) who accept the efficient market hypothesis dismiss the 

idea that non-optimizing behavior is a significant force in markets.16 Indeed, as Lo 

                                                 

16 A logical problem with the efficient market hypothesis have been pointed out by Grossman and Stiglitz 

(1980). If, as seems reasonable it is more costly to think about information before making a choice than not 

then people will naturally not use information if they don’t have too. Given an efficient market using 

information is unnecessary as you cannot use the information to gain higher profits and thus why use 

information. No one has an incentive to seek out information in an efficient market. Thus no one brings 
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explains, those who believe in the efficient market hypothesis never consider bias, but 

rely on the “assumption that market forces are sufficiently powerful to overcome any 

type of behavioral bias” (Lo 2004). Traditional economists like Alchian (1950) and 

Friedman (1953) suggest that observers need not worry that absolute rationality does not 

drive people. In Friedman’s terms, a model shouldn’t be tested on the realism of its 

assumptions, so we can ignore bias in models of markets if we assume market forces will 

not allow the bias to matter (Acemoglu and Yildiz 2001). There is an evolutionary idea 

behind this assumption: what we see thrive is the best strategy, even if those adopting it 

could not know this for certain. Indeed, Lo’s (2004) adaptive market hypothesis is 

absolutely an attempt to use evolutionary principles (Gigerenzer and Todd 1999; 

Goldstein and Gigerenzer 2002; Gigerenzer 2007) to improve upon the efficient market 

hypothesis. Lo writes that if people use heuristics and the world changes so the heuristics 

are no longer appropriate, then rather than call this irrational “a more accurate term for 

such behavior might be maladaptive” (2004). 

Gintis (2009) has posited that understanding how people behave in social 

situations can be illuminated using game theoretical approaches. Not lacking ambition, 

Gintis suggests that psychology, sociology, anthropology, economics and political 

science can all be analyzed using a game theory based lexicon. It is in this spirit of 

synthesizing findings from divergent disciplines that I approach my work. I use 

                                                                                                                                                 

information to the market and prices can‘t reflect all known information. Therefore if the market ever 

becomes efficient no information will be brought into the market and the market will cease to be efficient. 
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psychological insights to address an economic style problem. I consider what behavior is 

likely to survive in the long term—that is, what persists—and what won’t survive. 
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EVOLUTIONARY MODELS AND GAME THEORY 

Evolutionary theorizing has been implicit in economics from many years. Alchian (1950) 

and Friedman (1953) both use this logic to consider how the market changes the 

population of those in the market. The idea is that bad businesses should go out of 

business. While recent events have suggested that political reason may make some bad 

businesses more vulnerable than others (e.g., Lehman Brothers versus AIG), still the idea 

remains central to market theory. Those who fail die out and those who succeed thrive. 

This has meant in recent years that there is considerable crossover between economics 

and evolutionary biology. 

Evolutionary Modeling 

The central figure in evolutionary modeling is John Maynard Smith. His classic work, 

Evolution and the Theory of Games (1982), is the basis for much of the research both 

inside and outside theoretical biology. Maynard Smith was attempting to explain why 

some animals within a species thrive while others don’t—essentially, how could natural 

selection work? He used the economic tools of game theory to investigate what strategies 

would be successful. The core model in his theory is the anti-coordination game he calls 

Hawk and Dove. (This terminology derives from political archetypes not species.) Some 

members of the same species are assumed to be more aggressive—the Hawks—than 
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others—the Doves. The anti-coordination game requires a level of symmetry between the 

actors to be useful—zebras don’t directly compete for land with lions.17  

 While not all biologists have embraced this game theoretic approach 

wholeheartedly (Gould and Lewontin 1979; Hagen and Hammerstein 2006), Maynard 

Smith had a major impact in the world of biology (Dawkins 2006). This work details the 

concept of evolutionary stable strategies and explains why some Nash equilibria are more 

appropriate when considering population outcomes than others. (Later, I will use this to 

discuss why I concentrate on mixed and not pure strategy equilibrium in my anti-

coordination game.) 

Evolutionary modeling work has spawned a growing body of literature outside 

theoretical biology; such methods of analysis are being used in economics and other 

social sciences to model the formation of institutions (Young 2001) and to differentiate 

between equilibria (Samuelson 1998). These models (McElreath and Boyd 2007) analyze 

how strategies come to dominate, or fade away, in a large population over a long period 

of time. 

Maynard Smith’s work is particularly relevant to market entry. The Hawk-Dove 

model represents competition for a scarce resource such as a prime nesting spot. This is 

precisely the problem facing those taking market entry decisions in a world of 

                                                 

17 There exist models of inter-species competition, e.g., predator-prey models, but inter-species competition 

is not the focus of Maynard Smith’s text. 
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competition. There is a scarce resource (consumers), and the best strategy depends upon 

the competitor’s action. 

While this research concentrates on the Hawk-Dove game, the prisoner’s dilemma 

has proved to be more popular outside theoretical biology. The prisoner’s dilemma, and 

its multi-player version the public goods game, is an excellent way of demonstrating 

altruism, as players commonly violate the dominant solution in pro-social ways. This 

model is commonly used because the existence of altruism is a key concern of much of 

the work in evolutionary modeling in the social sciences. Dawkins (2006—originally 

published in 1976) helped popularize the central problem of the theory of altruism from 

an evolutionary perspective: why does it exist? Evolution rewards fitness maximizing 

behavior and costly sacrifices, by definition, reduce fitness. 

Some progress has been made on this problem with kin. For instance, Hamilton’s 

rule (Dawkins 2006; McElreath and Boyd 2007) is a crisp explanation of kin selection—

inclusive fitness. If my sacrifice benefits my genes in family members more than it hurts 

me it is worthwhile. While the math is a bit oversimplified, the “joke” is perfectly 

logical—genes that sacrifice your life to save two brothers or eight cousins would be 

fitness enhancing. Similarly, reciprocal altruism similarly isn’t really much of a problem 

to explain either—helping others who will help you in turn is more of an investment than 

a costly sacrifice. But these explanations of altruism could be described as nothing to do 

with altruism. The real question is, why is (non-reciprocal) altruism shown amongst 

anonymous strangers? Why do people altruistically punish? People reliably punish those 
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who violate social norms even when they will not benefit from paying the costs of 

applying the punishment. How come? 

One explanation of such strong reciprocity is that we are adapted to small groups, 

so we are fooled into believing we will see others again—that means altruism is a self-

interested error (Gintis, Bowles, Boyd and Fehr 2005). Even if it is true, this is somewhat 

unsatisfying and implies that, in the very long term, strong reciprocity will be driven out 

of populations. This rather depressing conclusion has motivated scholars to consider if 

altruism could be adaptive and if so why. Moral Sentiments and Material Interests, edited 

by Herbert Gintis, Samuel Bowles, Robert Boyd and Ernst Fehr (2005), uses evolutionary 

considerations to try to understand how altruism could be adaptive. Their preferred 

explanation is group selection, which is making a comeback after Dawkins’s scathing 

critique of early somewhat wooly group selection ideas (Dawkins 2006). Gintis and his 

colleagues suggest that more complex models can explain the evolution of cooperation. 

 As more complex agent based models (Miller and Page 2007; Gilbert 2008) are 

developed, I anticipate that this area will feature more heavily in many questions relevant 

to marketing. It is a fascinating area with huge implications for all the social sciences and 

relates to my work in that I adopt a similar paradigm by asking how a behavioral 

regularity will fare over time. 

Evolutionary Economics 

Much evolutionary modeling of human behavior is performed at the intersection of 

complex models and behavioral economics, but the benefits from evolutionary modeling 
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have also been recognized in mainstream economics. Partha Dasgupta and Eric Maskin 

(2005), for instance, have used an evolutionary approach to explain hyperbolic 

discounting.18 

Evolutionary ideas are also having a broader impact on the game theory used 

across a range of economic enquiries and common in economics textbooks (Osborne and 

Rubinstein 1994; Gintis 2000; Bowles 2004). Larry Samuelson (1998) uses evolutionary 

logic to consider how a specific equilibrium might emerge when theory suggests that a 

number of equilibria are potentially possible. And my research draws upon the work of 

Dutta and Radner (1999) and the implicit evolutionary models of Friedman (1953) and 

especially Alchian (1950). Dutta and Radner argue that market selection will not 

necessarily lead to profit maximization, even when the actors wish to maximize profits. 

They even go as far as to suggest that profit maximizers will eventually be overrun by 

those experiencing risk aversion. I use a similar approach in Part 3 of this dissertation to 

show that despite marketers’ attempts to maximize profits, those who do not maximize 

profits will not necessarily be driven from the market. I argue that Alchian’s view of the 

evolutionary process in the market was too simplistic. He neglected to consider the nature 

of profits and losses, that profits and losses aren’t qualitatively the same. If profits are 

                                                 

18 Hyperbolic discounting is where players seem to excessively weight immediate costs and benefits over 

more temporally distant costs and benefits (Laibson 1997; DellaVigna & Malmendier 2004, 2006; 

Frederick, Loewenstein & O’Donoghue 2002; Loewenstein, Read & Baumeister 2003). 
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qualitatively different to losses, we cannot guarantee that market selection will lead to 

profit maximization even with an infinite time horizon. 

At its broadest, my work speaks to the core problem of marketing: why 

understanding customers is hard. Marketers aim to satisfy their customers, but they often 

fail (Nyren 2007; Thompson 2008; Montoya-Crawley 2010). I suggest that bias in the 

way marketers see customers can persist despite market selection pressures and that it 

explains why marketers fail to achieve market orientation (Jaworski and Kohli 1993). 

Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 
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Part 1: Single Period Market Entry 

Model with Out-Group Homogeneity 

Bias 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this first part of the dissertation I detail a single period anti-coordination game of 

simultaneous market entry where either of the marketers may be experiencing out-group 

homogeneity bias. I will show that the out-group homogeneity bias can have a significant 

effect on the market entry strategies that are chosen, which in turn impacts profits. 

I calculate the effect of the out-group homogeneity bias on market entry using a solution 

concept of marketer making rational choices given their beliefs-- rationalizability19. The 

effect of bias is that it leads to a greater probability that marketers experiencing it will 

enter mainstream positions, (thereby also reducing the likelihood that they enter the niche 

position). This strategy used by a marketer experiencing bias with its increased 

mainstream entry, reduces the profits of those competing with the marketer employing the 

strategy. This is because the competitor of a marketer experiencing bias is less likely to 

gain the larger profits from the mainstream position than when they face a marketer not 

experiencing bias. 

I run a pair of economic experiments to test the impact of the out-group homogeneity bias 

on entry choices and profits. The bias led to more mainstream entry by those 

experiencing it. It also reduced the profits of competitors of those experiencing the bias. 

Bias generates the greatest reduction of profits when both marketers in a competitive 

dyad experience it. 

                                                 

19 I explain this in more detail shortly and discuss solution concepts in appendix I page 384. 
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II. MARKET ENTRY MODEL 

I use a standard assumption that there are two marketers each with a single product 

(Hotelling 1929). I describe a focal marketer by the subscript i and denote their 

competitor as not i, -i. The marketers are risk neutral, self-interested profit maximizers 

who are identical apart from the bias they experience. 

In this model, there is a single market that the competitors are simultaneously entering. 

Within the market there are two positions. These two positions represent the fact that 

consumer tastes often differ within the market. I call the two positions within the single 

market the mainstream position and the niche position. To designate a mainstream 

position I use M and to designate a niche position I use N. I define the mainstream 

position as the position that, all else equal, appeals to the greater number of consumers. I 

define the niche position as the position that, all else equal, appeals to fewer consumers. 

This means that the tastes of more consumers, and hence more potential sales at any 

given price, are in mainstream rather than the niche position. 

Entering the market entails paying a fixed cost, κ, which is assumed to be the same for 

both marketers and positions20. Similar to Narasimhan & Zhang (2000) this fixed costs is 

always greater than zero, κ>0. Variable costs are assumed to be the same for both 

marketers and are normalized to zero, (Chen, Narasimhan & Zhang 2001). 

                                                 

20 This assumption is essentially that the product tweaks necessary to target a particular position within a 

market are insignificant compared to the large cost to develop the core product and enter the market. 
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A. Consumer Primitives: The Demand Function 

As prior marketing research I simplify by assuming a small number of segments of 

customers (Chen, Narasimhan & Zhang 2001). I assume two consumer segments, who 

either prefer a product at the mainstream position or niche position21. I assume there will 

be one position that is preferred by a majority of consumers -- the mainstream. The 

proportion of consumers preferring a mainstream product position is defined as x. The 

total size of the market is normalized at 1 and assuming that each consumer will only buy 

the product once (Iyer 1998) then potential mainstream sales equal x. .5<x<1. As there is 

heterogeneity of consumer tastes no position represents the tastes of all consumers so x≠1 

or no consumers x≠0. Potential sales in the niche will equal 1-x. 

Utility is the subjective benefit that consumer receive from purchasing or not purchasing 

a product. The utility function of consumers (Iyer 1998) who have a preference for the 

mainstream position when offered a product at that position at a price P is written as.  

                                                 

21 I use two segments, Meyer et. al 1994, one for each position the marketers could focus on, instead of 

three segments (Iyer & Pazgal 2003). Unlike Chen, Narasimhan & Zhang (2001) I am interested in 

competition before the entry decision is made and so cannot designate any segment a-priori as loyal to one 

of the marketers. My work also adds complexity to the model and a two segment model is the simplest that 

generates heterogeneous demand thus limiting the model’s non-bias related elements. With the two 

segment model each consumer can be described as being a member of a segment. Consumers share a 

preference for one of two different product “positions”. This preference difference fully explains 

heterogeneity and represents a pure personal taste difference between otherwise identical consumers. 
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,
,

i M
M i MU V P= −  (1.1)22 

Here I use the superscript on the consumer’s utility to describe the position of the product 

offered the consumer by marketer i at the price the marketer sets. The subscript describes 

the consumer’s position preference. Consumers buy the product with the highest non-

negative utility. (I assume they buy when their utility is zero). I can thus write utility 

functions for all four combinations of consumer preference and a marketer’s entry 

positioning. By definition consumers gain less utility all else equal from a product at their 

non-preferred position. The disutility from purchasing the product at the consumer’s non-

preferred position is denoted d. To simplify I assume that V<d23, i.e. that consumers 

won’t buy at their non-preferred position. 

Figure 2. Consumer Utility 

 

                                                 

22 Utility of consumer who prefers mainstream product when offered a product at the mainstream position 

by marketer i equal to the value of the product less the disutility generated by the price charged. 

23 Appendix II page 387and appendix III page 391 details what happens when this assumption is relaxed. 

Prices may be driven down and so profits may be less but all the same basic results are found. 
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First let us consider the demand function where a marketer enters a different position to 

their competitor. I will return to demand when both enter the same position shortly24. The 

demand function facing marketer i who enters the mainstream and their competitor 

doesn’t enter the mainstream is: 

, if 0, and 0 otherwisei Mx V P− ≥  (1.2) 

The demand function for marketer i entering the niche position and gaining a different 

position entry is: 

,(1 )  if 0, and 0 otherwisei Nx V P− − ≥  (1.3) 

That x>1-x is the key assumption that drives my later results. Sales, and thus all else 

equal, profits in the mainstream position must be greater than in the niche position after a 

different position entry.25 

                                                 

24 More on the micro-foundations for the demand function are detailed in appendix II page 387. 

25 Other elements of the model, such as price and fixed costs being the same between positions, are not 

critical provided any changes in these assumptions do lead to greater profits in the niche position compared 

to the profits in the mainstream position after a different position entry. 
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B. Entry as an Anti-Coordination Game 

This research analyzes a specific group of games known as “anti-coordination games”, 

Chicken (Rabin 1993) being the classic illustration. In Chicken two players each prefer to 

choose the daring option from a pair of options if they alone will be daring but prefer to 

“chicken-out” if they believe that the other player will take the daring action. 

An anti-coordination game is analogous to market entry decisions where neither players 

hold an exogenous advantage with the choice being effectively made simultaneously. 

Marketers compete for the scarce resource of consumers but want to avoid choosing the 

same positioning as their competitor. For a market entry game to be an anti-coordination 

game, an entry to a position must be potentially profitable but if both marketers choose 

the same position profits will be substantially lower. 

1. Marketer Decisions: Mixed Strategy for Positioning and Pricing 

The decisions facing the marketers are: 1) how to enter in the market and 2) the price 

they wish to sell the product at once they have entered. 

The entry choice facing the marketer is to position the product to serve consumers at, the 

mainstream or niche position. I define the probability of marketer i entering the 

mainstream position as αi. (Pure strategies can be written as when αi equals 0 or 1.) The 

marketer chooses between mainstream and niche position entry so the probability of 
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niche entry is 1-αi. Given that not entering is dominated in the scenario I consider the 

choice of mainstream entry probability therefore fully details the strategy26. 

After both marketers have chosen their entry strategies the probabilities from the mixed 

strategies employed determine the actual entries made. The combination of marketer i’s 

actual entry and marketer –i’s actual entry I call the entry outcome. 

Once entry occurs a second, pricing, choice is made. The marketers simultaneously set 

their prices optimally to maximize profits given common knowledge of the entry 

outcome. I denote the price that marketer i sets in a position as ,i MP  or ,i NP .
27 

The full sequence of choices is illustrated in Figure 3. Note that the marketers do not 

know the other’s entry choice when they make their entry choice and do not know the 

other’s pricing choice when they make their pricing choice. This is represented by the 

information set between the choices (the “------“ Gintis 2000). 

2. Information 

The marketers are assumed to know the basic structure of the game. The marketers are 

forward looking when making their entry choices, taking into consideration their eventual 

pricing decisions. I first solve the model where none experience bias. When bias is added 

I will address marketer's information, knowledge and beliefs about having the bias, and 

any bias held by competitors. 

                                                 

26In the parameter ranges I discuss in the core model the marketers will always choose to enter. 

27 So Pi,M denotes the price that marketer i charges when they entered the mainstream position. 
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Figure 3. Marketer Choices 
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3. Profit 

In this model profit is determined by the sales generated at the position the marketer 

enters (which are impacted by the competitor’s choices), multiplied by the price charged 

for each sale, P, less the fixed costs of entry, κ.  

Given the two marketers make a simultaneous choice of entry strategy I must create 

notation for all possible entry outcomes. Thus I need to describe notation for: 

1) When the marketers enter different positions. 

2) When the marketers enter the same position. 

Firstly, I define two terms. If the marketer enters a different position to their competitor, 

this is called an “different position entry”. If a marketer enters the same position as their 

competitor, this is called a “same position entry”. To denote the profits to a different 

position entry and a same position entry I use a sub-script to describe the focal marketer’s 

entry and a superscript to denote the competitor’s entry. 

Different Position Entry 

,
,

,
,

=Marketer  profit when marketer  enters mainstream & marketer -  enters niche

=Marketer  profit when marketer  enters niche & marketer -  enters mainstream

i N
i M

i M
i N

i i i

i i i

π

π

−

−
 

Same Position Entry 

,
,

,
,

=Marketer  profit when both marketers enter the mainstream position

=Marketer  profit when both marketers enter the niche position

i M
i M

i N
i N

i

i

π

π

−

−
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III. MARKETERS AND STRATEGIES 

Marketer i’s maximization problem when arriving at the market is: 

Max ( , ) by choice of entry strategy i
i i i iE π α α α−

−    (1.4)28 

Marketers maximize profits given their conjectures about their competitor’s entry choice. 

Where no marketers are experiencing bias this is the Nash equilibrium solution concept. 

1. Entry Outcomes 

The solution method is to calculate the marketer’s best responses to their conjecture 

about their competitor’s actions. Marketers choose their best responses conjecturing that 

their competitor will use their best response. There are four possible entry outcomes 

which are combinations of a marketer at each entry position, (shown in Figure 4). 

Figure 4. The Four Possible Entry Outcomes 

 

                                                 

28 Marketer i tries to maximize his or her prediction of marketer i’s profits competing against marketer -i by 

the choice of mixed strategy for entry given the marketer i’s conjecture about marketer –i’s entry strategy. 

Same position 
mainstream entry

Different position 
niche entry

Same position 
mainstream entry

Different position 
mainstream entry

Different position 
mainstream entry

Same position 
niche entry

Different position 
niche entry

Same position 
niche entry

Marketer i  Enters 
Mainstream Position

Marketer i  Enters 
Niche Position

Marketer -i  Enters Mainstream Position Marketer -i  Enters Niche Position
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Throughout this work I use the convention of placing marketer i’s entry in bold using the 

rows and marketer –i’s not in bold and using the columns. So the top right cell is where 

marketer i enters the mainstream position and marketer –i enters the niche position. The 

marketer specific outcomes/payoffs are in bold and to the bottom left of the cell for 

marketer i and not in bold and to the top right of the cell for marketer –i. 

2. Pricing Choice 

After the entry outcomes have been realized the marketer then makes a pricing choice. 

The pricing choices are actually simple. If the marketers enter the same position the 

consumers will only buy the cheapest and so price is driven down to zero. When 

marketers enter at different positions price will be set to capture all consumer surplus so 

price will be V, (see appendix III page 395). This pricing decision is then factored into the 

initial mixed strategy choice. The entry strategy choice is the key decision made by the 

marketers as the pricing decision is completely predictable from the entry outcome. I will 

therefore concentrate on the entry strategy for most of this research. 

3. Payoff Matrix 

These pricing decisions allow me to create a payoff matrix. To simplify the notation I 

will define the following terms: 

• π(M)= Profit from a different position entry to the mainstream position29, 

                                                 

29 Shorthand for , *
, , which equals i N

i M i Mx Pπ κ− −  
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• π(N)= Profit from a different position to the niche position30, 

• -κ= Loss from a same position entry. The result of Bertrand-Nash31 competition. 

This allows me to generate the payoff matrix for this anti-coordination game, Figure 5. 

Figure 5. Payoff Matrix – Entry to Mainstream Position or Niche Position 

 

The mainstream position has more consumers and as price is the same at both positions 

then a different position entry to the mainstream position is more profitable than a 

different position entry to the niche: π(M)>π(N). Profit from a different position entry is 

always greater than profit from a same position entry: π(M)>π(N)>-κ.32 

4. Profitability When No Marketer Is Experiencing Bias 

Firstly, let us consider when no marketer is experiencing bias. The marketer chooses an 

entry strategy to maximize profits given their conjecture about a competitor’s entry 

strategy. Profits come from the each of the four entry outcomes multiplied by the 
                                                 

30 Shorthand for , *
, , which equals (1 ) -i M

i N i Nx Pπ κ− −  

31 See appendix VIII page 430 for an explanation of Bertrand Nash Pricing and why it is applicable here. 

P=0 and hence , ,
, . , ,=  0 = 0i N i M

i M i M i N i Nπ ω κ π ω κ κ− −− = − = − . 

32 As prices are positive with a different position entry, P>0, and fixed costs are greater than zero, κ>0. 

-κ π(N)
-κ π(M)

π(M) -κ
π(N) -κ

Marketer i  Enters 
Mainstream Position
Marketer i  Enters 

Niche Position

Marketer -i  Enters 
Mainstream Position

Marketer -i  Enters 
Niche Position
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probability of that entry outcome occurring. The expected profit of marketer i who is not 

experiencing bias is: 

( )[ ( , )] = - ( ) 1- ( )(1- ) (1 )(1- )i
i i i i i i i i i i iE M Nπ α α κα α π α α π α α κ α α−

− − − − −+ + − −  (1.5)33 

5. Nash Equilibrium 

The Nash equilibrium is where all marketers employ a best response to their competitor’s 

best response (Osborne & Rubinstein 1994; Gintis 2000). This means that there is no 

strategy that marketer i could choose that has better outcomes given the strategy of their 

competitor. As the competitor is using a similar logic so the competitor’s strategy must 

be a best response to the marketer’s strategy to be a Nash equilibrium. 

The way to uncover the Nash equilibrium is to take the derivative of marketer i’s profits 

[ ( , )]i
i i iE π α α−

− with respect to the marketer i’s entry strategy iα . This will show if the 

profits could be increased by changing the entry strategy. If the derivative is positive this 

means increasing the probability of mainstream entry will increase profits. If the 

derivative is negative this means that reducing the probability of mainstream entry will 

                                                 

33 Equation (1.5) breaks down into four separate elements: -καiα-i the loss from a same position entry to the 

mainstream, -κ, multiplied by the probability of that entry outcome occurring, αiα-i. π(M)αi(1-α-i) which is 

the profit from a different position entry to the mainstream, π(M), multiplied by the probability of that entry 

outcome occurring, αi(1-α-i). π(N)(1-αi)α-i which is the profit from a different position entry to the niche, 

π(N), multiplied by the probability of that entry outcome occurring, (1-αi)α-i. -κ(1-αi)(1-α-i) which is the 

loss from a same position entry to the mainstream, -κ, multiplied by the probability of that entry outcome 

occurring, (1-αi)(1-α-i). 
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increase profits. Where the derivative is zero then no increase in profits can be gained by 

changing the entry strategy – the entry strategy is the best response. 

( )i -iδE[ , ]  ( ) [ ( ) ( ) 2 ]δ
i

i
i

i
M M Nπ α α π κ α π π κα

−

−= + − + +  (1.6) 

Rearranging equation (1.6) shows effect on profits of increased marketer i mainstream 

entry: 

( )[ ( , )] 0 if  
( ) (N) 2

( ) 0 if  
( ) (N) 2

( ) 0  if 
( ) (N) 2

i
i i i

i
i

i

i

ME
M

M
M

M
M

π κπ α α αα π π κ

π κα
π π κ

π κα
π π κ

−
−

−

−

−

+∂ > <∂ + +

+
= =

+ +

+
< >

+ +

 (1.7)34 

                                                 

34 3 possibilities. 1) competitor’s mainstream market entry is low, ( ) <
( ) (N) 2i

M
M
π κα

π π κ−

+
+ +

, the derivative 

is positive and so increasing mainstream entry increases profits. 2) when ( ) =
( ) (N) 2i

M
M
π κα

π π κ−

+
+ +

 the 

derivative is zero, i.e. no change in profits will result from a change in entry strategy -- the Nash 

equilibrium. 3) when competitor entry is higher, ( ) >
( ) (N) 2i

M
M
π κα

π π κ−

+
+ +

. here marketer profits will rise if 

entry is reduced. This illustrates the traditional anti-coordination game logic. When competitor mainstream 

entry is low by entering the mainstream marketer i expects to gain different position entries to the 

mainstream, the most preferred entry outcome. When competitor mainstream entry is close to 1 entering the 

mainstream will just lead to unprofitable same position entry. Niche entry is less profitable than 

mainstream entry when both are different position entries but better than a same position entry to the 

mainstream. 
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The optimal probability αi of marketer i entering the mainstream position given their 

conjecture about the action of their competitor –i, α-i, is: 

( ) ] 0 if 
( ) ( ) 2

( ) ][0,1] if 
( ) ( ) 2

( ) ]1 if 
( ) ( ) 2

i i

i i

i i

M
M N

M
M N

M
M N

π κα α
π π κ

π κα α
π π κ

π κα α
π π κ

−

−

−

+
= >

+ +

+
= =

+ +

+
= <

+ +

 (1.8)35 

This allows me to create a mixed strategy that marketer i will use. 

a) Nash Mixed Strategy 

The Nash equilibrium strategy in this model has a mainstream entry probability of: 

( )
( ) ( ) 2i i

M
M N
π κα α

π π κ−

+
= =

+ +
 (1.9) 

And a niche position entry probability. 

( )(1 ) (1 )
(M) ( ) 2i i

N
N

π κα α
π π κ−

+
− = − =

+ +
 (1.10) 

I map these strategies to show why this is a Nash equilibrium. 

                                                 

35 If the competitor enters the mainstream with a probability > ( ) ]
( ) ( ) 2

M
M N
π κ

π π κ
+

+ +
 then enter the niche 

position. If the competitor enters the mainstream with a probability = ( )
( ) ( ) 2

M
M N
π κ

π π κ
+

+ +
 enter the 

mainstream at any probability. If the competitor enters the mainstream with a probability <

( )
( ) ( ) 2

M
M N
π κ

π π κ
+

+ +
 then enter the mainstream position. 
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Figure 6. Mapping the Nash Equilibrium 

 

To understand Figure 6 it is best to pick a line. Let us consider the dashed black line. This 

line is marketer i’s best response to the actions of marketer –i. The top left of the square 

is when marketer –i has a probability of entering the mainstream of 0 while marketer i 

has a probability of entering the mainstream of 1. This best response line represents a best 

response of marketer i to the actions of marketer –i. Moving right means that marketer –i 

is increasing their mainstream entry. As the entry probability of marketer –i increases the 

best response of marketer i, the black dashed line, remains at 1, always enter the 

mainstream until a point when it suddenly drops. This point is the Nash mixed strategy. 
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Note that if marketer -i enters the mainstream at a probability above the Nash mixed 

strategy the best response of marketer i is to always enter the niche position. When 

marketer –i enters at the Nash mixed strategy it does not matter what marketer i does. 

The best response of marketer i covers every probability from 0 to 1. The mixed strategy 

result put crudely is that if my opponent is playing optimally I can do whatever I like. I 

will leverage this later as it is a reason why it is hard to drive bias out of a market. 

b) Probability of Mainstream Entry is Always Greater Than 50% 

Comparing equations (1.9) and (1.10) note that because ( ) ( )M Nπ π>  then

( ) ( )M Nπ κ π κ+ > +  and the probability of mainstream entry is always greater than the 

probability of niche entry. 

c) Profits When Both Marketers Play the Nash Mixed Strategy 

Both marketers enter with the Nash mixed strategy probability and36 I can calculate the 

expected profits for marketers at this Nash equilibrium. 

                                                 

36 The mixed strategy does not maximize total profits or even any individual’s profit. If the marketers could 

coordinate on a pure strategy solution then one marketer would receive π(M) and the other π(N). This 

represents greater total profits and the marketer receiving the lower payoff would still do better in the 

coordinated world than when using the Nash mixed strategy. 
2( ) ( ) -( )

( ) ( ) 2
M NN

M N
π π κπ

π π κ
−

+ +
 equals 

2( ( ) - )
( ) ( ) 2

N
M N
π κ

π π κ+ +
 which is positive so profits are higher in the coordinated solution. Note the numerator 

is squared and so positive while the denominator contains only positive terms and so must also be positive. 
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After substituting in the mutual best responses, ( )
( ) ( ) 2i i

M
M N
π κα α

π π κ−

+
= =

+ + , and 

simplifying, the predicted profit equation (1.5) becomes: 

2( ) ( ) -[ ( , )] 
( ) ( ) 2

i
i i i

M NE
M N
π π κπ α α

π π κ
−

− =
+ +

 (1.11) 

Table 2. Key Notation Summary Single Period Model 
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IV. MODELING BIAS 

Some marketers experience bias when viewing a market. This means they project more 

sales from the mainstream and fewer sales from the niche position than will be realized as 

when perceptions of variance are lowered sales appear more centralized than they are. 

In the two segment model of consumers37 the consumers prefer either the mainstream 

position or the niche position. These consumers are represented by a Bernoulli 

distribution with any consumer having a probability of being in the mainstream segment, 

x with x>0.5. Out-group homogeneity bias over-inflates38 the marketer’s prediction of x 

meaning more consumers are predicted to prefer the mainstream position and less to 

prefer the niche than in reality. I therefore state that, predicted sales in the mainstream 

when experiencing bias are higher than true sales and predicted sales in the niche when 

experiencing bias are lower than true sales. (I denote any variable influenced by the bias 

by the superscript ψ.) Out-group homogeneity bias is modeled as not influencing 

predictions of the (non-heterogeneous) value that consumers attach to a product39 so 

prices will be either equal 0 or V as noted earlier, (see appendix IV page 410). 

                                                 

37 I have explored other micro-foundations with similar results, see appendix VII page 417. 

38 The variance of a Bernoulli distribution, x(1-x), falls as x increases given x>.5. A biased perception does 

not change the location of the median consumer, who is always in the mainstream segment given x>.5 but 

lowers variance seen making the predicted chance of any consumer preferring the mainstream higher. 

39 Or the firm’s costs as the bias is about perceptions of certain others not just a consistent misjudgment. 
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A. Solution Concept-- Rationalizability 

I adopt a classic behavioral economics approach by modifying “one or two assumptions 

in standard theory in the direction of greater psychological realism” (Camerer & 

Loewenstein 2004). I make the simple change that some marketers have a bias in viewing 

consumers and hence misjudge their payoffs from entry decisions. However this single 

simple change that marketers do not necessarily judge their payoffs correctly has 

significant implications for the solution concepts that I use. 

The most commonly used solution concept in game theory is Nash equilibrium -- “this 

notion captures the steady state of play of a strategic game in which each player holds the 

correct expectation about the other players’ behavior and acts rationally”. (Osborne & 

Rubinstein 1994). In a Nash equilibrium a player cannot “better itself acting alone”, 

(Morrow 1994). There are two ways that Nash equilibrium can emerge (Gintis 2009; 

Binmore 2007; Osborne & Rubinstein 1994). Firstly through a dynamic/evolutionary 

approach, i.e. equilibrium is where the system converges to over time, but this 

interpretation is hard to use in a single period model (Osborne & Rubinstein 1994). I have 

therefore used an approach that relies on the marketers reasoning their way to the 

solution. Such epistemic games (Gintis 2009) specify the beliefs40 of the players over the 
                                                 

40 A Bayesian approach is a form of epistemic game. Players have subjective priors describing the 

probability that the state of the world is any particular state. In a typical Bayesian model a player will 

update their subjective prior over time. In my single period model however my marketers have no chance 

to update their predictions. They think there is only one state of the world but often misjudge what it is. 
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state of the world. The state of the world being a wide ranging concept that includes the 

payoffs that will be received and competitor “types” that players face. In my model the 

problem is that some marketers have incorrect beliefs about the payoffs they will receive 

( x x≠ ). I make the assumption that the marketers believe that their competitor sees the 

world as they do and is also a rational profit maximizer given their beliefs. The intuition 

behind this is that no marketer thinks he or she is experiencing bias or thinks others do41. 

My marketers have a conjecture about what their competitor’s reactions are likely to be to 

any given action they take (Jeuland & Shugan 1988; Bresnahan 1981). Formally 

conjectures in my model are the changes in entry strategy expected from a competitor 

given a change in entry strategy by the marketer, 

i

i

α
α

−∂
∂

42. This conjecture about a 

competitor’s likely reactions develops from the marketer’s belief that other marketers see 

the world as they do. It is important to note that although all marketers share the belief 

that all see the world like they do this does not mean that all marketers have the same 

conjectures. All would react the same way to the same information but some are getting 

biased information about payoffs. This biased information leads these marketers to react, 

                                                 

41 This corresponds to a world where commercial confidentiality is paramount. In the real world sales 

projections may differ but because each marketer maintains a tight grip on his or her information this is 

unknown to the marketers making the prediction. 

42 As the difference between what the marketers use to develop their strategy and the actual parameter 

values are crucial to my model I will use a hat to distinguish where a parameter is used in setting a strategy 

and will not use a hat when I just use the actual parameter. 
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and conjecture that others will react, differently to those who do not gain biased 

information about payoffs. 

When considering conjectures a question asked is: Are the conjectures consistent? To be 

consistent “each firms’ conjectures about the way other firms react to it will be correct” 

(Bresnahan 1981). Economist’s often favor consistent conjectures because they provide 

discipline to models by constraining results. The problem with rationalizable strategies is 

that they can generate a wide range of results. Here however I accept the discipline of 

being able to explain the thought processes of the managers. I explain how inconsistent 

conjectures can arise from application of a simple rule – I think others think like me. The 

use of inconsistent conjectures is uncommon in economics but is not unheard of – it 

features in Cournot models of competition for example (Bresnahan 1981) and in models 

of errors (Acemoglu & Yildiz 2001)43. I use both consistent and inconsistent conjectures 

in my model. The conjectures are consistent when marketers experiencing the same level 

of bias compete. Formally a conjecture is consistent when the predicted change in 

competitor entry strategy equals the actual change in competitor entry strategy given a 

change in the marketer’s entry strategy: 

i i

i i

αα
α α

− −∂∂ =∂ ∂ . When marketers 

                                                 

43 This use of inconsistent conjectures make my work somewhat similar to work in cognitive hierarchy 

models (Camerer 2003) where players consider the distribution of cognitive complexity in the population.  
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experiencing different levels of bias compete however the conjectures are inconsistent44. 

A conjecture is inconsistent when the predicted change in competitor entry strategy does 

not equal the actual change in competitor entry strategy given a change in the marketer’s 

entry strategy: 

i i

i i

αα
α α

− −∂∂ ≠∂ ∂ . 

Another important consideration in economic models is rationality. It is important to note 

that even though some marketers in my model are making mistakes -- performance errors 

(Gintis 20009) -- induced by bias in predicted payoffs they can still be described as 

rational45. They are rational because the model I use has the four elements that Osborne 

& Rubinstein (1994) define a rational choice by: 

• A set of actions from which the decision maker makes a choice (Entry & Pricing). 

• A set of possible consequences (the profits are consequences). 

• A consequence function that associates a consequences with each action. (The 

marketers have these, indeed this is where the bias comes in. The marketers mis-

predict the consequences of their actions – sales and through sales profits). 

                                                 

44 Inconsistent conjectures do not drive my results. In an extension I show that in a world of consistent 

conjectures there is a Nash Equilibrium where the marketer experiencing bias out-performs the marketer 

not experiencing bias, section VIII page 173. 

45 Perhaps best described as boundedly rational (Simon 1997; Gigerenzer & Todd 1999) to distinguish 

those experiencing bias from the Homo Economicus (Smith 2008) a model of behavior that sometimes 

unhelpfully comes to mind when we hear the term rationality. 
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• A preference relation (the marketers are profit maximizing which means that they 

consistently prefer higher profits to lower profits.) 

My marketers are consistent in their preference for higher profits over lower profits– they 

just don’t know how to get them. It is in consistent preferences where individual 

rationality resides. The marketers act rationally given their beliefs about the world. 

Introducing the idea of the marketer taking actions that are rational given their beliefs 

leads to the solution concept of rationalizability. Rationalizability is a weaker concept 

than Nash equilibrium. A rationalizable strategy is one where players’ beliefs about each 

other “are not assumed to be correct… Each player’s believes that the actions taken by 

every other player is a best response to some belief, and further each player believes that 

every other player reasons in this way” (Osborne & Rubinstein 1994). A rationalizable 

strategy is one that is rational for a player to pursue given their beliefs about the world 

which here includes the belief that their competitor sees the world as they do. Though 

rationalizability is not a Nash equilibrium solution it still assumes that marketers think 

through what their competitor’s will do and that they conjecture that the competitor’s will 

think through what the marketers themselves will do. Thus in terms of a cognitive 

hierarchy model (Camerer, Ho & Chong 2004) the marketers are very high level thinkers. 

As such my work differs as in the cognitive hierarchy models players assume that 

competitors have more limited levels of iterative thinking than they do. Here marketers 

think their competitor is just as good at thinking as they are. 
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Being weaker than Nash equilibrium the solution concept of rationalizability allows for a 

relatively large number of strategies to be defended. Osborne and Rubinstein (1994) 

acknowledge this but argue that “we find this approach interesting in that it explores the 

logical implications of assumptions about the player’s knowledge that are weaker…” It 

thus seems an ideal choice for my investigation where marketers have incorrect 

knowledge about the market. To summarize I use a solution concept of rationalizability. 

Marketers use a best response given their beliefs. 
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B. Conjectures and Predicted Profits 

I have introduced a bias in sales and so there is a possibility that predicted profits will not 

equal profits that will be received. Predicted profit for marketer i is the predicted 

probability of each possible entry outcome given the strategy that marketer i will adopt 

and the strategy that the marketer i conjectures marketer -i will adopt, multiplied by the 

predicted profit from each outcome.  [ ( , )]
i

i iiE
ψ ψψπ α α
−

− , describes profit predictions that 

are influenced by the out-group homogeneity bias. 

Firstly I assume each marketer believes they are not experiencing bias and believes all are 

like them. This means that any bias in predicting profits influences both the strategy 

employed by the marketer and their conjecture about their competitor’s strategy. This is 

because each marketer believes that the other marketer thinks like they do and therefore 

conjectures that the competitor will react in a similar manner to them. Thus when the 

marketer experiencing bias meets another experiencing bias the conjectures are consistent 

(Bresnahan 1981) but the conjectures are inconsistent when the same marketer meets a 

competitor not experiencing bias. Note also that a marketer not experiencing bias will 

have inconsistent conjectures if the competitor experiences bias. The same belief about 

competitors – that they react like me – can lead to both consistent and inconsistent 

conjectures in a world of bias. Furthermore having a competitor experiencing bias can 

lead to inconsistent conjectures on the part of a marketer not experiencing bias. 
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When experiencing bias predicted profits from gaining a different position entry are 

higher in the mainstream position and lower in the niche position than they will be. 

Predicted profits from gaining a different position entry to the mainstream position are46: 



* *
, ,[ ( )]  iff 0,otherwise -i M i ME M x P V P

ψ ψπ κ κ= − − ≥  (1.12) 

Predicted profits when experiencing bias are higher in the mainstream than when not 

experiencing bias as xψ>x.47, so [ ( )]> [ ( )]E M E M
ψ

π π  

When experiencing bias predicted profits when gaining a different position entry to the 

niche position are: 



* *
, ,[ ( )]  (1 ) iff 0,otherwise -i N i NE N x P V P

ψ ψπ κ κ= − − − ≥  (1.13) 

Predicted profits when experiencing bias are higher in the mainstream than when not 

experiencing bias as (1-xψ)<(1-x)48, so  [ ( )]< [ ( )]E N E N
ψ

π π . 

As before predicted profits after a position entry always equal -κ49. 

                                                 

46 Marketer i who is experiencing bias is predicting the profits they will gain when they, marketer i, enter 

the mainstream and marketer –i enters the niche position. The predicted profits are the predicted sales in the 

mainstream position, xψ, multiplied by the optimal price – which the marketer charges. 

47 Given P>0 and x is greater than 0.5 

48 Given P>0 and (1-x) is less than 0.5 

49 Predicted losses, -κ, after a contested entry are not impacted by bias. 
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C. Rationalizable Mixed Strategies When Experiencing Bias 

Marketers experiencing bias try to optimize in choosing a mixed strategy but their sales 

projections have bias. The marketers therefore develop rationalizable strategies given 

out-group homogeneity bias. Predicted profits can be created given the marketers 

conjecture that their competitor reacts as they do,  i iα α− = and  i i

ψ ψα α− = 50. I create 

predictions of entry outcomes that are formed by the marketer experiencing bias, see 

Figure 7. Note that only the competitor mixed strategy choice needs a hat as the marketer 

knows their own strategy choice. 

Figure 7. Predicted Entry Outcomes for a Marketer Experiencing Bias 

 

Similarly given the marketer’s prediction of the payoffs to be received from each 

outcome I create a predicted profit/payoff matrix for the marketer experiencing bias. 

                                                 

50 Marketer i’s conjecture about marketer –i’s strategy is the same as the rationalizable strategy they 

calculate for themselves. 

Predicted Probability 
Marketer -i  Enters 
Mainstream Position

Predicted Probability 
Marketer -i  Enters 
Niche Position

Probability\ 
Predicted 
Probability

Probability Marketer i 
Enters Mainstream Position

Probability Marketer i 
Enters Niche Position



i
ψ

α −



ii

ψψα α −

(1 ) ii

ψψα α −− (1 )(1 )ii

ψψα α −− −

(1 )ii

ψψα α −−

1 i
ψ

α −−

(1 )i
ψα−

i
ψα
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Figure 8. Predicted Profit/Payoff Matrix for a Marketer Experiencing Bias 

  

a) Predicted Profits Given Out-Group Homogeneity Bias 

The predicted profit equation for a marketer experiencing bias becomes51: 

    ( )  ( )  ( ) ( )[ ( , )] - ( ) 1- ( ) 1- - 1- 1-
i

i i i i i ii i i i iE M N
ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψπ α α κα α π α α π α α κ α α
−

− − − − −= + +  (1.14) 

As before the derivative of the predicted profits with respect to the probability of 

mainstream entry by the marketer i who is experiencing bias, i
ψα is: 

                                                 

51 Predicted profits come from the product of the predicted probabilities of entry outcomes and the 

predicted profits. 1) Contribution to predicted profits from predicted same position entries in the 

mainstream position, - ii

ψψκα α −  , plus 2) Contribution to predicted profits from predicted different position 

entries to the mainstream position,  ( )( ) 1- iiM
ψψ ψπ α α − , plus 3) Contribution to predicted profits from 

predicted different position entries to the niche position,  ( ) ( ) 1- iiN
ψψ ψπ α α − , plus 4) Contribution to 

predicted profits from predicted same position entries in the niche position, ( ) - 1- (1- )ii

ψψκ α α − . 

-κ

-κ

-κ

-κ

Marketer -i  Enters 
Mainstream Position

Marketer -i  Enters 
Niche Position

Marketer i  Enters 
Mainstream Position

Marketer i  Enters 
Niche Position

( )N ψπ

( )M ψπ

( )N ψπ

( )M ψπ
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 (1.15) 

As is the case if the marketer does not experience bias when the predicted chance of the 

competitor, marketer –i, entering the mainstream is low then predicted profits increase 

with increased mainstream entry by marketer i. When the predicted chance of the 

competitor, marketer –i, entering the mainstream is high then predicted profits decrease 

with increased mainstream entry by marketer i. There is a point where the predicted entry 

of both players is equal, the rationalizable strategy, this is: 





 

( ) 
( ) ( ) 2

ii
M

M N

ψψψ
ψ ψ

π κα α
π π κ

−
+

= =
+ +

 (1.16) 

This rationalizable strategy is not a Nash mixed strategy as the predictions are wrong. (I 

will now shorten rationalizable mixed strategy given bias to just rationalizable strategy). 

The rationalizable strategy is illustrated in Figure 9. Note the light gray line represents 

the rationalizable strategy of marketer –i who is experiencing bias. The pattern is similar 

to the Nash mixed strategy developed by a marketer not experiencing bias however the 

point at which the marketer thinks that it is optimal to flip from mainstream to niche 

position entry, the rationalizable mixed strategy, is higher than the Nash mixed strategy. 
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Figure 9. Mapping Predicted Best Responses—Out-Group Homogeneity Bias 

 

2. Entry choice With Consistent Conjecture 

Considering Figure 9 take for example where a marketer not experiencing bias, marketer 

i, has consistent conjecture and somehow knows marketer –i plans to use the 

rationalizable mixed strategy given bias. Marketer i would never enter the mainstream. If 

marketer –i had consistent conjectures they would always enter the mainstream. The 

marketer experiencing bias gains more profit, π(M)>π(N), than their competitor who is 

not experiencing bias. I examine this consistent conjectures scenario in more detail later 

to demonstrate that inconsistent conjectures don’t drive my results. 
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3. Entry Choice and Predicted Profits of a Marketer Experiencing Bias 

Marketers experiencing bias adopt the rationalizable mixed strategy. The mainstream 

entry probability for the rationalizable mixed strategy is: 





 

( )
( ) ( ) 2

ii
M

M N

ψψψ
ψ ψ

π κα α
π π κ

−
+

= =
+ +

 (1.17)

 

The niche entry probability for the rationalizable mixed strategy is: 





 

( )1- 1
( ) ( ) 2

ii
N

M N

ψψψ
ψ ψ

π κα α
π π κ

−
+

= − =
+ +

 (1.18)

 

The chance of a marketer experiencing bias entering the mainstream, αi
ψ, is strictly higher 

than that of a marketer not experiencing bias, αi. This is because the predicted profit in 

the mainstream seems relatively higher to a marketer experiencing the bias compared to 

the predicted profit following a niche entry. Given the marketer not experiencing bias 

enters the mainstream position more than half the time then I can state that: .5<αi< αi
ψ. 



 

( )
( ) ( ) 2

M
M N

ψ

ψ ψ

π κ
π π κ

+
+ +

>


 

( )
( ) ( ) 2

M
M N
π κ

π π κ
+

+ +
 (1.19) 

This is because the predicted profit to different position mainstream entry are higher 

when experiencing bias:  ( ) ( )M Mψπ π> .52 

                                                 

52 Numerator of mainstream entry probability experiencing bias is greater:  [ ( ) ] [ ( ) ]M Mψπ κ π κ+ > + . The 

denominators are the sum of the numerators for the mainstream and niche entry probabilities. Therefore 

when experiencing bias the mainstream entry numerator must be a greater fraction of the denominator: 
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4. Predicted Profits Given Out-Group Homogeneity Bias 

Adding into equation (1.14) the entry probabilities that the marketer uses and conjectures 

the competition will use, equation (1.17), generates the predicted profits of the marketer. 

The predicted profits when experiencing the out-group homogeneity bias are: 

 

 

 

2( ) ( ) -
( ) (

)
)

[ ( , ]
2

i
i iiE M N

M N

ψ ψ
ψ

ψ ψ

ψ ψ

π π κ
π

π
π κ

α α
−

−
+ +

=  (1.20) 

The out-group homogeneity bias despite increasing sales projections in the mainstream 

position reduces predicted profits overall in the two segment model as the fall in 

consumers projected in the niche equals the increase in consumers projected in the 

mainstream. The marketers think the market is worse overall when they experience bias 

as the marketers expects to have to suffer more competition to gain the mainstream 

position.53 If    ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )M N M Nψ ψπ π π π+ = +  then given 

                                                                                                                                                 



 

( )
( ) ( ) 2

M
M N

ψ

ψ ψ

π κ
π π κ

+

+ +
>



 

( )
( ) ( ) 2

M
M N
π κ

π π κ
+

+ +
. The niche entry probability has a smaller numerator when 

experiencing bias is smaller: ( )N ψπ κ+ <  ( )Nπ κ+ . The niche entry numerator must be a smaller fraction 

of the denominator when experiencing bias: 


 

( )
( ) ( ) 2

N
M N

ψ

ψ ψ

π κ
π π κ

+

+ +
<



 

( )
( ) ( ) 2

N
M N
π κ

π π κ
+

+ +
. The marketer 

experiencing bias is more likely to enter the mainstream αi< αi
 ψ 

53 The bias leads to higher predicted profits from different position mainstream entries but also higher 

predicted competitor mainstream entry. Those experiencing the bias think the mainstream is more valuable 

but predict they will be less likely to get different position entry to the mainstream as they conjecture their 
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   ( ) ( ) & ( ) ( )M N M Mψπ π π π> >  the product of the different position profit predictions 

must be less when experiencing bias    ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )M N M Nψ ψπ π π π>  

Given the fixed costs are the same regardless of bias. The denominators are the same 

regardless of bias:    ( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) 2M N M Nψ ψπ π κ π π κ+ + = + +  

Therefore the predicted profits are less experiencing bias. 

 

 

 

 

2 2( ) ( ) - ( ) ( ) -
( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) 2

M N M N
M N M N

ψ ψ

ψ ψ

π π κ π π κ
π π κ π π κ+

<
+ + +

 (1.21) 

                                                                                                                                                 

competitors are more likely to focus on the mainstream. The marketers experiencing bias think the niche is 

less valuable but conjecture they will be more likely to get the different position profits entering the niche. 
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D. Average Realized Profits 

First I define a term: Average Realized Profits. This is expected profits given the bias 

experienced by the marketer and the competitor encountered. It is important to make this 

distinction between average realized profits and predicted profits54. There are two reasons 

why average realized profits may differ from predicted profits. 

1) In a world of bias conjectures may be inconsistent depending upon whether each 

of the marketers experiences bias. With inconsistent conjectures the average 

realized profits will not necessarily equal predicted profits because the probability 

of receiving the entry outcomes will be misjudged,   and i ii i

ψ ψα α α α− −− −≠ ≠ . 

2) The marketer experiencing bias mispredicts profits to be gained after a different 

position entry. They simply do not receive the profits that they were expecting to 

get after a different position entry, ( ) ( )M Mψπ π≠  and ( ) ( )N Nψπ π≠ . 

As profits depend upon the competitor’s actual strategy I denote whether the strategy 

marketer -i employed was influenced by bias.55 

                                                 

54 I am unaware of similar work in the current literature on errors in payoff prediction in anti-coordination 

games so a contribution I make is to highlight this distinction. This distinction between predicted and actual 

profits suggests marketers might learn that they are wrong and raises questions about persistence of the bias 

which I tackle in the later parts of the dissertation. 

55  The hat indicating prediction is removed from marketer –i’s strategy as I calculate what really happens. 

The profits received given any entry outcome are the profits that they will receive after any entry, [π(M), 
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V. COMPETITIVE PERMUTATIONS 

There are four possible competitive permutations in a world where there are marketers 

who do not experience the out-group homogeneity bias and others who do. I calculate the 

average realized profit functions for each of these permutations. 

Figure 10. Four Competitive Permutations and Average Realized Profits 

 

Note that only the top left cell, marketers not experiencing bias competing, is a Nash 

equilibrium56. The other three cells are not equilibria as marketers would change their 

decisions if they gained better predictions on sales and/or improved their conjecture about 

their competitor’s strategy. 

                                                                                                                                                 

π(N), -κ] determined by the choices of consumers in the market and the pricing strategies employed and are 

not the biased predicted profits that the marketers experiencing bias use to develop their strategy. 

56 If the marketers are correct in believing that that everyone in the population does not experience bias. 

Marketer -i  Does Not Experience Bias Marketer -i Experiences Bias

Marketer i  Does Not 
Experience Bias

Marketer i 
Experiences Bias

[ ( , )]i
i i iE ψ ψπ α α−

−
[ ( , )]i

i i iE ψπ α α−
−

[ ( , )]i
i i iE ψπ α α−

−[ ( , )]i
i i iE π α α−

−
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A. Marketer Not Experiencing Bias Competes With One Not 

Experiencing Bias 

Average realized profits for marketer i when no marketer experiences bias are calculated 

using the actual strategies adopted by marketers i and -i and the actual profits received 

from each outcome. This is written as [ ( , )]i
i i iE π α α−

− , which represents the expected 

profits when marketer i competes with marketer –i i.e. i
iπ
− . 

Given there is no bias involved in this dyad the average realized profits are the same as 

the profits of a marketer not experiencing bias derived in the previous section -- see 

equation (1.5). This is the expected profit in a world of marketers all using the Nash 

mixed strategy. 
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B. Marketer Experiencing Bias Competes With One Experiencing 

Bias 

In this competitive dyad both marketers experience out-group homogeneity bias. Both 

marketers will therefore enter the marketer at the rationalizable mixed strategy. The 

marketers thus have consistent conjectures. This means that the entry outcome 

probabilities employed in equation (1.22) are the same as those in equation (1.14). The 

equations differ in the fact that the profits after different position entries are not the same 

as predicted ( ) ( )M Mψπ π≠  and ( ) ( )N Nψπ π≠ . The marketer misjudges the size of the 

positions in the market. 

The average realized profit for a marketer experiencing bias meeting a competitor 

experiencing bias is57: 

[ ( , )] ( ) (1 ) ( )(1- ) - (1- )(1 )i
i i i i i i i i i i iE M Nψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψπ α α κα α π α α π α α κ α α−

− − − − −=− + − + −  (1.22) 

Adding the rationalizable strategy entry probabilities into equation (1.22) and simplifying 

gives the average realized profits of: 



 



 

2( ) ( )( ( ) ( ) ) ( - ( ) ) -
( ) ( ) (

[ ( , )] 2
2) ( )2

i
i i i

M MM
N

E N
M M N

ψ ψ

ψ ψ
ψ ψ

ψ ψ

π κ π κπ π κ κ
π π κ π π κ

π α α−
−

+ +
+

= + +
+ + +

 (1.23) 

                                                 

57 The structure of the equation is based upon the four entry outcomes; same position mainstream entry

i i
ψ ψκα α−− , different position mainstream entry ( ) (1 )i iM ψ ψπ α α−− , different position niche entry 

( )(1- )i iN ψ ψπ α α− , & same position niche entry (1- )(1 )i i
ψ ψκ α α−− . 
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1. Average Realized Profits = Predicted Profits When Both Marketers 

Experiencing Bias 

These marketers will have the same average realized profits as they predicted where, as 

here, the bias does not change a marketer’s estimate of the total size of the market. 

( )   ( )( ) ( )M N M N ψψπ π π π+ = +  therefore ( ) ( ) 2M Nπ π κ+ + =  ( ) ( ) 2M Nψ ψπ π κ+ + . 

Simplifying equation (1.23) becomes: 

 

 

2

[ ( , ( ) ( )
(

)
) (

]
2)

i
i i i

M N
M

E
N

ψ ψ

ψ
ψ

ψ
ψπ α α π π κ

π π κ
−

−
+ +

−
=  (1.24) 

The predicted profit of a marketer experiencing bias, equation (1.20), equals the average 

realized profit of a marketer experiencing bias who competes with another experiencing 

bias. The marketers predicted the market to be less profitable than those not experiencing 

bias and this prediction will on average be fulfilled when they meet another experiencing 

bias. Interestingly although the marketers are wrong on the profit from any given 

different position entry they are right on the profitability of the strategy overall. 
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C. Marketer Experiencing Bias Competes With One Not 

Experiencing Bias 

Marketer i experiencing the out-group homogeneity bias enters at the rationalizable 

mixed strategy, marketer -i not experiencing bias uses the Nash mixed strategy. This 

means the marketer who experiences bias has two sources of difference between their 

predicted profits and the average realized profit they gain when competing with a 

marketer not experiencing bias. The marketer experiencing bias has misjudged the market 

size. In addition to this the entry outcome predicted probabilities are incorrect because of 

inconsistent conjectures. The marketer experiencing bias predicted the competitor to 

enter the mainstream at a probability of  i
ψ

α −  and the competitor’s entry strategy has a 

mainstream entry probability of iα− , which is less than that predicted, 

ii

ψ
α α −− < . The 

intuition therefore is that the marketer experiencing bias gains more different position 

entries to the mainstream and less different position entries to the niche than they 

predicted. The average realized profits of a marketer experiencing bias who competes 

with one not experiencing bias is58: 

                                                 

58 The structure of the profits may be familiar by now: same position mainstream entry i i
ψκα α−− , different 

position mainstream entry ( ) (1 )i iM ψπ α α−− , different position niche entry ( )(1- )i iN ψπ α α−  and same 

position niche entry (1- )(1 )i i
ψκ α α−− . Note equation (1.25) differs from the predicted profits of the 

marketer experiencing bias in both the entry outcome probabilities and the different entry profit terms. 
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[ ( , )] - ( ) (1 ) ( )(1- ) - (1- )(1 )i
i i i i i i i i i i iE M Mψ ψ ψ ψ ψπ α α κα α π α α π α α κ α α−

− − − − −= + − + −  (1.25) 

Simplifying equation (1.25) with the entry probabilities59 added gives the average 

realized profit of a marketer experiencing bias competing with one not experiencing bias: 

2( ) ( ) -[ ( , )]  
( ) ( ) 2

i
i i i

M NE
M N

ψ π π κπ α α
π π κ

−
− =

+ +
 (1.26) 

Average realized profits when experiencing bias competing with a marketer not 

experiencing bias are greater than predicted profits when experiencing bias. 

2 2( ) ( ) - ( ) ( ) -
( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) 2

M N M N
M N M N

ψ ψ

ψ ψ

π π κ π π κ
π π κ π π κ

>
+ + + +  

To see this note that in the two segment model the total profit from the market is the same 

regardless of bias, ( ) ( )  ( )  ( )i.e.    M N M Nψ ψπ π π π+ = + . This leaves the inequality, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )M N M Nψ ψπ π π π> . The product of two terms with a fixed total is maximized 

when the terms are identical. The product of these terms decreases the farther from each 

other the terms are. We know that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )   M M N Nψ ψπ π π π> > >

  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )M N M Nψ ψπ π π π∴ > . 

                                                                                                                                                 

Equation (1.25) however differs from the average realized profits when no bias is involved only by the fact 

that the marketer’s entry probability, i
ψα , is impacted by bias. 

59 I add the entry probability for the rationalizable strategy of the marketer and the Nash mixed strategy for 

their competitor. 
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1. Average Realized Profits are the Same For All Facing a Marketer Not 

Experiencing Bias 

The average realized profit of the marketer experiencing bias competing with one not 

experiencing bias is exactly the same as the average realized profit when a marketer not 

experiencing bias competes with another not experiencing bias, equation (1.5). 

The presence of bias though it impacts marketer i’s entry strategy does not impact the 

average realized profit of a marketer experiencing bias who competes against one not 

experiencing bias. This result is because the strategy of marketer -i who is not 

experiencing bias sets the payoff to all the possible strategies of marketer i. Thus the 

strategy the marketer experiencing bias adopts doesn’t matter at all when his or her 

competitor is playing “correctly”. 

[ ( , )]  [ ( , )] i i
i i i i i iE E ψπ α α π α α− −

− −=  (1.27) 

This is a key insight from the nature of the anti-coordination game. The simple statement 

that I can make is that my bias doesn’t hurt me as long as my competitor doesn’t 

experience bias. 
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D. Marketer Not Experiencing Bias Competes With One 

Experiencing Bias 

Marketer i who is not experiencing bias enters at the Nash mixed strategy. Their 

competitor marketer -i experiences bias and enters at the rationalizable mixed strategy. 

Although the marketer not experiencing bias judges the market correctly they have an 

inconsistent conjecture. The average realized profit for a marketer not experiencing bias 

competing with one experiencing bias is: 

[ ( , )] - ( ) (1 ) ( )(1- ) - (1- )(1 )i
i i i i i i i i i i iE M Nψ ψ ψ ψ ψπ α α κα α π α α π α α κ α α−

− − − − −= + − + −  (1.28) 

Adding entry probabilities to equation (1.28) and simplifying gives the average realized 

profit for a marketer not experiencing bias who meets a competitor experiencing bias: 



 

2( ( ) ) ( ( ) )( ( ) - ( ))- -[ ( , )]
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i i i
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E
N N

ψ
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ψ ψ

κ κπ α α κ
κ

π π π π
π π π κπ

−
−

+
=

+ +
+

+ +
 (1.29) 

Comparing this with predicted profits when not experiencing bias, equation (1.14), allows 

me to state that the marketer not experiencing bias gains less profit than they predicted 

when they meet a competitor experiencing bias:  [ ( , )] [ ( , )]
i i

i ii i i iE E ψπ α α π α α
− −

− −> 60. 

Given bias harms those who do not experience the bias, who does the bias really hurt? 

                                                 

60 Replace  ( )Mπ with ( )Mπ  and  ( )Nπ with ( )Nπ  and subtract equation (1.29) which equals

  

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( )(- ( ) +  ( ) +  ( - )))-
( 2 ) ( 2 )( )

N M N M N M M M
M N M N

ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ

κ κ κπ π π π π
κ κ

π π π
π π π π

− + +

+ + + +
. The numerator is 

negative and the denominator positive so the entire fraction is negative but subject to the negative operator  
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E. Could it Be Better to Experience Bias Yourself Than Have Your 

Competitor Experience bias? 

Here I compare average realized profits when one marketer in the competitive dyad 

experiences the out-group homogeneity bias and the other doesn’t. Is it better to 

experience the bias yourself or for your competitor to experience the bias? 

If only one marketer in the dyad experiences the bias I show that it is better to experience 

the bias yourself. Thus rather than being rewarded for their superior play the marketer not 

experiencing the bias suffers from their competitor’s mistake. 

This bias is inefficient in the sense that it reduces profits. I contend that most people 

intuitively accept that bias is generally inefficient. I argue however that there is also a 

tendency for people to believe that it those who experience the bias who suffer the 

consequences of the bias. Indeed Schwert (2003) even implicitly describes market 

inefficiency as equal to profit opportunities, practitioners “implement strategies to take 

advantage of anomalous behavior can cause the anomalies to disappear”, (Schwert 2003). 

Here I illustrate that quite the contrary it is the marketer not experiencing bias whose has 

the lower profits in this dyad. 

This arises because the average realized profit of a marketer experiencing bias who 

competes with one not experiencing bias, [ ( , )]i
i i iE ψπ α α−

− , is greater than the average 

realized profit of a marketer not experiencing bias competing with one experiencing bias 

[ ( , )]i
i i iE ψπ α α−

− , i.e. [ ( , )]  [ ( , )]i i
i i i i i iE Eψ ψπ α α π α α− −

− −> . 
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Intuitively this is because there are two broad entry outcome possibilities, different 

position entry and same position entry. When different position entries occur the 

marketer experiencing out-group homogeneity bias is more likely to be the marketer with 

the different position entry to the mainstream. This is because they have a greater 

probability of entering the mainstream. Given the different position entry to mainstream 

position is more profitable than different position entry to the niche the marketer 

experiencing bias gains greater average realized profit from different position entry. 

Same position entries cannot change this relationship as same position entries hurt all the 

marketers equally. Therefore in this dyad the marketer experiencing the bias is the more 

profitable of the two marketers. 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ( , )]- [ ( , )] ( ){ 1- 1- } ( ){(1- ) - 1- }i i
i i i i i i i i i i i i i iE E M Nψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψπ α α π α α π α α α α π α α α α− −

− − − − − −= − + . 

Given who is the marketer and competitor is arbitrary I replace iα−  with iα  and i
ψα− with 

i
ψα  so this simplifies to [ ( , )] -  [ ( , )] ( ( ) - ( ))( - )i i

i i i i i i i iE E M Nψ ψ ψπ α α π α α π π α α− −
− − = . 

As i
ψα > iα  and π(M)>π(N) then [ ( , )] -  [ ( , )]i i

i i i i i iE Eψ ψπ α α π α α− −
− − >0. 

When a marketer experiencing out-group homogeneity bias competes with one not 

experiencing bias the marketer experiencing the bias out-performs the marketer not 

experiencing bias that they compete with. The rank order is: 

[ ( , )]  [ ( , )]i i
i i i i i iE Eψ ψπ α α π α α− −

− −>  (1.30) 

If only one marketer in a dyad experiences bias it is better to be the marketer who 

experiences bias. The marketer experiencing the bias creates a problem for their 

competitor. 
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The bias also reduces the average realized profit of the marketer not experiencing bias 

competing with a marketer experiencing bias, [ ( , )]i
i i iE ψπ α α−

−  relative to when their 

competitor does not experiencing bias, [ ( , )]i
i i iE π α α−

− .This follows directly from 

equation (1.27) and equation (1.30) that: 

[ ( , )] [ ( , )]i i
i i i i i iE E ψπ α α π α α− −

− −>  (1.31) 

Equation (1.30) and (1.31) allows me to make the statement that: bias reduces the 

average realized profits of the competitor of the marketer experiencing the bias61. 

                                                 

61 In appendix V page 407 I show that the fact that out-group homogeneity bias reduces the average 

realized profits of those competing with marketers experiencing bias does not rely upon the assumption that 

any marketer uses the Nash mixed strategy. 
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F. What Happens if Both Marketers Experience Bias? 

When two marketers experiencing bias meet, they both adopt the rationalizable strategy 

of excess entry to the mainstream position, (compared to the Nash mixed strategy). This 

causes the marketers to generate an inordinate amount of same position entries to the 

mainstream position. The marketers butt up against each other in the mainstream more 

than they should if they were not experiencing bias. 

The model bears this out, when facing a competitor experiencing bias a marketer 

experiencing the bias obtains less profit than one not experiencing bias does. After all, a 

better response to a competitor using the rationalizable mixed strategy and “over-

entering” the mainstream is to enter the mainstream less. The out-group homogeneity 

bias makes marketers enter the mainstream more. Given this then when facing a 

competitor experiencing the bias, a marketer experiencing the bias who also enters the 

mainstream more than they would in the Nash mixed strategy, adopts a strategy that 

lowers their average realized profit. 

[ ( , )]- [ ( , )] = ( ) (1- ) ( )(1- ) - (1- )(1- )

[- ( ) (1- ) ( )(1- ) - (1- )(1- )]

i i
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i

i i i i i i i i

E E M N
M N

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

π α α π α α κα α π α α π α α κ α α

κα α π α α π α α κ α α

− −
− − − − − −

− − − −

− + +

− + +

Given i i
ψ ψα α−= this simplifies to ( - )( ( ( ) ( ) 2 ) - ( ) - )i i i M N Mψ ψα α α π π κ π κ+ +   

i i
ψα α>  and so i i

ψα α−  is positive. Given


  ( )
( )

( ) 2i
M

M N
π κα

π π κ
+

=
+ +

 if iα  equaled i
ψα  

then i
ψα (π(M)+ π(N)+2κ)- π(M)-κ would equal 0. As however i i

ψα α>  and 
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π(M)+π(N)+2κ> π(M)+κ then i
ψα (π(M)+ π(N)+2κ)- π(M)-κ>0. Therefore 

( - )( ( ( ) ( ) 2 ) - ( ) - ) 0i i i M N Mψ ψα α α π π κ π κ+ + >  and [ ( , )] [ ( , )]i i
i i i i i iE Eψ ψ ψπ α α π α α− −

− −> . 

I can therefore say that the rank ordering of average realized profits when competing 

against a marketer experiencing bias is: 

[ ( , )] [ ( , )]i i
i i i i i iE Eψ ψ ψπ α α π α α− −

− −>  (1.32) 

Note a marketer using the rationalizable mixed strategy suffers severely in competition 

with another adopting the same rationalizable mixed strategy. 

The Nash mixed strategy is the dominant strategy for a profit maximizing marketer. The 

rationalizable mixed strategy performs only as well against a marketer not experiencing 

bias, [ ( , )] [ ( , )]i i
i i i i i iE E ψπ α α π α α− −

− −= ,but performs worse than the Nash strategy against 

a marketer experiencing bias, [ ( , )] [ ( , )]i i
i i i i i iE Eψ ψ ψπ α α π α α− −

− −> . The rationalizable mixed 

strategy never performs better and sometimes performs worse than Nash. 
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G. Propositions 

This work on average realized profits allows me to create the full rank order of 

profitability when the marketers compete against each other. This is: 

[ ( , )] [ ( , )] [ ( , )] [ ( , )]i i i i
i i i i i i i i i i i iE E E Eψ ψ ψ ψπ α α π α α π α α π α α− − − −

− − − −= > >  (1.33) 

1. A Marketer’s Bias Reduces the Average Realized Profit of Their 

Competitor 

From the full rank order note that the average realized profit when a marketer faces a 

competitor experiencing is always lower. A marketer’s out-group homogeneity bias 

reduces the profits of the marketer they compete with. I can now formulate proposition 1: 

Proposition 1. A marketer experiencing out-group homogeneity bias causes those they 

are competing with to gain lower average realized profits. 

2. Average Realized Profits Drop Most When Two Marketers 

Experiencing Bias Meet 

If a marketer faces a competitor experiencing bias it is better not to experience bias. This 

can be thought of as the problem caused by meeting a competitor experiencing bias is 

increased by any bias that the focal marketer experiences. I can now formulate 

proposition 2. 

Proposition 2. A marketer experiencing out-group homogeneity bias causes those they 

are competing with to gain lower average realized profit if the competitor is also 

experiencing bias. 
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VI. SINGLE PERIOD MODEL EXAMPLE 

1. Profits When Two Marketers Not Experiencing Bias Compete 

To aid understanding I provide a numerical example. Different position mainstream entry 

profits are π(M)=3, different position niche entry profits are π(N)=2, fixed costs are κ=2. 

Figure 11. Example Payoff Table 

 

The marketers using the Nash mixed strategy enter the mainstream with a probability of: 

( ) 3 2 5
( ) ( ) 2 3 2 2*2 9i i

M
M N
π κα α

π π κ−

+ +
= = = =

+ + + +
 (1.34) 

The expected profit when two marketers using the Nash mixed strategy meet is: 

2 2( ) ( ) - 3*2 - 2 2[ ( , )]
( ) ( ) 2 3 2 2*2 9

i
i i i

M NE
M N
π π κπ α α

π π κ
−

− = = =
+ + + +

 (1.35) 

2. Predicted Profits When Experiencing Bias 

The bias causes the marketer experiencing it to overestimate profits in the mainstream 

after a different position entry by .5 and underestimate sales revenue in the niche after a 

-2 2
-2 3

3 -2
2 -2

Marketer -i  Enters 
Mainstream Position

Marketer -i  Enters 
Niche Position

Marketer i  Enters 
Mainstream Position
Marketer i  Enters 

Niche Position
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different position entry by the same amount so ( )M ψπ  =3.5 and ( )N ψπ =1.562. The 

mainstream entry probability rises from 5/9 to 5.5/9 when the marketer experiences bias, 

while predicted profits fall from 2/9 to 1.25/9. 

Figure 12. Example Predicted Profit Table When Experiencing Bias 

 

Marketers using the rationalizable strategy enter the mainstream with a probability of : 





 

( ) 3.5 2 5.5
3.5 1.5 2*2 9( ) ( ) 2

ii
M

M N

ψψψ
ψ ψ

π κα α
π π κ

−
+ +

= = = =
+ ++ +

 (1.36) 

The predicted profit of a marketer experiencing bias, using the biased mixed strategy and 

expecting his or her competitor to do the same, is: 

 

 

 

2 2( ) ( ) - 3.5*1.5 - 2 1.25[ ( , )]
3.5 1.5 2*2 9( ) ( ) 2

i
i ii

M NE
M N

ψ ψψ ψψ
ψ ψ

π π κπ α α
π π κ

−
− = = =

+ ++ +
 (1.37) 

The predicted profit of a marketer experiencing bias is less that the predicted profit of a 

marketer not experiencing bias. The marketer experiencing bias predicts they will receive 

many mainstream same position entries and so sees the market as less valuable overall. 

                                                 

62 For instance if P=9, x=5/9 and bias increases perception of the mainstream market to 5.5/9. 

-2 1.5
-2 3.5

3.5 -2
1.5 -2

Marketer i  Enters 
Niche Position

Marketer -i  Enters 
Mainstream Position

Marketer -i  Enters 
Niche Position

Marketer i  Enters 
Mainstream Position
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3. Average Realized Profit When Both Experience Bias 

The mainstream entry probability is 5.5/9 when the marketer experiences bias. 

Substituting in the entry strategies into the profit equation gives: 



 



 

2

2

2

( ( ) ( ) )

( ) ( )( - ( ) ) -
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

3.5 2 3.5 2(3 2 2*2))(( - ( ) ) - 2
3.5 1.5 4 3.5 1.5

5.5 5.5 1.259*( ( ) ) 2
9

[ ( , )] 2

2 2

4

9 9

i
i i i M N

M M
M M N

E

N

ψ

ψ

ψ ψ ψ

ψ

ψ

ψ

π π κπ α α

π κ π κ κ
π π κ π π κ

−
−

+ + + +

+ + +

= + +

+ +

+ +
= + +

= − −

+

=

 (1.38) 

Average realized profits in the numerical example =1.25
9

 which is the same as predicted 

profits of a marketer experiencing bias, equation (1.37). While the structure of profits is 

different from predicted those experiencing out-group homogeneity bias on average, 

when competing with marketer also experiencing bias, get on average what was predicted 

despite experiencing bias in their judgment of sales. 

4. Average Realized Profit Marketer Experiencing Bias, Competitor Not 

The mainstream entry probability is 5/9 when not experiencing bias and 5.5/9 when the 

marketer experiences bias. In this dyad average realized profits are actually higher for the 

marketer experiencing bias 2
9

than they predicted, 1.25
9

. 

2( ) ( ) - 3*2 4 2[ ( , )]  
( ) ( ) 2 3 2 4 9

i
i i

M NE
M N

ψ π π κπ α α
π π κ

−
−

−
= = =

+ + + +
 (1.39) 
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5. Average Realized Profit Marketer Not Experiencing Bias, Competitor 

Experiencing Bias 

The mainstream entry probability is 5/9 when not experiencing bias and 5.5/9 when the 

marketer experiences bias. Average realized profits are actually lower for the marketer 

experiencing bias 1
6  

than they predicted and would have gained when competing with a 

marketer not experiencing bias, 2
9

, see equation (1.35). 



 

2

2

[ ( , )]
2 2

2 3.5 2 12
2*2 3.

( ( ) ) ( ( ) )( ( ) - ( ))- -
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

(3 ) ( )(3- 2)- -
3 2 1.5 65 2*2

i
i i i

M M M NE
M N M N

ψ
ψ

ψ ψ

π π π π
π π π

κ κπ α α κ
κ κπ

−
−

+
=

+ + + +

+
= =

+ + +

+

+
+

 (1.40) 

6. Comparing the Profit of Marketers in a Dyad Where One Experiences 

Bias 

The profit of a marketer not experiencing bias against one experiencing the bias is, 

[ ( , )]i
i i iE ψπ α α−

− = 1
6

, equation (1.40). This is less than [ ( , )]i
i i iE ψπ α α−

− = 2
9

 equation 

(1.39). The marketer experiencing the out-group homogeneity bias in this dyad earns 1
18  

more. To see why this is consider Figure 13. The row marketer does not experience bias 

and so enters the mainstream at a probability of 5/9. The column marketer enters the 
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mainstream at a probability of 5.5/9. The percentages are the probability of each of these 

four entry outcomes being reached given the entry strategies the marketers pursued. 

Figure 13. Why a Marketer Experiencing Bias Has Greater Average Realized 

Profits in a Dyad with a Marketer Not Experiencing Bias 

 

When looking for profit differences the diagonals can be ignored as both marketers gain 

the same, -2, when there is a same position entry. Look now at different position entries, 

the off-diagonals. The profits of the row marketer, not experiencing bias, are in bold in 

the bottom left of the cell. The column marketer, who experiences bias, has their profits 

shown in the top right of the cell. Note that the chance of the column marketer, who is 

experiencing bias, gaining the profit of 3, at 27% is greater than 22%, the chance of the 

row marketer who is not experiencing bias gaining the profit of 3. The column player has 
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Probability Marketer -i 
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higher average realized profits, as indicated above, than the row marketer. The marketer 

experiencing bias is more profitable than the marketer not experiencing bias. 

7. Comparing Profits Given the Competitor Experience Bias 

Two marketers experiencing bias compete against each other and gain average realized 

profits of 1.25/9, see equation (1.38) and Figure 14. This is less than the average realized 

profit of a marketer not experiencing bias who competes with a marketer experiencing 

bias, [ ( , )]i
i i iE ψπ α α−

− =1/6, see equation (1.40) and Figure 13. 

Figure 14. Marketer Experiencing Bias in Competition 
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Table 3. Summary of Entry Decisions and Profits 
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VII. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING OF THE SINGLE 

PERIOD MODEL 

In this section I detail two experimental tests of the single period model which allows me 

to consider the impact of the bias in competition. 

1. Examining What Happens when Bias Exists 

The key to this experimental testing is to understand that in line with my theory I 

explicitly consider what happens given that the bias exists. The aim of this research is to 

take a well documented psychological phenomenon and ask “what next?” I don’t recreate 

the experiments that suggest that out-group homogeneity bias is a robust psychological 

phenomenon. Instead I adopt a novel approach I assign bias to the players in the 

experiments by altering the sales projections they receive. I then test how the players who 

have been assigned bias perform relative to those who have not been assigned bias. I call 

this an “Induced Bias” approach building upon the idea of “Induced Preferences” (Smith 

1976). 
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A. Experimental Economics Test 1: Market Entry Game Test of the 

General Model 

Proposition 1 states that marketers suffer from a competitor’s bias and Proposition 2 

states that this effect will be stronger when both marketers in the dyad experience bias. 

This first experiment addresses these propositions with an experimental economics style 

procedure. To show the broad applicability of the insight, the model tested in the first 

experiment is more general one than the core model describe above, including where 

entry is not dominated (see appendix VI page 414). This experiment includes a number of 

different cases which examine the impact of bias in a variety of market conditions beyond 

the simple entry dominant game of the core model. 

2. Experimental Setup 

Fifty-two students from the University of Minnesota were paid to play the role of 

marketers. A new market was entered each period, meaning that players had to consider 

different market parameters each period and then make their entry choice. The players 

were given a single choice in each of the forty markets. 

This was a within subject design with all players seeing twenty markets described with 

the induced bias and the other twenty markets described without the induced bias. There 

was only twenty different sets of markets parameters and so all players in fact played the 

same markets twice i.e. they saw each set of market parameters once with induced bias 

and once without. 
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a) The Game 

Each game took about 1 hour and was programmed and conducted with the software z-

Tree (Fischbacher 2007). An hour was enough time for the students to understand the 

instructions before playing and complete a debriefing questionnaire at the end of the 

game. In this debriefing questionnaire, they reported the strategies they used and 

indicated any awareness of the hypothesis. 

During the game the participants chose simultaneously with one other player -- the 

identity of this competitor was randomly changed each round. The 52 participants each 

chose in all forty markets, which generated 2,080 market entry observations. 

The player’s choice allowed them in any given period to enter the: 

• mainstream position, 

• niche position, or 

• not enter the market. 

b) Market Parameters 

The choice of the parameters is the key to describing the markets. The markets were 

chosen to have a variety of characteristics to test how robust the predictions were to 

changes in parameters, see Figure 15 for these parameters. The three market description 

variables given to the players was the: 

• the projected revenue in the mainstream position, 

• the projected revenue in the niche position, & 

• the cost to enter the market. 
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Figure 15. Players Were Given the Following Market Parameters, Experiment 1 

 

Market Location Mainstream 
Position

Niche 
Position

Cost 
(ECUs)

Location Mainstream 
Position

Niche 
Position

Cost 
(ECUs)

1 International 117 85 60 Home 101 94 60
2 International 142 66 60 Home 101 94 60
3 International 161 49 60 International 118 85 60
4 International 136 71 60 International 118 85 60
5 International 117 85 110 International 101 94 110
6 International 142 66 110 Home 101 94 110
7 International 161 49 110 Home 118 85 110
8 International 136 71 110 International 118 85 110
9 International 176 129 60 International 152 142 60

10 International 213 100 60 International 152 142 60
11 International 243 74 60 Home 178 127 60
12 International 204 107 60 Home 178 127 60
13 International 176 129 110 International 152 142 110
14 International 213 100 110 International 152 142 110
15 International 243 74 110 International 178 127 110
16 International 204 107 110 Home 178 127 110
17 International 243 46 190 Home 185 97 190
18 International 187 35 80 Home 142 75 80
19 International 193 90 97 International 137 128 97
20 International 243 46 97 International 185 97 97
21 Home 101 94 60 International 117 85 60
22 Home 101 94 60 International 142 66 60
23 Home 118 85 60 Home 161 49 60
24 Home 118 85 60 International 136 71 60
25 Home 101 94 110 International 117 85 110
26 Home 101 94 110 Home 142 66 110
27 Home 118 85 110 International 161 49 110
28 Home 118 85 110 Home 136 71 110
29 Home 152 142 60 Home 176 129 60
30 Home 152 142 60 Home 213 100 60
31 Home 178 127 60 Home 243 74 60
32 Home 178 127 60 Home 204 107 60
33 Home 152 142 110 Home 176 129 110
34 Home 152 142 110 International 213 100 110
35 Home 178 127 110 International 243 74 110
36 Home 178 127 110 Home 204 107 110
37 Home 185 97 190 International 243 46 190
38 Home 142 75 80 International 187 35 80
39 Home 137 128 97 Home 193 90 97
40 Home 185 97 97 Home 243 46 97

Projected revenue 
(ECUs) from

Projected Sales 
Revenue (ECUs) 

Condition 2 ParametersCondition 1 Parameters
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The cost to enter was also varied between markets. Costs were chosen to ensure that there 

would be a variety of different advisable strategies. Thus for instance when costs were 

high in some markets entry to the niche position could be a dominated option. This was 

initially established to test a broader model but has the advantage of not “forcing” the 

player’s hands, if the player didn’t want to play optimally they didn’t have to. These 

market parameters were supplied to the players63. In all markets the mainstream position 

was more profitable after a different position entry. 

c) Player Profits 

The players were told market size and cost to enter the market and could use this 

information to decide whether they wished to enter the market and if so in what position. 

The players were told that in event of a same position entry they would evenly share the 

revenue from the position64. Thus the profit in the experimental currency, ECUs, from a 

different position entry was: 

• Projected Revenue from position – Cost to enter the position. 

The profit from a same position entry was: 

• ½ Projected Revenue from position – Cost to enter the position. 

                                                 

63 Sales in each position was generated by a unimodal distribution bounded at 0 and 1. The overall market 

size , High, Medium or Low and the true variance High, Medium or Low was varied to generate the 

parameters. The second experiment tested the two segment model used in the core single period model. 

64 “Sharing” revenue and not Bertrand pricing after a same position entry was easy to explain to subjects. It 

does not materially change the predictions and was changed for the second experiment. 
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In line with typical economic style experiments the players were paid according to the 

success of their choices. They were given 1,000 ECUs at the game’s start and made more 

money through their choices. At the end of the game ECUs were converted to dollars and 

the average payment received was $15.10 with a range from $11.00 to $18.30. 

d) Induced Bias 

I induced the effect of the bias by manipulating the sales projections that the players were 

presented with as part of their instructions. In twenty of the forty markets the data on 

sales projections that the players saw was biased. When the data in a market was biased it 

showed greater than was accurate projected revenue in the mainstream and less than 

accurate projected revenue in the niche positions. The markets in which the projections 

were biased were always described as “international” markets (see Figure 16). 

Figure 16. Sales Projections Players See Include Bias in Half the Projections 

 

All markets were in fact played twice by every player, one in which the data was not 

biased and once in which the data was biased. To facilitate this there were two different 
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sets of market projections which had biased data in different markets. For instance 

players with one set of projections received biased projections in market 2 but the correct 

projections in market 1, etc…. Those with the other set of projections saw biased 

projections in market 1 but correct projections in market 2, etc…. 

Given players were randomly re-assigned to new partners each turn this generated a 

range of dyads upon which I have data to analyze. The dyads are: 

• Both players had the correct projections, which corresponds with two marketers 

not experiencing bias meeting in the model. 

• Both had biased projections, which corresponds with two marketers who are 

experiencing bias meeting in the model. And 

• Where one player had a correct projection and one biased, which corresponds 

with a marketer not experiencing bias competing with one experiencing bias. Note 

that this dyad represents two different average realized profits to test depending 

upon the focal marketer: 1) experiencing bias versus not experiencing bias and 2) 

not experiencing bias versus experiencing bias. 

To be explicit players “experience bias” because I pre-biased the projections that they 

see. I generated the effect on the players that the bias would have generated if they were 

truly experiencing bias. It is important to note that this procedure does not test whether 

the bias exists, indeed it cannot and is not meant to. It instead tests the market 

consequences that occur assuming that the bias exists. 
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In the instructions (see appendices XVII page 511) players were told that the projections 

they received were the best that could be generated. The players were however warned 

that some of the projections would be wrong. I thus gave the players a full explanation of 

the world in the instructions (Camerer 2003) which meant that I did not violate a 

commonly held tenet of experimental economics – I did not lie to the players. I gave the 

players incorrect information but warned them it might be incorrect. They were 

questioned on this point in the instructions to confirm that they understood that there 

were errors in the projections that they had been given. 

After both players had made an entry choice the player was told his or her profit from 

that market, (and a cumulative profit score), i.e. players got feedback each period. 

Profits65 were generated based on the true market parameters and so a player could easily 

see that in half the markets they were not paid as per the projection. Given that the 

players were informed of the profits they received every round and the errors in profit 

                                                 

65 In my experiments I chose not to to compensate for unobserved risk preferences through the use of 

binary lottery (Berg, Daley, Dickhaut & O’Brien 1986, Ghosh & John 2000). In this I followed the advice 

of Roth (1995) who argued that when dealing with risk preferences that experimental economists should 

avoid “establishing rigid orthodoxies on methodology” but the costs and benefits of any procedure. The 

benefits to controlling for risk preferences is that I might have produced a tighter test of whether players 

use the Nash mixed strategy. The main cost to controlling preferences in this way is that it would add to the 

complexity of an already complex experiment. My theory does not require any players to play the Nash 

mixed strategy -- all that I require is that those who experience bias are more likely to enter the mainstream  

position-  and given the experiment was already complex I decided not to control for risk preferences. 
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estimation always occurred in “international” markets the players had the opportunity to 

learn about the systematic errors in the data over the forty times they repeated the game. 

3. Entry Results 

a) Entry Choices 

My theory is that bias causes players to enter the mainstream at a greater probability 

relative to their niche position entry, i i
ψα α> . I checked to see if those who received the 

data that had been biased were more likely to enter the mainstream. 

Figure 17. Entry Choices – Experiment 1 

 

Figure 17 shows those experiencing bias enter the mainstream at a higher rate (64% vs. 

49%) than those  not experiencing bias, enter the niche at a lower rate, (18% vs. 29%). 

Enter Mainstream Enter Niche Don't Enter

Assigned Bias 64% 18% 18%

Assigned No Bias 49% 29% 23%
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My theory suggests that in the marketers will enter the mainstream at a higher rate if 

assigned bias. I therefore ran a multinomial logit to test whether the choices made by 

those experiencing bias were significantly different to those who were not assigned bias. 

Thus I am testing whether the effect of the dummy “Assigned Bias” leads to significantly 

more mainstream compared to niche position entry. As parameters change each period I 

added dummies for 39 of the 40 periods to account for market specific effects. 

Table 4. Summary of Multinomial Regression 

DV: Probability of Entry Choice Relative to 

Mainstream Entry Probability 

Coefficient P Value 

Subject Assigned Bias: Impact on Niche Entry -.82 <.000 

Subject Assigned Bias: Impact on Don’t Enter -.67 <.000 

 

Table 4 shows that the coefficient for assigned bias’ impact on niche entry is significant 

and negative. This supports of my prediction that when assigned bias players were more 

likely to enter mainstream position compared to the niche position. (See Appendix I.A.1 

page 481 for full details). 

The fact that don’t enter is reduced when the player is assigned bias is consistent with my 

model. The average rate of non-entry using a Nash strategy is 25% compared to the 

average rate of non-entry using a rationalizable strategy influenced by bias is 15%. Given 

however that I do not make a prediction of the relative impact of bias on non-entry in my 

model I have no formal prediction to test about non-entry. 
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b) Entry Outcomes 

The entry outcomes come from a combination of the entry choices. There are five entry 

outcomes that a player can receive each period given their and their competitor’s choice. 

1) the player gets a different position entry to the mainstream, 

2) the player gets a different position entry to the niche, 

3) the player gets a same position entry to the mainstream position, 

4) the player gets a same position entry to the niche position, 

5) the player didn’t enter 

As players assigned bias are more likely to enter the mainstream barring a statistical fluke 

they will tend to win the mainstream at a greater probability than those not experiencing 

bias. We can see this is in Figure 18. This tells us that a player who is assigned bias 

(subject bias) meets one not assigned bias (other no bias) the player in this dyad is the 

most likely of all to gain different position entries to the mainstream, (to see this find the 

35% in column 3 and read across the row). When two players assigned bias meet the 

player in this dyad is the most likely of all to gain a loss of the same position entries to 

the mainstream (to see this find the 48%, column 4 and read across the row). 
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Figure 18. Entry Outcomes for Player Given Competitive Permutation – Experiment 1 

 

Other No Bias Other Bias Other No Bias Other Bias

Subject No Bias Subject Bias

Don't Entry 22% 23% 18% 17%

Same Position Entry to Niche 15% 5% 6% 5%

Same Position Entry to Mainstream 22% 38% 30% 48%

Different Position Entry To Niche 15% 23% 11% 15%

Different Position Entry to Mainstream 25% 12% 35% 15%
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4. Impact of Bias on Average Realized Profits 

My theory has suggested a clear impact of bias on profits. 

1) That the subject’s bias will not reduce average realized profits, 

2) That the other player’s bias will average realized reduce profits 

3) That the worst average realized profits will be gained by those who are assigned 

bias and their competitor also is assigned bias. 

Figure 19 graphs the results by permutation, so when the subject experienced bias but the 

competitor did not then the subject earned 19.27 ECUs on average per period. 

Figure 19. Average Realized Profitability Given Bias 

 

I ran a random effects regression66 to test formally my theory. I tested whether the 

absence of bias in the player’s projections would impact their profits. I also tested if bias 
                                                 

66 ( )it it i ity x uµ β ε= + + + where yit is profit of player i at time t, μ the intercept, β is a vector of the 

key independent variables and market dummies, ui subject specific heterogeneity and εit stochastic error. 
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in the competitor’s projections would impact profits. In this regression I included 

dummies for each market (i.e. period) to capture the effects of that particular market. My 

key independent variables were dummies for the permutations. I had a dummy which 

took the value of 1 when the subject did not experience bias, a dummy which took the 

value of 1 when the competitor experienced bias and the interaction of these dummies 

Table 5. Impact of Bias on Average Realized Profits: Regression Results67 

DV: Profit Per Period Coefficient P Value 

Subject Does not Experience Bias -5.5 =.002 

Competitor Experiences Bias -13.3 <.000 

Interaction of Subject Does Not Experience 

Bias and Competitor Experiences Bias 

10.3 <.000 

 

Table 5 as predicted by the model shows that if the player experienced bias this does not 

reduce their profits. In fact profits where significantly lowered by not experiencing bias 

(β=-5.5, p<.01). Players did better when they had incorrect data. This was an unexpected 

result that went further than my theory predicted it would. My theory suggested bias 

would not reduce profits, not that it would increase profits. I discuss this result later. 

                                                 

67 See the appendix XIV page 477 for the full STATA output. 
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I also suggested that bias on the part of a competitor would reduce profits. This is shown 

by the negative and significant effect of competitor experiencing bias (β=-13.3, p<.001). 

Meeting a competitor experiencing bias reduced the profits of a player experiencing bias. 

Finally I used the interaction of subject not experiencing bias and competitor 

experiencing bias to investigate if the worst outcome was when two marketers 

experiencing bias competed. I showed this to be the case as the interaction term was 

significant and positive (β=10.3, p<.001). 

In summary bias lowered the profits of the competitor of the player who had the biased 

projections. The worst outcome was when two marketers experiencing bias competed. 

Interestingly having biased predictions did not lower the profits of a player. 

5. Other Results and Discussion 

a) Did The Group Use a Mixed Strategy? 

I also considered whether a mixed strategy is a reasonable description of behavior across 

a population (Rapoport 1995). Aggregating across the population players “in effect” used 

a mixed strategy. To see this look at Figure 20 and Figure 21. In these figures I plot the 

average entry choices of players depending upon the bias they experience and compare 

these average entry probabilities of the Nash and rationalizable strategies. As can be seen 

those experiencing bias and not experiencing bias mixed their choices between the three 

options, enter mainstream, enter niche and don’t enter.  
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Figure 20. Average Entry Not Experiencing Bias Compared to Nash 

 

Figure 21. Average Entry Experiencing Bias Compared to Rationalizable  

 

Given that those experiencing bias are less likely to enter the mainstream than predicted 

by the rationalizable strategy they actually play a little closer to the Nash equilibrium 

prediction than would be projected from the rationalizable mixed strategy see Table 6. 
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Table 6. Mainstream Entry Predicted and Actual 

 

b) Learning 

In a debriefing questionnaire I checked whether players have a prediction of the theory 

behind the experiments. They did not. I specifically asked them if they had had developed 

a plan to deal with the errors. Had they “learned” the systematic bias. Despite playing 

forty times none of the participants reported noticing the pattern to the faulty projections. 

Responses showed the players were involved with the game but had no knowledge of the 

systematic bias. Responses varied from my personal favorite, “I ignored the projection 

error. I choose to trust the projection.” to “It seemed that more often than not, home 

market locations were overall more profitable than international ones.” This lack of bias 

recognition meant players could not correct the bias in the projections they received. I 

will investigate the problem of learning in greater detail in part 2 of the dissertation. 

This experiment provided support for the model but given entry was not dominant it was 

a broader test than my theoretical model as such I ran a second more focused experiment 

 
Entry 
Probability

Deviation 
from Nash

Deviation from 
Rationalizable

Average Actual Mainstream Entry Not Experiencing Bias 49% -4% -22%
Average Nash Mainstream Prediction Entry 53% 0% -18%
Average Actual Mainstream Entry Experiencing Bias 64% 11% -6%
Average Rationalizable Prediction Mainstream  Entry 70% 18% 0%
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B. Experimental Economics Test 2: Market Entry Game Test of the 

Core Model 

1. Experimental Setup 

The single period market entry game was played with 122 participants from the 

University of Minnesota. This experiment used a similar format to the first experiment 

with the same instructions given to the players, see appendices XVII page 511. The 

distribution used to generate the revenue figures was a Bernoulli distribution in line with 

the two segment model68. Fixed entry costs were either high (20 ECUs) or low (10 

ECUs). The parameters given to the players in the experiment are shown in Figure 22. 

Unlike the earlier experiment was that not entering was dominated in all 40 markets. 

Non-entry was permitted but did not feature in the Nash or rationalizable strategies. This 

change allowed a clearer test of the core model in which non-entry is dominated. 

Each game took about 1 hour and was programmed and conducted with the software z-

Tree (Fischbacher, 2007). As before this was enough time for the students to understand 

the instructions before playing and complete a debriefing questionnaire afterwards. In this 

debriefing questionnaire, they reported the strategies they used and indicated any 

awareness of the hypothesis. 

                                                 

68 The new market parameters had a true variance of Low .75, High variance .6, or very high variance .55. 

Total market size was either High 150 or Low 130. Bias was manifested as either high (+.2 to prediction of 

variance) or low (+.1 to prediction of variance). 
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Figure 22. Players Were Given The Following Market Parameters Experiment 2 
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2. Entry Results 

a) Entry Choices 

My theory is that bias causes players to enter the mainstream at a greater probability 

relative to their niche position entry, i i
ψα α> . I checked to see if those who received the 

data that had been biased were more likely to enter the mainstream. 

Figure 23. Entry Choices – Experiment 2 

 

Figure 23 shows that players were more likely to enter the mainstream when 

experiencing bias, 64%, compared to 55% when not experiencing bias. Players were less 

likely to enter the niche when experiencing bias, 31% when not experiencing bias 

compared to 41% when experiencing bias. 

My theory suggests that marketers will enter the mainstream at a higher rate if assigned 

bias. I therefore ran a multinomial logit to test whether the choices made by those 

Enter Mainstream Enter Niche Don't Enter

Assigned Bias 64% 31% 5%

Assigned No Bias 55% 41% 4%
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experiencing bias were significantly different to those who were not assigned bias. Thus I 

am testing whether the effect of the dummy “Assigned Bias” leads to significantly more 

mainstream compared to Niche position entry. As parameters change each period I added 

dummies for 39 of the 40 periods to account for market specific effects. 

Table 7 shows that the coefficient for assigned bias’ impact on niche entry is significant 

and negative. This supports of my prediction that when assigned bias players were more 

likely to enter mainstream position compared to the niche position. (See Appendix XV 

page 489 for full details of the regression). Unlike in the first experiment non-entry is not 

related to bias. Given non-entry is dominated in both the Nash and rationalizable 

strategies non-entry is just a random occurrence of player error. 

Table 7. Summary of Multinomial Regression 

DV: Probability of Entry Choice, Relative to 

Mainstream Entry Probability 

Coefficient P Value 

Subject Assigned Bias: Impact on Niche Entry -.43 <.000 

Subject Assigned Bias: Impact on Don’t Enter -.02 =.9 

 

b) Entry Outcomes 

The entry outcomes come from a combination of the entry choices. There are five entry 

outcomes that a player can receive each period given their and their competitor’s choice. 

1) The player gets a different position entry to the mainstream (they gain π(M)) 

2) The player gets a different position entry to the niche (they gain π(N)) 
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3) The player gets a same position entry to the mainstream position (they gain –κ). 

4) The player gets a same position entry to the niche position (they gain –κ). 

5) The player didn’t enter 

As players assigned bias are more likely to enter the mainstream will tend to win the 

mainstream at a greater probability than those not experiencing bias.  We can see this is 

in Figure 24.The results seem quite similar to those in experiment 1. The players most 

likely gain a different position entry to the mainstream position are those experiencing 

bias when their competitor doesn’t, 29% see column 3 and read across the row. The 

downside of bias is also shown -- those experiencing bias who meet a competitor 

experiencing bias are the most likely to gain a same position entry 41% see column 4 and 

read across the row. 
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Figure 24. Entry Outcomes for Player Given Competitive Permutation – Experiment 2 

 

Other No Bias Other Bias Other No Bias Other Bias

Subject No Bias Subject Bias

Don't Enter 4% 4% 5% 4%

Same Position Niche Entry 17% 13% 13% 10%

Same Position Mainstream Entry 33% 35% 35% 41%

Different Position Niche Entry 23% 29% 18% 22%

Different Position Mainstream Entry 24% 19% 29% 23%
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3. Impact of Bias on Average Realized Profits 

My theory has suggested a clear impact of bias on profits. 

1) That the subject’s bias will not reduce average realized profits, 

2) That the other player’s bias will average realized reduce profits 

3) That the worst average realized profits will be gained by those who are assigned 

bias and their competitor also is assigned bias. 

Figure 25 graphs the results by permutation, so when the subject experienced bias but the 

competitor did not then the subject earned 20.58 ECUs on average. 

Figure 25. Average Realized Profit per Period Given Bias 

 

 

I ran a random effects regression to test formally my theory. In this regression I included 

dummies for each market (i.e. period)  to capture the effects of that particular market. My 

key independent variables were dummies for the permutations. I had a dummy which 
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took the value of 1 when the subject did not experience bias, a dummy which took the 

value of 1 when the competitor experienced bias and the interaction of these dummies 

Table 8. Impact of Bias on Average Realized Profits: Regression Results69 

DV: Profit Per Period Coefficient P Value 

Subject Does not Experience Bias -2.2 <.15 

Competitor Experiences Bias -3.3 <.03 

Interaction of Subject Does Not Experience 

Bias and Competitor Experiences Bias 

3.0 <.16 

 

Table 8 shows a similar pattern to the results of the first experiment and the theoretical 

model. As predicted if the player experienced bias this did not reduce their profits (β=-

2.2, p<.15).  I also theorized that bias on the part of a competitor would reduce profits. 

This is shown by the negative and significant effect of competitor experiencing bias (β=-

3.3, p<.03). Meeting a competitor experiencing bias reduced the profits of a player 

experiencing bias. Finally I used the interaction of subject not experiencing bias and 

competitor experiencing bias to investigate if the worst outcome was when two marketers 

experiencing bias competed. Although directionally consistent this result was 

insignificant, (β=3.0, p<.16). In summary bias did not lower the profits of a marketer 

experiencing bias but lowered the profits of their competitor. 

                                                 

69 Dummies for markets 1-39 where included see appendix I.A.4 page 489for the full STATA output. 
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4. Other Results and Discussion 

a) Did the Group Use a Mixed Strategy? 

As before the players seemed to use mixed strategies, as shown by Figure 26 and Figure 

27. In these figures I plot the average entry choices of players depending upon the bias 

they experience and compare these average entry probabilities of the Nash and 

rationalizable strategies. Both those experiencing bias and not experiencing bias mixed 

their choices between enter mainstream and enter niche. There was only a small level of 

non-entry consistent with profit maximizing play where entry to a position is dominant. 

Figure 26. Average Entry Not Experiencing Bias Compared to Nash  
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Figure 27. Average Entry Experiencing Bias Compared to Rationalizable  

 

Given that those experiencing bias are less likely to enter the mainstream than predicted 

by the rationalizable strategy they actually play a little closer to the Nash equilibrium 

prediction than would be projected from the rationalizable mixed strategy see Table 9. 

Interestingly in this game they actually play a little closer to Nash than the players with 

the unbiased projections. All these results are consistent with risk averse players. I 

examine the implications of this more in the discussion section. 

Table 9. Mainstream Entry Predicted and Actual 
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Rationalizable Mixed 
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Entry 
Probability

Deviation from 
Nash

Deviation from 
Rationalizable

Average Actual Mainstream Entry Not Experiencing Bias 55% -5% -21%
Average Nash Mainstream Prediction Entry 60% 0% -16%
Average Actual Mainstream Entry Experiencing Bias 64% 4% -12%
Average Rationalizable Prediction Mainstream  Entry 76% 16% 0%
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b) Learning 

As in experiment 1 participants answered debriefing questions on their plans. They did 

not show evidence of having learned the bias. When asked did you develop a plan to deal 

with the errors one person responded, “No. Predictions are always full of error.”, another 

said “yes, I tended to alternate my position from the outcome of the previous projection 

and from what the other opponent's position was also. I also looked at the projected sales 

revenue, and if the mainstream tended to be higher than the Niche, then I would think of 

a game strategy and decide to go for the lower revenue, because it is better to gain a 

little than loose (sic) a lot.”  

As before a question arises: why did the players not learn? Often in the real world this 

might be a motivational issue but here this is less likely to be the case given the players 

are not likely to have much invested in their views of the markets. My suggestion is that 

players fixate on numbers and not the important information about the market being 

foreign or domestic. If this is true this would provide a valuable opportunity for future 

research to consider how (whether) players can focus on ridding themselves of the bias in 

a world where numbers, such as profits, dominate thinking. 

I investigate learning in more detail in part 2 of the dissertation. 
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C. Summary of Experimental Evidence 

The overall conclusion is that a player having bias in their own sales projections alone 

does not reduce profits. This gives support to the model’s result that my bias alone 

doesn’t reduce my profits. A competitor’s bias  does reduce my profits. 

Before leaving the single period model I look at an extensions of the model where 

marketers have consistent conjectures. I show that the key insights from the model are 

robust to changing assumptions. 
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VIII. MODEL EXTENSION: CONSISTENT CONJECTURES 

An assumption in the single period model is that marketers believe others are like them. 

Those who experience bias believe they are not experiencing bias and conjecture that 

others will react in the same “unbiased” way they do. Those who don’t experience bias 

correctly also believe they are unbiased and conjecture that their competitor will react 

like they do, which is not a consistent conjecture if the competitor experiences bias. 

Here I consider the situation where marketers are aware that projections differ and the 

nature of their competitor’s projection. They know everyone else’s projections but 

believe their own projections for some reason, e.g.  they are all arrogant. This world is 

one of consistent conjectures – I know how my competitor will react. I examine the four 

potential competitive permutations and then assess the market effects of bias in such a 

world. 

1. Marketer Not Experiencing Bias Meets another Not Experiencing Bias 

This the Nash equilibrium with consistent conjectures. The marketers will use the Nash 

mixed strategy: α. I add some new notation, I underline the strategies employed. To show 

that conjectures are consistent so average realized profit is [ ( , )]
i

i i iE π α α
−

− . Note that the 

marketer not experiencing bias had assumed this was the competitive dyad they were 

facing in the earlier model, now they know for a fact that it is. 
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2. Marketer Experiencing Bias Meets Another Experiencing Bias 

This is both marketers using the rationalizable mixed strategy αi
ψ and gives profits 

[ ( , )]i
i iiE ψ ψπ α α−

− . The marketer experiencing bias had assumed this was the competitive 

dyad that they faced in the earlier model, now they know for a fact that it is. 

3. Marketer Not Experiencing Bias Meets One Experiencing Bias 

The marketer not experiencing bias has a best response function to a competitor entering 

the mainstream of: 

( ) 0 if 
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( )[0,1] if 
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( )1 if 
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However the competitor who is experiencing bias reasons the following: 
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Equation (1.42) tells us that if the marketer not experiencing bias enters at less than

( )
( ) ( ) 2i

M
M N

ψ

ψ ψ

π κα
π π κ−

+
=

+ +
 then the marketer experiencing bias will always enter the 

mainstream  position. 

The marketer not experiencing bias will not enter at ( ) 
( ) ( ) 2i

M
M N
π κα

π π κ
+

>
+ +

 unless they 

conjecture that the marketer experiencing bias will enter at less than this probability. 

However with consistent conjecture the marketer not experiencing bias knows the 

marketer experiencing bias will enter at more than that probability given their 

conjectures. This means the marketer not experiencing bias will not enter at more than 

( )
( ) ( ) 2

M
M N
π κ

π π κ
+

+ +
 and given this is less than ( )

( ) ( ) 2
M

M N

ψ

ψ ψ

π κ
π π κ

+
+ +

 then the marketer 

experiencing bias competing will always enter the mainstream, i
ψα =1.  

Given the marketer experiencing bias always enters the mainstream the marketer not 

experiencing bias will never enter the mainstream. They cede the mainstream position 

when they encounter a player experiencing bias, iα =0 when facing a marketer 

experiencing bias. 

4. Marketer Experiencing Bias Meets One Not Experiencing Bias 

The opposite dynamic occurs for the marketer experiencing bias given their competitor 

not experiencing bias always enter the niche, iα− =0, they always enter the mainstream 

when they encounter a marketer not experiencing bias, i
ψα =1. 
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Interestingly average realized profits for everyone are higher in this world -- it is a more 

efficient world, because the knowledge of bias helps to prevent same position entries by 

taking on the role of a coordinating mechanism. Where marketers know that a competitor 

experiences bias then the marketer not experiencing bias has a profit of 

[ ( , )] ( )i
i iiE Nψπ α α π−

− = . This is because the marketer not experiencing bias always enters 

the niche position but never suffers from a same position entry. 

A marketer experiencing bias has an average realized profit of [ ( , )] ( )i
i iiE Mψπ α α π−

− = . 

They always enter the mainstream position and never suffer a same position entry. 

Note that the marketer experiencing bias gains higher average realized profits than the 

marketer not experiencing bias. This gives a benefit to a marketer who has a biased 

projection, despite their projection being incorrect. This can be thought of as the 

“strength of weak positions”, (Schelling 1960). This is the reason why allowing 

inconsistent conjectures is a conservative one for how those experiencing bias perform 

relative to those not experiencing bias. In a world of consistent conjectures those 

experiencing bias do better than those not experiencing bias. 
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IX. SINGLE PERIOD MODEL DISCUSSION 

In this model out-group homogeneity bias leads to a change in the marketer’s entry 

strategy. The bias increases the probability of entry to the most desirable position. This 

means that whenever a marketer playing the Nash mixed strategy meets someone 

experiencing bias the marketer not experiencing bias has a greater than Nash chance of 

gaining a same position entry when they enter the most desirable location. The bias 

therefore has the effect of reducing the profits of the competitor of the marketer 

experiencing bias. The bias does not reduce the profits of the marketer experiencing the 

bias until they compete with someone else who is also experiencing the bias. However 

when those experiencing bias compete this greatly reduces their profits. 

A single period model gives us an excellent idea of how inexperienced marketers might 

respond to a problem and because strategic market entry decisions are usually very 

important and very rare many decisions are likely to be such one-off decisions. Those 

making the decisions, even those with considerable work experience, may have little 

relevant market entry experience to draw upon and so effectively each time a decision is 

made it is a new one: a single period game. Such a model which allows for inconsistent 

conjectures and rationalizable strategies. This means players may be wrong in their 

choice of strategy. This has implications when using the equilibrium analysis, why don’t 

strategies change?, and suggests that work on how strategies change over time is a useful 

extension. 
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1. Social Implications 

The out-group homogeneity bias I discuss helps explain why some markets might be both 

underserved in some and over-served in other positions in the market. If the marketer 

sees the market as having more consumers around the mainstream taste they will over 

focus their attentions on this area of the market and fail to serve what may be profitable 

niches. This means that marketers miss out on profits while not providing a full range of 

services to those consumers with niche tastes who might want them. 

This bias comes from prejudice research in social psychology. By showing in both the 

model and experiments that this bias can have a significant impact on both entry 

strategies and profits I hope to demonstrate that problems arising from different types of 

bias may need to be dealt differently. When we think of prejudice we usually consider the 

denigration of members of another group but the phenomenon may be more complex. 

The two sided nature of this variance bias makes the impact of the bias harder to intuit. A 

lesson of this study is that we should be vigilant about the detrimental effects of such a 

bias. This is because the effects of this bias will be less obvious than for instance the 

effects of a bias that leads marketers to simply denigrate members of out-groups. 

2. Managerial Implications 

The specific managerial problem with this bias is that many problems that come from this 

bias impact marketers who do not experience the bias. The fact that competitors are 

harmed may make the bias seem superficially appealing to some competitor orientated 

marketers. It is important to note that despite the bias hurting the competitor bias is not a 
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“good thing”. Bias remains a mistake that a marketer would do well to rid themselves of. 

If marketers have a competitor orientation (Armstrong & Collopy 1996) this means 

marketers value reducing the profits of competitors as well as increasing their own 

profits. As such an intuition people have is that marketers might gain more utility when 

experiencing the bias because of the harm they inflict on their competitors. It is important 

to understand that bias remains an error. A marketer who had other regarding preferences 

that valued hurting competitors would meet their goals better without bias. A marketer 

not experiencing bias can always choose to enter the mainstream more than is profit 

maximizing to satisfy their competitive tendencies. If however the marketer has both 

competitor orientated preferences and out-group homogeneity bias they will be mis-

calibrated. They will enter the mainstream at a higher level than they are willing to pay 

for to hurt their competitor. They might aim for a strategy advocated by their personal 

malice but will overshoot this because of the bias. 

An interesting idea arising from the fact that the problem is suffered by those not 

experiencing bias is that marketers might want to teach their competitors. We usually 

conclude that a marketer is at best indifferent about a competitor’s bias. Here I suggest 

that rather than looking at information about a market as something to be hoarded a 

marketer may wish to share information to help de-bias their competitors, maybe even 

paying for their competitor’s market research. The interesting idea is that you should not 

always reject out of hand your competitor’s advice. Bias is a mistake for a marketer if 

they cannot guarantee no competitor they will meet will experience bias so if a marketer 
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is warned they experience bias they should gives some consideration to the warning. The 

competitor may actually be sharing useful information. 

3. Single Period Model Further Research 

There are a number of possible extensions to this single period model. One approach 

would be to combine my work with an approach that uses a cognitive hierarchy model. 

The cognitive hierarchy model assumes that players are distributed across the steps of 

thinking with a Poisson distribution using a τ parameter. This parameter describes the 

relative number of step 0, step 1 etc.. players in the population. To experimentally test 

this I could run a single position market entry game similar to the game described in prior 

the market entry literature (Camerer, Ho & Chong 2004; Camerer & Lovallo 1999)70. 

This experiment would involve making the decision simpler by having an entry/not entry 

decision. I could create a model of the complexity of thinking of each of the players. 

Adding multiple periods in the same market would allow players to converge on an 

outcome given their projections of payoffs and conjectures about others. The question to 

address would be if an equilibrium could be reached given inconsistent beliefs. By 

introducing bias in payoff perceptions to these models I could combine a consideration of 

                                                 

70 Note a single market entry model is a variant of the model I use. The entry/no entry decision is the 

scenario described when niche entry is uneconomic, (see the taxonomy of games at the end of the 

dissertation). Where niche entry is un-economic then given the out-group homogeneity bias reduces sales 

projections in the niche this bias will clearly never make it seem to be so. Thus the marketers choose 

between entry (to the mainstream) or not entering either position. 
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payoff errors with marketers who use different conjectures about competitors. If a 

marketer is a step 1 player they would think their competitor won’t consider them. Thus 

step 1 players will be more likely to not enter as step 0 players are thought to be more 

likely to enter the mainstream. Interesting step 2 players may be more likely to enter the 

mainstream than step 1 players if they think that the shape of the Poisson distribution 

skews towards a lot of step 1 players in the population who aren’t entering. 

I could investigate an idea generated by the experimental studies. That out-group 

homogeneity bias drives players to adopt behavior that appears less risk averse. This 

could potentially lead to less risk aversion and through this to greater profit maximization 

as shown in the experiments. Note that in the experiments players not assigned bias 

entered the mainstream at less than the levels predicted by Nash so I am able to enter 

some informed speculation about whether players showed evidence of risk aversion. First 

let me specify how risk aversion might manifest itself in this game. The risk associated 

with each of the three options can be ordered if we make the assumption that players 

conjecture that others are more likely to enter the mainstream position than the niche 

which seems reasonable as this is predicted by both the Nash and rationalizable mixed 

strategies. The least risky option is not entering, the player receives a risk free payoff of 

zero. The medium risk option is to enter the niche position. The niche is less attractive 

than the mainstream position but the chance of a different position entry to the niche is 

expected to be higher than the chance of a different position entry to the mainstream. 

Finally entry to the mainstream holds out the prospect of the big win but this option 
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seems most likely to encounter another player so is more likely to end in a loss. This is 

the most risky option. 

The experiments suggest such evidence of risk aversion: players seemed to be less 

aggressive at going for the big prize of the mainstream than a profit maximizing player 

would have been. In experiment 2 players actually enter the mainstream at a rate closer to 

Nash mixed strategy prediction when experiencing bias see Table 9. The bias makes them 

better Nash mixed strategy players, despite the incorrect data they have been given. As 

before this suggests that further investigation of the interplay between bias and risk 

aversion may be a fruitful approach. While my work does not require any player to 

follow the Nash missed strategy it is an exciting idea that bias may help players adopt the 

Nash strategy. 

Given risk aversion is not profit maximizing and those experiencing bias are encouraged 

to take more risk by entering the mainstream more it is possible that risk aversion 

combined with bias might lead to greater profits than just a risk averse unbiased profit 

maximizer. This is a possible explanation for the earlier result that bias increases profits. 

In a world of risk aversion and out-group homogeneity bias those experiencing bias could 

perform better. While I maintain the assumption of risk neutrality for this dissertation this 

finding suggests a fascinating opportunity for future research.. Ironically this bias may 

offset a marketer’s risk averse tendencies and so mean that those who experience bias 

exhibit behaviors closer to the risk neutral profit maximizer of modeling lore than those 

not experiencing bias. (Of course the bias could also exacerbate the problem of risk 
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seeking where that occurs). The interaction of behavioral regularities such as bias and 

risk tendencies is a fascinating area for future research that fits well within my modeling 

framework. 

In order to make this research manageable I have chosen to focus on an anti-coordination 

game. In my model it is profitable for marketers to enter either position but only if the 

other marketer does not do the same as them. Clearly there are many other market setups 

than can be investigated. For instance, unprofitable markets may be entered by those 

experiencing bias. The marketer experiencing bias might predict the unprofitable 

mainstream position as profitable and so enter. Only after entering will they learn that it 

wasn’t profitable to enter but interestingly it may well be profitable to remain in the 

market. The fixed entry cost having been sunk there may well be ongoing profits to be 

claimed. As such we are left with the interesting theoretical situation where in some 

markets the only marketers serving the market will be those who experience bias. This is 

shown as a possibility in my later larger taxonomy of market entry games, see Table 23 

page 361. This scenario is when there is a pure strategy solution where those 

experiencing bias enter the mainstream and those not experiencing bias do not enter the 

market. 

Indeed one interesting idea that I will pursue in later research is that consumer welfare 

can be improved by the mistakes of marketers experiencing bias. Consider what happens 

when a marketer sees a market where consumers are unprofitable to serve. However the 

marketer has an erroneous projection which leads them to enter the mainstream position. 
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Consumers who are unprofitable to serve a priori may become ex-post worth serving 

after the cost of the initial entry mistake is sunk. Ironically the marketer would not serve 

the consumers if they identified with those consumers. Bias can make marketers serve 

some groups they do not identify with and who are unprofitable to serve. 
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X. SINGLE PERIOD MODEL CONCLUSION 

Out-group homogeneity bias impacts a choice of mixed strategy in a single market entry 

decision. This impact leads to lower profits for the competitor of the marketer 

experiencing bias. The marketer experiencing bias only suffers from their bias when they 

compete with another experiencing bias. The experiments confirm the model’s 

propositions. 

This is however a single period model. Marketers can’t change their decisions based upon 

what they learn. A natural question is how will time change the results of the single 

period model? This is the basis of the rest of the dissertation. Will bias persist in a 

market? In part 2 I consider learning and in part 3 I consider market selection 

pressures.Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 
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Part 2: Learning and Bias 
This part of the dissertation focuses on learning, develops a model and runs empirical 

tests to answer the central question: Can bias persist despite marketers having the ability 

to learn about any bias they possess? Here I deal with the actions of individuals as they 

learn to change their strategies and sales projections over time. If the impact of bias can 

last for a significant period of time then it is more likely to make a difference in the 

market place. I show that learning will be a slow process. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

One way bias can be removed from a population of marketers is that those making the 

errors see their mistakes and correct them. I call this the Learning hypothesis. 

“…equilibrium arises as the long-run outcome of a process in which less than fully 

rational players grope for optimality over time” (Fudenberg & Levine 1998). 

I first ask theoretically: How long will learning take to reach such an equilibrium where 

bias no longer features in play? I then test empirically whether the out-group 

homogeneity bias will be removed by learning and what aids learning. 

1. Speed of Learning 

Traditionally modelers have focused on equilibrium solutions, where will markets settle 

in the very long run. As marketers however we may want to consider how long it takes to 

reach an equilibrium. For this research any result which suggests that learning is slow 

supports the wider application of the propositions uncovered in the initial, single period 

model and I will show that learning about out-group homogeneity bias can be very slow. 

There are numerous reasons why learning about out-group homogeneity bias may be 

slow. The nature of the out-group homogeneity bias is such that it increases market size 

estimates in one position and reduces them in the other. This two sided effect of the one 

bias is likely to make the bias hard to learn about. 

Furthermore, learning is impossible if marketers do not recognize the group based nature 

of this bias. There has been considerable work in social psychology on the conditions 
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under which people can learn to reduce bias through experience – the contact hypothesis 

(Allport 1954, Fiske 2002). If however people don’t recognize that groups influence 

them, they don’t realize that they are treating a market as foreign and so they can’t easily 

learn regardless of experience. If sometimes projections are correct, while other times 

projections are up and other times they are down, managers cannot learn without 

understanding the group context of these effects. 

The nature of information in a market often means that not all marketers find out all 

information making this a game of incomplete information (Akerlof 1970, Gintis 2000). 

Marketers do not receive information about the outcomes of choices not made. In the 

model I discuss I assume an observation is required to facilitate learning about market 

size and this observation will only occur after successful different position market entries. 

Such learning opportunities are, for reasons explained below, available for less than 50% 

of total entries made. Learning therefore can only occur on less than half the periods in 

which the game is played. 

An additional complication that I derive in this analysis is that the bias may reduce the 

information the marketer receives. If the bias causes the marketer to receive less 

information than a marketer who does not experience bias then the very presence of the 

bias reduces the marketer’s chance of learning about the bias. The ironic point is that 

those who need to learn are precisely those least likely to be exposed to information 

which allows them to learn. 
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The bias can also reduce the willingness to spend on market research. Marketers think 

there is less taste diversity to find and so understandably are willing to spend less looking 

for the taste diversity. 

Learning might also be slow because while experiencing bias reduces the expected value 

of a strategy, this may not be apparent to the marketer and so they may lack motivation to 

learn. Hoch and Deighton (1989) show motivation to learn is crucial for consumers and 

here I suggest manager’s similarly need motivation to change their understanding of the 

world. Indeed these authors suggest that with low motivation learning about complex 

problems will be especially limited. The out-group homogeneity bias is a relatively 

complicated bias so motivation to learn is likely to be especially important.  I showed in a 

dyad that the marketer experiencing bias will do better than a competitor not 

experiencing bias, reducing the marketer’s motivation to behavioral change. (It is only 

when a competitor also experiences bias that the marketer is likely to be motivated to 

consider his or her own bias). Furthermore, amongst survivors those who experience bias 

do better than those who do not experience bias. Observing data with a survivor bias 

might lead marketers to want to “learn” the bias rather than unlearn it. 

Finally I’ll show in the theoretical model that it is not necessarily the case that learning 

will eradicate the bias given enough time if players have the wrong mental model of the 

connection between market positions. 
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II. THEORETICAL MODEL: LEARNING ABOUT BIAS 

I use a Bayesian style belief-based learning approach. Marketers start with a prior. This 

prior is updated given the experience the marketer has. In developing my model I will 

concentrate on two variants of this style of learning, 1) Cournot Style Best Response Play 

and 2) Fictitious Play, both of which are detailed in Camerer (2003). 

Market size prediction is the key element of this theoretical model of bias because the 

presence of bias changes a marketer’s initial sales projections (priors). Predictions may 

gradually be improved upon as the marketer gets more data to update their biased initial 

sales projections. This process is how learning may get rid of the bias in this model. 

There are a number of complications that must be considered when considering market 

size predictions in my model. For instance I assume that marketers do not see the full 

market but only their profits which they gain when they make different position entry. 

The marketer’s updating of the predictions will therefore be irregular in the sense that 

only observed outcomes will update the assessment. In general learning is slower in this 

model of market size estimation than in a complete information game. Marketers can 

only learn from what they observe and learn less when they observe less. I will later show 

that the presence of bias will tend to reduce the rate of learning about bias as bias’ very 

presence leads to fewer learning opportunities. 
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A. The Basic Model 

The model in this section is based upon that developed earlier for single period 

competition. There are more consumers in the mainstream position and so where 

marketers enter different positions the profits are higher in the mainstream. 

1. Priors and Weighting 

Marketers enter at period t and hold priors, brought forward from period t-1, about the 

mainstream position and the niche position. These priors have two elements: the key is a 

prediction of market size but they also have a weight with which the prior is held. The 

weight can be thought of as the confidence with which the prior about the market size is 

held. Where the weight of the prior is high marketers are very confident about their prior 

market size predictions and so are less responsive to changing given any new information 

they receive. Where the weight of the prior is low marketers are not confident about their 

prior market size predictions and so are quicker to change them. 

When considering the market size prediction the marketer has a prior on the market size 

in each position which they bring into the period. I model these as the market size 

estimate at the end of the prior period. Call these predictions brought forward 
1^ t

ix
−

 and 

1^
(1 )

t

ix
−

− . E.g. 
^
x  is the mainstream position market size prediction for marketer i, t-1 

indicates the prior brought forward from the prior period. If the marketer gets a different 
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position entry they gain an observation71 which is the true market size plus some error 

representing random market fluctuations that period72. The error is normally distributed 

with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of σ, ε=N(0, σ).73 The marketer uses the 

observation to update their market size prediction as shown in Figure 28. 

Figure 28. Market Size Prediction Process after a Mainstream Position Entry 

 

                                                 

71 An question arises is the weight of the new observation depreciated by the number of prior periods or by 

the number of relevant observations? This is because in my model marketers only receive a new 

observation if they have a different position entry. Should the model use the number of different position 

entries to discount projections or the number of periods? I assume t equals number of periods in this model. 

72 In the experiment I explained the error as a temporary phenomenon impacting demand – for instance a 

very hot summer raising short term demand for ice-cream but not impacting the long run market size. 

73 Note I assume errors are “small”, that errors do not make marketers withdraw from market positions 

which they might do if –ε>(1-x). This assumption allows me to concentrate on the effect of learning and 

stops marketers from withdrawing from the market. Appendix IX page 433 discusses this in greater detail. 
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a) The Relative Impact of the Initial Prior 

The weighting of the initial projections is denoted, N(0). (I assume that the weight of the 

prior on the mainstream position and the prior on the niche position are equal). The 

weighting is the confidence that the marketer has in the accuracy of the initial estimates. 

Thus if the marketers also suffer from overconfidence (Camerer & Lovallo1999) in their 

ability to project market sizes this will make bias slower to be removed. If the marketer 

has generated initial projections but has almost no confidence in them the weighting of 

the initial estimate will be very low the marketer will quickly respond to any observation 

received from the market. It won’t take them much evidence to move away from their 

initial projection which they never had much confidence about in the first place. 

b) Weighting of Experience and Learning Model 

The impact of each new observation has a normalized weight of one which allows the 

weightings for prior predictions to be updated according to the following formula: 

( ) ( )N t  N t 1 1φ= − +  (2.1) 

This can be understood as giving the weight of the prior being brought forward from 

period t. This weighting brought forward from period t is the weighting brought into 

period t, i.e. the weight brought forward from period t-1, discounted by the relevant factor 

φ plus an additional weighting to represent the new information received in period t. The 

weight of this new information being normalized to a value of 1. Thus the weight placed 

on a prediction depends upon the discounted weight placed on the earlier prediction plus 

one to account for the passage of time. 
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This research allows the possibility that events may be discounted at a differential rate 

depending upon how far back they are in this. Thus the weight of the prior is discounted 

by φ each period. The two cases I discuss are: 

1) Where old information is forgotten when new information is received -- “Cournot 

Best Response Play”. This simple rule sets φ=0 and N(t) always equals 1. 

2) Where old information and new information are weighted the equally, called 

Fictitious Play (Fudenberg and Levine 1998, Camerer 2003). A typical game 

theory assumption where players are assumed to have infinite cognitive capacity. 

Fictitious play is φ=1 which means N(t) =t+1. 

2. What Could Player’s Learn? 

There are three broad things that a player could learn about in a market entry game: 

1. Learning about Market Size in the Positions – Removing bias in predictions of the 

market sizes in each position. 

2. Learning about Competitors – Better predicting the probability of competitor entry. 

3. Learning how to play the Game Optimally – Playing better over time. 

a) Learning about Market Size in the Positions 

This is my focus in this theoretical model. I want to understand how marketers can learn 

to remove bias from their projections of market size. The marketers’ learning about the 

bias is complicated by the stochastic nature of the markets. A marketer will see error and 

have to form an opinion about whether the error is random noise, and so should be 

ignored when making projections, or systematic bias, which should be corrected for. In 
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the theoretical model I present I use a variant of the belief-based models to allow players 

to form beliefs about market size in each position. I hypothesize and successfully test that 

predictions will be slow to improve over time. 

b) Learning About Competitors 

Like “Most of the formal models of learning in games, and most game-theory 

experiments, [I] rely on the idea that agents play a game repeatedly against different 

opponents, in order to abstract from repeated game effects” (Fudenberg 2005). This 

prevents a host of complications regarding signaling behavior (Camerer 2003) that would 

make it difficult to disentangle the effects of bias from a sophisticated strategy designed 

to change competitor behavior. I model marketers meeting a random competitor each 

period so such there is no point in attempting to learn about/train specific competitors. 

c) Learning How to Play the Game Optimally 

In a complex task players may simply be unable to work out how best to use their 

predictions to create an optimal entry strategy. A marketer is unlikely to be able to 

calculate the Nash or rationalizable mixed strategy and so may need to learn to play the 

game better. Uncovering how well the game is played is largely an empirical rather than a 

theoretical question which I address in the experiments. 

3. Bias and Initial Market Size Projections 

The out-group homogeneity bias is modeled as erroneous initial, period 0, projections. 

Out-group homogeneity bias raises the initial estimates of the market size in the 
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mainstream position and thus the prediction of profits after a different position entry. The 

same bias lowers the initial estimates of the market size in the niche positions and thus 

lowers profit predictions after a different position entry. 

The prior projection of the market size of a position by player i who is experiencing bias 

when they start the game is the true market size for that position plus any bias that the 

marketer experiences.
0 0

 and  i ix x x xψ= −   is the bias the marketer experiences bias in the 

initial period in the mainstream position74. 

4. Connections between Market Positions 

The marketer may receive information from the mainstream or niche position each 

period. The marketer must decide whether information received from one position helps 

in predicting the other market position. I explore three broad ways in which information 

learned in one market position can be connected to the other market position. 

• The market positions can be treated as though there is no connection. Anything 

learned in one position is not applied to another position. 

• The market positions can be treated as though there is a positive connection. 

Anything learned in one position is directly applied to the other position. If I learn 

that I overestimated in one position I reduce my estimates in both the position 

where I made the observation and the other position where I didn’t. 

                                                 

74 In the experiment this is the initial sales projection given to a participant when they are assigned bias. 
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• The market positions can be treated as though there is a negative connection. 

Anything learned in one position is applied to the other position but in a negative 

relationship. If I learn that I overestimated in one position I reduce my estimate in 

that position but I increase my estimate in the other position. Out-group 

homogeneity bias means the true relationship is a negative one – if I overestimate 

in one market position I will be underestimating in the other market position.  

I start with the assumption that the market positions are seen as independent and return 

later to marketers who see a connection between markets. 
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III. PROBABILITY OF RECEIVING INFORMATION ON 

A MARKET POSITION 

1. Observations of the Market 

In my model the key to a player updating their estimates is the fact that they receive an 

observation. I therefore create an indicator variable which takes one when information is 

received about the position and zero otherwise. 

,
,

,
,

[ ( )] 1 if marketer i gains observation of mainstream position at t

[ ( )] 1 if marketer i gains observation of niche position at t

i N
i M

i M
i N

I t

I t

−

−

=

=
 (2.2) 

2. Setting an Entry Strategy 

The marketer uses their priors on market size in the positions to come up with an entry 

strategy given the belief that their competitor thinks like they do. Their competitor does 

the same. The different positions entries to each market position therefore have a known 

probability of leading to an observation which can be used to update the prior. 

Each period there is a chance of receiving an observation of the mainstream market size, 

i.e. the marketer gains a different position entry to the mainstream. This probability is 

when marketer i enters the mainstream and marketer –i enters the niche position which 

equals αi(1-α-i), see Figure 29. Each period there is similarly a chance of receiving an 

observation of the market size in the niche, i.e. when the player gains a different position 

entry to the niche. This probability is when marketer i enters the niche position and 

marketer –i enters the mainstream position which equals (1-αi)α-i. 
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Figure 29. Information Received on Market Size Predictions By Marketer i 

 

a) Marketers Gain Useful Information in Less than Half the Periods 

All marketers thus receive an observation on either market position in only a fraction of 

the periods. This is less than half the periods played because the chance of entering the 

mainstream (αi) for any marketer is greater than 50%75. The marketer’s strategies 

generate a less than a 50% chance of g updating their projections in any period. 

                                                 

75 From the single period model: 1> i
ψα > iα >.5. Use α to describe any probability between 1 and .5 thus 

both can be described by α. Chance of gaining a different position mainstream entry=α(1-α) Chance of 

gaining a different position niche entry = (1-α)α. Chance of gaining an observation=α(1- α)+(1-α)α=2α–

2α2. To find the maximum chance of gaining an observation take the first derivative in respect of α. 

δChance of Gaining An Observation/δα= 2 –4α. The maximum chance of gaining an observation is when α 
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Result: A marketer who assumes their competitor thinks like they do and believes the 

mainstream market position to be superior to the niche position will gain useful 

information in less than half the periods. 

b) In an Homogenous Population Gaining Information About Each Position is 

Equally Likely 

Firstly let us consider the case when all marketers face the same level of bias αi=α-i & 

αi
ψ=α-i

ψ. In an homogenous population the probability of receiving an observation on 

either position per period is the same for all marketers. 

Result: In an homogenous population marketers are equally likely to receive information 

about either of the market positions. 

Proof 

In an homogenous population αi= α-i, or αi
ψ= α-i

ψ. I complete the proof below for a 

population where there is not bias but the proofs holds equally for a population 

experiencing bias. First replace α-i with αi because marketers with the same level of bias 

will develop the same entry strategy. Chance of receiving information on mainstream 

position= αi(1-αi) = αi-αi
2.Chance of receiving information on niche position= (1-αi)αi  = 

αi-αi
2. In an homogenous population the chance of receiving information on either market 

position is the same. 

                                                                                                                                                 

=0.5 which equals 2(.5)-2(.5)2=0.5, on half of all entries. Given the entry probabilities used in the model 

are greater than .5 then both strategies generate less chance of gaining an observations than when α =.5. 
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c) Those Experiencing Bias Less Likely to Learn About Niche Position 

I am interested in the effect of those experiencing bias and those not experiencing bias 

interacting so I go beyond the homogenous population assumption. As shown in the 

single period model this means when a marketer experiences bias this increases their 

probability of entry to the mainstream to a probability greater than the probability of their 

competitor not experiencing bias, i.e. αi
ψ>α-i. They are more likely to receive an 

observation on the market size of the mainstream position than their competitor. Thus 

they will have relatively higher opportunities to learn about their errors in the mainstream 

position. Conversely the marketer experiencing bias is less likely to receive an 

observation on the niche position than their competitor and so will receive relatively few 

opportunities to learn about their errors in the niche position. 

Result: The out-group homogeneity bias makes a marketer less likely to learn about the 

niche market position than a marketer who is not experiencing bias. 

Proof 

Where one marketer experiences bias they enter the mainstream more than competitor 

αi
ψ>α-i. Chance of receiving information on mainstream position= αi

ψ(1-α-i) = αi
ψ-αi

ψα-i. 

Chance of receiving information on niche position (1-αi
ψ)α-i = α-i- αi

ψα-i. 

Given αi
ψ>α-i then a marketer experiencing bias is more likely to receive information on 

the mainstream than the niche. The opposite applies for a marketer not experiencing bias 

competing with one experiencing bias. The marketer experiencing bias is thus more gain 

observations on the mainstream position and may rid themselves of bias in that market 

position relatively quickly. 
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The bias influences the marketer’s actions which in turn influences the observations that 

the marketers receives. Put simply a bias that means the marketer believes that the niche 

is a poor market position can be hard to shift. The marketer believes the niche position is 

poor and so rarely enters the niche76 making less likely observations which might help rid 

them of bias. 

d) The Presence of Bias Reduces Total Learning 

One of the most important elements of how bias slows learning is that the presence of 

bias reduces total learning. It is precisely those who need to learn -- those experiencing 

bias – who are the least likely to gain the observations which are necessary to learn. 

Result: The presence of the bias makes the marketer less likely to learn the information 

that will help them rid themselves of the bias. 

Proof 

The proposition holds as long as total information received is less in a world where a 

marketer experiences bias and those experiencing bias gain less information than those 

not experiencing bias. Probability information is received in a population with no bias: 

( )2Probability 2 i iα α= −  (2.3) 

Probability information is received by a marketer experiencing bias competing against 

one not experiencing bias 

                                                 

76 I show in more detail what this means for the number of periods to learn about bias in the niche 

compared to the mainstream later. 
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Probability 2i i i i
ψ ψα α α α− −= + −  (2.4) 

Probability information received by a marketer experiencing bias competing against 

another experiencing bias. 

( )2Probability 2 i i
ψ ψα α= −  (2.5) 

The chance of receiving information is maximized when the α terms approach .5. 

When both experience bias the fewest observations are received. This can be shown by 

comparing equation (2.4) with equation (2.3) and equation(2.5). Given .5i i
ψα α> >  then 

( )22 i i
ψ ψα α− < 2i i i i

ψ ψα α α α− −+ − < ( )22 i iα α− . Those experiencing bias who meet 

another experiencing bias are the least likely to learn. 

In the single period model I showed the dyad where both experience bias is the worst 

performing one. Interestingly the dyad that causes the worst performance also generates 

the lowest probability of generating information that could aid learning. Those that could 

most benefit from learning are least likely to receive observations that allow learning. 
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IV. PREDICTIONS OF MARKET SIZE 

Here I create equations for the marketer’s prediction of market size at each position. I 

assume that learning about one market position is thought to have no relevance to 

estimates of the other market position, the marketers effectively treat the market positions 

as separate markets They make two completely unconnected predictions: a prediction of 

the size of the mainstream position, and a prediction of the size of the niche position. 

Marketers are assumed to start with a prior equal to the sales projections initially 

generated. These priors are subject to any bias that the marketer may experience – i.e. the 

prior projections are the one and only place that the bias enters this model. This is 

consistent with out-group homogeneity bias existing in inexperienced marketers as it has 

been shown in other general populations (e.g. Park & Rothbart 1982; Park & Judd 1990). 

This section considers whether the bias will continue as the marketer gains more 

experience in a market which is a contribution to the literature as I am unaware of any 

past studies of the effect on market experience on out-group homogeneity bias. 
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A. Generating Market Size Predictions Each Period 

The initial projection in period 0 is the potentially biased projection of market size that 

the marketer holds before gaining any experience in the market. The observation in any 

period is the true market parameter plus a randomly distributed error ε. I assume that 

baring any new observation that the marketer just brings forward their prior prediction. 

Therefore where there was no relevant observation in the period the prior is just brought 

forward to the next period. 

1. Mainstream Market Size Prediction 

Equation (2.6) calculates the mainstream prediction of marketer i at the end of period t, 

i.e. the prediction brought forward from period t. 

1 1 1,
,( 1) [ ( )]( )

( )

t t ti N
t i i ii M
i

N t x x I t x x
x

N t
ϕ ε

− − −−− + + + −
=

  

  (2.6) 

Where ε is a random error with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of σ. ,
,[ ( )]i N

i MI t−  is 

an indicator variable that takes one where the player, i, entered the mainstream position 

and their competitor, -i, did not enter the mainstream position at time t. 

There are three elements to the numerator. The first element 
1

( 1)
t
iN t xϕ
−

−   is the 

prediction brought forward from the prior period, time t-1. Notice that this is weighted by 

the discounted weight of the prior prediction. The second and third elements of the 

prediction at time t relate to the observation at time t. There are two things that can 

happen in time t, the marketer can: 
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a) make a relevant observation in the mainstream position, or  

b) not make a relevant observation in the mainstream position.77 

The second element of the numerator tells us that barring a relevant observation the 

marketer just continues with their prior prediction, 
1t

ix
−

 . The final element of the 

numerator contains an indicator variable, ,
,[ ( )]i N

i MI t− , that turns on only if there is a 

relevant observation. The new observation is simply the true market parameter plus a 

stochastic error, x ε+ . The difference between this observation and the brought forward 

prior prediction 
1t

ix
−

  accounts for the change in prediction after the observation. Finally 

the entire prediction is divided by the weighting of all current and past observations, N(t). 

2. Niche Market Size Prediction 

The niche prediction equation has an indicator variable that is only turned on when 

marketer i enters the niche at time t and marketer -i does not enter the niche. 



  

1 1 1,
,( 1)(1 ) (1 ) [ ( )]((1 ) (1 ) )

(1 )
( )

t t ti M
t i Ni i i
i

N t x x I t x x
x

N t
ϕ ε

− − −−− − + − + − + − −
− =  (2.7)78 

                                                 

77 As competitors change each period I assume that marketers don’t learn about market sizes from 

observing a competitor’s actions. This is theoretically possible but I have ignored this because: a) 

discerning a mixed strategy used by changing competitors is difficult, the number of observations to 

conclude the aggregated competitors’ mixed strategy is different to the one being played by the marketer is 

large. b) The strategy of the marketer changes with their predictions so the comparison changes. c) Some 

competitors also play rationalizable strategies and so there is no clear agreement among competitors. 
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Note the prediction is of the entire term (1 )x− rather than a prediction of (1- x ). If the 

niche market size prediction where always one minus the mainstream prediction then 

there would automatically be a negative connection between the predictions. 

3. Simplifying the Equations 

As the current period observation is weighted at 1 I can combine the first two elements of 

the prediction terms as 
1 1 1

( 1) ( )
t t t
i i iN t x x N t xϕ
− − −

− + =    see equation (2.6) and simplify. The 

mainstream market size prediction becomes: 

1,
1 ,[ ( )]( )

( )

ti N
t t ii M
i i

I t x x
x x

N t
ε

−−
− + −

= +


   (2.8) 

The mainstream prediction is thus the mainstream prediction brought forward from the 

prior period, which is adjusted when an observation is made. The impact of the 

adjustment brought about by an observation in the current period depends upon the 

weighting of the past predictions relative to the new observation N(t)and the difference 

between the prior prediction and the new observation, 
1t

iMx xε
−

+ − . 

The niche market size production similarly simplifies to: 

 



1,
1 ,[ ( )]((1 ) (1 ) )

(1 ) (1 )
( )

ti M
t t i N i
i i

I t x x
x x

N t
ε

−−
− − + − −

− = − +  (2.9) 

                                                                                                                                                 

78 ε is a random error with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of σ. ,
,[ ( )]i M

i NI t−  is an indicator variable 

that takes one where the player, i, entered the niche position and their competitor, -i, did not at time t. 
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B. Modeling Learning with a Cournot Learning Rule 

I first explore a Cournot best response style of play. This is a simple way of looking at 

belief updating (detailed in Camerer 2003) where prior observations are discounted to 

zero when a new observation is received, i.e. φ=0. Adding φ=0 into the weighting 

equation, (2.1), shows us that N(t-1)=0 and N(t)=1, i.e. N(t-1)+1= N(t). I add these 

weightings to the market size predictions, equations (2.8) and (2.9), to generate 

predictions if marketers are using a Cournot learning rule. The prediction of the market 

size in any position thus quickly becomes the observed market position size the last time 

an observation was made (e.g. x ε+ ). The observations are an unbiased estimate of the 

true market size in any position. 

To see why, consider the expectation of the prediction of the market size in a position is 

the prior prediction brought forward plus, if an observation is gained, the difference 

between the prior prediction and the observation. The prediction brought forward is thus 

the prior if no observation is gained and the new observation where an observation is 

made. The chance of such an observation being made at time t is (1 )t t
i iα α−− , the 

probability that marketer i enters the mainstream position at time t and marketer –i does 

not. The expectation of the prediction of the market size of the mainstream position at 

period t is thus the prediction at period t-1 plus the probability of any observation times 

the adjustment made by any observation: 

1 1
[ ] (1 ) ( )

t t tt t
i i ii iE x x x xα α

− −

−= + − −    (2.10) 
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Similarly, the prediction of the niche remains the same as the prior prediction expect 

where a niche observation occurs which occurs with a probability of (1 )t t
i iα α−− .The 

expectation of a prediction of the market size of the niche position at period t is thus the 

prediction at period t-1 plus the probability of any observation times the adjustment made 

by any observation: 

  

1 1
[(1 ) ] (1 ) (1 ) ((1 ) (1 ) )

t t tt t
i ii i iE x x x xα α

− −

−− = − + − − − −  (2.11) 

1. Speed of Learning with a Cournot Learning Rule 

To see how long the bias will impact the market consider the number of periods before 

gaining an observation of the market position. This takes the form of a Geometric 

distribution which is a distribution that applies to the length of time until an event of 

known probability occurs.79 The Geometric would be distributed according to the 

probability of receiving an observation of the market position each period: αi(1-α-i) be the 

probability of gaining an observation of the mainstream position and (1-αi)α-i be the 

probability of gaining an observation of the niche position. Define the expected number 

of periods until a learning opportunity arises as r. Bias will be eradicated by the period 

following period r. 

                                                 

79 The entry probabilities may change in a competitive dynamic environment if the competitors are making 

observations so I’d have to take the product of probabilities of not winning the mainstream from the first to 

the rth period as the probability that the rth period has not seen an opportunity for learning. A stable 

Geometric is thus a simplification which gives a rough but reasonable estimate of what is happening. 
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The geometric distribution gives the expected number of periods until r is reached and 

bias is removed in the mainstream position and is: 

1[ | ]
(1 )

i
M i

i i

E r
α α

−

−

=
−

 (2.12) 

The geometric distribution gives the expected number of periods until r is reached and 

bias is removed in the niche position and is: 

1[ | ]
(1 )

i
N i

i i

E r
α α

−

−

=
−

 (2.13) 

A standard property of these distributions is the expectation of r rises as the probability of 

the event becomes less likely. (Unsurprisingly we expect to have to wait longer for a less 

common occurrence.) I describe the average speed of learning between the two market 

positions using the simple average of expected learning in each position. 

[ | ] [ | ]
2

i i
M i N iE r E r− −+  (2.14) 

Note that learning is quicker when equation (2.14) is smaller. From equations (2.12), 

(2.13) and (2.14) note that overall learning will be maximized when the probabilities of 

entry are closest to .5. This maximizes the chance of gaining a different position entry to 

either market position each period. 

a) Example Speed of Learning In an Homogenous Population 

To understand the speed of learning take an example where αi=α-i=.6. 

The marketer is expected to learn to rid themselves of bias after 4.2 periods in the 

mainstream position. 
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1 1[ | ] 4.2periods
.6(1 .6) .24

i
M iE r − = = =

−
 (2.15) 

The marketer is expected to learn to rid themselves of bias after 4.2 periods in the niche 

position. 

1 1[ | ] 4.2periods
(1 .6).6 .24

i
N iE r − = = =

−
 (2.16) 

These are identical because in a homogenous population the chance of receiving an 

observation of either position is the same. The average speed of learning is thus 4.2 

periods, the marketer can expect to learn to reject the bias in a position after 4.2 periods. 

b) Example Speed of Learning Where Some Experience Bias 

I return to my earlier finding that there is differential learning about the various market 

positions between those experiencing and not experiencing bia. Note that as αi
ψ>αi then 

the marketer experiencing bias learns about any bias they experience in respect of the 

mainstream faster than bias in respect of the niche if they have a competitor not 

experiencing bias. For example take where a marketer experiencing bias meets a 

competitor not experiencing bias, let αi=.6 and  αi
ψ=.7. The marketer experiencing bias 

can be expected to learn after 3.6 periods in the mainstream. 

,
1 1[ | ] 3.6periods

.7(1 .6) .28
i

M iE r ψ
− = = =

−
 (2.17) 

The marketer is expected to learn to rid themselves of bias only after 5.6 periods in the 

niche position. 
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,
1 1[ | ] 5.6periods

(1 .7).6 .18
i

M iE r ψ
− = = =

−
 (2.18) 

Given αi
ψ>αi>.5 observations which can lead to learning averaged across market 

positions are less frequent, and thus learning opportunities present slower, when 

experiencing bias. Average learning across the positions is80: 

3.6 5.6 4.6Periods
2
+

=  (2.19) 

When marketers experiencing bias compete with each other the situation is even more 

destructive to learning. For example αi
ψ = α-i

ψ =.7 then it takes each marketer 4.8 periods 

to learn in either market position. The marketer experiencing would be expected to learn 

after 4.8 periods in the mainstream. 

,
,

1 1[ | ] 4.8periods
.7(1 .7) .21

i
M iE r ψ

ψ
− = = =

−
 (2.20) 

The marketer is expected to learn to rid themselves of bias only after 4.8 periods in the 

niche position. 

,
,

1 1[ | ] 4.8periods
(1 .7).7 .21

i
N iE r ψ

ψ
− = = =

−
 (2.21) 

Average learning across market positions at 4.8 periods is slower when experiencing bias. 

The marketer experiencing bias competing with another experiencing bias learns after 4.8 

periods on average compared to 4.6 when their competitor did not experience bias. 

                                                 

80 It is interesting to note that with a competitor experiencing bias gaining an observation would also be 

slower on average for the marketer not experiencing bias, although they do not have bias to learn about. 
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Bias causes problems by reducing the learning of the marketer. This illustrates that 

experiencing bias carries with it a hindrance to learning about the bias. This is most 

extreme when two marketers experiencing bias meet each other. When all experience 

bias all are less likely to learn to rid themselves of the bias. 

2. Expected Long Run Predictions of Market Size 

There is a positive probability of a marketer entering either position. This is an 

assumption of the single period model, both the niche and mainstream positions must be 

seen to have profit potential. If both market positions are seen to be worth entering this 

means in the long-run there will have been a past observed entry to either position. At 

some point in the past the marketer will have tried to enter each position and succeeded in 

gaining a different position entry. So in the long run at a prior point the player predicted 

the market size, in for example the mainstream as x+ε. In expectation this is x. The 

observation is therefore expected to be the true market size parameter, x. 

To see this consider a period in time, r, where t=0,1,2,…r,…T. At period r the chance of 

the player not having had at least one different position entry to the mainstream is: 

( )( )1 1
r

i iα α− − − −  . 
The chance of not having has at least one different position entry to 

the niche is: ( )( )1 1
r

i iα α− − − −  . As r increases the probability of there not having been 

a different position entry to either position before r approaches zero81. The expected prior 

                                                 

81 This is because the probability terms, which are raised to the power of r are always less than one. 
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prediction is the expected value of an observation. Thus the expected value of the last 

observation is expected to be the true market size, [ ]  and [(1 ) ] (1 )E x x E x xε ε+ = − + = − . 

Having received an observation in the position at time r then the expected prediction in 

the mainstream position in periods after r thus becomes: 

[ ] (1 )( ) where 1
t t t
i i iE x x x x t rα α−= + − − > +  (2.22) 

The expected prediction of sales in the mainstream position is the expected value of the 

prior prediction, x, plus the expected impact of the new observation, (1 )( )t t
i i x xα α−− − . 

A similar equation can be created for the niche position. The expected sales prediction in 

the niche position periods after r thus becomes: 

[(1 ) ] (1 ) (1 ) ((1 ) (1 )) where 1
t t t

i iiE x x x x t rα α−− = − + − − − − > +  (2.23) 

The expected prediction of the niche position is the expected value of the prior, (1-x), 

plus the expected impact of the new observation, (1 ) ((1 ) (1 ))t t
i i x xα α−− − − − . 

The expectation is therefore asymptotically unbiased regardless of the marketers and their 

competitor’s actions and despite the bias in initial projections. 

3. The Problem with Cournot Learning 

In a sense the Cournot learning is the most conservative test of bias persistence. A 

marketer who receives a new piece of information instantly forgets the previous 

information that they received. Given the bias influences initial sales projections prior to 

entering the market it is easy to imagine that a simple rule that effectively says ignore the 
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initial sales projection as soon as a market observation is made works against bias 

persistence. 

Even using Cournot learning bias still has an effect in slowing down learning. This form 

of learning will get rid of bias so can’t people just adopt this learning rule and get rid of 

bias as quickly as possible? Unfortunately this would not be advisable as Cournot 

learning comes with its own difficulties. Cournot cannot take advantage of the central 

limit theorem to converge on the true market parameter as it reacts to every last 

observation. They will be an error ε of in every observation. Thus  predictions are subject 

to oscillations around the true market parameters caused by the random noise. It is worth 

noting that the learning style that most quickly gets rids of the systematic out-group 

homogeneity bias allows no way of getting rid of the stochastic error. The predictions of 

a marketer using Cournot leaning will bounce around the true market parameter but never 

reach it. 

Figure 30 shows a simulation of 500 periods of Cournot learning. In this simulation the 

true size of the mainstream position is 110, the niche position 70, the bias is +10 in the 

mainstream, -10 in the niche. This leads to mainstream entry probability of ~65%. The 

stochastic error, ε, is 5. Random entry outcomes and stochastic market size errors are 

created by the random number generator in excel. This demonstrate that Cournot learning 

quickly removes the bias but fails to converge on the true market size 
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Figure 30. Market Size Predictions Using A Cournot Learning Rule 
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C. Modeling Learning with a Fictitious Play Rule 

While Cournot learning expunges the effect of the prior when the first observation is 

obtained, fictitious play82 retains the impact of the prior into the continuing estimate. 

Fictitious play thus may take a longer time to remove then initial bias but as more 

observations are added the influence of the initial biased sales projections become 

progressively more diluted. The systematic biases become a smaller and smaller element 

of the prediction. Indeed after a very long period of time the systematic biases cease to 

have a noticeable effect on predictions. 

The length of time till the systematic biases fail to have a noticeable influence on 

predictions depends on the value of the prior weight N(0) compared to the weight 

assigned to new information. “The success of a Bayesian policy may crucially depend on 

the prior. Only asymptotically the prior does not matter” Selten 1991. The influence of 

the prior may last a long time but in the very long run the influence of the bias in the 

initial prior will asymptote to zero and therefore play no role in equilibrium analysis. To 

see this consider the expectation of the market size predictions, equation (2.8), in the 

mainstream position for period 1 for a marketer experiencing bias: 

1 (1 )( )[ ] ( )
(1)

t t
i i

i
x xE x x x x

N

ψ
ψ α α−− −

= + − −  (2.24) 

                                                 

82 Like Cournot best response play fictitious play is usually used for players in a competitive situation. The 

players are assumed to form a belief about the competitor’s entry strategy, for example how aggressive the 

competitors are, based upon a prior and previous observations, (Camerer 2003). 
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And the expectation of the market size prediction, equation (2.9), in the niche position in 

period 1 for a marketer experiencing bias: 



1 (1 ) ((1 ) (1 ))[(1 ) ] (1 ) ((1 ) (1 ))
(1)

t t
i i

i
x xE x x x x

N

ψ
ψ α α−− − − −

− = − + − − − −  (2.25) 

The first two terms represent the prior brought forward to period 1 from the initial 

projections. This is the true market size plus the impact of out-group homogeneity bias. 

To this is added the effect of the first period. If no observation is received then the prior 

remains the same. Only if a different position entry is made is there an observation which 

has a given probability. Where a different position entry is made then an observation is 

made in period 1. The negative term represents the chance of winning the market position 

and so seeing an observation that does not contain the systematic bias. 

There is a positive probability of winning each position, e.g. αi(1- α-i)>0 because both 

positions have a positive chance of being chosen in this game. This means that there is a 

positive probability each period that the expectation of the prediction made at the end of 

the period is closer to the true value than the prior. In expectation the systematic bias is 

thus declining each period. 

The expectation of the mainstream market size prediction in period 2 is: 

2

(1 )( )(1 )( ( ) )
(1 )( ) (1)[ ] ( )

(1) (2)

t t
t t i i
i it t

i i
i

x xx x x x
x x NE x x x x

N N

ψ
ψ

ψ
ψ

α αα α
α α

−
−

−

− −
− + − − −

− −
= + − − −

 (2.26) 

The term divided by N(2) is the expected effect of a potential observation in period 2. 

Note several things about this element of the equation. It has a positive probability 
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(1 )t t
i iα α−−  of receiving an observation that brings the first period prediction

(1 )( )( )
(1)

t t
i i x xx x x

N

ψ
ψ α α−− −

+ − −  closer to x. This likely movement in period 2 is lower 

than in period 1 as N(2)>N(1). This pattern is repeated each period with the movement 

towards x lessened each period by the weighting. From this we can say that the 

mainstream market size prediction is a series that converges upon the true value, x. (The 

logic for the niche market size prediction is identical). 

The priors and complications introduced by fictitious play bringing forward bias does not 

change the result the marketers will learn to remove bias from their predictions in 

equilibrium. In period t the expected value of the predictions in the mainstream position 

becomes the expected value of the prior from period t-1 and the expected reduction in 

bias caused by the observation: 

1
1 (1 )( )[ ]

( )

tt tt t ii i
i i

x xE x x
N t

α α
−

−
−− −

= −


   (2.27) 

In period t the expected value of the predictions in the niche position becomes: 

 



1
1 (1 ) ((1 ) (1 )[(1 ) ] (1 )

( )

tt tt t
i i i

i i
x xE x x

N t
α α

−
−

−− − − −
− = − −  (2.28) 

In the long run equations (2.27) and (2.28) are unbiased market size predictions. As t →∞ 

then 
1

0
t
ix x
−
− →  and 

1
(1 ) (1 ) 0

t

ix x
−

− − − →  as t →∞ then the equations become: 

1
[ ] as 

t t
i iE x x t

−
= →∞   (2.29) 

 

1
[(1 ) ] (1 ) as 

t t

i iE x x t
−

− = − →∞  (2.30) 
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As t→∞ the marketer’s predictions of the market size lose the bias introduced from the 

initial projections. The predictions are asymptotically unbiased. 

It is also possible to consider what will make the number of periods need to be larger to 

remove the bias from predictions. Looking at equation (2.27) and (2.28) I can generate 

two results. 

1. As the probability of a different position entry falls, (αi(1- α-i)→0, (1-αi) α-i) →0) so 

the length of time for the predictions to converge to true parameters increases. 

2. As the weighting given to the current period relative to earlier periods decreases 

(1/N(t)→0) the length of time for the predictions to converge to true parameters 

increases. 

As (1 ) & (1 )t t t t
i i i iα α α α− −− −  get smaller the likelihood that an observation will be gained 

diminishes in any given period. Without an observation there is nothing to drive 

convergence to the true parameter in that period and the time it takes to converge grows 

by one period. The probabilities of different position entry per period are maximized 

when t
iα  and t

iα−  approach .5. Thus learning is quickest when the probability of 

mainstream entry approaches 50% of the time. As earlier when discussing Cournot 

learning I can say that bias reduces learning on average as bias drives mainstream entry 

farther from this optimal for learning 50% entry mark. 

Secondly note that the weighting of new information relative to old information is 1/N(t). 

Given the bias is introduced in the prior from period 0 then a high weighting on old 

relative to new information will reduce the speed of learning. Thus as N(t) increases 
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relatively to the new information received (set to be 1) then learning slows. This makes 

intuitive sense given our earlier results as N(t)=1 and N(t-1) =0 in Cournot learning which 

converges to the unbiased estimate as soon as any single observation is received. 

Figure 31 shows a simulation of 500 periods of fictitious play learning when the true size 

of the mainstream position is 110, the niche position 70, the bias is +10 in the 

mainstream, -10 in the niche. This leads to mainstream entry probability of ~65%. The 

stochastic error, ε, is 5. Random entry outcomes and stochastic market size errors are 

created by the random number generator in excel. When considering the figure note that 

the bias is relatively slow to be shed but is relatively robust to random errors. Also note 

that while the learning asymptotes to an unbiased prediction the prediction is some way 

off the true value even after 500 periods. This is surely greater above the number of 

market entries any business person has ever made. 
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Figure 31. Position Market Size Predictions Using A Fictitious Play Learning Rule 
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D. Learning That Bias Exists 

There a fundamental problem in learning about any bias – recognizing that bias exists. 

Does the marketer know they experience bias? People seem to often not know they have 

bias in real life. Marketers in my model do not know they experience bias the marketer 

therefore needs to learn whether they experience bias. Here I assume here that the 

marketer does not change their predictions until they conclude they experience bias so I 

can say that 
t
ix xψ=  for all periods until the hypothesis of experiencing bias is supported. 

As shown above if marketers treat the two positions differently then learning will lead 

eventually to unbiased estimates. As such it makes sense to consider if the marketer is 

treating the two positions as completely different how long will it take the marketer to 

learn if they are experiencing bias. 

Firstly, assume that the random errors (ε) are distributed in a normal fashion83. The 

marketer can find out whether they experience bias with basic hypothesis testing, a one 

sample t-test. The marketer must gain observations from a position a number of times and 

compare the errors to predicted errors given the hypothesis of no bias – could the 

observed errors have arisen by chance? The marketer can therefore, after setting an 

appropriate confidence limit, estimate whether they have been experiencing bias. 

The marketer then tests the hypothesis that the mean of the population might be equal to 

their prior projection given the observations that they have. The marketer uses the mean 

                                                 

83 But with curtailment of the extremes to ensure small errors, ε<(1-x). 
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of the observations, the standard deviation of the observations, and a suitable confidence 

level, e.g. 95%. The expected value of the observations are the true market size 

parameter, e.g. x in the mainstream, and the standard deviation of the random errors is σ. 

A 2 sided t test is used, because a priori the marketer doesn’t know the direction of any 

systematic bias. This is therefore: t-test= x x

n

ψ

σ
−  with n-1 degrees of freedom. 

For example assume that x xψσ = −  i.e. the initial level of bias is equal to the standard 

deviation of the noise in the market. The marketer can be confident at the 95% level that 

they are experiencing bias when √n is greater than the t stat. In this case this is when n=7. 

The t stat for n-1, i.e. 6, degrees of freedom on a two sided t-test at 95% confidence is 

2.48 whereas √7 = 2.64. 

Remember that to generate 7 observations the marketer must enter the market many more 

times. With a homogenous population the maximum % of times that a marketer could 

gain any specific different position entry approaches 25% this means that a marketer 

must enter a minimum of 4 times to expect a successful observation in any market 

position. The best case scenario for the marker using appropriate statistical techniques to 

conclude that they experience bias is a minimum ~28 entries before they expect to 

conclude whether they are experiencing a bias. 

Returning to the example a marketer experiencing bias competing with a population of 

marketers not experiencing bias can expect to receive an observation of the mainstream 

market position every 3.6 periods and so will require 3.6*7 =25.2 periods. The same 
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marketer will however only receive an observation of the niche market position every 5.6 

periods and so will only conclude they experience bias in respect of the niche position 

after 5.6*7= 39.2 periods. A marketer who is in a population where all experience bias 

can conclude that they experience bias in either of the positions only after 4.8*7 periods 

or 33.6 periods. 

These large numbers of strategic market entries are not likely to happen in any but the 

most long lasting and successful of marketers’ careers. Learning about this bias is liable 

to be very slow. 

I have shown here that while it is theoretically possible to learn that the marketer is 

experiencing bias when treating each market position separately. The length of time it 

will take however makes learning about the existence of bias no easy feat. 
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E. Summary When Marketers See Positions as Independent 

If what marketers observed at one position does not influence their predictions of the 

other market position predictions of market size are asymptotically unbiased in each 

position. Ridding themselves of bias is quickest for those who use the relatively 

simplistic Cournot style of learning. 

Using a geometric distribution I showed that it will take a number of periods to receive an 

observation of market size. I showed that market size predictions will asymptote to zero 

bias but that this learning may take a considerable period of time. For instance using a 

fictitious play learning rule the marketer experiencing bias who enters the mainstream 

70% of the time and faces competitors not experiencing bias who enter the mainstream 

60% will take 39.2 periods to conclude they are experiencing bias. 
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V. ERRORS ASSUMED TO BE CONNECTED ACROSS 

THE MARKET POSITIONS 

My model of out-group homogeneity bias implies a connection between the market 

position. Thus in this section I ask what happens when marketers who are presented with 

errors in one of the positions conjecture that this error contains usable information about 

errors in the other position84. Marketers seek to transfer the benefits of their experience 

from one position in the market to the other position in the same market. 

I have therefore define a parameter 
t
iθ  which is marketer i’s predicted connection 

between errors in market size predictions in one position and errors in market size 

predictions in the other position at time t. When 
t
iθ =1 if a marketer observes that they 

had just overestimated in one position they use this knowledge to conclude that they 

overestimated in the other position and so lower their predictions in the other position by 

a similar amount as they lowered their predictions in the observed position. When the 
t
iθ  

= -1 the change is of the same magnitude but in the opposite direction, i.e. when a 

marketer overestimates in one position they predict they have underestimated in the other 

position and raise their estimate in the other position by a similar amount as they lowered 

their predictions in the observed position. 

                                                 

84 There are a range of biases where this holds true for instance, people are often ascribed a trait such as 

overconfidence, such people may be presumed to need to dampen their enthusiasm in all market positions. 
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I covered 
t
iθ = 0 in the previous section so here I discuss where 

t
iθ =-1 or 185. As 

observations made in the other position influence predictions of market size in the focal 

position I add a new term to equations (2.8) and (2.9)which captures cross-over learning 

from a different position entry to the niche on mainstream predictions and vice versa. 

The market size predictions in the mainstream position thus becomes: 



11, ,
1 , ,[ ( )]( ( )) [ ( )] ((1 ) ((1 ) ))

( )

tt ti N i M
t t i ii M i N i
i i

I t x x I t X x
x x

N t
ε θ ε

−−− −
− − + + − − − +

= −
 

   (2.31) 

Notice the difference from equation (2.8) is that 

1,
,[ ( )] ((1 ) ((1 ) ))

tti M
ii N iI t x xθ ε

−− − − − + , has 

been added to capture the impact of different position niche entry in the period on the 

mainstream market size prediction86. 

The market size predictions in the mainstream position becomes: 
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 (2.32) 

Notice the different from equation (2.9) is that a term, 
1,

,[ ( )] ( ( ))
t ti N
i ii MI t x xθ ε

−− − +  , has been 

added to capture the impact of different position mainstream entry in the period on the 

niche market size prediction. 

                                                 

85 This parameter could theoretically take others value but I focus on -1, 0, or 1 here. 

86 Contains an indicator variable that turns on after a different position niche entry, ,
,[ ( )]i M

i NI t− , the predicted 

connection 
t
iθ  , and the prediction error observed in the niche position, 

1
((1 ) ((1 ) ))

t

ix x ε
−

− − − + . 
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A. Cournot Predictions of Market Size 

First I consider a Cournot style of learning. Cournot simplifies many of the problems 

around weighting of priors, as priors are given a weight of zero when a new observation 

is made. Any observation thus has a weight of one until a new observation is made when 

the now supplanted prior observation takes a weight of zero. 

In period one the events that can influence the prediction of sales in the mainstream are 

two-fold. A different position entry to the mainstream will give an unbiased observation 

of the mainstream market size, i.e. will remove the initial bias from the projection. 

Alternatively a different position entry to the niche will have an effect on the projections 

of the mainstream dependent upon the 
t
iθ  parameter. The expected estimate of market 

size predictions for the mainstream position at end of period one is thus: 

1) the initial sales projection, 

2) adjusted by the expected chance of a different position mainstream entry and the 

expected change in prediction from such an entry, 
11 1(1 )( )ii i x xα α−− − − , 

3) adjusted by the expected chance of an different position niche entry and the 

expected change in prediction from such an which depends upon bias and 

connection predicted, 

111 1(1 ) ((1 ) (1 ))ii i ix xα α θ−− − − − . 

Which equals: 

11 1 1 11 (1 )( ) (1 ) ((1 ) (1 ))[ ] ( )
(1)

ii i i i
i

x x x xE x x x x
N

ψ ψ
ψ α α α α θ− −− − − − − − −

= + − −


  (2.33) 
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1. The Marketer Knows the Correct Negative Connection 

Consider the case where 
t
iθ =-1. This means the marketer sees the correct (negative) 

connection between the market positions. Given the effect of the bias on predictions of 

the niche position mirrors the effect of the bias on predictions of the mainstream position 

then x xψ − = (1 ) (1 )x xψ− − − − . This means whenever an observation is received the 

marketer will rid themselves of bias. The knowledge of the correct connection between 

market positions means the probability of the marketer ridding themselves of bias rises 

from 1 1(1 )i iα α−−  with no knowledge of the connection to 1 1(1 )i iα α−− + 1 1(1 )i iα α−− . In an 

homogeneous population these probabilities the same and so knowledge of the 

connection halves the time to learn about the bias. 

2. The Marketer Thinks Incorrectly that there is a Positive Connection 

Between Market Positions 

Consider the case where 
1
iθ =1. This means that marketers apply learning in one market 

position with the same magnitude and direction to predictions in the other market 

position. The expectation of market size estimate from the mainstream at period t 

depends upon what happened in period t-1. If there has been no different position entry 

prior to t then the marketer received no new information, nothing has changed and the 

formula is: 

[ |No Diff. Position Entry] ( ) (1 )( ) (1 ) ((1 ) (1 ))
t t t t t
i i i i iE x x x x x x x xψ ψ ψα α α α− −= + − − − − − − − − −  (2.34) 
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Now consider what happens the period after the marketer has gained their first different 

position entry. If the different position entry was in the mainstream in the prior period the 

expectation of the mainstream market size prediction is: 

[ |Last Observation Mainstream] (1 ) (( ) ((1 ) (1 )))

Which simplifies to= (1 ) (2 2 )

t t t
i i i

t t
i i

E x x x x x x
x x x

ψ ψ

ψ

α α

α α
−

−

= + − − − − − −

+ − −



 (2.35) 

The expected value of the market size prediction thus cycles. The expected prediction of 

the mainstream market size goes up after a mainstream different position entry. The 

chance of the prediction going up is (1 )t t
i iα α−−  and the prediction is expected to go up by 

2 2x xψ − . Note after a different position entry the mainstream position prediction is 

unbiased, thus the expectation is that the prediction will move from an unbiased position. 

If the different position entry was in the niche in the prior period the expectation of the 

mainstream market size prediction is: 

[ |Last Observation Niche] (( ) ((1 ) (1 )))
(1 )(( ) ((1 ) (1 )))

Which simplifies to= (2 2 ) (1 ) (2 2 )

t
i

t t
i i

t t
i i

E x x x x x x
x x x x

x x x x x

ψ ψ

ψ ψ

ψ ψ

α α

α α
−

−

= + − − − − −

− − − − − − −

+ − − − −



 (2.36) 

If the different position entry was in the niche the last time such an entry occurred then 

the mainstream market prediction is expected to go down by 2 2x xψ −  with a probability 

of (1 )t t
i iα α−− .This cycling process continues into the future indefinitely. 

a) Considering a Homogenous Population 

In a homogenous population where there have already been different positions entries the 

effect is particularly easy to see. A homogenous population means that at any given 
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period the expectation is 50% that the last different position entry will to have been to 

either of the positions, see section III.2.b) page 203. Knowing this I can generate an 

estimate of the long-term average prediction as the marketer’s predictions cycle back and 

forth. The market size prediction in the mainstream position is: 

Where then [ ] 0.5(2 2 )
tt t
ii i E x x x xψα α−= = + −  (2.37) 

Equation (2.37) is based upon the premise that there is a 50% chance that the previous 

observation was in the mainstream. and the market size prediction will be unbiased. 

There is also a 50% chance that the previous observation will have been in the niche 

position in which case the expectation of the prediction in the mainstream will be biased 

upwards by 2 2x xψ − . The average market size prediction in the mainstream is biased by 

the initial bias x xψ − . The niche position market size predictions shows a similar story to 

the mainstream. The difference is that there is a 50% that the last observation was in the 

niche position and so the prediction of the market size in the niche is unbiased. There is 

also a 50% chance that the last observation was in the mainstream position in which case 

the expectation of niche position market size will be biased downward by (2 2 )x xψ− − : 

Where then [(1 ) ] (1 ) 0.5(2 2 )
tt t

i i iE x x x xψα α−= − = − − −  (2.38) 

Equation (2.38) shows that the expectation of the market size prediction in the niche 

position is biased. Together equations (2.37) and (2.38) show in the long-term there is a 

biased market size prediction. Bias persists when marketers directly apply lessons from 

one market position to the other market position and hold incorrect beliefs. 
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B. Fictitious Play 

Fictitious play does not fundamentally alter the findings.  

1. The Marketer Knows the Correct Negative Connection 

When the marketer uses the correct negative connection the same insight holds from 

Cournot learning. In an homogeneous population the marketer will gain twice as many 

learning opportunities and so learning is expected to take half as long. Note that knowing 

the connection will be especially useful in coming to understand the niche position. The 

marketer experiencing bias will gain less observations of the niche ( (1 )t t
i iα α−− )87 than 

the mainstream ( (1 )t t
i iα α−− ) when competing against a marketer not experiencing bias as 

(1 )t t
i iα α−− > (1 )t t

i iα α−− .Learning will be a little slower on average in a non-homogenous 

population. When the marketer knows the correct connection they learn in both positions 

at a rate equal to (1 )t t
i iα α−− + (1 )t t

i iα α−−  which is more than twice the speed in the niche 

position. 

2. The Marketer Thinks Incorrectly that there is a Positive Connection 

between Market Positions 

The long run expectation of the predicted market size of the positions is biased by the 

same amount as the initial projections. The predicted connection between market 

                                                 

87 Where t
iα is the rationalizable strategy. 
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positions is assumed to be 1. Adding this predicted connection and the predicted 

probability to equation (2.31) and given that 
1 1

(1 ) (1 )
t t
i ix x x x
− −
− = − − − −   and 

1 1
(1 ) (1 )

t t
i ix x x x
− −

− − = − − −   the equation for the expected value of the prediction of sales 

in the mainstream position becomes: 

1 1
1 (1 )( ) (1 ) ( )[ ]

( )

t tt t t tt t i ii i i i
i i

x x x xE x x
N t

α α α α
− −

−
− −− − − − −

= −
 

   (2.39) 

Adding this predicted connection and the predicted probability to equation (2.32) the 

equation for the expected value of the prediction of sales in the mainstream position 

becomes: 

 

 

1 1
1 (1 )((1 ) (1 )) (1 ) ((1 ) (1 ))[(1 ) ] (1 )

( )

t tt t t tt t
i i i ii i

i i
x x x xE x x

N t
α α α α

− −
−

− −− − − − − + − − − −
− = − −  (2.40) 

If the population is homogenous we know that (1 )t t
i iα α−− = (1 )t t

i iα α−−  and thus the 

expectation off equation (2.39) equals 
1

[ ]
t t
i iE x x

−
=  , and the expectation of equation (2.40) 

equals  

1
[(1 ) ] (1 )

t t

i iE x x
−

− = − . The market size predictions in expectation do not change 

over time. Any bias that the player starts with in the initial period will continue to 

equilibrium if the marketer maintains this incorrect view of the positive connection 

between market positions. The long run expectation of the predicted market size of the 

niche position is biased by the same amount as the initial projections. 
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When the population is heterogeneous the expectation of market size prediction gets 

slightly more accurate in the mainstream position by 
(1 )

(1 )

t t
i i

t t
i i

α α
α α

−

−

−
−

 whereas in the niche the 

prediction gets a little worse by 
(1 )

(1 )

t t
i i

t t
i i

α α
α α

−

−

−
−

. The net effect is that bias remains in the 

market size predictions. 

Bias can persist in a marketer’s predictions of market size despite learning if the player  

directly applies lessons from one market position  to the other while predicting the wrong 

connection between market positions. 

The conclusion from the model is that if people tend to see the wrong connection they 

will not learn to get rid of their bias. A review of the literature on biases suggests that 

variance biases are understudied, indeed variance does not feature in the index of 

Heuristics and Biases the edited collection of major research in the bias field (Gilovich, 

Griffin & Kahneman 2003). If marketers take a similar approach to decision researchers 

and tend not to consider the negative connections between market positions that are 

engendered by out-group homogeneity bias they simply will not learn to rid themselves 

of the bias. 
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VI. LEARNING THAT BIAS IS DIFFERENT BETWEEN 

THE TWO MARKET POSITIONS 

In this section I first consider whether people will learn that the bias differs between 

market positions. I have shown above that if marketers don’t know bias in the market 

positions differs they may never rid themselves of bias in their market size predictions. 

Indeed it is possible that marketers may never consider that the errors in both positions 

are not perfectly, and positively, informative about the other position. Marketers might 

never seek to examine their assumption that 
1
iθ =1 and so will never learn. I here however 

assume that the marketers have decided to test whether the errors are different in the two 

positions. How could they do this? 

Take a marketer who initially wants to apply their knowledge directly from one position 

to the next. The marketer aims to learn about whether the errors in the markets are 

moving in the same direction and so whether this is a reasonable course of action. The 

marketer is in effect testing whether 
1
iθ =1. To do this the marketer can compare the 

deviations from their prior predictions in the sample. If, as is the expectation in an 

homogenous population, the number of different position entries to the mainstream and 

the niche positions are the same the marketer can directly compare the deviations of the 

two sets of observations from the prior projections. The t-test that observations about the 

markets should not be perfectly and positively transferred between one position and the 

next is: 
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E[ ((1 ) (1 ))] 2 2
Error of Observations

# #
NM

M N

x x x x x xt test

Obs Obs

ψ ψ ψ

σσ
− − − − − −

− = =
+

 (2.41) 

The degrees of freedom are the total observations minus two. 

Where σ= x xψ − =.1 the marketer can expect to be confident that the errors in the two 

positions are not drawn from the same distribution after a total of 42 observations or at a 

minimum 84 entries in a homogenous population where α→.5. 

The summary of this is that while learning will usually happen eventually it is liable to be 

very slow. 
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VII. OTHER RESEASONS FOR SLOW LEARNING 

1. Differences between Markets Slow Learning 

If the world is constantly changing it is harder to learn about as the past gives less useful 

information about the future. Learning is therefore likely to be maximized when markets 

are identical each period. Although the marketer would in the real world likely face 

different markets each entry decision given that my hypothesis is that learning about a 

bias is difficult I have chosen the assumption that makes learning most likely to happen. 

Given learning is easier when the world does not change (Fudenberg 2005) I assume that 

the marketer makes a series of decisions to enter the same market. My assumption that 

marketers enter identical markets each period maximizes the marketers’ chance of 

learning. All the information that they receive can be used to improve predictions in the 

future. In many environments only a small fraction of information may be usefully 

transferred each period between one market and the next and so learning is likely to be 

slower than in my model. 

2. Lack of Motivation Slows Learning 

In my model I assume that the marketers are motivated to learn the optimal decision rule 

but there are a number of results from the single period model that speak to why people 

may be slow to learn about the bias due to lack of motivation (Hoch & Deighton 1989). 

For instance consider that marketers who are experiencing bias when competing with 

those not experiencing bias have greater profits than they predicted. Out-performing 
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expectations is a major disincentive to behavioral change. The single period model 

showed that often profits are the same or greater than predicted for a marketer 

experiencing bias in a dyad. Those experiencing bias might not realize that they have a 

problem. If they don’t even recognize the possibility of a problem they cannot consider 

learning about the problem. 

A further motivational problem is survivor bias. To see this assume that those who make 

a loss are driven from the market. Only those who make a profit continue to operate. If 

this happens when we look at those who survive those experiencing bias are more likely 

to have greater profits, (profits conditional upon survival are higher when experiencing 

bias). As such those looking at the survivors may wish to adopt the bias. 

Finally I contend that the bias has a motivational element. A motivational element to the 

bias might reasonably be expected to make people cling to their predictions making the 

predictions more sticky – and so make learning slower as people employ bias in the way 

they accept new information (Biyalogorsky, Boulding, & Staelin 2006). 

3. People Need to See Group Context to See the Bias 

Another point to consider with speed of learning is that marketers need to recognize the 

nature of groups and that they might react differently to different groups. Here I return to 

the idea that marketers might assume they do not experience any bias because they did 

not experience bias on prior market entries. This might represent a very strong prior that 

the projections are accurate. In this model I assume that the marketers are entering a new 

market so when they experience bias this is a new phenomenon, they haven’t already 
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rejected the idea of their bias. Thus I abstract away the group based nature of the bias 

from learning by assuming types. This also stacks the cards in favor of learning. 

4. People Might Learn By Immersing Themselves in the Out-Group 

One way to deal with the problem of out-group homogeneity bias is to make the other 

group no longer an out-group. Applying the spirit of Allport’s (1954) contact hypothesis 

to market research this would involve the marketer immersing themselves in the group 

and coming to identify with the members of a former out-group. This might be a foreign 

executive taking an international posting and making strenuous efforts to acculturate 

themselves. Indeed this is possibly the most likely way a marketer could rid themselves 

of bias. This would seem to be an advisable strategy for the marketer however it is still 

likely to take a considerable period of time to come to identify with the group. As such 

while this should remove the bias over time this is another reason to think that learning to 

overcome this bias is likely to a slow process. 

5. Unwillingness to Spend Money on Researching Out-Groups 

A reason why learning might be slow was given by the pre-test I performed. People are 

less willing to spend money on marketing research in out-groups as they believe there is 

less variance to uncover. As such marketers may fail to spend sufficient resources on 

marketing research in markets with out-group consumers and thus not expose themselves 

to information that could help them overcome the bias. 

Taken together these assumptions mean that my model is a conservative test of my 

hypothesis that learning will be slow. 
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VIII. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING OF LEARNING MODEL 

In this section the first experiment builds on the earlier tests to solicit predictions of 

mainstream position market size, niche position market size and competitor entry in 

addition to the market entry choice. This bears out the predictions of the theoretical 

model that learning about the out-group homogeneity bias will be at best slow, indeed it 

did not show evidence of learning about the out-group homogeneity bias. As such I ran 

two simpler follow up experiments and demonstrated as predicted by the Bayesian model 

that people can learn despite this bias. I also investigated how learning is influenced by 

whether the players know the connection between the market positions and the noise in 

the market. I found that knowing the connection between the market positions improved 

learning. Where players were helped to recognize the two sided nature of the bias they 

learned better suggesting that the two sided nature of the bias is a problem to learning 

when it is unrecognized. I also found that learning was harder in markets with more 

random changes in observations (noise). Overall my experiments suggests that 1) 

learning about out-group homogeneity bias is possible, but b) learning is slow, and 3) will 

be made slower by larger random changes in observations and a marketer’s failure to 

recognize the two sided nature of the bias. 
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A. Economic Experiment 3: Multiple Entries to the Same Market 

Do the players in the experiment learn to reduce the bias they have been assigned?  

The purpose behind this experiment was to see how players learned when faced with a 

simple bias such as overestimation compared to out-group homogeneity bias. If players 

learn to rid themselves of out-group homogeneity bias quickly then the results of the first 

part of the model will have less wide applicability across business decisions. If learning is 

slow then the model in part 1 can potentially shed information on a wide range of 

marketing beyond single period decisions. 

I test this using experimental economics style tests wherein I induce the bias and see how 

players make predictions given the bias that has been assigned to them. 

1. Key elements of the Game 

The players competed in the same market each period. The true value of the market size 

was 90 ECUs in the mainstream market position and 70 ECUs in the niche market 

position (net of fixed costs). The players tried to predict these values which were the 

same for all periods. The bias was induced by a projection given in the instructions that 

the players were warned may be incorrect. 

Figure 32. Initial Estimates Overestimation Bias Condition 

 

YOUR INITIAL ESTIMATE OF SALES REVENUE 

Mainstream Position =100 ECUS Niche Position =80 ECUS 
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Figure 33. Initial Estimates Out-Group Homogeneity Bias Condition 

 

a) Profits and Market Observations 

When a player had a different position entry to the mainstream, e.g. they entered the 

mainstream market position while their competitor entered the niche market position, 

they received this mainstream payoff of 90 ECUS plus a random error term. This random 

error term had a standard deviation of 10 ECUS. This meant that the standard deviation 

of the error term is the same as the level of the bias. This is an arbitrary value but makes 

it easier to conceptualize the size of bias we are discussing88. 

In addition to the entry choice from the earlier experiments players made three 

predictions each round. They predicted the size of the market in the mainstream and the 

niche position and the likelihood of their competitor entering the mainstream position. 

Thus four data points per player per period were collected: 

1. Prediction of Market Size in the Mainstream Position 

2. Prediction of Market Size in the Niche Position 

3. Prediction of the likelihood of competitor entering mainstream (%) 

                                                 

88 This is important as markets with higher random errors might make the systematic error harder to learn 

about. This intuition is tested and supported in experiment 5. 

YOUR INITIAL ESTIMATE OF SALES REVENUE 

Mainstream Position =100 ECUS Niche Position =60 ECUS 
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4. Entry Choice – Mainstream or Niche 

2. Sales Estimation Experiment: Differences from Single Period Game 

The basic outline of the single period model described earlier was used. Players were 

given market size projections in the mainstream and niche positions that were influenced 

by bias. The players made three predictions in each of the 40 rounds that they played the 

game then choose to enter the mainstream or niche position. Where they made a different 

position entry they received a market observation. This observation included a random 

error that was added to the long run market size of each position. Players received 

payments depending upon the profits that they won from their market entry decision and 

some received a bonus for the success of their predictions. (See appendices XVIII page 

526 for the instructions given to the players). 

There were however a number of important differences between this sales estimation 

game and the single period game discussed earlier. These differences were: 

1. Each round the players give details of their predictions as well as their final entry 

choice. Players were told that a prize of $20 would be given each session for the best 

predictions in addition to any money received from the entry choice. This significant 

prize could effectively double a player’s pay received from the session. 

2. Players remained in the one condition for the entire game. I.e. I adopted a between 

subjects rather than the within subjects design used in the earlier market entry studies. 
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3. Unlike the earlier games all players were assigned to a bias condition. There was not 

a “no bias” control. I maximized the number experiencing bias at the beginning of the 

game. My test of learning was differential learning across the two bias conditions. 

4. In the out-group homogeneity bias condition the initial market position sales 

projections were biased upward by ten in the mainstream position and biased 

downward by ten in the niche position. 

5. As a control I introduced an overestimation condition. In this condition both market 

position initial sales projections given to the players were biased upward by ten89. 

6. There are forty rounds in the same market, rather than forty rounds in different 

markets. Players were told they had to make a new positioning decision each period. 

Playing in the same market was designed to maximize the chance of the player 

learning about the market. 

7. Players were restricted to a choice between the mainstream and niche entry position. 

Not entering was not an option in this game. This reduced the difficulty of the 

decision facing the players. 

8. The loss for contested markets was fixed at 10 ECUS and the sales revenue figures 

given to the players were net of the fixed costs. This reduced the calculations the 

players needed to do. This was designed to reduce the complexity of the game for the 

players which should allow for a greater opportunity for learning to occur. 

                                                 

89 I used overestimation to tie in with overconfidence in market entry, e.g. Camerer & Lovallo 1999. 
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9. The game took 90 rather than 60 minutes. This allowed the players extra time to make 

their predictions and think about the problem to maximize their chance to learn. 

10. Players were given a paper spreadsheet upon which they could note any data they felt 

they would like to keep to hand. This was structured to allow them to easily record 

their predictions, their entry decision, their competitor’s entry decision and their 

profit for the period90. Again this was given to aid the player’s learning. 

There are a number of important similarities to the single period market entry game: 

1. Players are randomly assigned to a new competitor each period. This prevents a 

source of complication arising from repeated play with the same competitor. Players 

could theoretically learn about the population of competitors they faced but they 

could not learn about any single individual competitor. 

2. Players did not know the identity of their competitor. The players played at their own 

terminals isolated from the other players. This prevented any collusion which could 

lead to changes in behavior in an anti-coordination game. 

3. Payment was made depending upon the profits of the players derived from the market 

entry choices they made. As before players were motivated to focus on the game by 

being paid differentially depending upon their performance in the game. 

4. I used z-tree experimental economics software (Fischbacher, 2007). 

                                                 

90 See appendices I.B page 533 for the spreadsheet. 
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3. Distribution of Players 

A total of seventy players participated in the game, n= 70. There were four sessions, 2 

sessions where players saw out-group homogeneity bias in the initial sales projections 

they were presented -- out-group homogeneity bias condition -- and two sessions where 

players saw an overestimation bias in the initial sales projections they were presented – 

the overestimation bias condition. This led to 30 participants in the overestimation bias 

condition, (20 in one session and 10 in the other session) and 40 in out-group 

homogeneity bias condition, (22 players in one session and 18 in the other). Thus this 

experiment lost something by randomly assigning the sessions and not the individuals. 

This design however prevented any noise that would come from those in the different 

conditions interacting. 

4. Profits of Players 

Players were given 800 ECUs as a show up fee. This served a dual purpose. It both 

provided a payment to players for attending and it ensured that no player could end up 

losing money throughout the game. At the end of the game players ECUs were converted 

to US dollars at a rate of 100 ECUs to the dollar. Payments for the game – excluding the 

$20 prize for the most successful prediction each session ranged from a minimum of 

$13.80 (which I rounded up to $15) to a maximum of $29.40. Average payment was 

$22.45 with a standard deviation of $2.99. Those who were assigned to the 

overestimation bias condition received $22.26 and those in out-group homogeneity bias 

condition doing slightly better and gaining $22.60. A random effects regression of just 
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overestimation condition on per period profit showed no significant difference between 

the payments received in the two conditions, the effect of being in the overestimation bias 

was (β=-.89, p=.63). See appendices I.A.1 page 497 for details of the analysis. 

5. Prediction Errors 

My key analysis considers prediction errors. To test my hypothesis about predictions I 

create a normalized prediction error score, a z absolute error score91. Thus, if a player’s 

prediction is better than the average prediction they get a negative error score for that 

period, with more negative z-scores being better predictions. 

a) Were Players Making Random Predictions? 

Despite the monetary incentive to make good predictions it is always possible that 

players just didn’t understand, or perhaps care, about the incentives (Binmore 1999) and 
                                                 

91 Using a z absolute error score rather than an absolute error score makes little difference but allows me to 

more meaningfully combine prediction errors in the mainstream and niche positions and even add in 

competitor entry errors to create a total error score. To create the score I subtracted the true market size in 

the position from the player’s prediction of market size in that position in the period to get the player’s 

prediction error. I then converted this to an absolute error term. I subtracted this absolute error term from 

the average absolute error term and divided this by the standard deviation of the absolute prediction errors 

in that market position. For example in the mainstream position a player who predicted the market size as 

75 would have an error of -15 compared to the true market size of 90. The absolute error score, 15, has the 

average absolute error score in the mainstream, 31.5, subtracted from it. This leaves -16.5 which is divided 

by the standard deviation of the absolute error scores, 35.2. The z score is thus -16.5/35.2 or -.47, thus this 

prediction is about one half of one standard deviation better than the average prediction. 
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so just made random predictions. Here I address the possibility that players were 

predicting randomly. Evidence of this would be shown if when players took an action 

they were equally as likely to move in the same or opposite direction as the advice given 

by last signal they received. E.g. if the last signal they received told a player that they 

were overestimating in the mainstream and the player was as likely to increase as reduce 

their mainstream estimate this would be evidence that they were choosing randomly. To 

validate my approach I need to support the hypothesis of a deliberate prediction strategy. 

Evidence for this will be where players are significantly more likely to move in the 

direction indicated by the signal than the opposite direction. I call this “following the 

advice of the signal”. 

Figure 34. Did Players React to Last Signal? 

 

Figure 34 shows the players classified by the percentage of times they followed the 

advice of the signal. Only 12 of 70 players followed the “advice” of the last signal less 

than 50% of the time when they took an action following a signal. At the other extreme 

31 out of the 70 players followed the “advice” of the last signal on at least 75% of 
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occasions when they took at action with ten players always following the advice of the 

last signal. I ran a t-test to examine whether the relationship is significant, i.e. whether 

players appear to be following the “advice” of the signals they receive. This compared 

the actions of the population when they took an action against the hypothesized mean of 

50% that we could expect to see if the players were acting randomly. The t-test rejected 

the hypothesis that player’s were just acting randomly, (t=7.3, p<.01) ,see appendices 

I.A.2 page 498 for more details. This supports experimental validity. 

6. Learning about Predictions 

a) Did Players Learn in the Out-Group Homogeneity Bias Condition? 

A key consideration is whether players learned in this experiment. This research 

concentrates on those experiencing out-group homogeneity bias and so I first address 

whether players learned in this condition. My model showed learning would be slow but I 

found players did not learn at all in the out-group homogeneity bias condition.  
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Figure 35. Out-Group Homogeneity Bias Condition Errors in Market Size 

Prediction Over Time 

 

This is shown in Figure 35 where learning would be shown by the absolute level of 

prediction errors declining over time. I ran three random effects regression of time on the 

z absolute prediction error score (in mainstream, niche and on total errors) and showed 

that predictions did in fact get worse in the both positions.92 Far from learning to improve 

their predictions Table 10 shows that errors got worse over time in all three regressions. 

Given the player’s did not learn I followed up what factors hampered learning in 

experiments 4 and 5. 

                                                 

92  See appendices I.A.3 page 494 for the full regression output. 
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Table 10. Out-Group Homogeneity Bias Condition: Predicting Errors from 

Time 

DV: Z absolute Error Scores (negative is learning) Coefficient of Period P Value 

Mainstream Prediction Error Regression .0069 <.000 

Niche Prediction Error Regression .0062 <.000 

Total Prediction Error Regression .0131 <.000 

 

b) Did Players Learn in the Overestimation Bias Condition? 

Perhaps the experiment was poorly designed in some way and the design of the 

experiment led players to make errors or just lose motivation towards the end of the 

game. Of course with any complex multi-period experiment this is a significant danger 

(Binmore 1999). There is however an easy way to test for this. If, as here, there is a 

second condition in the same experiment and those people also get worse over time this 

questions the validity of the experiment. If however the subjects in the second condition 

perform better than those in the first condition I can reject the suggestion that it is simply 

a faulty experiment. A faulty experiment should be faulty for all conditions and not just 

one of the conditions. The key test thus becomes did those in the overestimation 

condition show the same negative effect of time on predictions? 

Figure 36 shows predictions in the overestimation bias condition. These gives evidence 

of learning as errors seem to be declining slowly over time at least in the niche prediction 

errors  
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Figure 36. Overestimation Bias Condition Errors in Market Size Prediction Over 

Time 

 

To test whether they improved – i.e. learning occurred -- I ran three random effects 

regression using period to predict the z absolute level of predictions errors (in the 

mainstream, in the niche and in total.). 

The effect of time was to reduce errors in the niche position (β=-.006 p<.001) showing 

evidence of learning. The mainstream prediction errors though directionally consistent 

with learning where not significant, (β=-.0014 p=.37). The sum of the absolute errors in 

the two positions was significantly predicted by time with improvement over time, (β=-

.0074 p<.005). See appendices I.A.4 page 501 for the regression output. 
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Table 11. Overestimation Bias Condition: Predicting Errors over Time 

DV: Z absolute Error Scores (negative is learning) Coefficient of Period P Value 

Mainstream Prediction Error Regression -.0014 =.370 

Niche Prediction Error Regression -.0060 <.001 

Total Prediction Error Regression -.0074 <.005 

 

Players got better at predicting over time in the overestimation bias condition but got 

worse at predicting over time in the out-group homogeneity bias condition. This argues 

against the suggestion that it is an experimental problem that means it is impossible to 

learn for informational or motivational reasons in this game. As learning is possible the 

interesting question becomes: Why would people learn differently between the two 

conditions? 

7. Comparative Learning 

The key hypothesis tested here is that there is a specific difficulty in learning about errors 

in market size predictions in the out-group homogeneity bias condition. The error pattern 

is much easier to see if it is consistent across the market positions so I expect to see those 

in the overestimation bias condition, whose priors were both in the same direction, get 

relatively better over time when compared to predictions in the out-group homogeneity 

bias condition. My formal prediction is that the interaction of the overestimation bias 

condition and time will have a negative impact on (reduce) the level of prediction errors. 
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a) Mainstream Market Size Predictions Errors 

If the type of bias makes a difference to learning I should expect to see differences in the 

level of errors in predictions emerging over time -- differential learning. In Figure 37 

linear trends have been added to the player’s prediction errors. These trend lines are an 

easy way to see the interaction between condition and period and so neatly illustrate the 

hypothesis. If the hypothesis is supported I should expect to see that more learning occurs 

in the overestimation bias condition than in the out-group homogeneity bias condition. 

This is shown as the linear trend for the out-group homogeneity bias condition is towards 

more error over time and the trend in the overestimation bias condition is towards less 

error over time. The predictions of players in the overestimation bias condition are 

improving over time, which shows evidence of learning, unlike the players in the out-

group homogeneity bias condition which are getting worse. 
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Figure 37. Effect of Condition and Time on Absolute Errors in the Mainstream Prediction 
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To explore differential learning more formally I ran a random effects regression on 

mainstream market size prediction errors with the dependent variable being the z score 

absolute level of errors in predictions of the mainstream position market size. The 

independent variables are the condition (a dummy variable was set to 1 for the 

overestimation bias condition), the period of the observation (1-40, with 40 being the 

final period) and the interaction between overestimation bias condition and period93. 

Table 12. Comparing Conditions: Mainstream Prediction Errors over Time 

DV: Z absolute Error Scores (negative is learning) Coefficient P Value 

Overestimation Bias Condition .23 =.23 

Period .007 <.001 

Overestimation Bias * Period -.008 <.001 

 

Indeed the random effects regression of bias condition on prediction errors supports the 

hypothesis of differential learning. Table 12 details the regression results which shows 

that the main effect of condition was insignificant. Predictions are not simply better 

because of the condition the players are assigned to. This supports the hypothesis as I did 

                                                 

93 1 2 1 2 ( )it i it it i ity x x x uµ β β β β ε= + + + + +  Where yit is the prediction error of player i at time t in the 

mainstream position, μ is the intercept, β1 is a dummy for whether the player was in the overestimation 

condition, β2 is the period, β1β2 is the interaction of period and condition and ui is the subject specific 

heterogeneity and εit is stochastic error. See appendices I.A.5 page 500 for STATA output. 
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not predict that players in the overestimation bias condition are simply better predictors 

but that they are hypothesized to get better over time. 

There were two significant effects found. Firstly there was an effect of period with 

predictions getting worse over time, the absolute levels of errors in prediction become 

greater with time. Clearly on average people found learning about market size predictions 

difficult in this game. The second finding was that there was an interaction between 

condition and period. In the later periods those in the overestimation bias condition 

improve their predictions more that those in the out-group homogeneity bias condition. 

As predicted by the hypothesis when predicting the mainstream position market size 

those in the overestimation bias condition improve their predictions relative to those in 

the out-group homogeneity bias condition. Indeed those in the overstimation bias 

condition seem to be able to learn -- to improve their prediction over time -- unlike the 

players in the out-group homogeneity bias condition. 

b) Niche Market Size Predictions Errors 

The errors in market size predictions in the niche position shows a similar picture to the 

results of the market size prediction error in the mainstream supporting my prediction 

that learning will be faster in the overestimation bias condition. Figure 38 shows the same 

pattern in market size prediction errors by condition in the niche position as seen in the 

mainstream position. 
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Figure 38. Effect of Condition and Time on Absolute Errors in the Niche Prediction 
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To test this effect formally I ran a random effects regression with a dummy for the 

overestimation bias condition, a variable representing period and a variable representing 

the interaction of overestimation bias condition and period with the key results in Table 

13 94 

Table 13. Comparing Conditions: Niche Prediction Errors over Time 

DV: Z absolute Error Scores (negative is learning) Coefficient  P Value 

Overestimation Bias Condition .11 =.54 

Period .006 <.001 

Overestimation Bias * Period -.012 <.001 

 

The regresion confirms that there is nothing about being in the overestimation bias 

condition that improves predictions per se – the effect of bias condition is insignificant. 

Players must also have the opportunity to learn for the condition to matter. The period 

had a positive effect on prediction errors. Errors got worse over time – this effect is 

driven by the errors of those in the out-group homogeniety bias condition. Crucially the 

interaction of overestimation bias condition and time was negative and significant. 

Players in the overestimation bias condition reduced their errors over time. Players in the 

overestimation bias condition showed evidence of learning, those in the out-group 

homogeniety bias condition did not. 

                                                 

94 See appendices I.A.5.b) page 501 for the regression output. 
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c) Competitive Predictions Errors 

Perhaps players in the overestimation bias condition learned more and so I ask were they 

just naturally better learners? If there was a difference between the two populations at the 

start of the experiment then the results are not due to the different bias condition. A way 

to test this is by finding another prediction of the players that is not expected to be 

significantly influenced by the bias manipulation95. To do this I created a per period 

likelihood of competitor entry prediction error for each player which was equal to the 

player’s competitor mainstream entry prediction % minus the actual % entry by 

competitors in that period. 96 

Figure 39 shows the absolute level of errors in prediction of competitor mainstream entry 

plotted over time. The trend lines show the interaction of bias condition and time and stay 

fairly stable. 

                                                 

95 Technically predictions of the likelihood of competitive entry may depend upon the bias condition. In the 

overestimation bias condition the rationalizable mixed strategy using initial estimates is (100+10) 

/(100+10+80+10) = 55% mainstream entry. Out-group homogeneity bias condition rationalizable using 

initial estimates is (100+10)/(100+10+60+10)= 55.5%. Using players’ own average predictions of market 

size over all forty periods, the rationalizable mixed strategy is (113+10) /(113+10+85+10)=56.5% 

mainstream entry in the overestimation bias condition and (112+10) /(112+10+82+10)=56.9% in the out-

group homogeneity bias condition. These are not precisely the same but are close enough to assume 

predictions of competitor entry shouldn’t be significantly influenced by bias condition. 

96 Thus if a player estimated that the competitor had a chance of entering the mainstream of 60% in period 

3 they would have a prediction error of the absolute value of 60-64.3% = 4.3%. 
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Figure 39. Absolute Prediction Errors in Competitive Prediction 

 

To investigate the effects of condition and time on errors in competitor entry predictions 

more formally I ran a random effects regression using the z absolute score of prediction 

errors in assessing competitor entry as the dependent variable. For the independent 

variables I used a dummy for overestimation bias condition, a variable representing 

period and a variable representing the interaction of overestimation bias and period (See 

Appendix I.A.5.c) page 505 for full details). 

Table 14. Comparing Conditions: Competitive Prediction Errors Over Time 

DV: Z absolute Error Scores (negative is learning) Coefficient P Value 

Overestimation Bias Condition -.027 =.87 

Period -.0005 =.761 

Overestimation Bias * Period .004 <.07 
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The main effect of being in the overestimation bias condition and the period were not 

predictors of errors in competitive prediction. Being in the overestimation bias condition 

did lead to a marginally significant effect when interacted with period. The predictions of 

those in the overestimation bias condition show some evidence of getting worse with 

time. The idea that random assignment failed and players in the overestimation bias 

condition were simply better learners as an alternative explanation of their superior 

learning about market size is refuted by this result. 

8. Other Results and Discussion 

a) Spreadsheet Use 

To make the game easier to play a spreadsheet which could be filled out was given to the 

players. The players could record their predictions, decisions and the information they 

received during the game such as the choices of the other player and their profit each 

period. The choice of using the spreadsheet was left up to the players. I used a variable 

(Spreaduse) that took the value 0 for those who did not use the spreadsheet, 1 for players 

who used it in some way but not totally and 2 for players who fully completed it. 

Of the players 64% chose to use the spreadsheet in some way. Twenty four (of forty) 

players in the out-group homogeneity bias condition used the spreadsheet and twenty one 

(of thirty) players in the overestimation bias condition. It required much more 

commitment to completely fill in the spreadsheet than just make a limited number of 

entries. Fully filling in the spreadsheet involved the player filling in their three 
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predictions each round, their entry choice, their competitor’s entry choice and their profit 

each period. Unsurprisingly fewer players fully completed the spreadsheet, 25 players in 

total, (14 in the overestimation bias condition, 11 in the out-group homogeneity bias 

condition). An ordered logit showed that being in the overestimation bias condition, did 

not significantly influence spreadsheet use (β=.65, p=.15)97. 

b) Effect of Bias Condition 

To formally test whether bias condition influenced profits I ran a random effects 

regression using profit per period as the dependent variable and a dummy variable for the 

overestimation bias condition as the independent variable. I found that the condition the 

player had been assigned to was not a significant predictor of profits, (β=-.89, p=.62) 98. 

c) Learning How to Play the Game 

One way players could learn is to increase their ability to play the rationalizable strategy, 

(i.e. use a strategy consistent with their predictions). Forty periods gives the players a 

considerable opportunity to improve their play. To test this I calculated their 

rationalizable strategy and compared this to the choice they made. I took the player’s 

predictions of the mainstream and niche position sizes and formed a rationalizable mixed 

                                                 

97 See appendix I.A.6 page 502 for the ordered logit output. 

98 See appendix I.A.7 page 503 for the STATA output. 
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strategy entry probability99. The players had also given their prediction of their 

competitor’s actions. If the competitor is predicted to enter the mainstream at a 

percentage greater than the rationalizable mixed strategy the rational response is to enter 

the niche and vice versa.  I then compared these calculated rational choices to the choices 

the players made. A hit was when the player made the rational choice and a miss when 

they didn’t. The overall hit rate was 69%, with the overestimation bias condition players 

doing a little better with a 72% hit rate. 

Figure 40 shows little learning as the hit rates are quite stable over time. 

Figure 40. Effect of Time on % of Rationalizable Choices 

 

                                                 

99 E.g. if a player predicted the market size to be one hundred in mainstream and eighty in niche given the 

cost to clashes is always ten the rationalizable mixed strategy = (100+10)/(100+10+80+10) =55%. If the 

competitor is predicted to be 1) more than 55% likely to enter the mainstream position the rational choice is 

to enter the niche 2) less than 55% likely to enter the mainstream the rational choice is to enter the niche. 
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To test whether there are differences between conditions and over time I then ran a 

random effects probit of time, a dummy for overestimation bias condition and the 

interaction of these predicting hit rate. This should show if players got better at making 

the rational choice over time and whether this depended upon the condition. 

Table 15. Hit Rates over Time 

DV: Hit Rate Coefficient P Value 

Overestimation Bias Condition .19 =.35 

Period -.003 =.28 

Overestimation Bias * Period -.002 =.64 

 

Table 15 shows that time had no effect on the likelihood of players hitting the right 

choice. This suggested that the players did not learn how to play the game better over 

time. There were also no differences between conditions nor was the interaction of 

condition and learning significant. Those in the overestimation bias condition did not 

learn faster in general they learned about market sizes better in the overestimation bias 

condition because of the bias’ nature not because of some unobservable player attributes. 

d) Effect of Players Seeing Connections Between the Market Positions 

My theory suggests that those who do not understand the negative connection between 

market positions will find learning more difficult. I therefore created a variable to show 

the connection that players acted upon when they saw an observation. This is the effect 

that a change in prediction of market size in the position where the player received an 
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observation has on the prediction of the other position’s market size:



Market Size:Position Where Observation Not ReceivedPredicted Connection 
Market Size: Position Where Observation Received

t

iχ
∆

=
∆

. So 

if a player received an observation in the mainstream and reduced the mainstream 

prediction by ten but only reduced the niche position by five this would be a 0.5 predicted 

connection. This predicted connection may be zero, i.e. where a player receives an 

observation and this does not impact the other market position’s prediction. The 

connection can also be negative. If, for instance, the mainstream position prediction was 

reduced by ten but the niche position prediction was increased by ten this is a connection 

of -1. In the overestimation bias condition the true initial connection is +1, in the out-

group homogeneity bias condition the true initial connection is -1. Figure 41 shows the 

predicted connected employed by the players according to the condition they were in. 

Figure 41. Distribution of Predicted Connections across the Conditions 
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Table 16. Regression: Influences on Perceived Connection 

DV: Players Perceived Connection in Period Coefficient P Value 

Overestimation Bias Condition .138 =.57 

Period -.0004 =.95 

Overestimation Bias * Period -.0015 =.87 

 

Table 16 shows that the player’s connection was not significantly predicted by the bias 

condition in a random effects regression (See appendix I.A.9 page 509 for details of the 

analysis in this section). The average predicted connection did not change over time nor 

was the interaction of time with the overestimation bias condition significant. 

Figure 42. Effect of Time on Predicted Connection between the Market Positions 
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The predicted connection measure is a messy measure see Figure 42. There is a known 

correct connection in period 1 but as soon as the player changes the initial estimates the 

true connection changes making learning the connection terrible difficult. 

When I looked at the average of the predicted connections I found that the average 

predicted connection in the overestimation bias condition was .21 as opposed to .11 in the 

out-group homogeneity bias condition. I performed a t-test of connections, comparing the 

observed predicted connections to the hypothesized mean if players were acting 

randomly, i.e. zero. The connections the players used where significantly above zero, (t-

test 2.94, one tail P<.002, see appendix I.A.10 page 510). This shows given no 

information about the connections between market positions the players had a tendency 

to employ a positive predicted connection between market positions despite the fact that, 

the average connection between the market positions in the initial sales projections that 

the players saw was negative100. That the players predicted a significantly positive 

connection despite the initial sales projections being on average negatively connected 

suggests that players may have a tendency to predict positive relationships between the 

market positions. An intuition behind the idea that learning is easier in the overestimation 

bias condition is that player’s are more likely to spot positive pattern relationships than 

the corresponding negative pattern relationships. I go onto to explore the role of this 

connection more fully in experiments 4 and 5. 

                                                 

100 Forty out of the seventy players were in the out-group homogeneity bias condition and so had been 

presented with a negative connection, the true value being -1= 40/70*-1+30/70*1 = -.14 
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B. Tests of Learning Given Knowledge of Connections 

To explore the fact that players did not learn in the out-group homogeneity bias condition 

I considered further questions. Firstly is it ever possible to learn about this bias? My 

model suggest it is so can I demonstrate this learning? The second question I addressed 

was whether it is the connection between markets being unknown that causes problems in 

the out-group homogeneity bias condition. Finally I tested what could reduce learning -- 

would greater noise in the market observations reduce learning? 

I ran two experiments to investigate these questions. They shared the same basic 

characteristics so I describe the procedures together. 

1. Experiment 4 & 5: Testing Learning In Market Size Predictions 

These experiments made a number of changes to the learning experiment mostly 

designed to make the experiment simpler. 

Firstly I reduced the task’s difficulty as the players instead of making three predictions 

and a choice they only made predictions of market size – they did not make an entry 

choice or predict competitor entry as they has in experiment 3. These were therefore not 

games as there was no interaction between the players. The sequence of the experiment 

was that players were given biased prior projections, all received the out-group 

homogeneity biased predictions, i.e. 90 in the mainstream position and 60 in the niche 

position compared to the true values of 80 and 70 respectively. They then made a 

prediction of the market size in the mainstream and niche position. After this prediction 

they received a publically announced observation of the market size. This observation 
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was in the mainstream in odd numbered periods and the niche in even numbered periods. 

After each publically announced observation they made a prediction of the market size in 

the mainstream and niche position. Payment for this experiment was based upon the level 

of prediction errors. Two ECUs were paid for every point that each prediction error was 

less than ten101. 

The publically announced market size observation was the true value of the market size 

of the position in question plus a random error102, which had less noise than in 

experiment 3 above. The size of the random error depended upon the standard deviation 

of this noise. In experiment four the standard deviation of this noise was five. In 

experiment five the standard deviation of the noise was eight for sessions one and four 

and five for sessions two and three. 

At the end of the game the players answered some questions on whether they had 

understood and felt frustrated by the game. 

                                                 

101 Instructions given to the players are in appendix XIX page 534. So if a player made a prediction of 86 in 

the mainstream this would be a 6 point error they would be paid 8 ECUs 10-6 * 2 ECUS. 

102 This error was generated using the random number generator in excel to generate a probability. This was 

then converted into a normal score using NORMSINV function and multiplied by the error’s standard 

deviation to give an observed value of the error which was added to the true parameter. The values used in 

the experiments are attached in appendix I.A page 542. 
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C. Experiment 4 – Test of Connection 

In this experiment there were two conditions in a between subjects design; a connection 

and a non connection condition. The hypothesis tested was that players could learn better 

in the connection condition. The difference between these conditions was that in the 

connection condition the player’s instructions had an extra sentence. This said: “Note you 

can be sure that the total long term Market Size is always 150.” This forced an 

understanding of the negative connection onto the players in this condition. 

1. Experimental Details 

Forty six students at the University of Minnesota made 20 predictions in each of the 

market positions for a total of 40 predictions. Twenty two were randomly assigned to the 

connection condition and 24 were assigned to the no connection condition. The average 

payment received was $6.25 in the no connection condition and $6.49 in the connection 

condition. There was no difference between these payments, (two tailed t test .6, p=0.55), 

see appendix XX page 547 for more details. 

At the end of the task players answered question as to their understanding and enjoyment. 

There was no difference in reported understanding between the conditions (two tailed t 

test 1.2, p =0.23). There was also no difference at reported frustration in undertaking this 

task between the conditions (two tailed t test -.49, p =0.63). (See  appendix XX page 547 

for more details of these t-tests). 
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2. Did the Perceived Connections Differ Between Conditions 

I tested whether the connections predicted by the players were influenced by the 

condition. The connection the player used was calculated as the prediction movement in 

the niche divided by prediction movement in mainstream after a mainstream observation 

and the prediction movement in the mainstream divided by prediction movement in the 

niche after a niche observation. The correct connection, told to players in the connection 

condition, is -1. I grouped connections used into when too low a connection was used <-

1, when the correct connection was used -1, and when too high a connection was used >-

1 see Figure 43. Those who were in the connection condition were more likely to use the 

correct connection (51% of the time) compared to those in the no connection condition 

(18% of the time). A χ2 test showed that the connections used were significantly different 

between conditions (χ2 =96.5, 2 degrees of freedom, p<.001). 

Figure 43. Manipulation Successfully Influenced Predicted Connection 
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3. Did People Learn Better When they had Knowledge of the Connection 

To validate the model I wanted to show that learning is possible – just difficult. This 

experiment was deliberately stripped down to maximize the chance of learning and did 

appear to improve their predictions over time in both conditions see Figure 44. 

Figure 44. Predictions Errors Decline Over Time 

 

I theorized that it is marketers failure to understand the connection between the market 

positions that makes learning hard. As such I tested whether there is a difference in 

learning between those who know the connection between the market positions and those 

who don’t. To test the effect of learning over time and connection I ran a random effects 

regression to predict prediction errors. I used using a dummy for being in the connection 
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condition, a dummy for mainstream  prediction, a variable for period and the interaction 

between period and connection, 1 2 3 1 3 ( )it i it it it i ity x x x x uµ β β β β β ε= + + + + + + 103. 

Table 17. Learning Given Connection 

DV: Prediction Error (2 Observations per person per 

period) 

Coefficient P Value 

Connection Condition .58 =.67 

Mainstream .54 =.08 

Period -.07 <05 

Connection * Period -.20 <.001 

 

Players got better at predicting over time – the negative and significant coefficient on 

period in Table 17. My hypothesis that connection matters for learning was supported by 

the negative and significant interaction between connection and period. I.e. prediction 

errors decline significantly more over time when the players knows the connection 

between the market positions. This suggests that knowledge of connection matters and 

helps explain in experiment 3 why the player did not learn in the out-group homogeneity 

bias condition but learned in the overestimation bias condition. 

                                                 

103 yit is the prediction error of player i at time t, μ is the intercept, β1 is a dummy for condition, is a dummy 

for the mainstream position (β2), the period (β3) and the interaction of period and condition (β1β3) and ui is 

the subject specific heterogeneity and εit is stochastic error. See appendix I.A.4 page 545 for details 
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D. Experiment 5 Test of Connection and Noise 

After establishing that players could learn and learned better when they recognized the 

connection between market positions I turned to the question of what makes people learn 

more slowly. One thing that might make people learn more slowly is noise in the market 

observations. As such the difference between experiment 5 and the previous experiment 

is that this was a 2x2 between subjects design. Players were randomly assigned to a 

connection/non connection condition and 2 of the four sessions were assigned to a high 

noise condition. The breakdown of subjects by condition is in Table 18. 

Table 18. Breakdown of Subjects by Condition 

 

1. Experimental Details 

The 69 players from the University of Minnesota made an average of $6.43 which was 

broken down as per Table 19. 

Table 19. Payments By Condition 

 

Number of Subjects By Condition
 Low Noise High Noise Grand Total
No Connection 17            17             34               
Connection 16            19             35               
Grand Total 33            36             69               

Average of Payment  
 Low Noise High Noise Grand Total
No Connection 6.84$       5.39$        6.11$          
Connection 7.23$       6.31$        6.73$          
Grand Total 7.02$       5.88$        6.43$          
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I ran a random effects regression using dummies for the connection condition and high 

noise condition and interacted these dummies. Table 20 shows that high noise 

significantly lowered profits but the connection condition and interaction of connection 

condition and high noise did not. 

Table 20. Profits by Connection and Noise Conditions 

DV: Pay Coefficient P Value 

Connection Condition .39 =.34 

High Noise  -143.6 =.001 

Connection Condition * High Noise .52 <.60 

 

I ran a series of t-test to check the player’s attitude to the game. I found that there was no 

difference between the understanding reported by players in the connection and no 

connection conditions (two tailed t test -.40, p =0.35), or between the high noise and low 

noise conditions (two tailed t test -1.18, p =0.12). Similarly there was no difference in 

frustration reported between the connection and no connection conditions (two tailed t 

test -.3, p =0.76), or between the high noise and low noise conditions (two tailed t test -

.45, p =0.33). (See appendix I.A.6 page 551 for details of these t-tests). 

2. Did the Perceived Connections and Noise Differ Between Conditions 

I tested whether the connections predicted by the players were influenced by the 

condition the players were in. The connection the player used was calculated as the 
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prediction movement in the niche divided by prediction movement in mainstream after a 

mainstream position observation and the prediction movement in the mainstream divided 

by prediction movement in the niche after a niche position observation. The correct 

connection, and the one advised in the connection condition, is -1. I grouped connections 

used into when too low a connection was used <-1, when the correct connection was used 

-1, and when too high a connection was used >-1 see Figure 45. 

Figure 45. Manipulation Successful Influenced Predicted Connection 

 

Those who were in the connection condition were more likely to use the correct 

connection (63% of the time) compared to those in the no connection condition (7% of 

the time). A χ2 test showed that the connections used were significantly different between 

the no connection and connection conditions (χ2 =354.5, 2 degrees of freedom, p<.001). 
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I also tested whether players perceived more noise in the high noise condition. As 

expected the difference was significant –those in the high noise condition perceived more 

noise, (one tailed t test 1.83, p =0.04 see I.A.7 page 555 for details). 

3. Did People Learn Better When they Had Knowledge of the Connection 

I plotted the errors per condition over time in Figure 46. This suggests that learning 

occurred in the low noise condition but not in the high noise condition. 

Figure 46. Prediction Errors over Time Connection And Noise 

 

I ran a random effects regression where I entered a variable for period, a dummy for 

connection condition, a dummy for high noise condition and a dummy for mainstream 

position prediction. To consider the interactions between the period, high noise and 

connection condition I interacted these 3 variables separately and added the interaction of 
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all three of these variables -- Table 21. (See appendix I.A.8 page 556 for the STATA 

output). 

Table 21. Prediction Errors by Connection and Noise Conditions 

DV: Prediction Errors Coefficient P Value 

Period -.24 =.16 

Connection Condition -1.46 =.88 

Prediction of Mainstream Position 2.5 <.02 

High Noise  2.05 =.83 

Connection Condition * High Noise .15 =.99 

Connection Condition * Period .07 =.78 

Period * High Noise 1.48 <.001 

Connection Condition * High Noise * Period -1.35 <.001 

 

There is a significant effect of the prediction being of the mainstream position – 

predictions are simply worse there, (I have no theory to explain this). More importantly I 

found a significant impact of high noise over time (Period * High Noise). Being in the 

high noise condition did not allow the players to learn. The high noise condition had a 

standard deviation of the random errors of 8 whereas the standard deviation of the 

random errors were 10 in experiment 3 in which players did not learn. This suggests that 

learning is significantly hampered by noise in the observations the player receives. The 

interaction of high noise, period and connection condition was significant (Connection 
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Condition * High Noise * Period) and assisted learning. This tells us that when players 

were in the high noise condition they were able to learn over time provided that they had 

knowledge of the connection between the markets. Thus people may be able to learn 

about biases if they understand the correct connection between the market positions 

despite noise in the market given time as suggested by the Bayesian model. 
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IX. SUMMARY OF THE EFFECT OF LEARNING 

Learning is a way that bias can be removed from a population of marketers. Those who 

experience bias realize they are making a mistake and correct their errors. The model 

created to examine learning shows that where learning about one position is independent 

of predictions of the other market position then the estimates of market size are 

asymptotically unbiased in both positions. If marketers incorrectly directly transfer 

learning from one market position to the other position the expectation is of a biased 

prediction. 

These experiments have helped to show empirically that the out-group homogeneity bias 

may be learned about but that learning is difficult. Learning was less likely with a 

relatively large level of noise in the observations the players received. Furthermore 

learning about the bias was shown to be especially difficult when marketers do not know 

the connections between the market positions. Thus where players don’t consider the 

correct connection they will struggle to learn about the bias. This means that clearly not 

all biases are created the same. The out-group homogeneity bias is simply harder to learn 

about than an overestimation bias or a similar type of bias that people often think of when 

they imagine a bias if people don’t consider the negative connection between the market 

positions. 
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X. LEARNING MODEL DISCUSSION AND 

CONCLUSION 

This part of the dissertation addresses whether the impact of out-group homogeneity bias 

can be expected to matter outside a single period game and suggested the circumstances 

when it might persist. 

1. Social Implications 

This work suggests that researchers should consider the problem of out-group 

homogeneity bias and variance bias more generally when developing social policy as bias 

is hard to learn about through experience. It is important to note that out-group 

homogeneity bias is a very difficult bias to get rid of because the marketer needs to 

understand what learning from experience is appropriate and what learning should be 

ignored. 

Note that unlike some other modelers I do not start with prejudice as a primitive. The bias 

is a misjudgment in my model unlike some previous economic research on issues around 

discrimination (Becker 1971). Our marketers are profit maximizing, they do not have a 

“taste for prejudice”. I don’t assume the marketers gain any psychic benefit from 

discriminating, nor do they even have the mild preferences that can easily tip into 

massive observed differences (Schelling 2006). The marketers in this research want to be 

unprejudiced, they just find it difficult to be as they can’t shake their bias. They find the 

feedback they get from the market too difficult to use to drive themselves towards an 
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unbiased perspective. This is both a hopeful and a worrying conclusion for the future of 

marketing. I do not presume marketers want to continue to be prejudiced but I suggest 

they will need some help to get there. 

2. Managerial Implications 

This bias can be learned to be avoided through experience but it is hard to do so when 

you don’t recognize the two sided nature of the bias – the connection -- and when 

markets are noisy. Of course the problem for managers is that there are many markets 

where there is a lot of noise in sales figures caused by such things as demand shocks, 

measurement error and competitor action. 

The managerial insight is that despite the fact that bias is sub-optimal it may remain a 

problem for marketers despite the marketers’ best attempts to rid themselves of bias 

through learning from experience. Of course the fact that experience learning is not easy 

does not mean formal education is the answer but marketing academics should ask 

themselves, “How do we teach marketers about their bias? If experience won’t do the 

trick can formal education teach people to see the heterogeneity within a market?” This 

may be an important role for marketing education as compared to real world experience. 

A further interesting managerial implication relates to delegation. This work suggests that 

delegation may be advisable. A standard assumption is that those who have more 

information will do a better job. Thus many organizations seem to be structured to funnel 

information up layers of management to an ultimate manager, the decider. This work 

highlights the danger of such an approach. A marketer who is charge of a single position 
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in a market and who is ignorant of outcomes in the other market position will have an 

asymptotically unbiased prediction of the size of their market position. Contrast this with 

a manager who is charge of the entire market. They would naturally be tempted to use 

their experience in one market position to inform their predictions of market size in 

another position. In some circumstances this can be a mistake. Take a senior manager 

who is charge of an international market. The senior manager has experience which tells 

him or her that the market size has been over-estimated in this particular foreign market 

in the past, for instance because the company initially entered the mainstream. The senior 

manager, who is trying to improve company profits, overrules the low-level marketer in 

charge of the niche position instructing them to lower their estimate of market size. 

Where the senior manager applies learning from one position to the other without 

recognizing the differences the senior manager will be asymptotically biased in his or her 

estimates. The low-level marketer on the ground will be overruled and made to do an 

objectively worse job by a senior manager who is seeking to apply hard won and accurate 

experience to the problem. At the extreme the niche may not even be entered, because the 

market size is thus systematically underestimated as the predictions are reduced given the 

“lessons learned” from the mainstream market position. The niche in the international 

market would have been profitable but the low-level marketer who sees this cannot 

persuade the senior manager of this fact. The senior manager is inappropriately using his 

or her experience to influence judgments in the other market position. 
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A. Learning Model Further Research 

There is plenty of further research that could be undertaken to further investigate learning 

about the bias. A number of extensions to the theoretical model suggest themselves. What 

happens if the predicted connections are not constrained to zero, one or minus one? How 

would marketer’s transfer leanings between positions in such a market if they saw the 

connection as +.2? 

Indeed a question remains over how a marketer could learn about the structure of the 

markets. i.e. the negative connection in the out-group homogeneity bias. What strategy 

could marketers use to test the structure of the market? Should they enter at a non-Nash 

probability to test the market? An interesting question then arises for the competitor, what 

is the right strategy to use when your competitor is testing the market? 

Of course further variance biases could be tested to see if there is something special about 

the specific manifestations of bias used in the experiment. If not can we extend these 

findings about out-group homogeneity bias to the full range of variance biases. 

An alternative is to consider the effect of the out-group homogeneity bias in other 

marketing decisions. Is learning easier in, for instance, a pricing decision? Perhaps 

marketers get more opportunities to learn as a pricing decision is likely to have 

significant but much lower cost to experimentation than the strategic market entry 

decisions than I examine here. 

It is also worth acknowledging that people may learn quicker about the out-group 

homogeneity bias if they make another different error at the same time as the bias. It is 
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commonly found that people tend to conclude too much from too little statistical 

information – the law of small numbers (Tversky & Kahneman 1971). If marketers 

employed the law of small number this error might actually help to reduce this bias. This 

is an exciting possibly – that our errors could interact to actually be mutually self-

corrective. There is no room to examine this idea further in this text but it has fascinating 

potential for future research. 

One of the most interesting extensions would be to consider risk aversion. The out-group 

homogeneity bias makes marketers more likely to enter the mainstream position. If the 

marketer’s learn over time they may find that that the mainstream market position is not 

as good as they predicted. In this research this means that the marketer will reduce the 

entry probability for mainstream entry. However when the marketer enters a position they 

not only learn more about the average sales in that position, they also will reduce the 

variance of their predictions. Assume the marketer uses all past data to inform their 

prediction then the marketer who has entered the mainstream ten times and the niche only 

four times will have much more confidence about their prediction in the mainstream. This 

means each new piece of information received about the mainstream position will have 

much less potential impact than information about the niche position. The marketer is 

simply more confident that they understand the mainstream position because they have 

more experience in that position. Thus if risk aversion matters the mainstream position 

may continue to appear more attractive despite the fact the marketer revises down his or 

her market size estimate through learning. The mainstream position in the example has 
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becomes a lower risk option and the benefits of this risk reduction could potentially offset 

the fact that the marketer’s prediction of sales has gone down. 

In such a scenario the out-group  bias might increase mainstream position entry 

inappropriately. This over-entry to the mainstream may continue despite the marketer 

learning that the mainstream position has fewer sales than they initially expected as it is 

now less risky. That entry errors may cease to be errors without behavior changing is a 

fascinating possibility for future research. 
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B. Learning Model Conclusions 

I have considered whether a out-group homogeneity bias can continue to impact market 

entry despite the learning opportunities. I have shown through a theoretical model that 

bias can be removed by learning but that learning can be very slow. Marketers only 

receive limited observations which delays learning. The marketer experiencing bias will 

need a large number of strategic market entries before they can be confident whether they 

experience bias. I also showed that the out-group homogeneity bias has the most 

significant impact on market size prediction if marketers have the wrong mental model of 

the connections between the market positions. 

I then tested whether learning would remove the out-group homogeneity bias from 

players’ predictions. I found players were capable of learning when just asked for 

predictions in a relatively noiseless market and when they knew the connection but that 

learning could be more of a problem in noisy markets where the player’s did not know 

the connection. 

Next I consider if the market will select against those experiencing bias? As I have shown 

who the marketer meets in competition matters to the marketer’s profits. The population 

from which competitors are drawn therefore also matters to profits. In evolutionary 

modeling this is known as “frequency dependence”. Frequency dependence suggests that 

insight may be gained from a model that considers what happens to a market over time as 

the frequency of bias in the population changes. Will those experiencing bias eventually 

be driven from the market?Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 
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PART 3: Evolutionary Modeling: 

Market Selection and Bias 
Camerer (2003) contrasts two ways in a population can change. I have already addressed 

individual learning and now I turn to an evolutionary model of population change. I use 

the market selection hypothesis to consider how a population of marketers might change. 

The market selection hypothesis is that those marketers who are profitable will grow and 

become a greater proportion of the population while those who make losses will go out of 

business and so cease to be part of the population. 

The central question I consider is whether market selection will drive those experiencing 

the bias out of the population. If market selection does not remove bias then I will 

conclude that bias can persist in a population of marketers. The intuition is against bias 

persistence. Surely a well functioning market will drive out those experiencing bias and 

thus making an error assessing the market? I show that this intuition is incorrect and that 

the out-group homogeneity bias can persist in a population of marketers 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

I now ask if market selection will remove bias from the population. I do this to consider if 

bias can persist in a population of marketers despite market selection pressures. The 

market selection hypothesis can be stated as the marketer’s success will drive the future 

state of the population. Success, profits, leads to greater representation in the population 

of marketers using the successful strategy. Failure, losses, leads to less representation in 

the population of marketers using the failing strategy. This hypothesis is at the heart of 

free market economic theory (Dutta and Radner 1999). 

Market selection starts with the assumption that marketers do not change104. Market 

selection rewarding success and punishing failure causes changes in the population over 

time as more successful strategies grow more common. With market selection the 

proportion of individuals in the population change but not the strategies of any individual. 

Will market selection ensure those experiencing bias decline as a proportion of the 

population? 

                                                 

104 Note although learning may be assisted by signals from a well functioning market, market selection and 

learning are conceptually distinct. Alchian (1950) noted this when he divided intentional profit 

maximization from profit maximization arising from market forces. Alchian (1950) was agnostic to the idea 

of learning. As profit maximization does not arise from a deliberate choice of strategy learning is irrelevant 

to the process of market selection. 
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To undertake this investigation I must introduce a new variable. This variable represents 

the proportion of marketers experiencing bias in a given population. I call this the state of 

the population. The key to this part of the dissertation is an investigation of how the state 

of the population -- the proportion of marketers in the population experiencing bias -- 

changes over time. Changes to the state of the population are modeled using a transition 

process each period. Marketers play the single period game detailed in part 1 of this 

dissertation against a randomly selection competitor. Those who make a loss go out of 

business and are removed from the population. Those who survive grow in proportion to 

their profits. 

Given players meet a random competitor then whether the competitor a marketer 

encounters experiences bias depends upon the state of the population. This means that the 

marketer’s profit, success, depends upon their competitor which in turn depends upon the 

state of the population. A marketer’s profits therefore exhibits what is called in 

evolutionary modeling frequency dependence (Maynard Smith 1982). The current state of 

the population matters to the success of a strategy. I will show that knowing the current 

state of the population allows me to generate a function which tells me the future state of 

the population. This is because the current state of the population helps determine profits; 

which in turn determines the future state of the population. Such evolutionary transition 

processes are the core of population models used in biology, (Maynard Smith 1982, 

Dawkins 2006), and to map social and economic systems (McElreath & Boyd 2007, 
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Young, 2001, Gintis 2000). I therefore borrow from evolutionary modeling to investigate 

how bias in a population changes over time. 

The aim of such analysis is often to consider whether an evolutionary equilibrium (Gintis 

2000) can be reached. At such an equilibrium the selection pressures driving change in 

the population in one direction perfectly offset the selection pressures driving change in 

the population in the other direction. 

An equilibrium is therefore when the state of the population will not change between one 

period and the next. If bias exists in a population and the state of that population does not 

change then that bias can be said to persist. Given this I define a bias as persisting where 

marketers experiencing bias constitute a stable proportion of the population in 

equilibrium. 

Bias persists when the proportion of marketers experiencing bias in the population at 

time t+1 = the proportion of marketers experiencing bias in the population at time t. 
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A. Population Model Details 

I create an evolutionary model of population change using the single period model as the 

basis of the evolutionary model. As I showed earlier, see section IV.D page 125, the 

single period model allowed me to calculate the average realized profits given the 

marketers in the competitive dyad. To create a model of population change I need to add 

a process to determine which marketers meet in competitive dyads. 

1. The Population 

The current state (McElreath & Boyd 2007) of the population determines the probabilities 

of who meets who in competition. To model this process I define a variable that captures 

the current state of the population. Define qt as the proportion of marketers experiencing 

out-group homogeneity bias in an infinite population of marketers at time t. I consider a 

population where the marketer’s either experience bias or do not experience bias. As such 

(1-qt) is the proportion of marketers not experiencing bias at time t. 

2. Marketers and their Competitors Are Randomly Chosen From 

Population 

Firstly I make the assumption of an infinite population. I assume that the state of the 

population can be expressed as a continuum qt =(0,1). This is standard in evolutionary 

modeling (Maynard Smith 1982) and is simply designed to remove the mathematical 
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complications arising from selection from a finite pool of competitors105. I also assume 

that there is random assortment of competitors each period. This means that a marketer’s 

experience of bias does not impact the marketer’s probability of meeting a competitor 

experiencing bias106. These assumptions allow me to use the state of the population as a) 

the probability of any randomly chosen marketer experiencing bias and b) as the 

probability of the marketer meeting a competitor experiencing bias. 

To summarize in each period every marketer meets a competitor randomly drawn from 

the current population of marketers and plays the part 1 single period game. 

                                                 

105 . Note assuming a finite population would help those experiencing bias and so an infinite population is a 

conservative assumption given my hypothesis. When a marketer experiences bias in a finite population his 

or her chance of meeting a competitor experiencing bias is lower than the chance of a marketer not 

experiencing bias doing so. (This is because the marketer experiencing bias cannot meet themselves and so 

has one less potential competitor experiencing bias to meet). This matters as the single period model shows 

us that meeting a competitor experiencing bias reduces a marketer’s profits. Thus a finite population 

benefits those experiencing bias and makes bias persistence more likely. 

106 Random assortment was a standard assumption in early evolutionary modeling but is sometimes varied 

in recent work on altruism. Altruism research often considers positive assortment. Positive assortment is 

when if I am an altruist I am more likely to meet an altruist than if I am not an altruist (McElreath & Boyd 

2007). This attempts to explain why colonies of altruists might emerge and why these groups may out-

perform other groups (Boyd, Gintis, Bowles & Richerson 2005). While this is fascinating work my 

hypothesis specifies no reason for positive, or negative, assortment so I stick with the traditional Maynard 

Smith (1982) assumption of random assortment. 
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B. Calculating Model Outcomes 

1. Calculating Competitive Permutations Given State of the Population 

The state of the population allows me to establish the probabilities of the four possible 

competitive permutations emerging. 

1. Marketer Not Experiencing bias vs. Competitor Not Experiencing Bas = (1-qt) (1-qt). 

2. Marketer Experiencing Bias vs. Competitor Experiencing Bas  = qt qt. 

3. Marketer Experiencing Bias vs. Competitor Not Experiencing Bas = qt (1-qt). 

4. Marketer Not Experiencing bias vs. Competitor Experiencing Bas = (1-qt )qt. 

These probabilities are completely determined by the state of the population at time t, qt. 

Higher levels of qt mean a greater proportion of marketers experience bias in the 

population. Given this when qt is higher it is more likely that any randomly drawn 

marketer will both 

• experience bias themselves, and 

• face a competitor experiencing bias. 

The marketers however do not know the state of the population. As before they believe 

the players they will meet think like they do. 

2. Calculating Entry Outcomes Given the State of the Population 

After finding out what the competitive permutations are I calculate what the entry 

outcomes will be. To do this I use the mixed strategy entry probabilities detailed in the 
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single period model107, αi & αi
ψ, in part one of the dissertation, see section III page 100 

and section IV.C page 118. Using these mixed strategy entry probabilities I can assign 

each entry outcome a probability of occurrence given the competitive permutations. For 

instance if I know that both the marketer and competitor did not experience bias I can 

give the probability of marketer i gaining a different position entry to the mainstream 

position which equals αi(1-αi). I can detail all possibilities which allows me to generate 

the probability of any marketer gaining a same position or a different position entry to 

either the mainstream or the niche position each period. 

3. Calculating Expected Profitability Given Marketer’s Bias and the State 

of the Population 

Given I know the probability of any entry outcome and the profits to each entry outcome 

I can derive the expected profitability for any given strategy at any given state of the 

population. I write this term as: [ ( ) | ]i
i i tE qπ α− . The expected profitability is the 

combination of the average realized profits for each strategy, with the combination 

weighted by the state of the population. This means that the reduction in profits caused by 

                                                 

107 The assumption of a single period model allows me to abstract away any consideration of multiple 

periods. This is a relatively benign assumption as we could change the payoff function to reflect the 

discounted future benefits from survival. All marketers would adopt strategies closer to the survival 

maximizing 50% mainstream position entry to take advantage of future profits available to survivors. This 

changes the parameters but does not change the results as the marketer experiencing bias would still adopt a 

strategy that was more likely to enter the mainstream. 
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meeting a marketer experiencing bias weigh much more heavily on expected profits if a 

large proportion of the population experience bias, qt→1, than if bias is very rare in the 

population, qt→0. 

a) Expected Profits Given the State of the Population 

Table 22 shows the full calculation for the expected profit of a marketer not experiencing 

bias and the full calculation for the expected profits of a marketer experiencing bias. Note 

that each of the four subsections is average realized profits from the single period model 

multiplied by the probability of the competitor being drawn at the given level of bias in 

the population, so multiplied by qt or (1-qt). 

Calculating expected profits for the marketer experiencing (or not) bias at a given state of 

the population allows me to consider how profits could influence population change 

through market selection. Which strategies do relatively better at which states of the 

population? Knowing the expected profit at a given state of population allows me to 

create transition processes based upon profits in a single period that determines how the 

population changes over time. 
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II. HOW THE POPULATION CHANGES: MARKET 

SELECTION TRANSITION PROCESS 

Market selection is a process that changes the population based upon some success 

criterion. Given that the marketers are profit maximizing and profit maximization is 

widely accepted as a, if not the primary, goal of business I use expected profits as the key 

input to the selection mechanism. 

The selection mechanism must define some way to transition the population at the current 

period to the new population in the next period. I will discuss the transition process in 

more detail in the coming sections. For now let me just posit two transition processes that 

determine the state of the population at time t+1 given the state of the population at time 

t. These are: 

• Survival: The survival rate is the percentage of marketers each period who 

generate a profit. Only survivors of competition replicate themselves. 

• Replication: Those who survive replicate at a rate proportional to their 

profitability. 

Figure 47 shows how these processes transition the population from time t to time t+1. 
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Figure 47. Processes Transforming the State of the Population in a Given Period 
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Profitability of 

Survivors Determines 
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State of Population mid 

period = qt+a 

State of Population at 

beginning of period= qt 

State of Population 

period end = qt+1 
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A. Survival in Business 

The first process I suggest is that the market weeds out failing marketers, marketers die. 

In biology death is clearly a well defined concept108. Death is a little different in a 

business setting. I use a notion that ties in with modern finance theory (Lo 2006) death is 

being forced out of the game. In my model marketers “die” if they fail --make a loss -- in 

any period. Failure is a same position market entry and market pressure forces marketers 

who fail in any single period to withdraw from the population. I will later calculate a 

survival rate for marketers (not) experiencing bias. This survival rate is the proportion of 

marketers (not) experiencing bias who do not make a loss in period t and so survive to the 

replication stage. Note this is a conservative assumption as I employ an exceptionally 

strong market selection mechanism. (There is no chapter 11 or government bail-out). The 

hypothetical market I consider does not tolerate any failure, a loss in any single period 

leads to an instant and permanent end to operations. 

My approach goes back to Alchian (1950). His idea was that we adopt an evolutionary 

approach in considering the problem of profit maximization. He raised the point that 

given uncertainty about outcomes and imperfect information profit maximization is a 

difficult concept to use when considering the personal motivation of decision makers. He 

argued that profit maximization would be better seen as the result of a selection process 

rather than a decision by individual player. This has advantages for free market theory as 

                                                 

108 Death might be not surviving to an age when you can reproduce as obviously everyone dies eventually. 
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markets can be efficient in the sense that actors maximize profits without any of the 

actors actually being capable of doing the calculations that would lead them to maximize 

profits. In his theory profit maximization emerges but not necessarily from the conscious 

decision of anyone. It emerges from environmental – market -- pressure. 

The key consideration for this research is his idea that positive profits are the selection 

mechanism that a market will adopt. “Realized positive profits, not maximum profits, are 

the marker of success and viability. It does not matter through what process such success 

was achieved. The fact of its accomplishment is sufficient. This is the criterion by which 

the economic system selects survivors; those who realize positive profits are survivors, 

those who suffer loses disappear” (Alchian 1950). Alchian implies it is outcomes that 

market selection works upon and not the a-priori soundness of a strategy. A foolish 

strategy could be chosen but the market might change or the person using the foolish 

strategy could just get lucky. Of course statistical theory suggests that given an infinite 

population over infinite periods random changes and luck won’t matter. Market selection 

assumes more effective strategies are rewarded on average in the long run. 

Interestingly although published 60 years ago Alchian (1950) presages evolutionary 

modeling in arguing we can see what works from outcomes achieved and not the quality 

of thought that went into devising the strategy. This has great relevance for my work on 

bias. The rationalizable strategy given experience of bias is by definition a non-

optimizing strategy but it is possible it could survive. If the strategy survives I can argue 

that bias was in some way fitted to the environment that the strategy found itself it. 
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B. Replication of Survivors Based Upon Profits Conditional upon 

Survival 

The name for the process through which genes or strategies or norms spread through a 

population is replication (Samuelson 1997; McElreath & Boyd 2007; Maynard Smith 

1982; Dawkins 2006; Gintis 2000). To see how a strategy set by a marketer experiencing 

bias spreads or declines in a population I allow surviving marketers to replicate at a rate 

proportional to their profits. The selection process therefore bestows greater rewards on 

the more successful marketers than less successful marketers109. 

The problem with using expected profitability as the driver of replication is that in this 

model failing marketers do not survive long enough to replicate. There is a qualitative 

difference between modest losses and modest profits. Those who make modest losses are 

driven out of the market by the market selection mechanism. (The banks or shareholders 

effectively pull the plug on such businesses). Degree of “death” is not a meaningful 

question with a strong market selection mechanism. This model corresponds to an 

economy with bankruptcy protection and limited liability corporations. Failing big is the 

same as failing small; it is still failing. Therefore I use the idea of replication based on 

profits conditional upon survival. 

                                                 

109 Survival is insufficient to model the process. If survival were the aim the optimal non-collusive mixed 

strategy is for each player to enter each position 50% of the time. If survival were the only market selection 

mechanism the market would soon be overrun with marketers who were not profit but survival maximizers. 
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a) What is Replication? 

Evolutionary modeling in biology (Maynard Smith 1982; Dawkins 2006) traditionally 

uses the idea of replication as the production of healthy offspring. Evolutionary work on 

social systems employs a much wider variety of assumptions for what is replicating. The 

literature has examples as diverse as altruism (Gintis, Bowles, Boyd & Fehr 2005) and 

QWERTY keyboard use (Young 1998). In my model replication has two acceptable 

interpretations. Firstly replication can be thought of as successful marketers sending off 

disciples to new markets110. This is the notion that businesses that are successful expand 

and try to colonize new markets. This fits especially well with strategic market entry 

where successful marketers train new marketers to enter a new market. This is closest to 

the biological interpretation of replication (Maynard Smith 1982). Alternatively 

replication can be thought of as the conscious mimicry of the strategies of survivors by 

new entrants. This is closer to the meme idea of social replication actually popularized by 

a biologist (Dawkins 2006). This mimicry of strategies is assumed to be in proportion to 

the profits that the strategies of the survivors in the market generated in the prior period. 

Thus more successful survival strategies are adopted by more of the pool of future 

marketers. 

                                                 

110 In line with my assumption of an infinite population and standard evolutionary game theory (Maynard 

Smith 1982) each of these new players is independent of the originator – i.e. they have no interest in the 

any other marketer’s profits and have no method of collusion engendered by any shared heritage. 
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III. CALCULATING THE POPULATION EQUILIBRIUM 

I analyze whether an evolutionary equilibrium (Gintis 2000) that includes bias can be 

reached in any given market. For this to happen the state of the population denoted qt, the 

proportion of the population experiencing bias at time t, must equal the state of the 

population at time t+1 -- denoted qt+1. The two transition processes, survival and 

replication, together constitute a period, (see Figure 47). To illustrate the process I define 

a notional mid point in the period after survival but before replication, qt+a. 

a) Survival Stage 

Marketers play the entry game against a competitor randomly drawn from the population. 

This determines whether they survive to replicate. 

qt→survival process → qt+a 

b) Replication of Survivors Stage: 

Replication is based upon the profitability of the survivors in the game 

 qt+a→replication process → qt+1 

Together these processes, survival and replication, on the population at time t generate 

the state of the population at time t+1. 

Survival rates and profitability depend on the state of the population. The overall 

transition process can be said to exhibit frequency dependence. The current state of the 

population matters to the transition process. This means the current state of the 

population holds all the information needed to predict the future state of the population. 
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A. Effect of Survival on the Population 

Marketers survive if they do not make a loss in a single round of the single period game 

described in part 1 of the dissertation. To be specific this means those who gain π(M) or 

π(N) in a single round of the single period game survive, those who gain –κ, “die”, they 

are driven from the market. 

Define the survival rate in period t as ρt. This survival rate depends upon the entry 

outcomes of the marketers. I demonstrated in part 1 of the dissertation that bias makes a 

difference to the entry strategy adopted by the marketers which in turn changes the 

probability of entry outcomes. Thus the survival rate for marketers experiencing and not 

experiencing bias must be calculated separately. As before I add the superscript ψ to 

describe when the survival rate is for the marketers experiencing bias. 

The survival rates, (ρt, ρt
ψ), are thus the proportions of marketers who gain profits π(M) or 

π(N) in a single period of the single period game. 

The survival rate of a marketer not experiencing bias given the state of the population at 

time t equals: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ 1- 1- } 1- { 1- 1- }t t i i i i t i i i iq qψ ψρ α α α α α α α α− − − −= + + +  (3.1) 

Equation (3.1) can be read as the survival rate of a marketer not experiencing bias at time 

t is equal to the chance of them gaining π(M) against a marketer experiencing bias, 

( )1-i i
ψα α− , plus the chance of them gaining π(N) against a marketer experiencing bias, 

(1 )i i
ψα α−−  multiplied by the state of the population – to weight the result by the 
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proportion of those experiencing bias in the population. This is added to the chance of 

them gaining π(M) against a marketer not experiencing bias, ( )1-i iα α− , plus the chance 

of them gaining π(N) against a marketer not experiencing bias, (1 )i iα α−−  multiplied by 1 

minus the state of the population, which weights the result by the proportion of those not 

experiencing bias in the population. 

Survival rate of a marketer experiencing bias given the state of the population at time t is: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ 1- 1- } 1- { 1- 1- }t t i i i i t i i i iq qψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψρ α α α α α α α α− − − −= + + + 111 (3.2) 

1. Survival Rate Higher For Those Not Experiencing Bias 

The first proposition I can state is that the survival rate of marketers not experiencing bias 

is always greater than the survival rate of marketers experiencing bias, ρt>ρt
ψ. The 

intuition is that all marketers, regardless of bias, are more likely to enter the mainstream 

than the niche. Marketers not experiencing bias enter the mainstream less and survive 

                                                 

111 The survival rate of a marketer experiencing bias at time t is equal to the chance of them gaining π(M) 

against a marketer experiencing bias, ( )1-i i
ψ ψα α− , plus the chance of them gaining π(N) against a 

marketer experiencing bias, ( )1- i i
ψ ψα α−  multiplied by the state of the population. This is added to the 

chance of them gaining π(M) against a marketer not experiencing bias, ( )1-i i
ψα α− , plus the chance of 

them gaining π(N) against a marketer not experiencing bias, ( )1- i i
ψα α−   multiplied by 1 minus the state 

of the population. 
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more because they avoid a percentage of the mainstream clashes that characterize 

outcomes involving those experiencing bias. 

Proposition 3. The survival rate of marketers experiencing bias is less than the survival 

rate of marketers not experiencing bias. ( t t
ψρ ρ> ) 

Proof: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Proposition:

Order of writing marketers does not matter so set & =

[ { 1- 1- } 1- { 1- 1- }]

[ { 1- 1- } 1- { 1- 1- }]

Which simplifies to

t t

i i i i

t t t i i i i t i i i i

t i i i i t i i i i

q q

q q

ψ

ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

ρ ρ

α α α α

ρ ρ α α α α α α α α

α α α α α α α α

− −

− − − −

>

=

− = + + +

− + + +

i t

: = ( - )[1- 2 2 ( - )]

Given  then - <0 therefore >0 iff [1- 2 2 ( - )]<0

Given > 0.5 then |2 |>1 and 1- 2 < 0

Given >  and q >0 then 2 ( - )< 0

[1- 2 2 ( - )]

t t i i i t i i

i i i i t t i t i i

i i i

i t i i

i t i i

q

q

q

q

ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ

ψ

ρ ρ α α α α α

α α α α ρ ρ α α α

α α α

α α α α

α α α

− +

> − +

+ <0

t t
ψρ ρ∴ >

 (3.3) 

2. State of the Population Mid-Period 

This state of the population qt together with the survival rates allows me to generate the 

state of the population in mid-period. This is the state of the population after survival but 

before replication which I have defined as qt+a. This represents the marketers 
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experiencing bias who survive to replicate as a proportion of the entire population who 

survive to replicate. 

To calculate the state of the population after survival but before replication use the 

survival rates of those experiencing bias and weight these by the proportion of those 

experiencing bias in the population at the beginning of the period. 

The state of the population after survival but before replication is: 

( )
=  

1-
t t

t a
t t t t

qq
q q

ψ

ψ

ρ
ρ ρ+ +

 (3.4) 

This state of the population mid period will be less than the state of the population at the 

beginning of the period. The survival stage always ensures qt+a is lower than qt but the 

magnitude of this effect is U-shaped, see 0 which maps the state of the population on the 

x-axis against the change in the state of the population from the survival phase on the y-

axis (qt+a- qt)112. 

The reason for the U shape is that the relative survival is frequency dependent. When bias 

is rare in the population, i.e. qt is low, those experiencing bias are unlikely to meet each 

other. This reduces a major cause of the marketers experiencing bias higher mortality. 

When bias is common, qt is high, the marketers not experiencing bias simply have limited 

significance in the total population. Those not experiencing bias may be surviving more 

but they make very little difference in the entire population. 

                                                 

112 For the graphs in the next few pages I use parameters that I will detail in an example section shortly. 
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Figure 48. Change in Population through Survival Alone 

 

Population change at qt=.3 

qt+a-qt=-.0035 

State of the Population at time t qt 
Change in State of Population 
qt+a-qt 
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B. Effect of Profitability/Replication on the Population 

1. Expected Profits 

As detailed above the expected profits of marketers experiencing (or not) bias are just the 

average realized profits from the single period model weighted by the state of the 

population. 

The expected profit of marketer i who is not experiencing bias given the state of the 

population at time t is: 

( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )

[ ( ) | ] {- ( ) 1- ( ) 1- - 1- 1- }

               + 1- {- ( ) 1- ( ) 1- - 1- 1- }

i
i i t t i i i i i i i i

t i i i i i i i i

E q q M N

q M N

ψ ψ ψ ψπ α κα α π α α π α α κ α α

κα α π α α π α α κ α α

−
− − − −

− − − − −

= + +

+ +
 (3.5) 

The expected profit of marketer i who is experiencing bias given the state of the 

population at time t is: 

( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )

[ ( ) | ] {- ( ) 1- ( ) 1- - 1- 1- }

               + 1- {- ( ) 1- ( ) 1- - 1- 1- }

i
i i t t i i i i i i i i

t i i i i i i i i

E q q M N

q M N

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ

π α κα α π α α π α α κ α α

κα α π α α π α α κ α α

−
− − − −

− − − −

= + +

+ +

 (3.6) 

Calculating the expected profits of a marketer pursuing a strategy influence by bias and 

comparing this to the expected profits given the strategy of a marketer is not influenced 

by bias allows a comparison of the expected profitability of each at any given state of the 

population. I find that in expected profit terms the strategy of the marketer not 

experiencing bias dominates the strategy of the market experiencing bias. 
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Proposition 4. The expected profit of a marketer experiencing bias is less than the 

expected profit of a marketer not experiencing bias, ( [ ( ) | ] [ ( ) | ]i i
i i t i i tE q E qψπ α π α− −< ). 

Proof: 

( )
( )

( )
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 (3.7) 

Proposition 4 comes automatically from the fact that those not experiencing bias are 

employing the Nash mixed strategy, chosen precisely to maximize expected profitability. 

The graph of expected profits (y-axis) for all states of the population (x-axis) is plotted in 

Figure 49. Note that marketers experiencing bias suffer more than those not experiencing 

bias when bias is more common in the population. This comes directly from Proposition 

2. Marketers experiencing bias have lower profitability when competing with those 
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experiencing bias than those not experiencing bias. Competing with a marketer 

experiencing bias hurts all but hurts those experiencing bias the most. 

Figure 49. Expected Profits Depending upon Whether Bias is Experienced 

 

2. Profitability Condition upon Survival 

By definition the profit calculation relevant to replication is profits conditional upon 

survival. I therefore calculate the expected profits conditional upon the fact that the 

marketer makes a profits, i.e. survives in the market. 

The population is divided into those who don’t survive who receive –κ, and those who 

survive, gain π(M) or π(N). I therefore I consider profits conditional upon both the state 

of the population and the marketer gaining π(M) or π(N) in the period. The expected 

profit for a marketer not experiencing bias conditional upon them surviving and the state 

of the population is: 
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( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
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The numerator of equation (3.8) is the profits of those not experiencing bias who gain 

π(M) or π(N) weighted by the state of the population. The denominator is survival rate of 

those not experiencing bias. Note that this gives us the weighted average profit of those 

marketers who do not experience bias and who survive. 

The expected profit for a marketer experiencing bias conditional upon them surviving and 

the state of the population is: 
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When I consider only surviving marketers the profits of those experiencing bias are 

higher than the profits of those not experiencing bias. The fact that conditional upon 

survival expected profits are higher for those experiencing bias allows for the possibility 

that bias may persist. Bias can only persist if the additional profit received by surviving 

marketers experiencing bias is sufficient to compensate for their lower survival rate. 

Those experiencing bias have higher expected profits conditional upon survival because 

they are more likely to have entered the mainstream position than those not experiencing 

bias. When they are lucky enough to survive they are more likely to be in the mainstream 

position. Therefore, the marketers experiencing bias have a greater average profitability 

in the less likely event that they are fortunate enough to survive. 
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Proposition 5. The expected profit of a surviving marketer experiencing bias is greater 

than the expected profit of a surviving marketer not experiencing bias 

( [ ( ) | , ( ), ( )] [ ( ) | , ( ), ( )])i i
i i t i i tE q M N E q M Nψπ α π π π α π π− −>  

Proof 

Call λM likelihood of a survivor being in the mainstream position if not experiencing bias 

and (1- λM) is likelihood of being in niche. Call λM
ψ likelihood of a survivor being in the 

mainstream position if experiencing bias and (1- λM
ψ) is likelihood of being in the niche. 
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 (3.10) 

Marketers who experience bias higher relative profitability conditional upon survival 

represents the differential replication rate of those experiencing bias. 

[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )]Differential Replication Rate
[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )]
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C. Change in Population over a Period 

Earlier I discussed that survival and replication describe the transition of a population of 

marketers from time t to time t+1. I combine these process to create the market selection 

mechanism that changes the population each period. I have already, in equation (3.4), 

calculated the state of the population after survival but before replication (qt+a). I now 

need to consider how the surviving population transitions through replication. This is the 

differential replication rate, equation (3.11). The proportion of marketers experiencing 

bias at time t+1, denoted qt+1, is equal to the proportion of those experiencing bias who 

survive to replicate, qt+a, weighted by the relative profitability of those experiencing bias: 

1
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=
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 (3.12) 

Equation (3.12) tells us that the state of the population going into the next period. The 

numerator is equal to the proportion of those experiencing bias after the survival phase 

multiplied by the differential replication rate -- the effect of the relative profitability of 

those who survive and experience bias compared to those who survive and don’t 

experience bias. The denominator gives us the entire population.113 

                                                 

113 Note I don’t have to adjust the population not experiencing bias, this is effectively normalized at 1 while 

I expand or contract the relative size of the population experiencing bias. 
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D. An Evolutionary Equilibrium Example 

1. Probability of an Entry Outcome Given the State of the Population 

I use the Nash mixed strategy entry probability, αi =5/9 from the single period example in 

part 1 of the dissertation. Take an arbitrary stating point say 50% of the population 

experiences bias, qt. I wish to calculate the chance that two marketers experiencing bias 

meet and the focal marketer gains a different position entry to the mainstream position. 

The chance of two marketers not experiencing bias meeting is (1-qt)*(1-qt) 

=50%*50%=25%. The chance of marketer gaining a different position entry to the 

mainstream given both the marketer and competitor do not experience bias is αi(1-αi).= 

5/9*(1-5/9) =20/81. Therefore I can calculate the chance of randomly selected marketer 

not experiencing bias, meeting another not experiencing bias and gaining a different 

position entry to the mainstream which is= (1-qt)*(1-qt)* αi(1-αi) = .25% * 20/81 = 5/81. 

2. Expected Profitability Given Bias and State of the Population 

The profit to a different position mainstream entry, π(M), is 3. The profits to a different 

position niche entry, π(M), is 2. A same position entry leads to a loss of -2, κ=2. The 

Nash mixed strategy entry probability, αi =5/9. The predicted mainstream profits when 

experiencing bias: ( )M ψπ =3.5. The predicted mainstream profits when experiencing 

bias: ( )N ψπ =1.5. The rationalizable mixed strategy  i
ψα  = 5.5/9. If we start with 50% of 

the population experiencing bias, qt. What is the expected profit of a marketer not 

experiencing bias? 
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The chance of meeting a competitor not experiencing bias = (1-qt) = 50%. The average 

realized profit when the marketer not experiencing bias meets a competitor not 

experiencing bias [ ( , )]i
i i iE π α α−

− is: 

[ ( , )] (1 ) ( ) (1 ) ( ) (1 )(1 )

5 5 5 4 4 5 4 4 22 3 2 2
9 9 9 99 9 9 9 9

i
i i i i i i i i i i iE M Nπ α α α α κ α α π α α π α α κ−

− − − − −= − + − + − − − −

=− + + − =
 (3.13) 

The average realized profit when the marketer not experiencing bias meets a competitor 

experiencing bias [ ( , )]i
i i iE ψπ α α−

−  is: 

[ ( , )] (1 ) ( ) (1 ) ( ) (1 )(1 )

5 5.5 5 3.5 4 5.5 4 3.5 12 3 2 2
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 69

i
i i i i i i i i i i iE M Nψ ψ ψ ψ ψπ α α α α κ α α π α α π α α κ−

− − − − −= − + − + − − − −

=− + + − =
 (3.14) 

The expected profit is the combination of the average realized profits weighted by the 

proportion of the population experiencing bias. 

[ ( ) | ] (1 ) [ ( , )] [ ( , )]

2 1 750% 50%
9 6 36

i i i
i i t t i i i t i i iE q q E q Eπ α π α α π α α− − −

− −= − +

= + =
 (3.15) 

3. Survival Rate Higher For Those Not Experiencing Bias 

Figure 50 maps the survival rates of marketers experiencing bias and not experiencing 

bias using this example’s parameters. Note that survival rates always decline with qt. This 

tells us that when bias is more common in the population any given marketer is more 

likely to draw a marketer experiencing bias as a competitor. This leads to a greater 

average mainstream entry probability by competitors and through this to more same 
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position entries in the mainstream positions. Increased same position entries lead to lower 

survival rates for any marketer who competes in a population of greater levels of bias. To 

illustrate this I pick an arbitrary starting point for the state of the population, qt=.3, 30% 

of marketers experience bias at time t. At qt=.3 survival rates are ρt
ψ=.484 and ρt=.492. As 

expected from Proposition 3 those marketers not experiencing bias have a greater 

probability of survival. The x-axis is the state of the population at the beginning of the 

period, qt, and the y-axis is the survival rates, ρt
ψ & ρt. The survival rate when not 

experiencing bias is higher at all states of the population. The survival rate at qt can be 

read by finding qt =.3 on the x-axis and reading the survival rate off the y-axis. 

Figure 50. Survival Rates Are Always Higher When Not Experiencing Bias 
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4. State of the Population after Survival Phase but Before Replication 

I calculate, qt+a, the proportion of marketers experiencing bias in the population who 

survive to replicate given the initial state of the population. The arbitrary state of the 

population I chose was qt=.3, survival rates are ρt
ψ=.484 and ρt=.492. 

qt+a=(.3*.484)/(.3*.484+.7*.492)=.2965. 

As predicted qt+a<qt. The change in the population is a reduction in those in the 

population experiencing bias. The state of the population – which measured the 

proportion experiencing bias in the population -- has fallen from 30% to 29.65% of 

marketers experiencing bias. Clearly if survival were the only process those experiencing 

bias would be driven from the population. 

5. Expected Profits at a Given State of the Population 

Using the arbitrary starting state of the population qt=.3 the expected profit of a marketer 

not experiencing bias is: 

[ ( ) | ] (1 ) [ ( , )] [ ( , )]

2 170% 30%
9 6

.2056

i

i i i
i i t t i i i t i iE q q E q E ψπ α π α α π α α

−

− − −
−= − +

= +

=

 (3.16) 

The expected profit of a marketer experiencing bias is: 

[ ( ) | ] (1 ) [ ( , )] [ ( , )]

2 1.2570% 30%
9 9

.197

i i i i

i i i
i t t i i t iE q q E q Eψ ψ ψ ψπ α π α α π α α

−

− − −
−= − +

= +

=

 (3.17) 
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6. Profits Conditional Upon Survival 

The profits of a marketer not experiencing bias conditional upon them surviving are: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

{ ( ) 1- ( ) 1- }

1- { ( ) 1- ( ) 1- }
[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )]

{ 1- 1- }

1- { 1- 1- }

5 3.5 4 5.5 5 4 4 5.3{3 2 } .7{3 2 }
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 2.4835 3.5 4 5.5 5 4 4 5.3{ } .7{ }
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

t i i i i

t i i i ii
i i t

t i i i i

t i i i i

q M N

q M N
E q M N

q

q

ψ ψ

ψ ψ

π α α π α α

π α α π α α
π α π π

α α α α

α α α α

− −

− −−

− −

− −

+

+ +
=

+

+ +

+ + +
= =

+ + +

 (3.18) 

The profits of a marketer experiencing bias conditional upon them surviving are:
 

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

{ ( ) 1- ( ) 1- }

1- { ( ) 1- ( ) 1- }
[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )]

{ 1- 1- }

1- { 1- 1- }

5.5 3.5 3.5 5.5 5.5 4 3.5 5.3{3 2 } .7{3 2 }
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9

5.5 3.5 3.5 5.5.3{
9 9 9 9

t i i i i

t i i i ii
i i t

t i i i i

t i i i i

q M N

q M N
E q M N

q

q

ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ
ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ

π α α π α α

π α α π α α
π α π π

α α α α

α α α α

− −

− −−

− −

− −

+

+ +
=

+

+ +

+ + +
=

+
2.5405.5 4 3.5 5} .7{ }

9 9 9 9

=
+ +

  (3.19) 

Figure 51 plots expected profits conditional upon survival. 
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Figure 51. Survivors’ Expected Profitability Conditional upon Survival 

 

Figure 52 plots the relative profitability of those experiencing bias compared to the index 

of those not experiencing bias. Note those experiencing bias have greater and greater 

relative profits as those experiencing bias in the population become a greater and greater 

proportion of the population. The intuition for this is as those experiencing bias are a 

greater proportion those not experiencing bias are very likely to be in the niche should 

they survive and so earn π(N) which is relatively less than those experiencing bias who 

gain a relatively even split between π(M) and π(N). The profits of those experiencing bias 

conditional upon survival change relative to those not experiencing bias at a given 

proportion of the population. The survivors experiencing bias have profits 1.023 times the 

profits of those not experiencing bias at qt=.3, 2.540 1.023
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Figure 52. Survivors’ Relative Profitability – Differential Replication Rate 

 

7. Change in Population Over a Full Period 

In the running example using the state of the population after survival but before 

replication, qt+a, it is possible to calculate qt+1, the state of the population at the end of the 

period:
( )1

.2965*1.023 .3013
.2965*1.023 .7035tq + = =

+
. The proportion of marketers experiencing 

bias in the population increased from t to t+1 by .0013, (.3 → .3013). 

The new state of the population is 30.13% of marketers experiencing bias, an increase 

from the 30% of marketers that started the period. 
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II. EXISTENCE OF AN EVOLUTIONARY 

EQUILIBRIUM WHERE BIAS PERSISTS 

I consider whether the population can have a positive proportion of marketers 

experiencing bias and be in equilibrium. My solution concept is that the population is 

stable given the strategies represented in the population (Maynard Smith 1982). An 

equilibrium where bias persists exists if the impact of the survival and replication 

processes perfectly offset one another. 

In my example replication more than offsets survival which tells us that the proportion of 

marketers experiencing bias in the population will grow. I am now interested in finding if 

the processes can perfectly offset. Given the dynamic -- that the survival phase drives 

down the proportion of those experiencing bias (Proposition 3) and the replication phase 

drives them back up (Proposition 5) -- I expect only one equilibrium in each market. This 

equilibrium will be either a single point where the state of population is stable or a corner 

solution where none, or even all, of the population experience bias. The precise 

parameters will determine the nature of the solution. 

Proposition 6. An equilibrium in which a stable percentage of the population experience 

out-group homogeneity bias can persist over time despite a market selection process 

that punishes failure and rewards success based upon profitability. 

I use equation (3.4) to calculate how the state of the population changes from the initial 

state in the survival phase, qt to qt+a. I use equation (3.12) to calculate how the state of the 
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population changes from the end of the survival phase through the replication phase, qt+a 

to qt+1. Finding where these processes offset each other and hence where the proportion 

of marketers experiencing bias does not change as a net result of these processes will 

prove that bias can persist in a market. 

1. Existence Proof: An Equilibrium Where Bias Persists 

Continuing the  example the equilibrium is 80% of the marketers experiencing bias. 

To see this let qt=.8. 

Survival rates are ρt
ψ=.478 ρt=.489 at qt=.8 so .8*.478 .796

.8*.478 .2*.489t aq + = =
+

 

After the survival phase but before the replication phase 79.6% of the population 

experience bias. 

The relative profitability benefits those experiencing bias 

[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )] 1.0233
[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )]

i
i i t

i
i i t

E q M N
E q M N

ψπ α π π
π α π π

−

− = . 

This relative profitability can be applied to the state of the population after survival. So 

the state of the population at the end of the period: 

1
796*1.0233. .8

.796*1.0233 0.204tq + = =
+

 

After survival and replication the state of the population is 80% experience bias the same 

as at the beginning of the period and is an equilibrium where bias persists qt=qt+1. 
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Figure 53. Change in Population Over Single Period Given State of the Population at Time t 
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Figure 53 plots on the y-axis the state of the population at time t+1 minus the state of the 

population at time t, i.e. qt+1-qt. The x-axis is the state of the population at time t. When 

the plot crosses the x axis qt equals qt+1. It is at this point that an equilibrium exists. The 

state of the population does not change over the full period and the state of the population 

can thus be said to be in equilibrium. Given there is a positive level of bias, qt≠0, the bias 

can be said to persist in a world with the parameters I use in the example. 

Figure 53 highlights the concept of frequency dependence. When bias is rare, i.e. qt is 

low, those experiencing bias replicate at a rate exceeding that needed to compensate for 

their lower survival rate. Therefore the proportion of marketers experiencing bias is 

greater at time t+1 than t, qt+1>qt. When bias is common, qt is high, the profits of those 

experiencing bias cannot compensate for their lower survival rate. Bias becomes rarer, 

qt+1<qt. When bias is common in the population those experiencing bias perform 

relatively worse than those not experiencing bias. Performance depends upon the bias in 

the population, performance is frequency dependent. 

Parameter values are critical to the bias’ persistence, changing the equilibrium state of the 

population and even if an equilibrium can exist. The profits of survivors experiencing 

bias must be high enough to compensate for the lower survival rates. To consider if bias 

will be removed from markets I need to know more about the market and marketer114. 

                                                 

114 Note that this result is not driven by entry being the dominant option .To test this he modeler must make 

some assumption about what happens to marketers who do not enter. See appendix XI page 455 for details 

and confirmation that bias persistence can still occur when entry is not dominant. 
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A. Full Transition Process 

Combining survival and replication  and using rationalizable and Nash mixed strategies 

devised earlier and modeling bias as ψ, a simple addition to the predicted mainstream 

profits and a subtraction from the predicted niche profits, the full transition process is. 

( )( )( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )

( )( )( )

2

1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

t
t t

t
t t

N M N M
q

N M N M q M N q
q

M N N q M q

π κ π π π κ

π π κ π κ π ψ π π ψ

π π π κ ψ κ π ψ+

+ + + 
 
 + − − + + + − + =

+ + − + +
 (3.20) 

The change of the state of the population over a period, qt+1-qt. equals: 

1
( -1) ( ( ( )- ( ))+( ( )+ ( )) )

( )( ( )+ ( )) ( + - )( + ( )+ )
t t t

t t
t t

q q N M N M qq q
NN M q M q

ψ π π π π ψ
ππ π ψ πκ ψ

κ
κ+ − =  (3.21) 

Notice that the change in a period is negative unless the absolute value of 

( ( )- ( ))N Mπκ π is larger than ( ( )+ ( )) tN M qπ π ψ 115. This helps us see why strong bias 

are more quickly driven from the population. When the strength of the bias increases, ψ, 

all else equal the state of the population will have less bias. Similarly when the state of 

the population is a high level of bias, qt is large, this exerts a downward pressure. When 

one side of equation moves out of the line with the other there is but one direction for the 

model to go in so there can only be one equilibrium in this models where116

( ( )- ( ))N Mπκ π = -( ( )+ ( )) tN M qπ π ψ  

                                                 

115 The denominator has only positive items and so is positive. ( -1)t tq qψ  is always negative as qt<1. 

116 Check the example: ( ( )- ( ))N Mπκ π =2(2-3)=-2 and ( ( )+ ( )) tN M qπ π ψ =(2+3).8.5=2. 
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B. Robustness of Equilibrium Where Bias Persists 

My aim was to show bias could persist but have I uncovered unusual parameters that 

throw up an aberrant result? I consider whether an equilibrium where bias persists is 

robust to changing the parameters in the example and find the existence of an equilibrium 

is surprisingly robust to changes in the strength of bias. Here I define bias strength as the 

effect on predicted profit after a different position entry of the bias. For instance changing 

only the strength of bias in the example an equilibrium of 26.7% of marketers 

experiencing bias persists where a bias distorts profit projections by three times as much, 

i.e.  +/-1.5 so ( )M ψπ =4.5 and ( )N ψπ =.5. Using the example’s parameters Figure 54 

graphs on the x-axis strength of bias (ψ) which is modeled as a parameter directly added 

to predictions of π(M)and directly subtracted from predictions of π(N). The y-axis is 

population change in the period, so qt+1-qt. The lines represent starting populations qt. 

Thus the line where the starting population qt=.1 of the population experiencing bias 

increases the proportion of those experiencing bias at all bias levels up to ψ=2117.  

The figure also tells us about the existence of equilibrium. The plotted lines represent the 

state of the population at the beginning of the period. They show how the population will 

change at various levels of bias. The line crosses the x-axis at the equilibrium, i.e. the 

state of the population change in the period=0. 

                                                 

117 It is not possible to have a stronger bias in this model because ψ=2 in this model makes ( )N ψπ =0 and 

hence the perceived game changes for the marketers experiencing bias. 
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Figure 54. Effect of Bias on Population Change at Given State of Population 
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Where bias is low in the population, qt=.1, no equilibrium is possible over the range of 

bias considered. The plotted line tells us that the level of bias in the population always 

increases. Consider however the line which represents when the state of the population 

starts at 30% bias. This plotted line crosses the x-axis when bias is +/-1.33. So qt = qt+1 

and at qt=.3 the equilibrium is 30% of the population experiencing bias. 

1. How State of Population and Bias Strength Interact 

It is possible to consider how the strength of bias interacts with the state of the 

population. In Figure 55 I plot a 3 dimensional view of the effect of the initial state of the 

population and the strength of bias on change in state of the population during a period. 

The conclusion is that very strong biases are less likely to persist than more moderate 

biases. Furthermore when there are very strong biases the state of the population is driven 

quickly towards less bias in the population when the state of the population is a large 

proportion of marketers experiencing bias. The most beneficial circumstances for the 

increases in the level of bias in the population is when there is a moderate strength of bias 

and a relatively low starting level of bias in the initial population. 

Numerous alternative parameters illustrate the existence of an equilibrium. There was 

nothing particularly special about the parameters I chose as persistence is robust to a wide 

range of parameters. Indeed the costs and profits from different position entry (true 

market sizes) can also be modified. Take when costs are lower κ=1, profits are π(M)=5, 

π(N)=3 and bias increases mainstream and decreases niche projections by 1. The 

equilibrium is then 25% of marketers experiencing bias. 
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Figure 55. Bias Strength and State of Population Drive Population Changes 
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2. Bias Can Take Over the Population of Marketers 

I am now ready to make a stronger statement. That far from the standard assumption that 

bias is driven from the market always applying it is possible that bias drives those not 

experiencing bias from the population. The state of the population can become every 

marketer experiencing bias, qt=1. To be explicit I will show that marketers experiencing 

bias can take over the population. To see this take the core example’s parameters but set 

strength of bias at a relatively low level +/-.1. The bias at this level impacts decisions but 

doesn’t produce debilitating poor market size projections. 

The greater replication of those experiencing bias overwhelms the greater survival rate of 

those not experiencing bias at all levels of qt. Those experiencing bias therefore become a 

higher and higher proportion of the population, qt+1>qt at all levels of qt. This is shown in 

Figure 56 where the x-axis is the state of the population at qt and the y axis is the change 

in the level of bias in the population over the period, qt+1-qt. Note this change is always 

positive. The level of bias in the population increases regardless of the level of bias in the 

population. The limit of this rise is 1, the entire population experiencing bias. 

The greater replication of those experiencing bias overwhelms the greater survival rate of 

those not experiencing bias at all levels of qt. Those experiencing bias become a higher 

and higher proportion of the population and eventually totally overrun the population of 

marketers not experiencing bias. Bias takes over this market. 
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Figure 56. Bias Can Take Over the Population of Marketers 
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II. POPULATION IMPLICATIONS OF CONSISTENT 

CONJECTURES 

As noted in part one of the dissertation if marketer always had consistent conjectures this 

will influence their entry choices. I therefore develop a model that shows the effect of 

bias on the population of marketers in such a world. I use the same transition processes, 

survival and replication, as earlier. As in the extension to part one I underline variables 

that reflect that a marketer has consistent conjectures. 

1. Survival Implications of Consistent Conjectures 

Where marketers have consistent conjectures then survival rates are generally higher. 

When marketers meet another who is unlike them then whether they possess bias can 

separate them. The marketers experiencing bias enters the mainstream position and the 

marketer not experiencing bias enters the niche position. Thus given consistent 

conjectures both marketers survive when they meet a marketer unlike them. Same 

position entries only arise when two marketers who are similar meet. Here there is no 

way to split the marketers and they play the mixed strategies developed earlier. 

The survival rate of a marketer not experiencing bias who has consistent conjectures is: 

( ) ( ) ( )1- { 1- 1- }t t t i i i iq qρ α α α α− −= + +  (3.22) 

Note that when a marketer not experiencing bias meets one experiencing bias both 

survive. In equation (3.22) therefore hence there is no need to go beyond the probability 

that the marketer meets a marketer experiencing bias for the probability of surviving: qt. 
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It is only when the marketer meets a competitor not experiencing bias (1- qt) that the 

probability of a different position outcome must be calculated, ( ) ( )1- 1-i i i iα α α α− −+ . 

The survival rate of a marketer experiencing bias who has consistent conjectures is: 

( ) ( ) ( ){ 1- 1- } 1-t t i i i i tq qψ ψ ψ ψ ψρ α α α α− −= + +  (3.23) 

Note that when a marketer experiencing bias meets one not experiencing bias both 

survive and hence there is no need to go beyond the probability that the marketer meets a 

marketer not experiencing bias for the probability of surviving: 1-qt. 

The survival implications, unlike in my core model, are not always in favor of those not 

experiencing bias. Proposition 3, that those not experiencing bias have a higher survival 

rate, does not always hold but when this is violated it means those who experience bias 

survive at least as much. This increased relative survival of those experiencing bias is 

favorable to the persistence of bias. Where there are very few marketers experiencing 

bias in the population a marketer’s survival chances are actually higher if they experience 

bias. Those experiencing bias are very likely to meet a marketer not experiencing bias as 

they are the bulk of the population and so those experiencing bias rarely die in such 

circumstances. Conversely when there are very high levels of bias in the population not 

experiencing bias increases the marketer’s chances of survival. 

Given the marketer and competitor use the same strategy at a given level of bias I replace 

with & withi i i i
ψ ψα α α α− − and calculate the difference between survival rates. 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 2

1- { 1- 1- } [

1 2 2

{ 1- 1- } 1- ]

2 2 2 2 2

t t t t i i i i t i i i i t

i i i t i t i t i t

q q q q

q q qq q

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ

ρ ρ α α α α α α α α

α α α α α α

− − − −

− + − + − + − +

− = + + − + +

=
 (3.24) 

Let qt→0, i.e. there approaches none of the population experiencing bias. 

2f 0 1 2 2it t t i iqψρ ρ α α− → = − + −  (3.25) 

Given .5< iα <1 then equation (3.25) shows us that -.5<( t t
ψρ ρ− )<0. This is always 

negative, showing survival rates are always higher for those experiencing bias when the 

state of the population approaches no marketers experiencing bias. Those experiencing 

bias can have higher survival rates in the world where marketers know whether their 

competitor experiences bias. 

Proposition 7. The survival rate of marketers experiencing bias can be higher in a world 

of consistent conjectures. 

Note that the difference gets more positive as the level of bias in the population increases. 

I shows this by taking the derivate of the difference in survival rates as the state of the 

population increases – a greater proportion of the population experience bias. 

2 22 2 2 2
(

2
)t t

i i i i
tq

ψ
ψ ψρ ρ

α α α α− + −
−

+
∂

=∂  (3.26) 

Given .5< i i
ψα α< <1 then equation (3.26) is always positive. The survival rate of those 

not experiencing bias always improves relative to those experiencing bias when the state 

of the population, the proportion of marketers who experience bias qt, increases. This is 

shown in Figure 57. 
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Figure 57. Survival Rates Where Marketers Know Whether Competitor 

Experiences Bias 

 

 

Using the parameters from the running example in the core model I plot the effect of 

survival on the state of the population given marketers know whether their competitor 

experiences bias. 

Figure 58 show us this fascinating result that when marketers know whether their 

competitor experiences bias then survival is not only frequency dependent but there 

would be an equilibrium level of bias if survival were the only transition process. 
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Figure 58. Change in Population through Survival but before Replication 
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2. Expected Profit Implications of Consistent Conjectures 

The expected profits for a marketer not experiencing bias where the marketers have 

consistent conjectures is: the chance of meeting a competitor experiencing bias, qt, 

multiplied by the profits that are gained when they meet a competitor experiencing bias -- 

this is always a different position entry to the niche ( )Nπ plus the chance of meeting a 

competitor not experiencing bias (1- qt) multiplied by the expected profits when meeting 

a competitor experiencing bias,

( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) 1- ( ) 1- - 1- 1-i i i i i i i iM Nκα α π α α π α α κ α α− − − −+ + . Note that this is the average 

realized profits of a marketer not experiencing bias who meets a competitor not 

experiencing bias from part one of the dissertation: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ( ) | ]  ( )+ 1- {- ( ) 1- ( ) 1- - 1- 1- }i
i i t t t i i i i i i i iE q q N q M Nπ α π κα α π α α π α α κ α α−

− − − −= + +  (3.27) 

The expected profit of a marketer experiencing bias where all have consistent conjectures 

is: the chance of meeting a competitor not experiencing bias, (1-qt), multiplied by the 

profits that are gained when they meet a competitor experiencing bias -- this is always a 

different position entry to the mainstream ( )Mπ plus the chance of meeting a competitor 

experiencing bias qt multiplied by the expected profits when meeting such a competitor,

( ) ( ) ( )( )- ( ) 1- ( ) 1- - 1- 1-i i i i i i i iM Nψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψκα α π α α π α α κ α α− − − −+ + . Note that this is the 

average realized profits when marketers experiencing bias compete: 

( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )

[ ( ) | ] {- ( ) 1-

( ) 1- - 1- 1- } 1- ( )

i
i i t t i i i i

i i i i t

E q q M

N q M

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ

π α κα α π α α

π α α κ α α π

−
− −

− −

= +

+ +
 (3.28) 
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Proposition 4 that expected profits are higher for those not experiencing bias, is 

sometimes violated. Where this violation of Proposition 4 happens it is in a direction 

favorable to the persistence of bias. Expected profits for a marketer experiencing bias can 

be higher because at low levels of bias in the population those experiencing bias 

outperform those not experiencing bias. Those not experiencing bias have a high 

proportion of same position entries whereas those experiencing bias almost always gain 

the mainstream payoff as the competitor they meet almost always does not experience 

bias and so cedes the mainstream position to the marketer experiencing bias. 

Figure 59. Expected Profits Are Not Always Higher When Not Experiencing Bias 

 

Considering Figure 59 note that when the state of the population is almost no bias, qt→0, 

the marketer experiencing bias expects profits of close to ( ) 3Mπ = , they almost always 
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gain a different position entry to the mainstream. The marketer not experiencing bias 

almost always meets a competitor not experiencing bias so the expected profit is close to 

the Nash mixed strategy expected profit, 
2( ) ( ) 2

( ) ( ) 2 9
M N

M N
π π κ
π π κ

−
=

+ +
. 

When the state of the population has almost all the marketers experiencing bias, qt→1, 

the marketer not experiencing bias expects profits of close to ( ) 2Nπ = , they almost 

always gain a different position entry to the niche. The marketer experiencing bias almost 

always meets another marketer experiencing bias so the expected profit is close to their 

single period average realized profit against a marketer experiencing bias, 



 



 

ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ
2+κ +κ 5+ +2κ)[ κ

36+ +
(M) ) (M)( (M) (N) -( ) ]-

2κ +(M) (N) (M) (N) +2κ
π ππ π

π π π π
= . 

This paper focuses on a strong market selection mechanism where failure is “death” as 

such I consider expected profits conditional upon survival which determine replication. 

The expected profit of a marketer not experiencing bias conditional upon survival is: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) 1- { ( ) 1- ( ) 1- }
[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )]

1- { 1- 1- }
t t i i i ii

i i t
t t i i i i

q N q M N
E q M N

q q
π π α α π α α

π α π π
α α α α

− −−

− −

+ +
=

+ +
 (3.29) 

The expected profit of a marketer experiencing bias conditional upon survival is: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

{ ( ) 1- ( ) 1- } 1- ( )
[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )]

{ 1- 1- } 1-
t i i i i ti

i i t
t i i i i t

q M N q M
E q M N

q q

ψ ψ ψ ψ
ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ

π α α π α α π
π α π π

α α α α
− −−

− −

+ +
=

+ +

 (3.30) 

The good news is that the original proof of Proposition 5 still holds. Conditional upon 

their survival marketers experiencing bias have a higher expected profit at all states of the 
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population. This is shown in Figure 60. The intuition is that marketers experiencing bias 

are more likely to be found occupying the mainstream position if they are lucky enough 

to survive. The fact that survival rates may be much higher in this world does not 

influence the fact that when they do survive the marketers experiencing bias is relatively 

more likely to be occupying the mainstream position and the marketer not experiencing 

bias is relatively more likely to be occupying the niche position. 

Figure 60. Expected Profits Conditional Upon Survival 

 

Figure 61 shows the relative replication rates which are the expected profits conditional 

upon survival. Note that the value is always greater than one. Those experiencing bias 

always replicate more. 
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Figure 61. Relative Replication Rate 

 

3. An Equilibrium Where Bias Persists Always Occurs 

At low levels of bias in the population those experiencing bias have greater survival rates 

and greater expected profits both conditional upon survival and unconditionally. An 

equilibrium where bias persists is therefore clearly possible. Proposition 6 does hold; 

indeed I can adopt a stronger proposition. This is because at very low levels of bias in the 

population those experiencing bias both survive at a higher rate and have higher expected 

profits conditional upon surviving. Both transition processes from qt→ qt+a and from 

qt+a→ qt+1 increase the level of bias in the population. Bias can never be driven from 

markets where marketers know whether others experience bias. 

Figure 62 shows the equilibrium generated by the parameters in this example. 
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Figure 62. Change in the Population Over a Single Period 
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The equilibrium has some interesting characteristics. Despite the changes in assumptions 

from consistent conjectures all seeming to favor the persistence of bias the equilibrium 

level of bias in the population can actually be lower than in the core model where 

marketers may have inconsistent conjectures. The reason for this is that meeting those 

experiencing bias has a relatively even more damaging effect on marketers experiencing 

bias than in the world outlined in the core model. Here when those not experiencing bias 

meet a marketer experiencing bias they never “die”. Therefore at high levels of bias in the 

population the advantage of not experiencing is very large. At low levels of bias in the 

population the advantage of experiencing bias is very large. This causes the equilibrium 

to be driven towards a middling level of bias in the population unlike in the world where 

everyone assumes others have the same projections that they do. An equilibrium where 

bias persists is the only equilibrium possible where players experiencing and not 

experiencing bias exist in the initial population and they know whether their competitor 

experiences bias. 

Proposition 8. Where marketers know whether their competitor experiences bias an 

equilibrium where the state of the population has a positive level of bias must exist. 

Proof: 

a) State of Population Approaches No Bias 

The survival rates in a world of consistent conjectures when the state of the population 

approaches no one experiencing bias approaches those detailed below. 

Survival Rate: Not experiencing bias: ( ) ( ){ 1- 1- }t i i i iρ α α α α− −→ + . 
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Survival Rate: Experiencing bias 1t
ψρ → . 

Note that here the survival rate when experiencing bias must always be greater than the 

survival rate not experiencing bias. 

The replication rate (expected profitability conditional upon survival) in a world of 

consistent conjectures when the state of the population approaches no one experiencing 

bias approaches those detailed below: 

Expected profit not experiencing bias conditional upon survival: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) 1- ( ) 1-
[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )]

1- 1-
i i i ii

i i t
i i i i

M N
E q M N

π α α π α α
π α π π

α α α α
− −−

− −

+
=

+
 

Expected profit experiencing bias conditional upon survival:

[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )] ( )i
i i tE q M N Mψπ α π π π− =  

The replication rate experiencing bias is greater than the replication rate not experiencing 

bias. (π(M) must be greater than a weighted combination of π(M)& π(N) given π(M)> 

π(N). Given both transition processes, survival and replication, favor a greater level of 

bias in the population then the level of bias rises. Bias can never be driven from this 

market. 

b) State of Population Approaches All Experience Bias 

The reverse effect happens when the proportion of bias in the population approaches 1. 

Those not experiencing bias are relatively more likely to survive. The survival rates in a 

world of consistent conjectures when the state of the population approaches all 

experiencing bias approaches those detailed below: 
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Survival Rate: Not experiencing bias: 1tρ →  

Survival Rate: Experiencing bias: ( ) ( )1- 1-t i i i i
ψ ψ ψ ψ ψρ α α α α− −= +  

Given i i
ψ ψα α−=  the maximum survival rate is 50% as i

ψα →.5. 

The replication rate (expected profitability conditional upon survival) in a world of 

consistent conjectures when the state of the population approaches all experiencing bias 

approaches those detailed below: 

The marketer not experiencing bias (effectively) always wins the niche position when 

there is minimal bias in the population. The expected profits conditional upon survival for 

a marketer not experiencing bias are: [ ( ) | , ( ), ( )] ( )i
i i tE q M N Nπ α π π π− = . 

This is less that the expected profits conditional upon survival for a marketer 

experiencing bias which are a weighted combination of mainstream and niche position 

payoffs. 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) 1- ( ) 1-
[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )]

1- 1-
i i i ii

i i t
i i i i

M N
E q M N

ψ ψ ψ ψ
ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ

π α α π α α
π α π π

α α α α
− −−

− −

+
=

+
. 

The full transition process from qt to qt+1 is equal to a combination of equations (3.4) and 

(3.12). I am interested where qt→1 and know that the those who do not experience bias 

~always survive and gain π(N). 

Let i i
ψ ψα α−=  as order does not matter. 

All those experiencing bias survive so: 

( (1 ) (1 ) ))
( (1 ) (1 ) )) (1 )

t i i i i
t a

t i i i i t

qq
q q

ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ

α α α α
α α α α+

− + −
=

− + − + −  
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Substitute qt+a into the transition formula from qt+a → qt+1. 

1
(1 - )  ( ) + (1 - )  ( )

( )
i i i i

t
N Mq

N

ψ ψ ψ ψα α π α α π
π+ =  

The derivative of the state of the population at the end of the period in respect of the entry 

strategy of the marketers experiencing bias shows the effect of changes in entry 

probability on the state of the population. 

1
(1 - 2 ) ( ) + (1 -2 ) ( )

( )
i it

i

N Mq
N

ψ ψ

ψ
α π α π

α π
+∂ =
∂

 (3.31) 

We know .5i
ψα >  and 1 0.t

i

q
ψα

+∂∴ <
∂

 

Given the equation (3.31) we can say that the state of the population will be maximized 

as .5i
ψα → . Although .5i

ψα ≠  let us test .5i
ψα =  to see if the state of the population can 

equal one in such circumstances. 

1 1
0 ( ) + 0 ( )If .5 to see if  then 

( )i t t
N Mq q

N
ψ π πα

π+ += =  (3.32) 

The state of the population where the proportion of those experiencing bias is equal to 

one is not possible when .5i
ψα =  and from equation (3.31) we know that the state of the 

population declines as i
ψα  increases above .5. It is not possible for bias to be driven out 

of this market but neither can bias take over this market. 
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III. SUMMARY OF KEY RESULTS: EVOLUTIONARY 

MODEL 

The key result from the evolutionary model is that equilibria where bias persists can be 

found despite the assumption of a strong market selection mechanism. The reason that 

this occurs is that although those experiencing bias are more likely to fail they tend to 

earn more profit when they do happen to succeed. It is possible for the bias to survive in a 

population despite the fact that all marketers are attempting to maximize their profits and 

bias interferes with this aim. 

I also note that my assumption that marketers may have inconsistent conjectures is not 

what drives this result. I show that when marketers have consistent conjectures the 

proposition I develop is even stronger. In a world of consistent conjectures not only can  

bias persist but bias must persist. 
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IV. EVOLUTIONARY MODEL DISCUSSION 

1. Why Use Survival and Replication and Not Just Expected Value? 

The conditional statement – profitability of marketers who survive to replicate -- is 

important to this model. There are other potential ways to generate a transition process 

including expected value. Here I explain why I chose to model the transition process as a 

two stage process. Firstly evolutionary models tend to assume all actors die each period 

and thus there is no need for a death process – death simply happens to all to clear a path 

for the next generation (Maynard Smith 1982). This is a problematic assumption for 

business because firms, unlike organic actors, do not have a built in expiration date. 

Additionally when business academics speak of evolution the term is used over a much 

shorter period than genetic evolution which can take millions of years. The business 

assumption that markets drive towards efficient outcomes requires a much more speedy 

evolutionary process – which is theoretically possible given evolution in the market isn’t 

constrained to genetic change. If business changes quickly the assumption that 

generations won’t overlap is a problematic one which is resolved by my addition of a 

death phase. 

The replication phase I use is typical in evolutionary processes and models the rate at 

which members of the population reproduce. In biology the number of offspring is often 

modeled. More precisely models consider reproductive value/fitness and not just 

offspring (McElreath & Boyd 2007). Reproductive fitness is a broader idea which takes 
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into account factors beyond just the simple number of offspring. For instance there may 

be more reproductive value in evolutionary terms of having a small number of healthy 

children than a larger number of sickly children. Thus sheer numbers of children while a 

clear concept does not fully capture the evolutionary calculus. Reproductive fitness is the 

term that the biological actors (usually not consciously) maximize. It is however a term 

with different properties than profits. It must be non-negative – for instance negative 

offspring is not a meaningful concept. From a genetic transmission point of view in a 

simple parent child model the worst that an actor in the model can do is have no 

offspring. There are no genes transferred if there are no children. There are never 

negative genes transferred – it just doesn’t make sense to talk about negative numbers of 

offspring. 

This non-negative property of offspring, and reproductive value, is not true of profits. 

Losses are possible and vital for a market mechanism to work. These losses are 

qualitatively different to profits in a world were marketers go out of business. After 

having approached all possible sources of funds, including loans and credit cards, having 

$1 less than is needed to stay in business is not “close” to having enough to stay in 

business. It is effectively the same as having $1 million less than is needed to stay in 

business – it is not enough to stay in business. If market forces are to weed out failing 

marketers then losses must have consequences that are categorically different to profits. 

This is why I have adopted the two stage approach to my evolutionary model. A simple 

one stage approach does not capture this complexity of the market. 
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2. Social Consequences 

While the reduced profits that come along with the presence of bias in a population of 

marketers are clearly a problem for profit maximizing managers the effects on consumers 

are more ambiguous. There are two broad consequences for consumers from the model: 

1. Bias increases competition in mainstream positions. Mainstream consumers in out-

groups benefit by being more likely to be supplied at marginal cost. 

2. Bias reduces entry to niche positions in out-groups leaving more consumers un-

served. Consumers who would buy products are not offered any. 

Thinking beyond the implications of this model social psychology, with good reason, 

treats out-group homogeneity bias as a branch of the study of prejudice. A wider view of 

the bias across marketing and society indicates our tendency to see less variation in 

groups that we do not identify with encourages the use of stereotypes. The employment 

of stereotypes can cause significant social problems and from a practical business 

perspective alienates consumers. 

Given that the bias can persist in equilibrium we may expect to see bias exhibited in 

marketers’ choices. The approach I take casts some doubt on any optimistic assumptions 

that market selection is sufficient to rid any market of problems associated with 

prejudice. 

3. Managerial Implications 

The fact that bias can persist in equilibrium leads us to conclude that managers need to 

consider not only their own bias but the possibility that their competitor may be 
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experiencing bias. This makes strategic decisions even more complex than they are often 

modeled to be. 

In drawing inspiration from evolutionary game theory I show a further application of 

game theory in marketing. I show how psychological and behavioral economics insights 

could matter in markets. I show that marketers need not be Homo Economicus and that 

marketers who have more modest abilities can survive in equilibrium. 

That bias can persist is not a plea for more bias. Despite its persistence, bias causes 

marketers to realize less profit on average over time and so a profit-maximizing marketer 

should work on removing his or her personal bias. This work rejects the notion that what 

survives is the best strategy as profit maximization and survival are not the same concept 

(Dutta & Radner 1999). 

4. Evolutionary Model Further Research 

A potential area for future research might be signaling. Once we recognize that bias may 

persist in a population of marketers despite market selection a logical follow up question 

is whether my competitor experiences bias. Once people start thinking this way the 

competitor might want to suggest that they in fact experience bias and hence the focal 

marketer should cede to them the mainstream position. This is of course the basic idea 

behind mutually assured destruction -- my opponent must believe that I am crazy enough 

to destroy the world for the threat to work. A leader who could appear crazy enough to do 

that would have advantages (Schelling 1960, Acemoglu & Yildiz 2001). Here bias can 

help if everyone believes you have it I have shown that with knowledge of whether the 
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competitor experiences bias that bias can not only persist but must persist in a world of 

consistent conjectures. What about a world of signals that may not be truthful? 

This bias is context dependent, so a marketer may have the bias in one circumstance but 

not another. The fact that specifically “biased individuals” do not exist may also be a 

source of bias persistence. If everyone has bias but only in a percentage of circumstances 

all will perform sub-optimally yet none are uniquely vulnerable to being disciplined by 

the market. This suggests that later research should move beyond considering manager 

“types”, as I implicitly modeled, to consider the interaction of the manager and the 

specific environment. Work on the endowment effect suggests a similar issue 

(Kahneman, Knetsch & Thaler 1990, List 2003). People may experience the endowment 

effect when selling their house or other personal item but it does not seem to influence 

people when they are trading. This suggests we need to move away from types and 

consider the decision context more. 

This work suggests a number of other interesting areas for further research. Out-group 

homogeneity bias has been extensively demonstrated in the psychological literature and 

there is ample prima facie evidence of its existence in marketing. I am however unaware 

of research, beyond my pre-test, that specifically documents the bias in marketing 

decisions. Formal evidence of the bias functioning in the decisions of marketers in a 

marketplace would be an important step forward. 

Finally, this research suggests that in a complex world the interactions of biases and 

market selection may have great potential for future study. One such interaction I 
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discussed earlier in respect of the single period model is with risk aversion. Time and 

space constraints have stopped me dealing with risk aversion in this model but there are 

many possible extensions here. If the market selection rewards risk neutral profit 

maximization, and any market selection mechanisms will find it difficult to reward risk 

averse behavior, then those who experience both out-group homogeneity bias and risk 

aversion may actually pursue strategies that are better fitted to the market selection 

mechanism than those who do not experience bias but are simply risk averse. Those who 

experience bias could actually out-perform those who don’t given the effects of the bias 

may offset their risk aversion. If this is the case then the bias could come to dominate the 

market with only the addition of risk aversion. I plan to detail this in future work. 

Evolutionary models that consider the problem of market selection have potential to 

consider whether the behavioral effects and biases that we study in the lab are likely to 

have an on-going impact on marketer actions. The fact that different biases may have 

differing effects on the market suggest that there is much work to do. This work may 

include traditional closed form models but also agent based simulations (Miller & Page 

2007, Gilbert 2008) to consider the complex interactions I.e. the models could go beyond 

the dichotomous bias/no bias approach that I model here. An agent based model could 

describe bias as variable that resides on a continuum and see not only whether bias 

persists but what strength of bias will persist in what environments. The strength of bias 

of competitors would make up an important dynamic feature of the environment. 
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Dissertation Context and Conclusion 
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I. HOW DOES THIS GAME FIT IN WITH OTHER 

POSSIBLE GAMES 

This research has focused on games where marketers want to enter the mainstream or 

niche positions. These are clearly not the only possibly actions that marketers might want 

to take depending upon the market parameters. Table 23 shows a taxonomy of games that 

could apply. For instance both marketers wishing to enter the mainstream or niche leads 

to the mixed strategy game that I detailed here, game H in this taxonomy. Where a 

marketers wants to mix enter mainstream, enter niche and don’t enter this is game D. 

Table 22. Taxonomy of Games 
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Some games in the taxonomy are relatively easy to understand. For instance where the 

mainstream is profitable after a same position entry and the niche isn’t for even a 

different position entry this is leads to the pure strategy of both marketers enter 

mainstream. Where neither position is predicted to be profitable after different position 

entry this leads to the pure strategy of don’t enter. 

Given bias changes projections it is possible that those experiencing bias might enter the 

mainstream when it is not profitable to have a different position entry to the mainstream – 

but they mistakenly predict it is. Thus it possible that bias could lead to entry when lack 

of bias would show this is unprofitable. This leads to the fascinating observation that the 

only marketers in such marketers will be those experiencing bias. While in many markets 

this might be unsustainable this is not necessarily the case. Take a situation where prices 

are above variable costs but are not high enough to cover fixed costs in any reasonable 

period of time. A marketer who mistakenly enters the market should stay there and reap 

the benefits of sales as the fixed costs might have been mistakenly wasted but they are 

sunk now and the per period contribution is positive. 

I have not focused on the full taxonomy but my approach of modeling bias is exciting as 

it can be extended to focus on any number of market scenarios. 
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II. DISSERTATION CONCLUSION 

This research examined what happens when marketers under-estimate the diversity of 

consumers. I showed that out-group homogeneity bias leads to a greater focus on 

mainstream positions at the expense of niche positions. Out-group homogeneity bias can 

reduce the profits of the competitors of those experiencing bias and that this effect is 

stronger when both marketers in a dyad experience bias. I tested and found support for 

these propositions in an economic experiment. I demonstrated that learning is likely to be 

a slow process. In the final section of the dissertation I introduced an evolutionary model 

and showed contrary to the idea that competition will root out bias in time, that an 

equilibrium can exist in which a stable percentage of marketers experience bias. 

The model of market entry I develop based upon insights from theoretical biology 

suggests a new way of looking at market entry which allows me to consider the impact of 

errors on strategy. I examine how a robust bias from psychology would influence 

marketing strategy and show that bias does not necessarily only impact the person 

experiencing it. The bias forces many of its problems bias onto competitors and so I 

suggest bias in competition is a complex topic to study. 

I show that learning may limit the effect of bias but this is likely to be slow. 

I dispute the intuition that bias will not persist in the long run. This has important 

consequences for how erroneous behavior might persist in a market and therefore for 

behavioral economics. 
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I. SOLUTION CONCEPTS IN THIS DISSERTATION 

Rationalizability is an especially useful solution concept for a single period game. 

However if marketers play multiple periods the question arises -- why do they continue 

misjudging the size of the market given the feedback they receive from the market? 

Similarly after a certain number of observations of a competitor reacting to the 

marketer’s actions maintaining inconsistent conjectures become harder to explain. As 

such I have adopted a learning perspective (Fudenberg & Levine 1998) in part 2 of the 

dissertation. The marketers are assumed to be able to learn to move their predictions 

towards the correct value x x→ over time. If this happens then all marketers’ predictions 

will become correct. Given the assumption that the marketers use a rationalizable strategy 

and the marketers (correctly now) believe others think like they do then the conjectures 

will become consistent over time. The learning model thus starts using a rationalizability 

solution concept (Osborne & Rubinstein 1994) with the expectation that the model which 

represents the world post learning is one of a Nash Equilibrium. A stronger solution 

concept than rationalizability, Nash equilibrium when used with conjectures entails the 

marketers having the correct belief about the state of the world – i.e. correct predictions 

of market size. 
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The solution concept in evolutionary models does not need to invoke player beliefs and I 

therefore do not use a concept of rationalizability. In the spirit of Alchian118 (1950) the 

strategies that succeed could be based upon great thinking, poor thinking or no thinking 

at all. The solution concept used is an evolutionary equilibrium which is a Nash 

equilibrium but the method of getting to it is via market selection rather than any 

conjectures of the marketers. Samuelson (1997) explains where equilibrium comes from 

in a evolutionary model. “Rather than springing into life as the result of a perfectly 

rational reasoning process in which each player, armed with the common knowledge of 

perfect rationality, solves the game, strategies emerge from a trial and error learning 

process…. The agents may do very little reasoning … Instead they simply take action, 

sometimes with great contemplation and sometimes with no thought at all.” The process 

of evolution is the search for an equilibrium which is a point whereupon the model has no 

internal impetus to change119. In my model the equilibrium is where the transition process 

has exactly the same net effect on those experiencing bias as those not. Put formally the 

state of the population at time t +1 equals the state of the population at time t, qt+1-1=qt. 

The major change in my model I make from traditional evolutionary game theory 

(Maynard Smith 1982) is that my model of market selection uses a two step selection 

                                                 

118 This is also the idea behind the ecological rationality of Smith 2008 where no one has to solve any 

maximization problem which Smith contrasts with the constructivist rationality of traditional game theory. 

119 Given there is no stochastic element to my evolutionary model there is no way for a population once it 

reaches equilibrium to leave it. 
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process, survival & replication. Survival is not usually featured in such models – I detail 

my reasons for adopting this approach in the main text. The model in part 3 is especially 

interesting in that it has a mismatch between the goals of the marketer and the selection 

mechanism. The model has marketers who are maximizing profits but the market 

selection mechanism is maximizing a combination of ability to survive and profits 

conditional upon survival. That the marketers in the model are not trying to maximize the 

same thing as the market maximizes  is not a problem for evolutionary models as what 

the marketers are trying to do may motivate their action but is not considered in 

developing the solution120. In evolutionary models there is no suggestion in biology that 

animals are consciously trying to maximize their reproductive fitness. The maximization 

of reproductive fitness is a by-product of animals going about their daily lives. 

In my evolutionary model the population is driven to the Nash equilibrium by the 

selection pressures and not by the thinking of any of the players. 

                                                 

120 To consider the difference between personal maximization goals and market selection imagine an 

academic who is trying to maximize their subjective valuation of their own work. If the tenure process, the 

market selection mechanism, removes those who do not publish an academic who does not publish will not 

long feature in the population at the school even if the academic is really proud of their own work. 
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II. CONSUMER UTILITY 

Consumer utility determines the profitability of marketer choices. Each consumer has a 

valuation V for the product. This represents the consumer’s maximum willingness to pay 

for the product. The two different segments of consumers prefer different positions and 

so I let a subscript denote the consumer’s favored position. By definition of what it means 

to prefer a position the consumers gain less value for a product not at their favored 

position. Let d equal the disutility a consumer suffers from consuming a product not 

positioned at the consumer’s favored position121. This allows me to create valuations for 

the four possible combinations of product position and consumer preference. 

MV is the value a consumer with a preference for the mainstream position attaches to a 

product positioned at the mainstream position. 

MV d− is the value a consumer with a preference for the mainstream position attaches to 

a product positioned at the niche position. 

NV is the value a consumer with a preference for the niche position attaches to a product 

positioned at the niche position. 

NV d− is the value a consumer with a preference for the niche position attaches to a 

product positioned at the mainstream position. 

                                                 

121 Consumers being the same apart from their positional preference means the disutility they receive from 

consuming a product not at their preferred position is the same. Therefore d does not require a subscript. 
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Figure 63. Consumer Valuation 

 

I assume that the value a consumer assigns to a product at the consumer’s favored 

position is positive – to be consumers they must have some reason to consider buying the 

product. Given consumers are the same apart from their position preference the value 

they attach to a product positioned at their preferred position is the same. This means I do 

not need to continue to use the subscript describe the position when considering the value 

the consumer attaches to a product. 

0M NV V V= = >  (4.1) 

1. Price’s Impact on Consumer Utility 

I assume that a consumer gets disutility from price therefore any positive price will 

reduce the utility consumers get from a product. The utility function of consumers who 

have a preference for the mainstream position when offered a product at that position at a 

price P can be created. Here I use the superscript on the consumer’s utility to describe the 

Marketer Offers 
Mainstream Product

Marketer Offers 
Niche Product

Consumer Prefers 
Mainstream Product V M V M -d
Consumer Prefers 

Niche Product V N -d V N
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position of the product offered the consumer by marketer i at the price the marketer sets. 

The subscript describes the consumer’s position preference122: 

,
,

i M
M i MU V P= −  (4.2) 

I can thus create functions for all four combinations of consumer preference and a 

marketer’s entry positioning. The utility of a consumer who has a preference for the 

mainstream position when offered a product at the niche position by marketer i at the 

price the marketer sets is: 

,
,

i N
M i NU V P d= − −  (4.3) 

Note the disutility from the product not being at the consumer’s preferred position, d. 

The utility of a consumer who has a preference for the niche position when offered a 

product at the niche position by marketer i at the price the marketer sets is: 

,
i

i N N
NU V P= −  (4.4) 

The utility of a consumer who has a preference for the niche position when offered a 

product at the mainstream position by marketer i at the price the marketer sets is: 

,
,

i M
N i MU V P d= − −  (4.5) 

                                                 

122 Equation (3.34) reads as the utility of a consumer who prefers a product at the mainstream position 

when offered a product at the mainstream position by marketer i is equal to the value of the product less the 

disutility generated by the price charged for the product in the mainstream position by marketer i. 
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Figure 64. Consumer Utility 

 

The consumer looks at the entry outcomes and the prices the marketers have set and 

decides if they want to buy either product and if so which product should they buy. Given 

the entry outcomes and prices are known before the consumers make their choice I can 

describe both marketer choices through the single marketer identifier, i & –i, when 

considering consumer choice. I can then describe the maximization choice made by the 

consumers. The maximization choice for those who prefer a mainstream product is123: 

{ } ,  ,0i i
M M MMaxU U U −  (4.6) 

And for those who prefer a niche product the choice is: 

{ } ,  ,0i i
N N NMaxU U U −  (4.7) 

The marketer will gain sales only if they offer more utility to the consumer than not 

buying and consumers who buy only from the marketer who offers the best value. As 

such consumer choices are individually rational. In an twist on marketing’s usual focus I 

assume consumers have no problem optimizing and consider bias on the marketer’s side. 

                                                 

123 Consumer at mainstream position maximizes their utility through a choice between the utility they get 

for marketer i’s product, the utility they get for marketer –i’s product, and the utility from not buying, 0. 
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III. PRICING 

Price will always be non-negative given that the marketers are profit maximizing. No 

profit maximizing marketer would set a negative price. In this single period model there 

is no way for a marketer to make a profit charging a negative price and so marketers 

would rather not enter the market than charge a negative price , ,0& 0i M i NP P≥ ≥ . 

First I assume that a consumer’s taste in one segment are distinct from those of consumer 

in the other segment. A consumer has no desire to buy a product aimed at the other 

segment regardless of the price that is charged from the product. In the model this means 

that the positions can be treated separately. The sufficient condition for this assumption is 

that: V d< . 

1. When Marketers Enter Different Positions 

When a marketer enters a different position than their competitor they secure the position 

to themselves. The marketer gains an effective monopoly on the position they enter and 

are able to charge whatever the consumers will pay. This allows the marketer to adopt an 

extremely simple pricing rule, price at V. The consumers will pay up to their valuation, V, 

for a product at their preferred position. If a marketer charges less than V they are not 

maximizing profit which they will not do124. Charging above V and no one buys the 

                                                 

124 In this game there is no advantage to be gained from alternative pricing strategies such as trying to 

increase the market size or build loyalty by charging a lower price. 
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product. No marketer will charge such a price. 125 Marketers will therefore always charge 

a price equal to V in either position if they gain a different position entry. Note that given 

the value a consumer gets from a product at their preferred position does not differ 

between consumers then the price charged in each position by a marketer gaining a 

different position entry will be the same regardless of the position. 

To create the demand function I assume that consumers buy the product when their utility 

is zero. The demand function facing marketer i who enters the mainstream on a different 

position entry is: 

,Demand is  if 0, and 0 otherwisei Mx V P− ≥  (4.8) 

Consumers will gain positive utility iff , 0i MV P− ≥ . Marketer i has an effective 

monopoly on sales in the mainstream, because marketer –i entered the niche consumers 

will not buy from –i given tastes are distinct. Then the consumer’s choice is to buy 

marketer i’s product or not buy anything. All consumers in the segment will buy if it 

                                                 

125 To show a price that leads to zero sales will not be chosen by a profit maximizing marketer then assume 

sales = 0. The effect of the fixed costs alone, –κ, become the profit (actually loss) from entry. Given the 

assumption that consumers gain positive utility from a product at their preferred position then there must 

exist a positive price less than or equal to V which will generate sales of x in the mainstream and 1-x in the 

niche. Given xP>0 and (1-x)P>0, where x and P are positive and x<1. The marketer must be able to choose 

a P such that xP –κ>- κ and (1- x)P – κ>- κ and no profit maximizing marketer will choose a price that does 

not generate any sales. As such marketers will only consider employing prices in ranges which generate 

positive sales, i.e. where the price is less than or equal to the consumer’s valuations, , 0i MV P− ≥ . 
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gives them positive utility and none will buy if it doesn’t. Therefore the demand function 

returns either x if the price is not greater than the consumer’s willingness to pay, ,i MV P≥ , 

or 0 if the price is greater than the consumer’s willingness to pay, ,i MV P< . 

The only difference from the mainstream demand function is that the number of 

consumers is less in the niche segment, 1-x rather than x. The demand function for 

marketer i entering the niche position and gaining a different position entry is: 

,Demand is (1 )  if 0, and 0 otherwisei Nx V P− − ≥  (4.9) 

The relevant profit function for marketer i in the range of positive sales for a different 

position entry to the mainstream position is: 

,
, , ,, range where 0i N

i M i M i MxP V Pπ κ− = − − ≥  (4.10) 

The profit for a different position entry to the niche position by marketer i is: 

,
, , ,(1 ) , range where 0i M

i N i N i Nx P V Pπ κ− = − − − ≥  (4.11) 

The price that generates the greatest profits will be chosen by a profit maximizing 

marketer. To find this price take the first derivatives of the profit functions in the positive 

sales range, equations (3.42) and (3.43), in respect of the price charged by marketer i. 

Differentiating the profit functions in the positive sales range in respect of price gives the 

change in profits that can be expected from increasing price. Where this derivative is 

positive then profits increase with an increase in price and so price will be increased by a 

profit maximizing marketer. 
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In the mainstream after a different position entry increasing the price marketer i charges 

has the following effect on marketer i’s profit within the positive sales range: 

,
,

,
,

 in the range where 0
i M

i M
i M

i M

d
x V P

dP
π −

= − ≥  (4.12) 

In the niche after a different position entry increasing the price marketer i charges has the 

following effect on marketer i’s profit within the positive sales range: 

,
,

,
,

(1 ) in the range where 0
i M

i N
i N

i N

d
x V P

dP
π −

= − − ≥  (4.13) 

Both these derivatives, equations (3.44) and (3.45), are strictly positive as 1>x>0. This 

means any increase in price within the positive sales range -- where price is not greater 

than value to the consumer -- will increase profit. A profit maximizing marketer will 

increase prices until price equals the value to the consumer and the optimal price that will 

be charged is equal to V in the mainstream position after a different position entry: 

,
, , ,( ) when , call this price *i N

i M i M i MMax V P Pπ − =  (4.14) 

The optimal price that will be charged by a marketer is equal to V in the niche position 

after a different position entry: 

,
, , ,( ) when , call this price *i M

i N i N i NMax V P Pπ − =  (4.15) 

Given that marketers charge up to the consumers valuation and these valuations are the 

same given consumers only differ on position preferences this tells us that the prices will 

be the same at the mainstream and niche positions. 

, , , ,As =  &  * & * then * *M N i M i N i M i NV V V P V P V P P V= = = = =  (4.16) 
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2. When Marketers Make a Same Position Entry 

When a marketer enters the same position as their competitor this changes the demand 

function that the marketer faces. This is because the consumers at the position now have a 

choice of products and so will no longer simply buy any product that gives them positive 

utility. When given a choice between products consumers will instead buy the product 

that gives them the most utility assuming at least one of the products give them non-

negative utility. 

Products offered by the marketers are symmetrical apart from any positioning 

differences, when two marketers enter their products at the same position there is nothing 

but price to differentiate the products from each other. The consumer buy the cheapest 

product if this gives them positive utility. Marketers thus face a Bertrand-Nash pricing 

game. They have an incentive to continuously cut price until they reach the variable cost 

of the product which has been normalized to zero. Competition when marketers are at the 

same position leads marketers to charge a price of zero after a same position entry.126 

a) Bertrand-Nash Pricing Game 

There are in effect two conditions that must hold to generate positive sales: 

1. Consumers must see positive utility to purchase, i.e. price must not be above the 

value. 

                                                 

126 Bertrand Nash pricing competition is not required by my model. Results hold if the key relationship 

between the payoffs does -- mainstream profits are higher than niche profits for different position entries. 
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2. The marketer’s price must not be more than that of their competitor. 

If marketers charge the same price , ,i M i MP P−= that is no greater than the consumer’s 

valuation I assume the consumers split evenly, so each marketer wins half the market127. 

The demand function for marketer i who has made a same position entry into the 

mainstream becomes128: 

, , , , ,
1Demand is:    if 0, if , if , otherwise 02i M i M i M i M i MV P x P P x P P− −− ≥ < =  (4.17) 

A similar logic applies to the demand function after a same position entry in the niche 

position. Consumers will only buy the cheapest product, or split evenly if two products 

are the same price, if the cheapest product gives them positive utility. 

, , , , ,
1Demand is if 0, (1 ) if , (1 ) if , otherwise 02i M i N i N i N i NV P x P P x P P− −= − ≥ − < − =  (4.18) 

The consumer maximizes their utility { } ,  ,0i i
M M MMaxU U U − . The utility for a consumer 

who prefers the mainstream position for the products of marketer i and –i respectively 

                                                 

127 This assumption is the same as Chen, Narasimhan and Zhang (2001). This is not a significant 

assumption, as price will be zero sales * price = 0 and so the assumption does not matter to profits. 

128 Sales in the mainstream position gained by marketer i are equal to the consumers in the mainstream 

position, x, if marketer i charges a price less than or equal to the consumers’ valuation and less than their 

competitor, marketer –i. Sales are equal to half the number of consumers if marketer i charges a price less 

than or equal to the consumer’s valuation and the same as their competitor, marketer –i. For prices that 

don’t meet these conditions sales are zero. 
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are: , ,,i i
M i M M i MU V P U V P−

−= − = − .If marketer i’s price is higher so , ,i M i MP P−>  the 

difference in utility between the products is: , , 0i i i i
M M i M i M M MU U P P U U− −

−− = − − < . 

Consumers gain more utility for marketer –i’s product as the difference is negative. 

Given consumers maximize utility all consumers will buy from marketer –i and no 

consumers will buy from marketer i. Given that being even a small amount cheaper leads 

to gaining all the sales in the position then marketers will each try to gain sales by pricing 

just a little less than their competitor. For marketer i a price just ε less than marketer –i’s 

price gains all the sales from that position. This means that if marketer i manages to price 

less than marketer –i, then marketer –i will gain no sales. Marketer –i realizes this and so 

will reduce the price they will charge to just a little less than they expect marketer i to 

employ. The marketers iterating their conjectures continuously lower their price. Until 

they plan to charge:

, , , ,In the mainstream 0 and in the niche 0i M i M i N i NP P P P− −= → = →  

The marketer profit equations thus become -κ in either position when the positions are 

contested. (See appendix VIII page 434 for more details). The conclusion is that when 

consumer tastes are distinct and there is a same position entry then marketers will engage 

in Bertrand Nash competition and price at zero which gives a loss of -κ. 
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A. Relaxing the Assumption: Consumer Tastes Are Not Distinct 

In this section I consider what happens when consumers still gain positive utility for a 

non-negatively priced product that is not at their preferred position, i.e. the positions are 

not distinct. This increases the potential market that might be served. For instance, 

consider a situation where the marketers both enter the mainstream position. In such a 

circumstance either of the marketers could attempt to serve consumers at the niche. The 

marketers set their prices taking into consideration the effect of the price set on sales not 

only in the mainstream position their products are aimed but on sales in the niche 

position. Niche consumers after all may “cross-over” and buy a mainstream positioned 

product when the positions are not distinct. This changes the demand function but it 

retains the two basic constraints; that consumers must gain positive utility from purchase 

and that they will only buy the cheapest product if two products are at the same position. 

1. Same Position Entry 

Firstly, I consider where both marketers have entered the same position. The greatest 

total demand is when at least one of the marketer’s prices so low relative to the consumer 

valuation and disutility from buying at a non-preferred position that consumers from both 

positions buy. If prices are set so high that those at the other position don’t buy then the 

demand function looks similar to the earlier demand function. 
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Demand for marketer, i, positioned in mainstream and gained a same position entry is129: 

, , ,

, ,

, , ,

, ,

If   then demand 1 iff 0,
              if not demand iff 0 and 0

1If then demand  iff 0,2
1 if not demand iff 0 and 02

Otherwise de

i M i M i M

i M i M

i M i M i M

i M i M

P P V P d
x V P d V P

P P V P d

x V P d V P

−

−

< = − − ≥

= − − < − ≥

= = − − ≥

= − − < − ≥

mand 0=

 (4.19) 

The demand function for a marketer who positioned their product in the niche and gained 

a same position entry is: 

, , ,

, ,

, , ,

, ,

If  then demand 1 iff 0,
 if not demand iff 0 and 0

1If  then demand  iff 0,2
1 if not demand iff 0 and 02

Otherwise demand 0

i N i N i N

i N i N

i N i N i N

i N i N

P P V P d
x V P d V P

P P V P d

x V P d V P

−

−

< = − − ≥

= − − < − ≥

= = − − ≥

= − − < − ≥

=

 (4.20) 

                                                 

129 If marketer i prices below marketer –i then demand is equal to the entire population of consumers if the 

price is so low that niche consumers gain positive utility from buying the product. If the price is high 

enough that the niche consumers do not gain positive utility from the product but the price is low enough 

that those in the mainstream position do gain positive utility then demand will equal consumers in the 

mainstream position. If marketer i prices the same as marketer –i they share sales. Demand is equal to half 

the entire population of consumers if the price is so low that consumers who prefer the niche position gain 

positive utility from buying the product. If the price is high enough that the consumers who prefer the niche 

position do not gain positive utility from the product but the price is low enough that those in the 

mainstream position do gain positive utility then demand will equal half the consumers in the mainstream 

position. If these conditions don’t apply, i.e. if prices are higher than the competitor at the same position or 

so high that no consumer gains positive utility from purchase, then demand equals zero. 
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Equations (3.51) & (3.52) generate exactly the same dynamic as when the positions are 

distinct. Where there is a same position entry the dynamics of the Bertrand-Nash pricing 

game rule out situations where one marketer prices higher than the other. Marketer i 

always wants their price to be just less than the price of marketer –i. This leads the price 

down to zero through iterated reasoning. When marketers face a same position entry then 

whether the consumer tastes are distinct or not does not matter at all to prices. Prices will 

go to zero and so profits for both marketers become, -κ. 

2. Different Position Entry 

Now consider if the marketers enter different positions, one enters the mainstream and 

one enters the niche. Consumers at both positions have a product positioned to suit their 

preferred tastes. In order for a consumer who prefers one position to buy at their non-

preferred position the price of the product at the non-preferred position must be lower as 

price generates disutility. Take the utility of a consumer who prefers the mainstream, let 

the price of all products be the same. The utility of a consumer who prefers the 

mainstream position is , , as 0 and 0i M i N
M MU V P U V d P d P−= − > = − − > > . As price is 

the same the P on both sides it can be ignored here and the utility for a consumer who 

prefers the mainstream position when offered a product by marketer i at the mainstream 

gets utility equal to V. The utility of the same consumer, who prefers the mainstream 

position, when offered a product at the niche position is V less their disutility from buying 

a product at the non-preferred positions, d.  

The utility of a niche consumer is: , , as 0 and 0i N i M
N NU V U V d d P−= > = − > > . 
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The conclusion is that utility for a product at the preferred position is greater than utility 

for a product at the non-preferred position where price is not a consideration. Utility for a 

product at the non-preferred position is lower by d and given price represents disutility 

then marketers wishing to appeal to consumers at the consumer’s non-preferred position 

must price lower if they are to have a chance of representing higher utility for the 

consumer and thus attracting a purchase from the consumer at the non-preferred position. 

To consider when a marketer might price so low as to gain consumers from their 

competitor’s position I explore the demand function for marketer i. The key difference 

from equations (3.51) & (3.52) is that one marketer per position faces the disadvantage of 

trying to overcome the disutility engendered by the fact they are not at some consumers’ 

preferred position unlike their competitors. A marketer positioned in the mainstream 

faces the following demand function when their competitors is positioned in the niche130: 

                                                 

130 The equation says if and only if marketer i, who is positioned in the mainstream, charges a price 

sufficiently lower than marketer –i, who is positioned in the niche, to compensate consumers for the 

disutility of buying from a non-preferred position then marketer i will win the entire market if the price is 

low enough to persuade the niche consumers to buy a mainstream product. If the price isn’t low enough to 

persuade the niche consumers to buy a mainstream product but the price is low enough to persuade the 

mainstream consumers to buy then marketer i faces demand equal to mainstream consumers. Alternatively 

if the price charged by marketer i in the mainstream is lower than the price charged by the marketer in the 

niche so that it seems equivalent value to niche consumers as marketer –i’s product in the niche then if 

consumers in the niche see marketer i’s product as giving them positive utility marketer i will sell to all 

mainstream consumers and half the niche consumers. If consumers in the niche see marketer i’s product as 
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, , ,

, ,

Iff  then demand 1 iff 0,
               then  demand  iff 0 & 0

1Iff then  demand (1-x) iff 0,2
then  demand  iff 0 & 0

If  

i M i N i M

i M i M

i M i N i M

i M i M

P d P V P d
x V P V P d

P d P x V P d

x V P V P d
P

−

−

+ < = − − ≥

= − ≥ − − <

+ = = + − − ≥

= − ≥ − − <

, , , , ,

, , ,

 then  demand iff & 0
1then  demand iff & 02

otherwise  demand 0

i M i N i M i N i M

i M i N i M

d P x P P d V P

x P P d V P
− −

−

+ > = < + − ≥

= = + − ≥

=
 (4.21) 

A marketer i who is positioned in the niche faces a demand function with a similar logic 

(but opposite positions) when their competitor is positioned in the mainstream: 

                                                                                                                                                 

giving them negative utility but consumers in the mainstream see marketer i’s product as giving them 

positive utility marketer i will sell to all mainstream consumers. If the price charged by marketer i is high 

enough to mean that the niche product of marketer –i appears better value to niche consumers then 

marketer i will sell to all the mainstream consumers if the product is priced sufficiently low that it seems 

better and positive value to mainstream consumers. Where the product is priced to be the same positive 

value to consumers in the mainstream as the niche product marketer i gains sales equal to half the 

mainstream consumers. Finally if price is so high that none of the above ranges apply then no consumers 

buy and demand is zero. 
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Iff  then demand 1 iff 0,
                then demand  iff 0 & 0

1Iff then  demand (1-x) iff 0,2
then  iff 0 & 0

If  

i N i M i N

i N i N

i N i M i N

i N i N i N

i N

P d P V P d
x V P V P d

P d P x V P d

x V P V P d
P

ω

−

−

+ < = − − ≥

= − ≥ − − <

+ = = + − − ≥

= − ≥ − − <

, , , ,

, , ,

 then  demand iff & 0
1then  demand iff & 02

otherwise  demand 0

i M i N i M i N

i N i M i N

d P x P P d V P

x P P d V P
− −

−

+ > = < + − ≥

= = + − ≥

=
 (4.22) 

These demand functions in effect lead to a range of prices where competition is reduced. 

To see this notice in equation (3.53) that when marketer -i in the niche prices below the 

price of the mainstream marketer i plus the consumer’s disutility from buying at the non-

preferred position, , ,i M i NP d P−+ > , then the mainstream marketer cannot poach the 

consumers at the niche marketers position. Note where this condition and the reverse 

condition, , ,i N i MP d P− + > , holds each marketer wins the consumers that prefer their 

position providing they price at, or below, a consumer’s valuation. Establishing these 

“non-competitive” price ranges where consumers cannot be poached by a marketer 

positioned at the different position is relatively easy. Consider the demand function for 

the marketer located in the mainstream facing a competitor in the niche. This demand 

function shows us that: 

, ,

, , , ,

If +  mainstream marketer gains no sales & price reduction to just below
+   gains  sales. Mrketer will reduce price until  +  

i M i N

i M i N i M i N

P P d
P P d x P P d

−

− −

>

= <
 (4.23) 

The demand function for the marketer positioned in the niche facing a competitor in the 

mainstream position tells us that: 
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, ,

, , , ,

If  niche marketer gains no sales & price reduction to just below
+  gains (1 ) sales. Marketer will reduce price until   + 

i N i M

i N i M i N i M

P P d
P P d x P P d

−

− −

> +

= − <
 (4.24) 

In the range between these two limits, , , , ,+d and +di M i N i N i MP P P P− −< < , the consumer 

always buys the product at their preferred position if they buy a product. In essence 

competitors will try to poach each other’s consumers until they reach these points. Prices 

will be driven down to these points by competition but no further. Once these prices are 

reached there is no way for marketer i to poach marketer –i consumers and vice versa and 

so prices do not fall further. 

The earlier analysis of marketers who have a different position entry in a world where 

consumer tastes are distinct applies. All marketers will raise their prices as high as they 

can within the ranges identified. Within these non-competitive ranges where prices will 

settle of the demand functions become for the marketer who has entered the mainstream: 

,demand iff 0, otherwise 0i Mx V P= − ≥  (4.25) 

And for the marketer who has entered the niche: 

,demand (1 ) iff 0, otherwise 0i Nx V P= − − ≥  (4.26) 

To summarize the presence of potential competition reduces the price charged in each 

marketer’s  position just enough to remove the potential competition from the choice of 

consumers at the position the marketer entered.. This tendency to move prices to the “non 

competitive” range is illustrated in Table 24. As in the situation where consumer tastes 

are distinct the derivatives of the profit functions lead the profit maximizing marketers to 

raise their price to the highest they can while consumer utility is non-negative. Where 
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consumers tastes are not distinct this price is lower as the marketers maintain the price 

within the non-competitive range in addition to the consumer individual rationality 

constraints. Note the mainstream position remains the most profitable. Given V & d are 

the same in both positions the prices to generate the non-competitive range are also same 

for the marketer who has entered either position. Given sales come from the product of 

sales and price when prices are the same the greater sales expected in the mainstream 

position generate higher profits in the mainstream than in the niche position. 

Table 23. Prices Move to the Stable Non-Competitive Range 
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IV. BIAS DOES NOT CHANGE THE PRICE CHARGED 

Prices are independent of sales projections and will not be influenced by any bias. The 

price will still be V after a different position entry. The predicted profit function of a 

marketer experiencing out-group homogeneity bias for a different position entry to the 

mainstream position is: 



, * *
, , ,[ ] range where 0
i N

i M i M i ME x P V P
ψ ψπ κ
−

= − − ≥  (4.27) 

The predicted profit function of a marketer experiencing out-group homogeneity bias for 

a different position entry to the niche position is: 



, * *
, , ,[ ] (1 ) range where 0
i M

i N i N i NE x P V P
ψ ψπ κ
−

= − − − ≥  (4.28) 

Differentiating the predicted profit function after a different position entry into the 

mainstream position in respect of price gives: 



,
, *

,*
,

[ ]  in the range where 0
i N

i M
i M

i M

E x V P
P

ψ

ψπ
−

∂
= − ≥

∂
 (4.29) 

Differentiating the predicted profit function after a different position entry into the niche 

position in respect of price gives: 



,
, *

,*
,

[ ] (1 ) in the range where 0
i M

i N
i N

i N

E x V P
P

ψ

ψπ
−

∂
= − − ≥

∂
 (4.30) 

Equations (3.61) and (3.62) confirm a profit maximizing marketer will raise their price 

until P=V. V is not influenced by bias so bias does not influence pricing in this model. 
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V. GENERALIZING THE FINDINGS: WHEN NASH 

EQUILIBRIUM NOT USED 

An assumption made in the basic model is that those not experiencing bias use the Nash 

mixed strategy. This is chosen because it is an “optimal” strategy. I aim to compare how 

those experiencing bias perform compared to those who use a strategy designed to 

maximize profits. I want the marketers experiencing bias to compete with Homo 

Economicus profit maximizing players but this Nash mixed strategy assumption is not 

necessary to generate the results shown. 

For bias to reduce the profits of the competitors of those experiencing bias, Proposition 1 

there is no requirement that any marketer use the Nash mixed strategy. To illustrate this 

let a marketer not experiencing bias enter the mainstream position at αi. As the marketer 

experiencing bias projects more profits in the mainstream they enter the mainstream with 

a greater probability αi+ε, where ε>0. The average realized profit of a marketer not 

experiencing bias in a competitive dyad with a marketer experiencing bias is 

[ ( , )] - ( ) ( ) (1- ( ))
( )(1- ) ( ) - (1- )(1- ( ))

i
i i i i i i i

i i i i

E M
N

π α α ε κα α ε π α α ε
π α α ε κ α α ε

−
− + = + + +

+ + +
 (4.31) 

The average realized profit of a marketer experiencing bias in a competitive dyad with a 

marketer not experiencing bias is: 

[ ( , )] - ( ) ( )(1- ( ))
( ) ( ) (1- ) - (1- ( ))(1- )

i
i i i i i i i

i i i i

E M
N

π α ε α κ α ε α π α ε α
π α ε α κ α ε α

−
−+ = + + +

+ + +
 (4.32) 
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I can replace withi iα α−  and the difference between these two equations is: 

[ ( , )]- [ ( , )] ( ( ) - ( ))i i
i i i i i iE E M Nπ α ε α π α α ε ε π π− −

− −+ + =  (4.33) 

Given that ε>0 and π(M)> π(N) then average realized profit when experiencing bias is 

always higher in this dyad than average realized profit when not experiencing bias. That 

some marketers use the Nash mixed strategy is not a requirement for those experiencing 

bias to reduce the profits of their competitor. 

3. Mainstream Profits are Higher than Niche Profits for Different 

Position Entries 

The key element to being able to generalize the finding of these results beyond Nash is 

that π(M)> π(N). Does π(M)> π(N) hold for the average profits of a marketer not 

experiencing bias? 

* * * *
, , , ,As  & - is same in both positions & (M)  = -  & (N) (1- ) -

then if (1- ) profits from different position entry are greater in mainstream position
i M i N i M i NP P xP x P

x x
κ π κ π κ= =

>
 (4.34) 

This relationship indeed always hold and π(M)> π(N). 

Proof 

π(M)> π(N) if x> 1-x 

Divide both sides by of the x equation by x  π(M)> π(N) if 1> 1/ x – 1 

Add 1 to both sides     π(M)> π(N) if 2> 1/x 

The definition of mainstream is x>0.5 so 1/x must be less than 2 and π(M)> π(N). 
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a) Out-Group Homogeneity Bias Does Not Change this Key Assumption 

Marketers experiencing bias do not view predicted profits accurately, this is the 

manifestation of the bias. Therefore I need to consider whether the predicted profits of 

those experiencing bias maintain this relationship. 

Let  ( )M ψπ be the predicted profits from a different position entry to the mainstream. 

Let  ( )N ψπ  be the predicted profits from a different position entry to the niche. 

 ( )
 ( )

* * *
, , ,

*
,

As & -  is same in both positions & -

& (1- ) - then if (1- ) predcited profits from
different position entry are greater in mainstream

i M i N i M

i N

P P M x P

N x P x x

ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ

κ π κ

π κ

= =

= >  (4.35) 

 ( )  ( )M Nψ ψπ π>  if xψ> (1- x)ψ. 

By definition of the bias xψ>x>.5 and .5>(1- x)>(1- x)ψ 

Therefore xψ> (1- x)ψ and  ( )  ( )M Nψ ψπ π> . 
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VI. WHAT IF NON-ENTRY IS NOT A DOMINATED 

OPTION? MODELING NON-ENTRY 

Here I relax the assumption that non-entry is dominated by entry to consider the broader 

applicability of the model. This happens where fixed costs are relatively large and the 

marketers are thus reluctant to always enter the market. Here same position entries are 

particularly damaging to profits. First define a probability, βi, as the chance of not 

entering either position. There are therefore three options in this extension to the model: 

1. enter the mainstream position  probability αi, 

2. enter the niche position    probability 1- αi- βi 

3. do not enter either position  probability βi. 

The core market structure from the main text applies: 

• The mainstream position is the more profitable position in the market. 

• Bias means overestimating profits from different position entry to the mainstream 

and underestimating profits from different position entry to the niche position. 

Therefore: 

1. The marketer experiencing bias enters the mainstream with a greater probability than 

the marketer not experiencing bias, αi
ψ>αi, and 

2. The mainstream entry probability is higher than the niche entry probability for all 

marketers regardless of any bias they experience, αi>(1-αi-βi) & αi
ψ>(1-αi

ψ-βi
ψ). 
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The Nash mixed strategy for a three option choice contains the following probabilities: 

Enter mainstream
 ( )

 ( )
 i

M
M
π

α
π κ

=
+

, Enter Niche =
 ( )

 ( )
N

N
π

π κ+
, Don’t enter either position 

 ( )
 ( )

1i i

N
N
π

β α
π κ

= − −
+

. The niche entry probability is equal to 1-αi-βi as all the possible 

choice probabilities must sum to 1. 

When experiencing bias the rationalizable mixed strategy employed by a marketer 

experiencing bias contains the following probabilities: Enter mainstream

 ( )
 ( )

 i

M
M

ψ
ψ

ψ

π
α

π κ
=

+
, Enter Niche =

 ( )
 ( )

N
N

ψ

ψ

π

π κ+
, Don’t enter either position 

 ( )
 ( )

1i i

N
N

ψ
ψ ψ

ψ

π
β α

π κ
= − −

+
. 

As strategies are now more complex I use the letter S to represent the strategy employed 

by each marketer. (I need this new notation as α no longer fully details any strategy with 

three options). 

Normalizing the payoff from non-entry to zero, the average realized profits of marketers 

in each permutation becomes. Average realized profit of a marketer not experiencing bias 

competing with one not experiencing bias. 

[ ( , )] - ( ) (1 ) ( )(1- )( )
- (1- )(1 )

i
i i i i i i i i i i i

i i i i

E S S M Nπ κα α π α α π α β α β
κ α β α β

−
− − − − −

− −

= + − + − +
− − −

 (4.36) 

Average realized profit of a marketer experiencing bias competing with one experiencing 

bias. 
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[ ( , )] - ( ) (1 ) ( )(1- )( )

- (1- )(1 )

i
i i i i i i i i i i i

i i i i

E S S M Nψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ

π κα α π α α π α β α β

κ α β α β

−
− − − − −

− −

= + − + − +

− − −
 (4.37) 

Average realized profit of a marketer experiencing bias competing with one not 

experiencing bias. 

[ ( , )] - ( ) (1 ) ( )(1- )( )

- (1- )(1 )

i
i i i i i i i i i i i

i i i i

E S S M Nψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ

π κα α π α α π α β α β

κ α β α β

−
− − − − −

− −

= + − + − +

− − −
 (4.38) 

Average realized profit of a marketer not experiencing bias competing with one 

experiencing bias. 

[ ( , )] - ( ) (1 ) ( )(1- )( )

- (1- )(1 )

i
i i i i i i i i i i i

i i i i

E S S M Nψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ

π κα α π α α π α β α β

κ α β α β

−
− − − − −

− −

= + − + − +

− − −
 (4.39) 

Not entering forms part of all the mixed strategies employed in this extension to the 

model. Given non-entry is a supported option in the Nash mixed strategy then by the 

nature of the Nash mixed strategy all other options must have the same payoff as not 

entering. Given non-entry is normalized to zero profits the nature of the Nash mixed 

strategy means that when competing against a marketer not experiencing bias all 

competitors must have average realized profits of zero regardless of any bias they 

experience. [ ( , )] [ ( , )]i i
i i i i i iE S S E S Sψπ π− −

− −=  =0. The intuition behind this is that in the 

Nash mixed strategy if there was a positive return to any option given the competitor’s 

choice then as not entering always pays zero not entering would not form part of the 

strategy. If there were a negative return to entry for either position given the competitor’s 

choice then entering that position would not form part of the Nash mixed strategy. 
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4. Does Proposition 1 Hold When Entry Does Not Dominate? 

Proposition 1 will hold if any marketer facing a competitor experiencing bias has lower 

average realized profits than if they were competing with a marketer not experiencing 

bias. Proposition 1 will therefore hold if [ ( , )] [ ( , )]i i
i i i i i iE S S E S Sψπ π− −

− −− >0 and 

[ ( , )] [ ( , )]i i
i i i i i iE S S E S Sψ ψ ψπ π− −

− −− >0. To examine whether this is the case I take the 

difference between the average realized profits in each of these permutations. The 

average realized profit when a marketer not experiencing bias meets another not 

experiencing bias less the average realized profit when a marketer not experiencing bias 

meets another experiencing bias: 

2

( 1)( )( ( ))

(2 ( ) ( )) ((1 2 2 )

[ ( , )] [ ( , )]   

( ) (1 2 ) ( ))

i i
i i

i i

i i i i i

i

i i i

i i

i

i

i iE S S E S N
M N

M

S

N

ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ

β β α β κ π

α κ π π α β α β κ

α π β α β π

π π− −
− − − − − − +

− + +

−

+ − + +

− ++ + +

=
 (4.40) 

Substituting in the entry probabilities detailed above equation (3.72) becomes: 

2 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ( , )] [ ( , )]    ( - - - )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

i i
i i i i i i

M M NE S S E S S
M M N N

ψ
ψ ψ

κ π π κ ππ π κ
κ π κ π κ π κ π

− −
− −

+
− =

+ + + +
 (4.41) 

The average realized profit when a marketer experiencing bias meets another not 

experiencing bias less the average realized profit when a marketer experiencing bias 

meets another experiencing bias 

2

( 1) ( ( )) ( 1)( ( ))

(2 1)( ( )) (2 ( ) ( ))

((2 1) ( ) (

[ ( ,

1) ( )

)] [ ( ,

)

)]i i
i i i i i i i i i i i

i i i

i i i i i i

NE S S E N

M

M

S

N N

N

Sψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

β β κ π β α β κ π

α β κ π α κ π π

α α β κ α π α β π

π π− −
− − − − − + − − +

+ − + + + +

− + − + +

=

+ −

− +

 (4.42)

 

And substituting in the entry probabilities equation (3.74) becomes: 
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2

2

2

2 ( ) ( ) ( ( ) 2 ( ) )([ ( , )] [ ( , )]
( ( ) )

( ( ) ) ( ) 2 )
( ( ) ) ( )

i i
i i i i i iE S S M M M M

M
k

S

N
N N

E S

N

ψ ψ ψ
ψ ψ ψ

ψ

ψ ψ

κ κπ π π πκ
κ π

π κ π κ
π

π

κ

π

κ π

− −
− − − −− =

+ + −

+

+

+ +
−

+

+

+
 (4.43) 

Proposition 1 will hold if both equation (3.73) and (3.75) are always positive. I find that 

the bias often leads to reduced profits for the competitor of a marketer experiencing bias. 

Consider where π(M)=2, π(N)=1 and κ=3. Let bias cause a projection error of +.2 in the 

mainstream position and -.2 in the niche position. The Nash mainstream entry probability 

is αi,=.4, the niche entry probability is 1-αi-βi=.25, and the probability of not entering 

either position is βi =.35. When experiencing bias the marketers use the following entry 

probabilities αi
ψ= .423, 1-αi

ψ-βi
ψ = .210 and βi

ψ=.366. 

Average realized profits are lower when meeting a competitor experiencing bias: 

[ ( , )] [ ( , )] .0067i i
i i i i i iE S S E S Sψπ π− −

− −− =  & [ ( , )] [ ( , )] .0156i i
i i i i i iE S S E S Sψ ψ ψπ π− −

− −− = . 

A competitor experiencing bias can reduce the profits of a marketer where entry is not 

dominant. However this is not the case for all parameters. To invalidate Proposition 1 it is 

sufficient to show one situation where a competitor experiencing bias does not reduce a 

marketer’s profits. To see this note that it is possible that the bias is makes the marketer 

experiencing it forsake the entire market with a higher probability. This “under-entry” 

leaves opportunities to have different positions entries that a marketer would not have 

against a competitor who was not experiencing bias. In such a case meeting a competitor 

experiencing bias can increase the marketer’s profits. 
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To show this consider a bias which is not symmetrical -- the bias adds a different 

perception of profits to the mainstream than it takes from the niche. (And so changes 

estimates of the entire market). Here the bias adds .2 to projections of profits from the 

mainstream position but subtracts .4 from profit projections of the niche position. 

Using the parameters π(M)=2, π(N)=1 and κ=3 gives the Nash mainstream entry 

probability αi,=.4, the niche entry probability 1-αi-βi = .25, and not entering either 

position βi = .35. 

When experiencing bias marketers the entry probabilities are αi
ψ= .423, 1-αi

ψ-βi
ψ = .167 

and βi
ψ=.410. Note that the main difference from above is that the bias causes the 

marketer to enter the niche position much less with this asymmetrical bias. The 

differences in profits become [ ( , )] [ ( , )]  .037i i
i i i i i iE S S E S Sψπ π− −

− −− = −  and 

[ ( , )] [ ( , )] .007i i
i i i i i iE S S E S Sψ ψ ψπ π− −

− −− =− . With these parameters meeting a marketer 

experiencing bias increases the profits of a marketer given these parameters. 

Proposition 1 therefore does not hold in all circumstances. 

5. Does Proposition 2 Hold When Entry Does Not Dominate? 

Proposition 2 will hold if marketers competing with another experiencing bias have 

reduced profits where they also experience bias; if [ ( , )] [ ( , )]i i
i i i i i iE S S E S Sψ ψ ψπ π− −

− −− >0. 

The average realized profit when a marketer not experiencing bias meets another 

experiencing bias minus the average realized profit when a marketer experiencing bias 

meets another experiencing bias is: 
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1 1 1

1 1 1

[ ( , )] [ ( , )] ( - ) ( -1)( - - )

( -1)( - ) ( )

( )( - - ) ( )

i i
i i i i i i i i i i i i

i i i

i i i

E S S E S S
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N

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ

π π α α α κ α β α β α β κ

α α α π

α β α β α β π

− −
− −− = + + +

+

+ + +

 (4.44) 

Substituting in the Nash and rationalizable mixed strategies equation (3.76) simplifies to: 

2
2

2

2

2

( ( ) ( ) )(
( ( ))(

[ ( , )
( ) )

( ( ) ( ) ) )
( ( ))

] [ ( , )

(

]

( ) )

i i
i i i i i iE M MS k

M
S E S

N

S
M

N
N N

ψ
ψ

ψ

ψ

ψ

ψ ψπ π π
κ π κ π

π π
κ

π

π κ π

− −
− −−

−
+ +

−
+

+ +

=
 (4.45) 

This is always positive as the two terms that involve subtraction are both squared and all 

the parameters are positive. Those not experiencing bias have higher profits when facing 

a competitor experiencing bias compared to a marketer experiencing bias facing a 

competitor experiencing bias131. 

Proposition 2 holds. A marketer experiencing bias gains less average realized profit 

against a competitor experiencing bias than a marketer not experiencing bias gains 

against a competitor experiencing bias. The intuition behind Proposition 2 holding but 

Proposition 1 not holding is that it is possible that the marketer experiencing bias is 

missing too many entry opportunities, i.e. βi
ψ>βi. In such circumstances those not 

experiencing bias can benefit from the competitor’s under-entry to the market as a whole. 

The marketer experiencing bias is under-entering themselves and so they miss the 

opportunity to benefit from the under-entry of their competitor. 
                                                 

131 Note it is possible for a marketer experiencing bias to gain more profit against a competitor experiencing 

bias than against a competitor not experiencing bias because Proposition 1 does not hold. 
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VII. NORMAL TASTE DISTRIBUTION 

The impact of bias on market entry comes from the fact that the out-group homogeneity 

bias leads the mainstream position to look relatively more appealing. The basic way I 

have established the consumer primitives is by assuming two segments of consumers. As 

such in this section I address whether there is something unique about a two segment 

model that is driving the results or whether another model of consumer primitives gives 

the same results. I characterize demand using a location model whereby consumer tastes 

are normally distributed only along a taste continuum. This is similar in structure to a 

Hotelling (1929, Iyer 1999) model. The difference with my model being that I use a 

normal distribution and the modeling of the end points is not a concern. 

Let us assume that there are two feasible entry positions on the consumer taste continuum 

with the median consumer taste denoted as zero. In Figure 65 M is the feasible 

mainstream position and N is the feasible niche position. The condition I impose on the 

position of the products is that the mainstream product must be nearer the center of the 

distribution than the niche product – this is what makes it the mainstream product 

position, it is closer to the average consumer taste. Given the distribution is symmetrical 

it does not theoretically matter whether the niche is to the left or right of the mainstream 

position provided the niche is further from the median. To allow me to simplify the 

equations I will assume that the niche product is to the right of the mainstream product. 

This assumption also means, given the mainstream position is nearer the median point of 

the distribution, that the niche product must be to the right of the median point. 
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Figure 65. Feasible Product Positions 

 

1. Characterizing Demand for a Product 

To characterize demand for a single product we must find the set of customers who gain 

positive utility from purchasing that product. As before I use U for consumer utility but 

instead of fixing the consumer positions I allow the consumers to suffer disutility from 

direction in a continuous manner. In essence all consumers now have a d – disutility from 

distance – variable but this distance depends upon the position of the product (M or N) 

and the position of the consumer. This consumer position is distributed normally across 

the entire taste continuum. Let τ represent the relative cost to distance – how acutely the 

consumer feels about not getting exactly what they want (known as travelling cost in a 

Hotelling model). Using c to denote the consumer position the consumer utility function 

for a product located at the mainstream position becomes: 

,
,  where d=|c-M|i M

c i MU V P dτ= − −  (4.46) 

The consumer utility function for a product located at the niche position becomes: 
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,
,  where d=|c-N|i N

c i NU V P dτ= − −   (4.47) 

Given distance has monotonic effect on utility there is only one marginal consumer 

location to the left and one to the right of the product. If the product is the only one in the 

market then the marginal consumer gets zero utility from the profits and is equidistant 

from the product’s location. Call the marginal consumer’s location to the left of marketer 

i’s product, cLi, and the marginal consumer’s location to the right, cRi. 

I arbitrarily denote the tastes as running from low, left, to high, right, then the marginal 

consumer to the left must have a value on the taste continuum less than the product and 

the marginal consumer to the right must have a value on the taste continuum higher than 

the product132. This means that cLi <M < cRi and allows me to replace d in the equation 

(3.78) with M-c for consumers to the left of the mainstream product and c-M for 

consumers to the right of the mainstream product. 

2. Illustration: A Monopolist’s Pricing Decision 

Assume for sake of this illustration that the marketer is a monopolist. The demand 

function is the density of consumers from the consumer on the left who gains zero utility 

from buying the product at the given price. The marginal consumer to the left can be 

calculated by setting utility to 0 in equation (3.78) and rearranging the formula. 

i,M
Li

V-P M - c
τ

=  (4.48) 

                                                 

132 I will create formula for a product at the mainstream, for niche position just replace the M with N. 
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cLi 

 

The marginal consumer to the right can be calculated by setting utility to 0 in equation 

(3.78) and rearranging the formula. 

i,M
Ri

V-P M + c
τ

=  (4.49) 

This can be shown graphically as in Figure 66. 

Figure 66. Potential Purchasers of a Product at M are from cLi to cRi 

 

The range of tastes on the x axis, the taste continuum, contains the set of all locations 

where consumers will buy the product. The integral of the normal distribution between 

cLi and cRi, the two marginal consumers, gives total sales. Sales equal the CDF of this 

range from the left marginal customer to the right marginal consumer. The total quantity 

of product i positioned at the mainstream that may be sold is denoted as xM
133

. 

                                                 

133 Note that xM=x and xN= (1-x) in the model in the main text. 
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xM    =  ( )
Ri

Li

c

c

f x x∂∫        =  ( )
Li

M

c

f x x∂∫    +  ( )
Ric

M

f x x∂∫  (4.50) 

The total quantity of product i positioned at the niche that may be sold is denoted as xN.  

xN    =  ( )
Ri

Li

c

c

f x x∂∫        =  ( )
Li

N

c

f x x∂∫    +  ( )
Ric

N

f x x∂∫  (4.51) 

Given that the mainstream product is nearer the median of the normal distribution, |M-

0|<|N-0| , and the second derivative of the normal decreases away from the median of the 

distribution then we can say that xM > xN and potential sales must be greater in the 

mainstream position. 

3. Entry to the Same Position 

If the marketers enter the same position the marketers compete on price. The same logic 

as the two segment model, Bertrand Nash Pricing, applies. I.e. each marketer has an 

incentive to cut their price to just below the competitor. This means prices are driven to 

zero. Given the marketers share the sales equally when their products are priced the same 

then the sales of each marketer is half the amount of consumers from the left to the right 

marginal consumer. The marginal consumers are as per equations (3.80) and (3.81) 

setting price equal to zero. The left marginal consumer is: 

Li
V M - c
τ

=  (4.52) 

The right marginal consumer is: 

Ri
V M + c
τ

=  (4.53) 
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The demand function facing marketer i after a same position mainstream entry is thus: 

,
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,

( )/
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( )/
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∫  (4.54) 

The demand function facing marketer i after a same position niche entry is thus: 

,

,

,

,
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∫  (4.55) 

With a same position entry price is zero and the demand faced by the marketers after 

choosing their position (M or N) is a fixed amount as both V and τ are properties of the 

consumers and not determined by the marketer. This looks exactly the same as the 

payoffs faced by the marketer in a two segment model: sales are a fixed amount and 

profits are equal to zero given price is zero  

4. Entry to Different Positions 

If the marketers enter at different positions where ranges conflict the consumer will buy 

the product that gives them the most utility which is the nearest product if the prices are 

the same. Therefore instead of appealing to marginal consumers at the farthest point 

possible, i.e. the point where consumers gain zero utility, there will be a marginal 

consumer nearer the marketer. This marginal consumer is between the two marketers, 
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therefore I call this consumer cbet. This between marginal consumer is where the 

consumer’s utility for the mainstream and niche product is the same so is equal to: 

, ,- -
   bet

i M i NV P V P
c M N

τ τ
= + = −  (4.56) 

The between marginal consumer is shown in Figure 67. 

Figure 67. Demand Given Different Position Entry 

 

Demand function for a mainstream marketer after a different position entry is: 

,

, ,
bet

( )/

demand ( ) where c = Min[ , ]
bet

i M

i M i N

M V P

c V P V P
f x x M N

τ τ τ
−

− −

− −
= ∂ + −∫  (4.57) 

The demand function for a marketer, call this marketer –i, at the niche position after a 

different position entry is thus: 
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,

bet

( )/
, ,

bet
c

demand ( ) where c = Max[ , ]
i NN V P

i M i NV P V P
f x x M N

τ

τ τ

−+ −
−− −

= ∂ + −∫  (4.58) 

Thus the prices charged by these marketers determine the location of the marginal 

consumer between the positions cbet which determines the sales made. If marketers charge 

the same price they will not evenly split sales. The marketer in the mainstream, who is 

nearer the median will gain more sales. The marketers will reduce their prices until the 

profits from the increase in sales are equal to the reduced profits from charging a lower 

price to consumers. Where prices are above zero the profits will be greater for the 

mainstream marketer as xM> xN and the marketers will charge positive prices134. Profits 
                                                 

134 If a marketer charges zero, they will lose -κ. Imagine the marketer raises prices by just ε, which is a 

small amount, the requirement is that it is less than τ|M-N| thus this price rise can be bigger if the distance 

between products is greater and consumer travelling costs is higher. With this price rise the marketer will 

gain higher profits than without the price rise. Proof: The profits of marketer i are: ,
, ,demandi N

i M i MPπ κ− = − . 

If the combination of the consumers valuation and travelling costs was such that the integral from 

,i MV P
M

τ
−

+ to ,i MV P
M

τ
−

+  was unprofitable then this market would never be profitable and so would 

not be covered by this model. The demand function for marketer i given marketer –i prices at 0 and 

marketer i prices at ε is
,( ) /

demand ( )
i M

VN

M V P

f x x
τ

τ

−

− −

= ∂∫ . This can be simplified to demand ( )

VN

VM

f x x
τ

ε
τ τ

−

− +

= ∂∫ . 

The assumptions tell us that 
V VN M ε
τ τ τ

− > − +  as M<N. and ε<τ|M-N|. This means that there is a 

distance between the left marginal consumer and the between marginal consumer when marketer i charges 

a price of ε. Given between at any two points on the normal distribution the CDF is positive and there is a 
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for the marketer in the mainstream position will be higher than the profits for the 

marketer in the niche position. This is the key condition in the model and is satisfied 

using a taste continuum instead of a two segment model. 

                                                                                                                                                 

positive difference between the two positions there must be positive sales, ( )

VN

VM

f x x
τ

ε
τ τ

−

− +

∂∫ >0. Plugging in 

this value into the profit equation allows us to compare profits when price is ε or a zero. Profits when price 

is zero are: ,
, demand *0i N

i Mπ κ κ− = − =− . Profits when price is ε are: ,
, ( )

VN

i N
i M

VM

f x x
τ

ε
τ τ

π ε κ
−

−

− +

= ∂ −∫ . Profits 

are strictly greater at a price of ε as ( )

VN

VM

f x x
τ

ε
τ τ

−

− +

∂∫ >0. The logic is exactly the same for a marketer position 

in the niche; there must be a price which yields higher profit than zero. 
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A. Using a Normal Distribution for Out-group Homogeneity Bias 

Out-group homogeneity bias changes the way that marketers’ perceive the distribution of 

consumer tastes135. The sole difference caused by the bias is that the customer 

distribution is seen as being more peaked than the true distribution. Translating this to a 

normal distribution on a taste continuum the bias means that the PDF of consumer tastes 

when seen through the eyes of a marketer experiencing bias is therefore lower at the 

extreme points of the distribution and higher nearer the middle of the distribution. 

Figure 68 gives an example of the bias with a normally distributed consumer taste. 

Figure 68. Relationship between the True and Perceived Consumer Tastes 

 

 

                                                 

135It does not however change the way the marketers see the mean, 0 = 0ψ, or the total size of the 
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The figure uses a Normal (0, 1) to represent the true distribution and a Normal (0, 0.5) for 

the perceived out-group distribution, with the x-axis being the taste continuum and the y-

axis being the density function, f(x). Marketers experiencing bias see more opportunity at 

the market’s center and less at the tails as the variance seems lower to the marketer 

experiencing bias. 

1. A Crossover Point Exists on Each Side of Distribution Where f(x)=f(x)ψ 

Given the out-group marketer’s view of the market starts below the true distribution at 

the extremes and both distributions monotonically rise to the mean where the out-group 

marketer’s view is that there are more customers then there must be a crossover point on 

either side of the mean. This crossover point is where the true and out-group distributions 

are equal. Fewer customers are perceived by the out-group marketer at the extremes of 

the distribution. For example, fewer customers are perceived to be to the left of the left 

crossover point by the marketers experiencing bias than by marketer not experiencing 

bias. The marketer under perceives the tails of the out-group market. To see this take the 

right hand crossover point, f(x) = f(x)ψ. Move to the right and f(x) must decline more for 

the out-group marketer than the in-group marketer given f’(x)ψ > f’(x). Therefore at any 

point to the right of the crossover point then f(x) > f(x)ψ. At the same time, more 

customers are perceived by the out-group marketer in the middle of the distribution. For 

example, more customers are perceived to be to the right of the left crossover point but to 

the left of the right crossover point by the marketer experiencing bias than by the 

marketer not experiencing bias. The marketer over perceives the middle of the out-group 
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market. The out-group marketer perceives the area near the average consumer’s tastes as 

being more populated than it is. To see the take the left crossover point where f(x) = 

f(x)ψ. Move any distance to the right up to the median. f(x) must increase more for the 

marketer experiencing bias than the marketer not experiencing bias given f’(x)ψ > f’(x). 

Therefore at between the left cross over point and the median then f(x) < f(x)ψ. 

2. Effect of Out-Group Homogeneity Bias on Optimal Price 

There is no room in the dissertation to fully detail the effects of the bias on pricing where 

consumer tastes are distributed on a normally distributed taste continuum. I sketch the 

key point which is that optimal prices cannot be assumed to be the same regardless of 

bias in such a world. Out-group homogeneity bias engenders the belief that more 

consumers are located closer to the distribution’s center than they are. The effect of 

raising prices varies depending on the relationship between f(x)ψ and f(x). Where f’(x)ψ < 

f’(x) any raise in prices is perceived as hurting sales less by the marketer experiencing 

bias. In effect the marketer’s estimate of price elasticity is less than true price elasticity. 

Where f(x)ψ >f(x) any rise in prices is expected to hurt sales more by the marketer 

experiencing bias. In effect the marketer’s estimate of price elasticity is greater than the 

true price elasticity when they are experiencing the bias. This means that those 

experiencing bias will misprice, (actually tending to price at a level that will see the 

marginal consumers nearer the crossover point than is optimal). The marketer 

experiencing bias will still expect profits to be higher in the mainstream than the niche 

position as they expect even more sales in the mainstream than the niche position than 
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there really are. The key to the one shot model is that ( ) ( )M Nψ ψπ π> and the key to the 

effect of bias is that those experiencing bias see relatively more profits in the mainstream 

position. This holds as ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )M M N Nψ ψπ π π π> > > . Using a taste continuum with 

consequent mispricing errors does not cause a problem for the key propositions of my 

single period model, namely that bias reduces the profits of those who compete with a 

marketer experiencing bias and bias causes the most problems when both marketers 

experience bias. I will however note that this pricing error is a potential problem for the 

conclusions of my evolutionary model in part 3 of the dissertation. I consider this later 

(section XI page 459) and show that though any mispricing engendered by bias makes 

equilibria where bias persist harder to construct. That said equilibria where bias persist 

can still be constructed and so bias can persist occur despite the fact it may engender 

mispricing. 
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VIII. BERTRAND NASH PRICING: WHY WILL PRICES BE 

DRIVEN TO ZERO? 

Assume that both marketers have entered the mainstream. The profit function in the 

positive sales region for marketer i is: 

,
. , , , ,

, , , ,
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1 in the range where 0 &2
otherwise

i M
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 (4.59) 

The profit function in the positive sales region for marketer -i is: 

,
. , , , ,

, , , ,

in the range where 0 &
1 in the range where 0 &2
otherwise

i M
i M i M i M i M i M

i M i M i M i M

x P V P P P

x P V P P P

π κ
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κ

− − − −

− − −

= − − ≥ <

− − ≥ =

−

 (4.60) 

As before no profit maximizing marketer will set a price that leads to zero sales. This 

means marketers will only consider the ranges of prices where consumers gain positive 

utility from the product and so sales are positive –where consumers will buy one of the 

products. Earlier I also noted that no profit maximizing marketer will set a price less than 

zero. As such the pricing choices made by the marketers must be in the price range 

where: , ,0 & 0i M i MV P V P−≥ ≥ ≥ ≥ . 

Taking the derivatives of the marketer profit function in respect of the price charged by 

the marketer will allow me to determine the profit-maximizing price that a marketer will 
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set. As before the derivative of the profit function tells us that an increase in price yields 

more profits for marketer i within the range considered. 

,
,

, ,
,

 in the range where
i M

i M
i M i M

i M

d
x P P

dP
π −

−= <  (4.61) 

A similar story can be told for marketer –i. Profits increase when prices increase within 

the specific range. 
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i M

i M
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d
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= <  (4.62) 

Profit maximizing marketers should increase their price until they are at the boundary of 

this range. However the boundary of the range is changed by the actions of the marketers. 

To see this assume one marketer, call this marketer i, charges a little less than their rival. 

Let ε be an arbitrarily small amount that approaches zero. Let , ,i M i MP Pε −+ = , marketer i 

will gain sales of x and marketer –i will gain no sales. Profits for marketer i will be: 

,
, ,
i M

i M i Mx Pπ κ− = −  (4.63) 

Profits for marketer -i will be: 

,
,

i M
i Mπ κ− = −  (4.64) 

Marketer –i will not be content to stay in this situation, they are making a loss. There is 

an easy solution to the problem. If marketer -i were to cuts their price by ε they could 

“share” the profits with marketer i. Marketer –i’s profit function becomes: 

,
, , , ,

1 ( ) where 
2

i M
i M i M i M i Mx P P Pπ ε κ ε− − −= − − − =  (4.65) 
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But a profit maximizing marketer won’t settle for this. Marketer -i will reason that if 

instead of cutting their price by ε they made a slightly larger price cut, but still arbitrarily 

small cut, call this 2ε, their profit function would be: 

,
, , , ,( 2 ) where 2i M

i M i M i M i Mx P P Pπ ε κ ε− − −= − − − <  (4.66) 

Given that ε is arbitrarily small then equation  (3.97) is greater than equation (3.98), 

,( 2 )i Mx P ε κ− − − > ,
1 ( )
2 i Mx P ε κ− − − . Profits are higher after the slightly larger price cut 

and a profit maximizing marketer will therefore cut prices by 2ε. Of course this is not the 

end of the iterative process. Marketer i will conjecture that marketer –i is thinking this 

and realize that they will gain only a loss of -κ. As marketer -i reasoned before marketer i 

reasons that if they were to cut their price by a 2ε, (so , ,2 2i M i MP Pε ε− − > −  ) marketer i 

will gain profits of: 

,
, , , ,( 2 ) where 2 2i M

i M i M i M i Mx P P Pπ ε κ ε ε−
−= − − − < −  (4.67) 

This is an increase profits in profits of ,( 2 )i Mx P ε−  compared to before the price cut. 

Such thinking continues till the price is zero. 
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IX. LARGE ERRORS IN THE LEARNING MODEL 

I also consider the idea that the game itself is unstable. Random errors will eventually 

make the market seem unprofitable because of extremely large random errors. Because 

observations only come after an entry then once marketers leave the market they may 

gain no new information and so never realize the extreme error was an aberration. 

This section addresses the problem of “large errors” that can cause players to begin to 

play pure strategies. The intuitive explanation is that when there are random errors that 

are unbounded in some way there will be eventually be some error that is so large it 

knocks the marketer’s response away from playing the mixed strategy. When the market 

position entered in the previous period has a very large negative error and so it will seem 

unprofitable. If there is no cross-over learning, there is no reason for the marketer to ever 

enter that market position again. Imagine that the error was so negative and large that 

x+ε<κ -- projected sales are less than the fixed cost to enter even when a different 

position entry is gained. Thus the marketer always will enter the other position if they 

enter the market at all. 

Of course by a similar logic it may happen that marketers eventually want to drop out of 

the only market position that they are currently playing with a positive probability. Large 

negative errors could lead the position being entered to appear unprofitable, x+ε<κ, 

projected sales are less than the fixed cost to enter. As such the marketer would then 

leave the market entirely. 
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There is no reason for the marketer to ever re-enter once they have left a position as they 

gain no new information given they do not enter. Once the marketers have left the both 

positions this is the end of the game. This situation is relatively more likely when the 

marketer uses Cournot learning because one extremely negative error can make (1-

x)+ε<κ. This is much less likely with fictitious play as the effect of a single random error 

is much smaller in later periods. The principle holds however that there is a positive, 

though exceptionally small, probability that both positions will seem to be not worth 

entering. As such stochastic errors alone, can cause a mixed strategy game where entry 

dominates to move to a situation where non-entry is supported. It can even reverse itself 

back to the mixed strategy of entry where there is cross-over learning between the 

positions. The game has a tendency to move towards a situation where entry is never 

made. 
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X. OVERESTIMATION BIAS 

In the learning experiment I used an overestimation bias to contrast with a variance bias. 

This is a simpler bias than the variance bias as marketers are just badly calibrated and 

overestimate sales in both positions. Over-estimation is modeled as having sales 

projection higher in both the mainstream and niche than they really are. To denote where 

a prediction is made by a marketer experiencing over-estimation bias I use the superscript 

o so  >  and (1- ) >(1- )o ox x x x . 

Note with overestimation the total market size must increase. 

3. Effect of Overestimation on Profits and Prices 

Let  [ ( , )]
o i oo

i iiE π α α
−

− , describe the profit predictions that are influenced by an 

overestimation bias. When overestimating predicted profits from gaining a different 

position entry to the mainstream positions are: 



, * *
, , ,[ ]  iff 0,otherwise -

o i N o
i M i M i ME x P V Pπ κ κ
−

= − − ≥  (4.68) 

The notation tells us that marketer i is predicting profits where marketer i enters the 

mainstream, and marketer –i enters the niche. The predicted profits are the expected 

sales, xo, multiplied by the optimal price that the marketer will use in such a 

circumstance. The marketer could try to set a price above the consumer’s valuation but as 

no profit maximizing marketer will do this the “otherwise –κ” term can be ignored. When 

overestimating predicted profits from a different position entry to the niche positions are: 
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, * *
, , ,[ ]  (1 ) iff 0,otherwise -

o o i M o
i i N i M i ME x P V Pπ κ κ

−
= − − − ≥  (4.69) 

As xo>x and (1-x)o>(1-x) then predicted profits must be higher in both the mainstream 

and niche position when experiencing overestimation bias. Predicted profits after a same 

position entry are always –κ regardless of bias. The proof that prices are not influenced 

by bias is exactly the same for overestimation as for the out-group homogeneity bias. The 

prediction errors through overestimation give a one-sided effect, all profit predictions 

after different position entries are raised. When a marketer experiences an overestimation 

bias the marketer sees π(Mo)>π(M) and π(No)>π(N). 

Figure 69. Impact of Overestimation Bias on Predicted Profits 

 

a) Overestimation 

The predicted profit equation for the marketer experiencing overestimation is: 

    ( )  ( )  ( ) ( )[ ( , )] - ( ) 1- ( ) 1- - 1- 1-
o i o o o o oo o o o o o o

i i i i i ii i i i iE M Nπ α α κα α π α α π α α κ α α
−

− − − − −= + +  (4.70) 
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This leads to the following derivative. 

 

    

   

   

   

[ ( , ]  ( )   -  [ ( ) ] / [ ( ) ( ) 2 ]
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∂
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 (4.71) 

This dynamic is similar to the rationalizable strategy with out-group homogeneity bias 

discussed earlier. The mainstream entry probability with an overestimation bias is: 





 

( )
( ) ( ) 2

ooo
ii o o

M
M N
π κα α

π π κ
−

+
= =

+ +
 (4.72) 

The niche entry probability with an overestimation bias is: 

(1 ) (1 )
oo

iiα α −− = −  (4.73) 

The entry probabilities of a marketer overestimating depends upon the relative level of 

the bias. For instance if the bias has the effect of adding the same amount of overestimate 

to both the niche and mainstream sales projections then the mainstream entry probability 

is strictly less for a marketer experiencing the overestimation bias. This is because if the 

bias adds z to the numerator it will add 2z to the denominator. This is the equivalent of 

weighting the Nash mixed strategy with additional components that give a mainstream 

entry probability of ½. This must bring the Nash mixed strategy nearer to .5. This is 

because the Nash mixed strategy is strictly greater than .5 and so any change that brings 

the mainstream entry probability nearer to .5 reduces the mainstream entry probability. 
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I can therefore state than when the amounts added to each sales projection by the bias is 

the same then .5<αi
o<αi. This results applies whenever 

 ( )
 ( )

 ( )
 ( )

N N
MM

o

o

π κ π κ
π κπ κ

+ +
>

++
. 

Interestingly such overestimation, despite the fact that it increases all sales projections, 

leads to what could be interpreted as “less aggressive” play. The marketer is more likely 

to cede the better position to their rival. 

The situation is more complex though in that it is possible that the bias has no effect on 

entry choices. Take where the 
 ( )
 ( )

 ( )
 ( )

N N
MM

o

o

π κ π κ
π κπ κ

+ +
=

++
. For example imagine a situation 

where 1( ) 2, ( ) 1 & 14M Nπ π κ= = = , the Nash mixed strategy is to enter the mainstream 

with probability 3¼/5 which is 57.1% of the time. Imagine an overestimate of 1 in the 

mainstream and ¾ in the niche position so the niche overestimate is ¾ of the mainstream 

overestimation. So after the bias the predictions are  ( )  ( )M 3, N 2 & 1o oπ π κ= = = . The 

mainstream entry probability given the mean bias is 4/7 or 57.1%. 

Finally where 
 ( )
 ( )

 ( )
 ( )

N N
MM

o

o

π κ π κ
π κπ κ

+ +
>

++
 this leads to an over-entry to the mainstream. 

Interestingly with parameters in this range the overestimation bias has a similar impact to 

that of the out-group homogeneity bias. This impact is however at a more reduced level at 

any given level of bias. 

Given the mainstream entry probabilities predicted I can simplify the predicted profit of a 

marketer overestimating to: 
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 (4.74) 

To take an example assume that bias causes the marketer experiencing it to overestimate 

the profits from sales by .5 in both positions π(M)o=3.5 and π(N) o =2.5. The mainstream 

entry probability drops from 5/9 to 11/20 when the marketer experiences overestimation 

bias, while predicted profits rise from 2/9 to 19/40. this rise in profits should not be 

surprising given the sales projections are inflated -- the marketer predicts they will do 

better given they gain any different position entry. 
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A. Impact of Overestimation Bias on Profits and Learning 

There are three ways entry strategy could respond to overestimation: 

1) Increased Entry to the Mainstream Position 

2) No Change in Entry to the Mainstream Position  

3) Reduced Entry to the Mainstream Position 

Increased Entry to the Mainstream Position: It is possible that overestimation can lead 

to greater mainstream entry. This is where 
 ( )
 ( )

 ( )
 ( )

N N
MM

o

o

π κ π κ
π κπ κ

+ +
<

++
. When this condition 

is met the overestimation bias mimics the impact of the out-group homogeneity bias but 

at a much reduced impact at any given level of bias. Intuitively this reduced impact is 

because the overestimation bias has twin impacts on the entry strategy that offset rather 

than complement each other. By this I mean that the impact of the out-group 

homogeneity bias on change in entry strategy has the same direction for the bias in both 

positions. (I.e. the impact by increasing perceptions of mainstream profits and reducing 

perceptions of niche profits both generate a greater probability of entering the 

mainstream: Mainstream Bias Impact + Niche Bias Impact = Total Impact of Bias). 

The overestimation bias on the other hand has opposite directional effect on the 

mainstream and niche position. This means that only the net effect changes the entry 

strategy. (I.e. the biases impact by increasing perceptions of mainstream profits and 

increasing perceptions of niche profits generate both a greater willingness to enter the 
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mainstream position and a greater willingness to enter the niche position which net off 

against each other: Mainstream Bias Impact - Niche Bias Impact = Net Impact of Bias). 

When overestimation causes greater entry to the mainstream then the impact of the 

overestimation bias is the essentially the same as a out-group homogeneity bias and the 

results for the core model apply. All propositions hold. 

No Change in Entry to the Mainstream Position: It is also possible that the 

overestimation bias simply does not alter the relative predicted profitability of 

uncontested entry to the positions. This is when 
 ( )
 ( )

 ( )
 ( )

N N
MM

o

o

π κ π κ
π κπ κ

+ +
=

++
. In such a 

scenario the bias changes the marketer’s predicted profits but not the relative 

attractiveness of predicted profits. Given that the relative attractiveness of the positions is 

unaltered the overestimation will have no impact on the entry strategy pursued. The 

impact of the bias is perfectly balanced between raising entry to the positions. There is no 

need to further analysis such a situation at least within the framework of this current 

model. I can however state that this bias is robust as the marketer experiencing it adopts a 

rationalizable strategy that is the same as the Nash mixed strategy despite bias. The 

marketer might be disappointed with the profits they receive but still generate the highest 

profits that they can. 

In this scenario the marketers would continue as though they were not experiencing bias 

as long as any learning they enjoyed kept the relative relationship of the predicted profits 

between the positions the same. It may however be more likely that with learning 
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eventually the relative profitability of the two positions might cease to be perfectly 

balanced. Such a change in the balance would lead to a strategy of over or under-entry to 

the mainstream position. Over entry to the mainstream as I has just discussed this mimics 

the out-group homogeneity bias. How will under entry to the mainstream position impact 

the propositions outlined in the core model? 

Reduced Entry to the Mainstream Position: In this section I consider what happens 

when the overestimation bias leads to a reduced mainstream entry probability. This is 

when: 
 ( )
 ( )

 ( )
 ( )

N N
MM

o

o

π κ π κ
π κπ κ

+ +
>

++
. The marketer experiencing the overestimation bias is 

more likely to enter the niche position because they predict the niche position as 

relatively more profitable than it truly is. Marketers experiencing the overestimation bias 

are hence less likely to enter the mainstream position than a marketer not experiencing 

bias. I detail the effect on the propositions covered in the dissertation. 

1. Proposition 1 

The first proposition in the dissertation is that the bias of a marketer reduces the profits of 

a competitor. The overestimation bias violates this proposition. I conclude therefore that 

not all biases are created the same. 

Here I examine where the overestimation bias reduces mainstream entry, thus αo<α. As 

above I will consider situations where the mainstream position still appears more 

profitable than the niche position, i.e. the imbalance in overestimation is not so high that 

the niche seems like a better position to enter all else equal, αo>.5. 
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Unlike biases which lead to over entry to the mainstream the overestimation bias in this 

scenario does not reduce profits of competitors. Quite the opposite the overestimation 

bias increases the profits of those competing with them. The intuition is those who 

experience the overestimation bias enter the mainstream at less than the Nash mixed 

strategy. This means those who enter at the Nash mixed strategy do better when they 

meet someone entering at less than Nash. Note furthermore that those experiencing the 

out-group homogeneity bias will do even better against those under entering the 

mainstream as to enter with a probability of 1 is the correct strategy to employ if your 

competitor is entering at less than the Nash mixed strategy. Thus when competing with a 

marketer who experiences an overestimation bias which leads to under entry to the 

mainstream any bias that increases mainstream entry will be more profitable than not 

experiencing bias. I do not detail it here but this is another reason for bias persisting.  

Proof: 

The average realized profits of a marketer not experiencing bias when competing against 

one not experiencing bias or against a marketer experiencing overestimation bias that 

leads to under entry to the mainstream position is: 

[ ( , )] ( ) (1 ) ( )(1- ) - (1- )(1 )

[ ( , )] ( ) (1 ) ( )(1- ) - (1- )(1 )

i
i i i i i i i i i i i

i o o o o o
i i i i i i i i i i i

E M N

E M N

π α α κα α π α α π α α κ α α

π α α κα α π α α π α α κ α α

−

−
− − − − −

= − + − + −

= − + − + −

 (4.75) 

Let and o o
i i i iα α α α− −= = . 

[ ( , )] [ ( , )] -(  - ) ( ( ) - ( ))i i o o
i i i i i i i iE E N Mπ α α π α α α α π π− −

−− =  (4.76) 
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As profits in the mainstream are greater than profits in the niche position, given a 

different position entry, ( ) - ( )N Mπ π <0. Given iα > o
iα

  then iα - o
iα >0 so -( iα - o

iα )<0. 

As both terms are negative the product is positive. A marketer not experiencing bias has 

the same profit as their competitor when meeting a marketer not experiencing bias. 

Therefore the expected profit is higher when meeting a marketer experiencing 

overestimation bias. 

Now I turn to the impact of meeting a marketer experiencing this type of overestimation 

bias on a marketer experiencing the same bias. 

[ ( , )] [ ( , )] (  - ) (- ( )+ ( )- + 2  + ( ))i o o i o o o o o o
i i i i i i i i i i iE E N N Mπ α α π α α α α π α π κ α κ α π− −

− − =  (4.77) 

Given iα > o
iα

 then iα - o
iα

 <0. - ( )+ ( )- + 2  + ( )o o o
i i iN N Mπ α π κ α κ α π  can be rewritten as 

(-1+ ) (N)+(-1+2 ) + (M)o o o
i i iα π α κ α π . As o

iα  >.5 then -1+2 o
iα  >0 and -1+2 o

iα κ >0. This 

means that (-1+ ) (N)+(-1+2 ) + (M)o o o
i i iα π α κ α π >0 if (-1+ ) (N)+ (M)o o

i iα π α π . 

( ) ( ) >0M Nπ π>  so given 0< o
iα <1 then |-1+ |>| |o o

i iα α and 

- ( )+ ( )- + 2  + ( )o o o
i i iN N Mπ α π κ α κ α π  must be positive. The entire product, 

(  - ) (- ( )+ ( )- + 2  + ( ))o o o o o
i i i i iN N Mα α π α π κ α κ α π , is positive. A marketer experiencing 

this type of overestimation bias has a higher expected profit when meeting a marketer 

also experiencing overestimation bias than when meeting a marketer not experiencing 

bias. 

As [ ( , )] [ ( , )]i i o
i i i i i iE Eπ α α π α α− −

−<  and [ ( , )] [ ( , )]i o o i o
i i i i i iE Eπ α α π α α− −

− > , I can say that the 

competitors of marketers experiencing this bias have higher expected profits compared to 
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when they meet a competitor not experiencing bias. The out-group homogeneity bias 

generated a damaging impact on competitors, the overestimation bias in this parameter 

range has the opposite impact. The bias is a boon to competitors. 

2. Proposition 2 

This proposition says that those experiencing the out-group homogeneity bias suffer more 

when they meet a competitor experiencing the same bias. I here show the opposite effect 

intuitively this is because those who overestimate in a way that leads to relatively higher 

niche entry must enter the mainstream less than those not experiencing any bias. This 

effectively leaves open uncontested mainstream entry opportunities that their competitor 

would not gain against a marketer not experiencing bias. As such it is an advantage to 

meet someone who overestimates and so enters the mainstream less than those not 

experiencing bias, .5<αo<α. This benefit of meeting a competitor under entering the 

mainstream accrues to those who adopt the same under entering strategy. It is always 

better to compete against a marketer who overestimates. 

Proof: 

As shown above [ ( , )] [ ( , )]i o o i o
i i i i i iE Eπ α α π α α− −

− > . 

The key point is that unlike the out-group homogeneity bias all marketers want to meet a 

competitor whose strategy is influenced by this type of overestimation bias. 
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3. Learning 

The learning experiment contrasts an overestimation bias with the out-group 

homogeneity bias. The marketers experiencing overestimation bias whenever they 

receive information always receive information that says the market is smaller than it was 

predicted to be. It is therefore likely that this will be easier to learn about than the out-

group homogeneity bias. Also note that the drop in expected profits can be quite dramatic 

when experiencing an overestimation bias. Take for instance where a marketer 

overestimates all positions by +.5. If π(M)=3 , π(N)=2 and κ=2, then the profit of a 

marketer meeting a competitor not experiencing bias was predicted to be 

  

 

 

2( ) ( ) 4.75[ ( , )]
10( ) ( ) 2

o oo i oo
i ii o o

M NE
M N

π π κπ α α
π π κ

−
−

−
= =

+ +
. Average Realized Profits are  

2( ) ( ) 2[ ( , )]
( ) ( ) 2 9

o i o
i i i

M NE
M N

π π κπ α α
π π κ

− −
= =

+ +
. Profits were more than halved from the 

predictions despite the overestimation being what can be described loosely as modest136. 

This is likely to be quite a shock and a strong motivation to learn. 

                                                 

136 +.5 on each position = +1 in total. Compared to π(M)=3, π(M)=2 or a total of 5. 
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B. Impact of Overestimation Bias on the Evolutionary Model 

1. Proposition 3 

This proposition says that those experiencing the out-group homogeneity bias survive at a 

lower rate than those not experiencing the out-group homogeneity bias. This is not the 

case for the overestimation bias. This is because .5< o
iα < iα . Earlier I discussed the fact 

that survival is maximized when all marketers enter at a rate of 50% to either position. 

Thus where the mixed entry strategy of those experiencing the overestimation bias is 

closer to 50% mainstream entry than the strategy employed by those not experiencing 

bias those experiencing the bias actually survive with a greater probability than those not 

experiencing the bias. 

Proof: 

Survival Rate not experiencing bias: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ 1- 1- } 1- { 1- 1- }t t i i i i t i i i iq qψ ψρ α α α α α α α α− − − −= + + +  (4.78) 

Survival Rate experiencing the overestimation bias: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ 1- 1- } 1- { 1- 1- }o o o o o o o
t t i i i i t i i i iq qρ α α α α α α α α− − − −= + + +  (4.79) 

Let and o o
i i i iα α α α− −= = . The difference in survival rates when experiencing this bias 

and when not are: 

( - )(1-2 +2 -2 )o o o
t t i i i i t i tq qρ ρ α α α α α− =  (4.80) 
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Given iα > o
iα

  then iα - o
iα >0. If  1-2 +2 -2 o

i i t i tq qα α α  <0 then those experiencing bias 

have a higher survival rate. 

To show this I first consider where there is no bias in the population, qt=0. 

( - )(1-2 )o o
t t i i iρ ρ α α α− =  (4.81) 

Given o
iα >.5 then 1-2 iα <0 and the equation is negative. Those experiencing this bias 

have a higher survival rate. 

I then consider what happens as the rate of bias in the population increases by taking the 

derivative of o
t tρ ρ−  in respect of qt. 

(2 - 2 )( - )
o

o ot t
i i i i

tq
ρ ρ α α α α∂ − =∂  (4.82) 

From this I can conclude that as the state of the population increases the survival rate of 

marketers not experiencing bias relative to those experiencing this bias. Given qt =1, the 

entire population experiences this bias, is the highest level of bias and relative survival 

rates improve for those not experiencing bias at higher levels of bias I can say that if 

those experiencing bias survive more than a marketer not experiencing bias when the 

entire population experience bias then 0o
t tρ ρ− < . Those experiencing this bias have a 

higher survival rate at all possible levels of bias in the population, 
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When qt =1 then ( )( ) ( )1 2 2 2 1 2o o o o o
t t i i i i i i i iρ ρ α α α α α α α α− = − − + − = − − . Given o

iα

>.5 then 0o
t tρ ρ− < . The survival rates favor those experiencing the overestimation bias 

compared to those not experiencing bias137. 

2. Proposition 4 

This proposition states that profits are lower for marketers experiencing bias. This is a 

proposition that should not be violated regardless of the type of bias. In effect this is 

saying that a strategy influenced by bias performs better than a strategy that hasn’t been 

influenced by bias. Given by definition bias draws the strategy away from the Nash 

mixed strategy then ignoring complications, such as signaling, the strategy influenced by 

bias should not lead to greater profits than a strategy not influenced by bias. 

This intuition is upheld. This form of bias -- just like the out-group homogeneity bias -- is 

a weakly dominated strategy. 

                                                 

137 A very lopsided overestimation bias could makes the niche position appear better than the mainstream 

position so survival rates could be lower when experiencing overestimation bias. Given I have concentrated 

in this dissertation where the mainstream positions appear more profitable to all marketers I have examined 

this situation in detail. One reason to relegate this alternative to a footnote is that bias with such parameters 

is clearly not going to survive market selection. Both survival rates are lower and profits conditional upon 

survival are lower for those experiencing this bias. The fact that this bias will not survive market selection 

is important to realizing where many scholars assume that market selection will remove bias. Market 

selection can remove those experiencing many biases  and so the fact that it doesn’t remove out-group 

homogeneity bias is a surprising result. 
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Proof: 

Expected Profit of a marketer not experiencing bias is a world of overestimation bias is. 

[ ( ) | ] [- + (1- ) (M) +(1- ) (N) -(1- )(1- ) ]

+(1- q)[- + (1 - ) (M) +(1- ) (N) -(1- )(1- ) ]

i o o o o
i i t t i i i i i i i i

i i i i i i i i

E q q

a

π α α α κ α α π α α π α α κ

α κ α α π α α π α α κ

−
− − − −

− − − −

=
 (4.83) 

Expected Profit of a marketer experiencing the bias is a world of overestimation bias is. 

[ ( ) | ] [- + (1- ) (M)+(1- )  (N) -(1- )(1- ) ]

+(1- q)[- + (1 - ) (M)+(1- ) (N) -(1- )(1- ) ]

i o o o o o o
i i t t i i i i i i i i

o o o o
i i i i i i i i

E q qπ α α α κ α α π α α π α α κ

α α κ α α π α α π α α κ

−
− − − −

− − − −

=
 (4.84) 

Let and o o
i i i iα α α α− −= = . The difference in profits at any state of the population 

conditional upon whether the marketer experiences bias is: 

( ) ( )( )
(M)

[ ( ) | ] [ ( ) | ]
( ) 2 (M) ( )q

i i o o
i i t i i t i i o

i i i t

E q E q
N

κ π
π α π α α α

π κ π α α α
− −

+ + 
− = −   + + − + − 

 (4.85) 

o
i iα α− >0 therefore is ( )( )( )(M) ( ) 2 (M) ( )qo

i i i tNκ π π κ π α α α+ + + + − + − >0 then 

expected profits must be higher for the marketer not experiencing bias. 

o
iα < iα  and so | ( )( )qo

i i i tα α α− + − |>| iα |  provided qt>0.  

If | ( )( )qo
i i i tα α α− + − |=| iα | then ( )( )( )(M) ( ) 2 (M) ( )qo

i i i tNκ π π κ π α α α+ + + + − + −  

becomes ( )(M) ( ) 2 (M)i Nκ π α π κ π+ + − + +  which given equals 0.  

When qt>0 then ( )( )( )(M) ( ) 2 (M) ( )qo
i i i tNκ π π κ π α α α+ + + + − + − >0 as 

( )( )qo
i i i tα α α− + − <- iα . Those not experiencing bias have higher expected profits. 
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3. Proposition 5 

The proposition from the core model is that profits are higher for a marketer experiencing 

bias conditional upon them surviving. This does not hold for the overestimation bias. 

Indeed the opposite is true. Those who experience this type of bias are more likely to the 

enter the niche position than marketers not experiencing bias and so are more likely to be 

in the less profitable niche position if they survive. The proof from the core model applies 

but is reversed as the marketer experiencing bias is now the marketers who enters the 

mainstream less and so receives a greater proportion of their different position entries 

into the niche position. 

4. Proposition 6 

This proposition states that an equilibrium where bias persists can exist. Using the 

equations outlined in the core model I can create an equation which represents calculates 

the state of the population at period qt+1 given the state of the population at time qt. 

t t t t
t+1

t t t t

q (- ((-1+ ) (H)+ (M))(-1+q )+ ((-1+ ) (H)q + (M)(-1+ q )))q =
( (H)+ (M))( (-1+q )- q )(1 + (-1+q ) - q ))

o o o o o
i i i i i i

o o
i i i i

α α π α π α α π π α
π π α α α α

 (4.86) 

This allows me to calculate qt-1-qt, the change in the state of the population over time 

which equals:  

t t t t
t+1 t

t t t t

( - )(q -1)q ( (M)+ ( (M)+ (N))( (q -1) - q ))q -q =-
( (M)+ (N))( (q -1) - q )(1+ (q -1) - q ))

o o
i i i i

o o
i i i i

α α π π π α α
π π α α α α

 (4.87) 

If the change in the state of the population is always in the same direction then there can 

only be on stable equilibrium point which is a corner solution. Indeed the change in the 
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state of the population over a period always leads to less bias in the population in period 

t+1 compared to period t. The bias will be driven out of a population given strong market 

selection pressures. 

Proposition 9. An overestimation bias that leads to under entry to the mainstream 

position compared to the Nash mixed strategy will be driven out of a population of 

marketers by strong market selection pressures. 

Proof: 

The change in the state of the population over a period is: 

t t t t
t+1 t

t t t t

( - )(q -1)q ( (M)+ ( (M) (N))( (q -1) - q ))q -q =-
( (M)+ (N))( (q -1) - q )(1+ (q -1) - q ))

o o
i i i i

o o
i i i i

α α π π π α α
π π α α α α

+
 (4.88) 

The model assumptions detailed earlier are: 

t(M)>0, (N)>0, >0,1> > >.5, 1 q 0o
i iπ π κ α α ≥ ≥  and I assume t1>q 0> . Given o

i iα α>  

then - o
i iα α >0. As the state of the population is positive but below zero then t(q -1) <1. 

Turning to the numerator t t( - )(q -1)qo
i iα α <1. The effect of t(q -1)  on the other positive 

term. The final part of the numerator is t t( (M)+ ( (M) (N))( (q -1) - q ))o
i iπ π π α α+  is 

positive. To see this I substitute in the mixed strategies for & o
i iα α , which leaves the 

final part of the numerator as: 

  t t( (M) + )(q -1) ( (M) + )q(M)+( (M)+ (N)){ - }
(M)+ (N)+2 (M) + (N) +2

o

o o

π κ π κπ π π
π π κ π π κ

 (4.89) 
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If o
i iα α=  then the final part of the numerator simplifies to ( (M) (N))

(M)+ (N)+2
π π κ
π π κ

−  which is 

positive as (M)> (N) & >0π π κ . Now as o
i iα α>  and ( (M) + )

(M) + (N) +2

o
o
i o o

π κα
π π κ

= which 

means the final term is a smaller negative term and equation (3.121) must be a greater 

positive term than when o
i iα α= . The numerator is therefore negative overall. 

This means if the denominator is negative the overall fraction will be positive which 

given it is subject to the negative term will mean that the state of the population always 

falls between period t and period t+1. 

The denominator is t t t t( (M)+ (N))( (q -1) - q )(1+ (q -1) - q ))o o
i i i iπ π α α α α . The first term 

(M)+ (N)π π >0. I therefore consider the ranges of values that t t(q -1) - qo
i iα α  can take. 

Where qt→0 this term → iα− . Where qt→1 then this term →  - o
iα . Thus the term is 

negative and has an absolute value of less than one given the α terms are entry 

probabilities. t t(q -1) - qo
i iα α <0 and t t(1+ (q -1) - q ))o

i iα α >0 which means the 

denominator is negative. As mentioned above both the numerator and denominator are 

negative leaving the fraction as positive but the negative sign means that t+1 tq -q  is 

constrained to be negative. The state of the population always reduces, i.e. there is less 

bias every period. There is therefore no equilibrium where this bias can persist. The 

overestimation bias which leads to under-entry to the mainstream position will be driven 

from the market by a strong market selection mechanism. 
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Figure 70. Change in State of Population over a Period Given Current State of 

Population When Bias Leads to Under Entry 

 

State of the Population at time t 

qt+1-qt 
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XI. POPULATION MODEL WHERE ENTRY IS NOT A 

DOMINANT OPTION 

In order to consider how bias changes the makeup of a population of marketers an 

assumption must be made about the impact of marketers who chose not to enter either 

position in the market. How do they change the population? In this extension to the 

model I make the simple assumption that not entering means the marketer leaves the 

market entirely. Marketers not entering have no further impact on the model. Not 

entering either position is therefore the equivalent of death. 

To examine the effect of allowing a non entry option I will consider the effect of non-

entry options on the propositions outlined earlier in the evolutionary model. 

1. Survival Rate 

Proposition 3 states that those not experiencing bias have a higher survival rate than those 

experiencing bias. I test this if non-entry is an option that will be taken with a positive 

probability. To recap the notation introduced earlier, β represents the marketer’s 

probability of non-entry in the mixed strategy they adopt. Therefore 1-α-β is the chance 

of entering the niche position. 

The survival rate is the proportion of entries that end with different position entries to the 

mainstream or niche. The survival rate when not experiencing bias is: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ 1- 1- ( )} 1- { 1- 1- ( )}t t i i i i i i t i i i i i iq qψ ψ ψρ α α α β α β α α α β α β− − − − − −= + − + + + − +  (4.90) 
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Equation (3.122)
 
shows the chance of a marketer not experiencing bias drawing a 

competitor experiencing bias qt multiplied by the probability of gaining a different 

position entry to the mainstream ( )1-i i
ψα α−  or the niche ( )1- ( )i i i i

ψ ψα β α β− −− + . Plus the 

chance of a marketer not experiencing bias drawing a competitor not experiencing bias 

(1-qt) multiplied by the probability of gaining a different position entry to the mainstream 

( )1-i iα α−  or the niche ( )1- ( )i i i iα β α β− −− + . 

The survival rate when experiencing bias is derived in a similar manner 

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

{ 1- 1- ( )}

1- { 1- 1- ( )}

t t i i i i i i

t i i i i i i

q

q

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ

ρ α α α β α β

α α α β α β

− − −

− − −

= + − + +

+ − +
 (4.91) 

I replace with & with  and with & withi i i i i i i i
ψ ψ ψ ψα α α α β β β β− − − − . I subtract the survival 

rate of those experiencing bias from the survival rate of those not experiencing bias to 

show the difference in survival rates: 

2 2 2 22 ( 1) ( 1) (2 2 )

( )(2 1) (1 2 2 ( 1) 2(2 ) )

- i i i i i i it t t t t

ti i i i iti tia d
q q q

q q q

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ

ψ

α α β α α β β

β α β α β α β

ρ ρ − + − + − + + +

− + − + + + + − +

=

−
 (4.92) 

Unlike in the main text, where entry to either position dominates, this difference in 

survival rates does not always mean the marketer not experiencing bias survives more. 

This is because of the assumption that non-entry is equivalent to death. If the parameters 

are such that βi>βi
ψ

  then the marketer experiencing bias may enter the market (in either 

position) more and thus “survive” more even though a greater proportion of those 

experiencing bias who enter the market “die”. 

The Nash mixed strategy when entry is not dominant is: 
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( ) ( ) ( ),
( ) (

1
( ) )i i

M M N
M M N
π π π

π κ π κ κ
α

π
β −

+
−

+
=

+
=  (4.93) 

The rationalizable mixed strategy experiencing out-group homogeneity bias is: 

( ) ( ) ( ),
( ) )

1
( ) (i i

M M N
M M N

ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ
ψ ψ

ψ

π π π
π κ π κ π

β
κ

α −
+ +

= −
+

=  (4.94) 

Substituting in the Nash mixed strategy and the rationalizable strategy of the marketer 

experiencing bias the difference in survival rates is: 

2

2

2 2

2 2 2

( )( 2 ( ) ( 1)) ( ) ( 1)( )
( ) ( ( ))( ( ) ) ( ( ))

( ) ( ( ) ( ) )( ( ) ( ) ( ) )
( ( ) ) ( ( )) ( )

-

( )

t t

t

t

t t

t
M M q M qM

M M M M
M q N N N N q N q

M N N

ψψ

ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ

ψ ψ

π κ π ππ
π κ κ π κ π κ π
π κ π π κ π π π
κ π κ π κ π

ρ ρ − − −
− + +

+ + + +

− + + −
+ +

+ + +

=
 (4.95) 

a) Example: Higher Survival Rates for Those Experiencing Bias 

To illustrate this consider where π(M)=3, π(N)=1 and κ=2. Assume that the bias causes an 

asymmetrical error in profit projections of + .7 in mainstream positions and -.1 in niche 

positions. The lopsidedness of the bias in this scenario leads to much greater overall entry 

when experiencing bias. The Nash mainstream entry probability is, iα =.6, the niche entry 

probability is 1 i iα β− − = .33, and the probability of not entering either position is iβ = 

.067. When experiencing bias a marketer uses the entry probabilities i
ψα = .649, 

1 i i
ψ ψα β− − = .310 and i

ψβ =.041. The difference in survival rates is

 -0.00432345 + 0.00294152 t t tqψρ ρ− =  which is plotted in Figure 71. The difference in 

survival rates is negative which means those experiencing bias survive more. 
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Note that as qt→0 then those experiencing bias have an even higher survival rate relative 

to those not experiencing bias. Also note that despite higher levels of bias in the 

population reducing the difference those experiencing bias do survive at higher rates at 

all levels of bias in the population. (Even when qt =1 then the difference remains 

negative). 

Proposition 3 does not hold. Any violations are however in a direction favorable to the 

persistence of bias in a population, i.e. greater survival of those experiencing bias. 

Figure 71. Survival Rates at Levels of Bias in the Population 

 

2. Expected Profits 

I know turn to Proposition 4, that the expected profits are always higher for the marketer 

not experiencing bias. I investigate whether this proposition holds given that entry is not 
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a dominant option. As I noted in part one given that αi no longer fully describes a strategy 

I will use si to describe the strategy choice of marketer i. 

The expected profit of a marketer not experiencing bias when entry is not a dominant 

option is: 

( )
( ) ( )( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )

[ ( ) | ]  {- ( ) 1-

( ) 1- ( ) - 1- 1- }

               + 1- {- ( ) 1-

( ) 1- ( ) - 1- 1- }

i
i i t t i i i i

i i i i i i i i

t i i i i

i i i i i i i i

E s q q M

N

q M

N

ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ

π κα α π α α

π α β α β κ α β α β

κα α π α α

π α β α β κ α β α β

−
− −

− − − −

− −

− − − −

= +

+ − + − −

+

+ − + − −

 (4.96) 

Note that the profits are gained whenever the competitor does not enter the same position 

as the marketer so the marketer gains a different position entry to the mainstream when 

they enter the mainstream, αi, and their competitor does not, 1-α-i. 

The expected profit of a marketer not experiencing bias when entry is not a dominant 

option is: 

( )
( ) ( )( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )

[ ( ) | ] {- ( ) 1-

( ) 1- ( ) - 1- 1- }

               + 1- {- ( ) 1-

( ) 1- ( ) - 1- 1- }

i
i i t t i i i i

i i i i i i i i

t i i i i

i i i i i i i i

E s q q M

N

q M

N

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ

π κα α π α α

π α β α β κ α β α β

κα α π α α

π α β α β κ α β α β

−
− −

− − − −

− −

− − − −

= +

+ − + − −

+

+ − + − −

 (4.97) 

The proposition will hold if expected profit when not experiencing bias less expected 

profit when experiencing bias is positive. 

Given that order does not matter I replace 

with & with  and with & withi i i i i i i i
ψ ψ ψ ψα α α α β β β β− − − − . 

The difference between expected profits when experiencing and not experiencing bias is: 
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i ii ik
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 + + − − + 
  + + + + − − + 

 (4.98)

 

This is clearly a difficult calculation to work with. Given expected profits being higher 

works against my general contention that bias can persist I trace the logic of a proof that 

proposition 5 holds. Given the Nash mixed strategy is set to maximize profits then 

expected profits must be greater for the marketer not experiencing bias. Intuitively this is 

easy to show. Profits come from performance against marketers experiencing bias and 

against those not experiencing bias, i.e. a combination of the profits from permutations 

developed above. There are two possibilities: 

1) Ranges where Proposition 1 holds: Where competing with a marketer 

experiencing bias this reduces all marketers’ profit, then meeting a competitor 

experiencing bias reduces the profit of a marketer experiencing bias more than 

meeting a competitor experiencing bias reduces the profit of a marketer not 

experiencing bias, (Proposition 2). The marketer experiencing bias has lower 

expected profits. 
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2) Ranges where proposition 1 does not hold: Those experiencing bias are not 

entering more than is optimal which is why meeting them does not reduce profits.. 

The Nash strategy maximizes expected profit by entering the market more than 

the rationalizable strategy. 

In either set of ranges Proposition 4 holds. 

3. Expected Profits Conditional upon Survival 

The model where entry is dominant relies upon higher profits, and thus replication, of 

surviving marketers experiencing bias, which is Proposition 5. A similar pattern would 

allow the possibility of bias persisting in a model where entry is not dominant option.  

I took profits conditional upon survival as the replication function as replication depends 

upon the profits made by those who survive to replicate themselves. 

The expected profit conditional upon survival for a marketer not experiencing bias is: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

1

{ ( ) 1- ( ) 1- - ( )}

1- { ( ) 1- ( ) 1- ( )}
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E s q M N
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π α α π α β α β
π π π

α α α β α β

α α α β α β

− − −

− − −−

− − −

− − −

+ +

+ + − +
=

+ +

+ + − +
 (4.99)

 

The expected profit conditional upon survival for a marketer experiencing bias is: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

{ ( ) 1- ( ) 1- - ( )}

1- { ( ) 1- ( ) 1- ( )}
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I replace with & with  and with & withi i i i i i i i
ψ ψ ψ ψα α α α β β β β− − − − .The difference between 

these conditional profit functions is: 

2 2
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 (4.101) 

The good news is that those who survive must be either in the mainstream or the niche 

positions. Thus the earlier proof of Proposition 5 applies. Those experiencing bias 

conditional upon survival are relatively more likely to be in the mainstream position than 

those not experiencing bias and thus the average profits of survivors experiencing bias 

will be higher than the average profit of those not experiencing bias. Proposition 5 holds 

even when entry is not a dominant option and even with asymmetric biases as long as the 

bias leads the marketer to be more likely to enter the mainstream position than a marketer 

not experiencing bias. This gives support to the possibility of equilibria where bias 

persists existing. 

4. Existence of Equilibrium where Bias Persists 

To demonstrate the existence of an equilibrium where bias persists consider an example 

the following parameters apply: π(M)=3, π(N)=2 & κ = 3. These are similar to those used 

in the text the key differences being the fixed cost, κ, is higher. (The higher fixed cost is 

why entering isn’t always the dominant option). The assumption that the bias has 
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symmetric effects i.e. adds as much to the mainstream profit projections as it reduces the 

niche projections by, is relaxed here. Let bias increase predicted profits in the mainstream 

position by .6 and decrease projected profits in the Niche by 0.4. 

These generate the following entry probabilities: 

Mainstream entry when not experiencing bias (αi)= .5 

Mainstream entry when experiencing bias (αi
ψ) = .545 

Not entering either position when not experiencing bias (βi) = .1 

Not entering either position when experiencing bias (βi
ψ) = .107 

Niche entry when not experiencing bias (1-αi-βi) = 0.4 

Niche entry when experiencing bias (1-αi
ψ-βi

ψ) = 0.348. 

Survival rates are higher for the marketer not experiencing bias. Given that not entering is 

equivalent to death this is a conservative test of bias persistence as more marketers 

experiencing bias simply refuse to enter the market than those not experiencing bias. As 

before marketers experiencing bias have a higher death rate from same position entry to 

the mainstream position. This is compounded by the fact that marketers experiencing bias 

do not enter either position more -- a choice equivalent to death in this model. Figure 72 

shows that those experiencing bias survive less at all states of the population. As when 

entry is dominant greater levels of bias in the population have a greater impact on the 

survival rates of those experiencing bias, as evidenced by the stepper gradient on the line 

of those experiencing bias. 
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Figure 72. Survival Rates at Levels of Bias in the Population 

 

Figure 73. Expected Profits at Levels of Bias in the Population 

 

As noted above expected profits are higher when not experiencing bias. This can be seen 

in Figure 73. The high levels of bias in the population have a greater effect on reducing 
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the profits of those experiencing bias. This is in line with Proposition 2 that said 

marketers experiencing bias saw a larger reduction in profits when meeting a competitor 

experiencing bias than did a marketer who is not experiencing bias when meeting a 

competitor experiencing bias. 

Furthermore note that profits when there is no bias in the population are zero. This is why 

not entering is a supported option with these parameters. The expected profits to entry 

must be equal to the expected profits from not entering, 0, for all to be represented in the 

mixed strategy. This also shows that if marketers not experiencing bias knew that there 

were marketers experiencing bias in the population they would not enter the market. 

Profits conditional upon survival are expected show the same pattern to that seen in the 

main text as marketers experiencing bias are more likely to have entered the mainstream 

position. Those who survive are more likely to be in the mainstream position relative to 

those who don’t experience bias. Profits are higher conditional upon survival for those 

who experience bias. The intuition for this is as before, if they happen to survive those 

experiencing bias tend to win the very profitable mainstream positions. Bias means if 

marketers win, they win big but they are relatively unlikely to win. 
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Figure 74. Relative Profits Conditional upon Survival and State of the 

Population 

 

Note profits conditional upon survival are always higher when the marketer experiences 

bias. This is shown by the fact that the Y axis in Figure 74 -- the differential profits of 

survivors experiencing bias using the profits of survivors not experiencing bias as the 

index.
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As before knowing the survival rate permits calculation of the state of the population at 

time qt+a, after the survival phase but before replication. The expected profits conditional 

upon survival permits calculation of the state of the population, going into the next 

period, qt+1. As when entry was dominant the higher expected profits of those 

experiencing bias conditional upon survival allows bias to persist. Given these parameters 
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the equilibrium is when 46% of the population experience bias, see Figure 75. Given that 

I have found the existence of an equilibrium in which bias persists Proposition 6 holds 

for situations where entry is not dominant. Therefore I can conclude that an equilibrium 

can exist where those experiencing bias form a positive proportion of the population of 

marketers. That entry dominates is not a necessary condition of bias persistence. 

Figure 75. Equilibrium Where Bias Persists 

 

Equilibrium 
Level of Bias = 
.46 

State of the Population at time t 
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XII. WHERE PRICING IS CHANGED BY BIAS: PRICING 

ERRORS 

I have considered a location model, a Hotelling style taste distribution, as a another 

environment to examine this bias. With a location model an extra complication arises in 

that any misjudgment of consumer tastes can lead to sub-optimal pricing. In a location 

model the marketer will misjudge the gradient of the slope of consumer tastes and so may 

not choose an optimal price at a given product position. 

This means that the profits for a marketer experiencing bias may be less than the profits 

of a marketer not experiencing bias after both gain a different position entry to the same 

position. The payoffs π(M) and π(N) therefore change depending upon the marketer 

receiving the payoff. I use lower case to denote a payoff reduced when gained by a 

marketer experiencing bias due to mispricing, π(m)< π(M), π(n)<π(N). 

Here I consider the propositions and examine whether they will change given this 

mispricing possibility. Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 aren’t changed by mispricing as 

they relate to the effect of a competitor’s actions on a focal marketer. Probabilities of 

entry (αi
ψ & αi) dictate the effects of a marketer’s bias on a competitor’s average realized 

profits and these entry probabilities are based upon predicted profits and not average 

realized profits. Given that no marketers know that they experience bias so none predict 

they will misprice and so mispricing plays no role in entry decisions. Nor does mispricing 

apply to the learning model as it does not impact market size predictions. 
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Proposition 3 – survival rates -- as Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 involves predicted 

profits and not average realized profits so mispricing will not influence this proposition. 

Proposition 4 is that those marketers experiencing bias have lower expected profits, they 

earn less on average. Anything that causes marketers to misprice will reduce their profits 

further and so can’t alter this proposition, (i.e. mispricing can only make marketers 

experiencing bias earn less and thus make their expected profits even lower.) 

Proposition 5 states that those who experience bias have higher expected profits 

conditional upon survival, is however threatened by mispricing. This is because the 

expected profits conditional upon survival of the marketer experiencing bias decrease 

because of their poor pricing decisions. 

Proof: 
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 (4.102) 

In essence mispricing means expected profits conditional upon survival will be higher 

when experiencing bias if the effect of the mispricing is small relative to the increased 

chance of the marketer experiencing bias gaining the mainstream position and the 

additional rewards that come from gaining the mainstream position. 

Technically to show a violation of Proposition 5 all I must do is show a set of parameters 

where profits are lower even conditional upon survival. To show this imagine that the 

mispricing caused by bias is so severe that the marketer experiencing bias makes the 

same profit in the mainstream that a marketer not experiencing bias makes in the niche 

position ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )M N m nπ π π π> = > . This means that: 

M N[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )] ( ) ( )

[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )] ( ) ( )

i
i i t

i
i i t M N

E q M N M N

E q m n N nψ ψ ψ

π α π π π λ π λ

π α π π π λ π λ

−

−

= +

= +
 (4.103) 
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Given that ( ) ( )M Nπ π>  and the likelihood terms must sum to one then 

[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )] [ ( ) | , ( ), ( )]i i
i i t i i tE q M N E q m nψπ α π π π α π π− −>  and the proposition is violated. 

Proposition 6 can only hold where Proposition 5 holds, the marketers experiencing bias 

must make more profits conditional upon survival to have any chance of compensating 

for their lower survival rate. This proposition states that equilibrium can exist, not that an 

equilibrium must exist, so it is sufficient to find an equilibrium to satisfy the proposition 

in a world of mispricing. Let us assume that pricing mistakes reduce profitability of 

uncontested positions by ½%, so π(m)=.995 π(M) and π(n)=.995π(N). 

The equilibrium level of bias falls because there is an additional negative consequence to 

the experience of bias – i.e. mispricing, but the equilibrium persists. In Figure 76 I plot 

the population change (qt+1 -qt) given the effects of mispricing using the parameters from 

the core example. While any additional pricing problems generated by the existence of 

bias are likely to reduce the level of bias in the population I can conclude that pricing 

problems generated by the bias cannot be relied upon to rid the population of bias. 
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Figure 76. Population Change over a Single Period Including Mispricing 

 

Equilibrium where 
bias persists 

State of the Population at time t 
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XIII. MODELING LEARNING AND EVOLUTION 

There is no reason to assume that market selection and learning cannot co-exist. It seems 

reasonable to believe that human beings can both learn and the population to be 

influenced by market selection. I therefore here consider the effect of a simplified model 

of learning on a model of bias persistence. 

I have shown in part 3 of the dissertation that market selection is not guaranteed to 

remove bias from a market. As I showed earlier learning will be slow and even may not 

always eradicate this bias. 

Combining learning and market selection I show that even though an individual marketer 

may learn, the equilibrium may just re-emerge. As I demonstrate below as bias becomes 

rarer through learning those experiencing bias perform a little better and bias in turn 

becomes more common. This can sometimes cancel out the effect of learning on the 

population even though specific individuals within the population learn. 

Learning about Decision Quality 

Here I make the conservative assumption that marketers are learning through their 

consideration of the quality of their decision independent of outcome. It may be hard to 

judge the quality of a decision independent of outcome and so this assumption may be 

“unrealistic” but it works against my hypothesis. I could of course have consider the less 

mentally taxing route of considering the quality of the outcome. If I did this learning will 

definitely not lead to bias being removed from the market because of survivor bias. First 
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note that only marketers who survive in the market have an opportunity to learn. If 

marketers consider just the quality of the outcome given those experiencing bias have 

greater profits conditional upon their survival, they will be unmotivated to learn. Indeed 

those not experiencing bias might wish to “learn” a biased perspective which seems more 

successful just judging from the survivors. 

1. Population Effect of Learning 

This research focuses on whether bias can persist in a population and not on the effect of 

bias on the performance of a single marketer. It is possible for any individual marketer to 

learn and this have little effect on the population. To show this I add a third transition 

process to the evolutionary model, a learning stage. This learning stage comes after the 

survival and replication phases, i.e. learning occurs when the marketers review their 

actions after receiving profits at the end of each period. 

To illustrate the effect of learning I introduce a parameter L. This represents the impact of 

those experiencing bias who spontaneously lose their bias each period. This is put into 

the equation as a reduction in the proportion of those experiencing bias. Note that this 

uses a strong form of learning, everyone who learns does so perfectly, no one in this 

model draws incorrect inferences. Any incorrect learning would likely increase bias 

persistence as where there was imperfect learning those not experiencing the bias could 

incorrectly learn to adopt the bias. The transition works by the learners transforming 

themselves from experiencing to not experiencing bias. All who learn therefore help to 

tip the state of the population towards less bias in the population. 
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I take the state of the population at the end of the period, (qt+1) and adjust it for learning. 

1 Learning

[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )(1 )
[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )]

[ ( ) | , ( ), ( ) (1- )
[ ( ) | , ( ), ( )]
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i i t
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π α π π
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π α π π

−

+ −

+ + −

+ +−

−
=

+
 (4.104) 

2. Equilibrium Where bias Persists 

Interestingly an equilibrium can exist where bias persists despite learning because as 

more people learn the environment becomes relatively more favorable to those 

experiencing bias who have not learned. As more learn then those who have not learned 

do a little better than they would in a world with no learning. They are less likely to meet 

those experiencing bias as some of their competitors have learned to rid themselves of 

bias. The marketers who have not learned are thus more likely to face a marketer who is 

not experiencing bias in a world of learning. Those experiencing bias perform better 

against those not experiencing bias than against those experiencing bias. This 

compensating increase in performance can help to restore the equilibrium. The reduction 

in the number of marketers experiencing bias caused by learning will not necessarily 

drive bias out of the market. 

How robust the presence of equilibria where bias persists are to learning depends upon 

the learning parameters. If the bias were very easy to learn about, i.e. if a sizable 

percentage of marketers learn their bias each period, then equilibria are hard to find 

where bias can persist. On the other hand where learning happens but is slow and difficult  

numerous equilibria where bias persists can be found. I showed in part 2 of the 
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dissertation that this assumption of slow learning is a reasonable description of how 

people might learn about the out-group homogeneity bias. Learning about this bias will 

be slow and so only a small proportion of the population will rid themselves of bias each 

period. The same reason out-group homogeneity bias is hard to learn about makes the 

interaction of market selection and learning less likely to drive bias from the population. 

To show that an equilibrium where bias persists despite learning and market selection I 

return to the running example in the core model. I use the parameters from the main text 

adding a learning parameter that represents the fact that learning about the bias is slow, 

let L=.001. Given these parameters then an equilibrium where bias persists still exists. 

This equilibrium occurs at a lower level of bias than in a world without learning but the 

bias can still persist. 

I don’t state that bias must persist in a world of learning, market selection or both market 

selection and learning. What I have shown is that both learning and market selection 

cannot be guaranteed to the rid the population of out-group homogeneity bias. 

Figure 77. Population Change in Single Period: Market Selection and Learning 

 

Learning 
reduces bias 

Less bias in the population 
increases performance of 
those experiencing bias 

qt+1+Learning-qt 
Equilibrium where 

bias persists 

State of the Population at time t 
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XIV. SINGLE PERIOD MARKET ENTRY GAME 1 – DATA 

ANALYSIS 

1. Entry Choices 

A multinomial logit was run to see if bias assigned influenced entry choices. This used 

the entry choice as the dependent variable (where 0 was don’t enter, 1 is mainstream 

entry and 2 niche entry). The key independent variable was whether the player had been 

assigned bias in that period (“SubjectBias”). I added a dummy for periods 1-39 to capture 

period specific effects. 

a) Bias Makes Players More Likely to Enter the Mainstream 

Multinomial logistic regression  Number of obs   = 2080 

LR chi2(80)     = 1156.36  Prob > chi2     = 0.0000 

Log likelihood = -1472.2554  Pseudo R2       = 0.2820  

Choice   Coef .     Std. Err. z P>z     [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

0 (Relative chance of don’t enter compared to mainstream entry) 

Subjectbias -.6687496   .1466393 -4.56 0.000    -.9561574 -.3813418 

market1 -.6677909   .4151645 -1.61 0.108    -1.481498 .1459166 

market2 -35.94563    8083957 -0.00 1.000    -1.58e+07 1.58e+07 

market3 -1.199788   .5688212 -2.11 0.035    -2.314657 -.0849191 

market4 -4.054011   1.054207 -3.85 0.000     -6.12022 -1.987803 
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market5   -.0941881   .4106725 -0.23 0.819    -.8990914 .7107152 

market6   -1.836666   .4584513 -4.01 0.000    -2.735214 -.9381183 

market7   -3.680682   1.059603 -3.47 0.001    -5.757466 -1.603899 

market8   -2.605225   .5549498 -4.69 0.000    -3.692907 -1.517544 

market9   -1.460887    .483288 -3.02 0.003    -2.408115 -.5136604 

market10   -3.413222   1.064542 -3.21 0.001    -5.499686 -1.326757 

market11    .5056389   .4239154 1.19 0.233      -.32522 1.336498 

market12   -35.79154    8024312 -0.00 1.000    -1.57e+07 1.57e+07 

market13     1.05189   .4578691 2.30 0.022     .1544829 1.949297 

market14   -3.115141   .6643316 -4.69 0.000    -4.417207 -1.813075 

market15   -2.444681   .6066184 -4.03 0.000    -3.633632 -1.255731 

market16    .7893858   .4422704 1.78 0.074    -.0774482 1.65622 

market17   -3.837472    1.05681 -3.63 0.000    -5.908782 -1.766162 

market18   -35.69099    8123544 -0.00 1.000    -1.59e+07 1.59e+07 

market19   -2.642783   .7971309 -3.32 0.001    -4.205131 -1.080435 

market20   -35.84725    8024913 -0.00 1.000    -1.57e+07 1.57e+07 

market21   -1.636116   .4785505 -3.42 0.001    -2.574058 -.6981746 

market22    -3.10142   .7868182 -3.94 0.000    -4.643555 -1.559285 

market23   -2.358473   .5597997 -4.21 0.000     -3.45566 -1.261285 

market24    .2298153    .413687 0.56 0.579    -.5809963 1.040627 

market25   -.1904665     .40562 -0.47 0.639    -.9854671 .6045342 
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market26   -3.178272   .7847934 -4.05 0.000    -4.716439 -1.640105 

market27   -35.91141    8055858 -0.00 1.000    -1.58e+07 1.58e+07 

market28   -2.186562   .5648249 -3.87 0.000    -3.293598 -1.079526 

market29   -3.442587   .7812342 -4.41 0.000    -4.973777 -1.911396 

market30    -35.5835    9345799 -0.00 1.000    -1.83e+07 1.83e+07 

market31   -2.862169   .7920375 -3.61 0.000    -4.414534 -1.309804 

market32   -1.827428   .4898337 -3.73 0.000    -2.787484 -.8673715 

market33   -1.031573   .5019845 -2.05 0.040    -2.015445 -.0477015 

market34    .7067686   .4349641 1.62 0.104    -.1457454 1.559283 

market35    -4.21284   1.052634 -4.00 0.000    -6.275966 -2.149715 

market36   -35.91987    8084950 -0.00 1.000    -1.58e+07 1.58e+07 

market37    -3.96151   1.055663 -3.75 0.000    -6.030571 -1.892449 

market38    .2852452   .4125654 0.69 0.489     -.523368 1.093858 

market39   -2.802995   .5993229 -4.68 0.000    -3.977647 -1.628344 

_cons       .7154357   .2993726 2.39 0.017     .1286762 1.302195 

________________________________________________________________________ 

2 (Relative chance of niche entry compared to mainstream entry) 

subjectbias   -.8219232   .1190461 -6.90 0.000    -1.055249 -.5885973 

market1    1.344615   1.136307 1.18 0.237    -.8825066 3.571737 

market2    1.650066   1.081499 1.53 0.127    -.4696322 3.769765 

market3    3.876344    1.07571 3.60 0.000      1.76799 5.984697 
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market4    1.824539   1.078591 1.69 0.091    -.2894613 3.93854 

market5    1.067753   1.197945 0.89 0.373    -1.280177 3.415682 

market6   -.7531622   1.441742 -0.52 0.601    -3.578925 2.072601 

market7    2.892247   1.064488 2.72 0.007     .8058894 4.978605 

market8   -.1316761   1.255599 -0.10 0.916    -2.592605 2.329253 

market9      2.5144    1.07417  2.34 0.019     .4090648 4.619735 

market10    3.386448   1.065581 3.18 0.001     1.297947 5.474948 

market11    .3203381   1.456289 0.22 0.826    -2.533937 3.174613 

market12    2.107403     1.0715 1.97 0.049     .0073016 4.207505 

market13     .738963   1.467689 0.50 0.615    -2.137655 3.615581 

market14    .5625759   1.151761 0.49 0.625    -1.694835 2.819986 

market15    2.394455   1.070239 2.24 0.025     .2968252 4.492084 

market16    1.682912    1.21274 1.39 0.165    -.6940152 4.059839 

market17    2.504757   1.066921 2.35 0.019     .4136305 4.595884 

market18    2.471299   1.066484 2.32 0.020     .3810286 4.56157 

market19    3.470265   1.066723 3.25 0.001     1.379526 5.561004 

market20    1.976581   1.073359 1.84 0.066    -.1271645 4.080326 

market21    2.043269   1.081592 1.89 0.059    -.0766123 4.163151 

market22    2.594171   1.066635 2.43 0.015     .5036045 4.684737 

market23     1.82496   1.083058 1.69 0.092    -.2977937 3.947715 

market24    .1300735   1.452471 0.09 0.929    -2.716717 2.976864 
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market25   -.1283088   1.448311 -0.09 0.929    -2.966946 2.710329 

market26    2.358874   1.069361 2.21 0.027     .2629652 4.454783 

market27    1.764873   1.078276 1.64 0.102    -.3485082 3.878254 

market28    2.429906   1.070736 2.27 0.023     .3313028 4.528509 

market29     1.44832   1.090785 1.33 0.184    -.6895799 3.58622 

market30    3.288059    1.06421 3.09 0.002     1.202246 5.373873 

market31    3.099336   1.065162 2.91 0.004     1.011657 5.187015 

market32     1.79155   1.087979 1.65 0.100    -.3408489 3.923949 

market33    3.395489   1.072356 3.17 0.002      1.29371 5.497268 

market34    1.194228   1.277106 0.94 0.350    -1.308853 3.697309 

market35    .9691502   1.115011 0.87 0.385    -1.216231 3.154531 

market36    1.681651   1.081523 1.55 0.120    -.4380959 3.801398 

market37    2.201313   1.070247 2.06 0.040     .1036678 4.298959 

market38   -32.37898   1.16e+07 -0.00 1.000    -2.28e+07 2.28e+07 

market39    .8057323   1.130282 0.71 0.476    -1.409581 3.021045 

_cons        -2.619202   1.026606 -2.55 0.011    -4.631312 -.6070911 

________________________________________________________________________ 

(choice==1 is the base outcome) 1 is Mainstream Entry 

2. Impact of Bias on Average Realized Profits 

xtreg  profit  otherbias  subjectbiasrev subjectbiasrev_otherbias market1 market2 market3 

market4 market5 market6 market7 market8 market9 market10 market11 market12 
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market13 market14 market15 market16 market17 market18 market19  market20 

market21 market22 market23 market24 market25 ma rket26 market27 market28 

market29 market30 market31 market32 market33 market34 market35 market3 6 

market37 market38 market39, i(subject) 

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      2080 

Group variable (i): subject                     Number of groups   =        52 

R-sq:  within  = 0.3892                         Obs per group: min =        40 

between = 0.0753                                        avg =      40.0 

overall = 0.3841                                        max =        40 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(42)      =   1270.51 

corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 

profit         Coef.            Std. Err.      z    P>z     [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

otherbias  -13.32958   1.834897    -7.26   0.000    -16.92592   -9.733251 

subjectbia~v  -5.556015   1.834765    -3.03   0.002    -9.152089   -1.959941 

subjec~rbias  10.32243   2.612276     3.95   0.000     5.202465     15.4424 

market1   -5.877786   5.755045    -1.02   0.307    -17.15747    5.401894 

market2    22.82413   5.762272     3.96   0.000     11.53029    34.11798 

market3    11.906     5.7546     2.07   0.039     .6271915    23.18481 

market4      10.0124   5.755045     1.74   0.082    -1.267279    21.29208 

market5    -17.79251   5.754381    -3.09   0.002    -29.07089   -6.514128 
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market6     13.70066   5.755258     2.38   0.017     2.420565    24.98076 

market7     70.61817   5.755259    12.27   0.000     59.33807    81.89827 

market8     12.10298   5.755045     2.10   0.035     .8233033    23.38266 

market9     18.06389   5.754387     3.14   0.002     6.785502    29.34228 

market10     56.20749   5.754381     9.77   0.000     44.92911    67.48587 

market11     8.425231     5.7546     1.46   0.143    -2.853578    19.70404 

market12     56.57692   5.754167     9.83   0.000     45.29896    67.85488 

market13     4.816676   5.754601     0.84   0.403    -6.462134    16.09549 

market14     19.48077   5.754167     3.39   0.001     8.202808    30.75873 

market15     15.68889   5.756356     2.73   0.006     4.406641    26.97114 

market16     6.179278   5.754387     1.07   0.283    -5.099113    17.45767 

market17     29.02606   5.755045     5.04   0.000     17.74638    40.30574 

market18     62.26986   5.756141    10.82   0.000     50.98803    73.55169 

market19     33.91625   5.755045     5.89   0.000     22.63657    45.19593 

market20     62.59831     5.7546    10.88   0.000      51.3195    73.87712 

market21     28.61071   5.756353     4.97   0.000     17.32846    39.89295 

market22     30.16346    5.75789     5.24   0.000      18.8782    41.44872 

market23     24.33932   5.755045     4.23   0.000     13.05964      35.619 

market24     5.374369   5.754601     0.93   0.350    -5.904442    16.65318 

market25     .5790775     5.7546     0.10   0.920    -10.69973    11.85789 

market26     33.20408   5.759647     5.76   0.000     21.91538    44.49278 
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market27     69.64297   5.755258    12.10   0.000     58.36287    80.92307 

market28     11.32908     5.7546     1.97   0.049     .0502684    22.60789 

market29     10.08591   5.754601     1.75   0.080    -1.192903    21.36472 

market30     55.42928   5.754387     9.63   0.000     44.15089    66.70767 

market31     28.30985     5.7546     4.92   0.000     17.03104    39.58866 

market32     .8784148   5.754387     0.15   0.879    -10.39998    12.15681 

market33     9.839953   5.754387     1.71   0.087    -1.438438    21.11834 

market34     6.115385   5.754167     1.06   0.288    -5.162576    17.39335 

market35     18.61538   5.754167     3.24   0.001     7.337424    29.89335 

market36     66.58995   5.754387    11.57   0.000     55.31156    77.86834 

market37     30.52264   5.759862     5.30   0.000     19.23352    41.81177 

market38     4.416876   5.754387     0.77   0.443    -6.861514    15.69527 

market39     14.24595   5.754381     2.48   0.013     2.967574    25.52433 

_cons    -4.167733   4.207605    -0.99   0.322    -12.41449    4.079021 

________________________________________________________________________ 

sigma_u           0  sigma_e   29.359868 

rho           0   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 
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XV. SINGLE PERIOD MARKET ENTRY GAME 2 – DATA 

ANALYSIS 

1. Entry Choice 

To analyze player choice I multinomial logit s to uncover whether bias influenced entry 

choices. Bias led to a greater probability of mainstream entry but made no difference to 

non-entry. 

Multinomial logistic regression  Number of obs   = 4880 

LR chi2(80)     = 241.13  Prob > chi2     = 0.0000 

Log likelihood = -3847.9929  Pseudo R2       = 0.0304 

________________________________________________________________________ 

choice       Coef.       Std. Err.  z P>z     [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

0 Comparing don’t enter to mainstream entry 

subjectbias   -.0178795   .1452451 -0.12 0.902    -.3025546 .2667956 

market1   -.3163765   .5357362 -0.59 0.555      -1.3664 .733647 

market2   -.9811456   .8897615 -1.10 0.270    -2.725046 .7627549 

market3   -1.286031   1.140232 -1.13 0.259    -3.520845 .9487831 

market4   -1.432791   1.138657 -1.26 0.208    -3.664517 .7989346 

market5   -.9631009   .8899434 -1.08 0.279    -2.707358 .781156 

market6   -1.519908   1.137825 -1.34 0.182    -3.750003 .7101882 
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market7    .4054149   .6813868 0.59 0.552    -.9300788 1.740909 

market8     .633727   .6650638 0.95 0.341    -.6697741 1.937228 

market9   -.6442545    .893763 -0.72 0.471    -2.395998 1.107489 

market10   -1.560782   1.137459 -1.37 0.170    -3.790161 .6685967 

market11   -.5387894   .8953168 -0.60 0.547    -2.293578 1.215999 

market12   -.6689732   .8934217 -0.75 0.454    -2.420048 1.082101 

market13   -.5929088   .8944993 -0.66 0.507    -2.346095 1.160278 

market14    .6239753   .6488728 0.96 0.336    -.6477921 1.895743 

market15   -39.45696   1.68e+08 -0.00 1.000    -3.29e+08 3.29e+08 

market16    1.450625   .6180493 2.35 0.019     .2392703 2.661979 

market17   -1.519908   1.137825 -1.34 0.182    -3.750003 .7101882 

market18   -.5392856   .7909925 -0.68 0.495    -2.089602 1.011031 

market19    -.287657   .7943265 -0.36 0.717    -1.844508 1.269194 

market20    .2231184   .7054227 0.32 0.752    -1.159485 1.605722 

market21    1.147591   .6467292 1.77 0.076    -.1199749 2.415157 

market22   -1.600055   1.137121 -1.41 0.159    -3.828772 .6286617 

market23    .2231184   .7054227 0.32 0.752    -1.159485 1.605722 

market24     .490469   .6624897 0.74 0.459    -.8079869 1.788925 

market25   -1.386219   1.139132 -1.22 0.224    -3.618877 .8464385 

market26   -1.580611   1.137287 -1.39 0.165    -3.809652 .6484304 

market27   -1.519908   1.137825 -1.34 0.182    -3.750003 .7101882 
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market28   -.3567284   .7933268 -0.45 0.653     -1.91162 1.198164 

market29    1.339809   .6224533 2.15 0.031      .119823 2.559795 

market30   -1.580611   1.137287 -1.39 0.165    -3.809652 .6484304 

market31   -39.50509   1.69e+08 -0.00 1.000    -3.30e+08 3.30e+08 

market32    .8596472   .6402524 1.34 0.179    -.3952244 2.114519 

market33   -.8057059   .8916775 -0.90 0.366    -2.553362 .9419498 

market34     .608383   .6645817 0.92 0.360    -.6941732 1.910939 

market35   -39.38744   1.67e+08 -0.00 1.000    -3.27e+08 3.27e+08 

market36   -.3112136   .7939779 -0.39 0.695    -1.867382 1.244954 

market37   -1.519908   1.137825 -1.34 0.182    -3.750003 .7101882 

market38   -1.498828    1.13802 -1.32 0.188    -3.729305 .7316494 

market39   -39.25755   1.67e+08 -0.00 1.000    -3.28e+08 3.28e+08 

_cons   -2.341741   .5290495 -4.43 0.000    -3.378659 -1.304823 

________________________________________________________________________ 

2  Comparing Niche Entry to Mainstream Entry 

subjectbias     -.43346   .0611492 -7.09 0.000    -.5533103 -.3136097 

market1   -.0422272   .2497613 -0.17 0.866    -.5317504 .447296 

market2   -.8549505    .375702 -2.28 0.023    -1.591313 -.1185881 

market3    .3276051   .3401261 0.96 0.335    -.3390299 .9942401 

market4   -.0108712   .3435205 -0.03 0.975     -.684159 .6624165 

market5    -.775677   .3712143 -2.09 0.037    -1.503244 -.0481102 
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market6   -.2488449   .3487531 -0.71 0.476    -.9323884 .4346986 

market7   -.0753267    .350808 -0.21 0.830    -.7628978 .6122443 

market8    .0741865   .3495015 0.21 0.832    -.6108238 .7591969 

market9    .1848148   .3421215 0.54 0.589     -.485731 .8553605 

market10   -.3743174   .3525243 -1.06 0.288    -1.065252 .3166176 

market11    .4105065   .3411077 1.20 0.229    -.2580524 1.079065 

market12    .1277367   .3427025 0.37 0.709    -.5439479 .7994214 

market13    .2980066   .3413583 0.87 0.383    -.3710434 .9670566 

market14   -.3610124    .361436 -1.00 0.318    -1.069414 .347389 

market15   -.3941462   .3519682 -1.12 0.263    -1.083991 .2956988 

market16    .3078967    .355714 0.87 0.387    -.3892898 1.005083 

market17   -.2488449   .3487531 -0.71 0.476    -.9323884 .4346986 

market18   -.7573017   .3716672 -2.04 0.042    -1.485756 -.0288473 

market19    .0357012   .3450916 0.10 0.918    -.6406659 .7120683 

market20   -.0369772    .348772 -0.11 0.916    -.7205577 .6466033 

market21    .5642029   .3502923 1.61 0.107    -.1223575 1.250763 

market22   -.5057769   .3572742 -1.42 0.157    -1.206021 .1944675 

market23   -.0369772    .348772 -0.11 0.916    -.7205577 .6466033 

market24   -.3138853    .358429 -0.88 0.381    -1.016393 .3886227 

market25     .103613   .3418545 0.30 0.762    -.5664095 .7736355 

market26   -.4392055   .3547639 -1.24 0.216     -1.13453 .256119 
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market27   -.2488449   .3487531 -0.71 0.476    -.9323884 .4346986 

market28   -.1443982   .3485382 -0.41 0.679    -.8275206 .5387242 

market29    .2770989   .3543793 0.78 0.434    -.4174717 .9716695 

market30   -.4392055   .3547639 -1.24 0.216     -1.13453 .256119 

market31   -.5248513   .3567666 -1.47 0.141    -1.224101 .1743983 

market32   -.0663138    .354677 -0.19 0.852    -.7614679 .6288404 

market33   -.2277653   .3493876 -0.65 0.514    -.9125524 .4570219 

market34    .0118654    .350475 0.03 0.973     -.675053 .6987837 

market35   -.2090153   .3465412 -0.60 0.546    -.8882235 .4701929 

market36   -.0235567   .3460719 -0.07 0.946    -.7018451 .6547317 

market37   -.2488449   .3487531 -0.71 0.476    -.9323884 .4346986 

market38   -.1879357   .3471796 -0.54 0.588    -.8683953 .4925239 

market39    .1359723   .3403778 0.40 0.690     -.531156 .8031006 

_cons   -.1943615   .2469973 -0.79 0.431    -.6784674 .2897444 

________________________________________________________________________ 

(choice==1 is the base outcome) Mainstream Entry 

2. Impact of Bias on Average Realized Profits 

xtreg  profit  otherbias  subjectbiasrev   subjectbiasrev_otherbias market1 market2 

market3 market4 market5 market6 market7 market8 market9 market10 market11 

market12 market13 market14 market15 market16 market17 market18 market19  

market20 market21 market22 market23 market24 market25 market26 market27 market28 
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market29 market30 market31 market32 market33 market34 market35 market36 market37 

market38 market39, i(uniquesubject) 

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      4880 

Group variable (i): uniquesubj~t                Number of groups   =       122 

R-sq:  within  = 0.0225                         Obs per group: min =        40 

between = 0.0066                                        avg =      40.0 

overall = 0.0221                                        max =        40 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(42)      =    109.52 

corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 

profit       Coef.    Std. Err.      z        P>z     [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

otherbias    -3.34294   1.495182    -2.24   0.025    -6.273442   -.4124373 

subjectbia~v   -2.170906   1.494366    -1.45   0.146     -5.09981    .7579968 

subjec~rbias    2.999027   2.125145     1.41   0.158    -1.166182    7.164235 

market1    .1225314   4.336293     0.03   0.977    -8.376446    8.621509 

market2   -1.594516   6.009842    -0.27   0.791    -13.37359    10.18456 

market3    9.763514   6.007372     1.63   0.104    -2.010719    21.53775 

market4   -4.810732   6.009842    -0.80   0.423    -16.58981    6.968343 

market5   -3.540488    6.00847    -0.59   0.556    -15.31687    8.235897 

market6    5.891866   6.007646     0.98   0.327    -5.882905    17.66664 

market7   -.2296771    6.00847    -0.04   0.970    -12.00606    11.54671 
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market8    -7.70265    6.00847    -1.28   0.200    -19.47903    4.073735 

market9    8.986486   6.007372     1.50   0.135    -2.787746    20.76072 

market10   -.7162688    6.00847    -0.12   0.905    -12.49265    11.06012 

market11    6.513592   6.009842     1.08   0.278    -5.265482    18.29267 

market12    20.70278   6.009842     3.44   0.001     8.923707    32.48186 

market13   -5.378299   6.009842    -0.89   0.371    -17.15737    6.400775 

market14    .2973499    6.00847     0.05   0.961    -11.47903    12.07373 

market15    4.378405   6.007646     0.73   0.466    -7.396366    16.15318 

market16   -5.385109   6.007646    -0.90   0.370    -17.15988    6.389662 

market17   -6.135083    6.00847    -1.02   0.307    -17.91147    5.641302 

market18   -8.959381   6.009842    -1.49   0.136    -20.73846    2.819694 

market19    -12.0269   6.014232    -2.00   0.046    -23.81457    -.239217 

market20   -7.047324   6.007646    -1.17   0.241    -18.82209    4.727447 

market21   -5.317515    6.00847    -0.89   0.376     -17.0939     6.45887 

market22    6.013514   6.007372     1.00   0.317    -5.760719    17.78775 

market23   -11.24324   6.007372    -1.87   0.061    -23.01748    .5309891 

market24   -6.999947    6.00847    -1.17   0.244    -18.77633    4.776437 

market25    4.324403   6.009842     0.72   0.472    -7.454671    16.10348 

market26    -8.25673   6.007646    -1.37   0.169     -20.0315     3.51804 

market27   -2.459459   6.007372    -0.41   0.682    -14.23369    9.314773 

market28    2.750079   6.009842     0.46   0.647    -9.028996    14.52915 
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market29   -6.972947   6.007646    -1.16   0.246    -18.74772    4.801824 

market30   -.5134346   6.009842    -0.09   0.932    -12.29251    11.26564 

market31    4.621569    6.00847     0.77   0.442    -7.154816    16.39795 

market32   -2.155353    6.00847    -0.36   0.720    -13.93174    9.621032 

market33   -10.75673   6.007646    -1.79   0.073     -22.5315     1.01804 

market34    2.939321   6.014232     0.49   0.625    -8.848358      14.727 

market35    6.405432   6.007646     1.07   0.286    -5.369339     18.1802 

market36    -1.89176   6.014232    -0.31   0.753    -13.67944    9.895918 

market37   -4.722894   6.009842    -0.79   0.432    -16.50197    7.056181 

market38    2.560863    6.00847     0.43   0.670    -9.215521    14.33725 

market39    10.54054   6.007372     1.75   0.079    -1.233692    22.31477 

_cons          22.05894   4.348521     5.07   0.000       13.536    30.58189 

________________________________________________________________________ 

sigma_u   1.5979426   sigma_e   36.542915 

rho   .00190847   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 
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XVI. LEARNING MARKET ENTRY GAME, THE SALES 

ESTIMATION GAME– DATA ANALYSIS 

1. Bias Condition Does Not Influence Profits 

xtreg profit overestimation , i(uniquesubj) 

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      = 2800 

Group variable (i): uniquesubj                  Number of groups   = 70 

R-sq:  within  = 0.0000                         Obs per group: min = 40 

between = 0.0035                                        avg = 40.0 

overall = 0.0001                                        max = 40 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(1)       = 0.24 

corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        = 0.6231 

profit         Coef.    Std. Err.    z       P>z       [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

overestima~n   -.8920834   1.815072    -0.49   0.623  -4.449559 2.665392 

_cons        36.38025   1.188243    30.62   0.000      34.05134 38.70916 

________________________________________________________________________ 

sigma_u    1.818859  sigma_e   46.116654 

rho   .00155313   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 
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2. T-Test Shows Population Not Acting Randomly 

t-Test: Mean=.5? Do Players Follow Signal 

Mean  0.7005 

Standard Deviation 0.2152 

Hypothesized Mean 0.5 

Df 60 

t Stat 7.2773 

P(T<=t) one-tail 0 

t Critical one-tail 1.6706 

P(T<=t) two-tail 0 

t Critical two-tail 2.0003 

The action is significantly different to 50% -- i.e. action is not random 

3.  Learning About Prediction Errors: Errors Get Worse Over Time In 

Out-Group Homogeneity Condition 

Prediction errors in the mainstream position (zabsmdev) get worse over time for those in 

the out-group homogeneity condition, (β=.0069, p=.000). 

xtreg zabsmdev period if  OutgroupHomogeneity==1, i(uniquesubj) 

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      = 1600 

Group variable (i): uniquesubj                  Number of groups   = 40 

R-sq:  within = 0.0000                         Obs per group: min = 40 
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between = 0.0000                                        avg = 40.0 

overall = 0.0063                                        max = 40 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(1)       = 24.20 

corr(u_i, X) = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        = 0.0000 

zabsmdev Coef.      Std. Err.      z        P>z     [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

period  .006954   .0014137     4.92   0.000     .0041833 .0097247 

_cons  -.1692885   .1272573    -1.33   0.183    -.4187082 .0801313 

________________________________________________________________________ 

sigma_u .77687328  sigma_e .6527345 

rho .58618431   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 

 

Prediction errors in the niche position (zabsmdev) get worse over time for those in the 

out-group homogeneity condition, (β=.0062, p=.000). 

xtreg zabsndev period if  OutgroupHomogeneity==1, i(uniquesubj) 

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      = 1600 

Group variable (i): uniquesubj                  Number of groups   = 40 

R-sq:  within = 0.0000                         Obs per group: min = 40 

between = 0.0000                                        avg = 40.0 

overall = 0.0048                                        max = 40 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(1)       = 16.10 
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corr(u_i, X) = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        = 0.0001 

zabsndev Coef.        Std. Err.      z        P>z      [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

period  .006171   .0015379     4.01   0.000     .0031568 .0091851 

_cons  -.0588173    .1234892    -0.48   0.634    -.3008516 .183217 

________________________________________________________________________ 

sigma_u .74674032  sigma_e .71008809 

rho .52514301   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 

 

Total prediction errors (zabsprederror) get worse over time for those in the out-group 

homogeneity condition, (β=.0131, p=.000). 

xtreg zabsprederror  period if  OutgroupHomogeneity==1, i(uniquesubj) 

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1600 

Group variable (i): uniquesubj                  Number of groups   =        40 

R-sq:  within  = 0.0000                         Obs per group: min =        40 

between = 0.0000                                        avg =      40.0 

overall = 0.0072                                        max =        40 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(1)       =     30.78 

corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 

zabspreder~r       Coef.         Std. Err.       z        P>z     [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 
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period      .013125        .0023658     5.55   0.000     .0084881    .0177619 

_cons    -.2281058    .2319509    -0.98   0.325    -.6827211    .2265096 

________________________________________________________________________ 

sigma_u   1.4241246   sigma_e   1.0923738 

rho   .62957835   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 

4. Learning About Prediction Errors: Errors Improve Over Time In 

Overestimation Condition 

Prediction errors while directionally consistent with learning show no significant change 

over time, (β=-.0014 p=.37). 

xtreg zabsmdev period if overestimation==1, i(uniquesubj) 

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1200 

Group variable (i): uniquesubj                  Number of groups   =        30 

R-sq:  within  = 0.0000                         Obs per group: min =        40 

       between = 0.0000                                        avg =      40.0 

       overall = 0.0003                                        max =        40 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(1)       =      0.79 

corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.3745 

    zabsmdev |      Coef.        Std. Err.      z    P>|z|       [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 period  -.0013518   .0015221    -0.89   0.374      -.0043351    .0016315 

 _cons      .0631282   .1461568     0.43   0.666     -.2233339    .3495903 
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________________________________________________________________________ 

     sigma_u |  .77613394      sigma_e |  .60865168 

         rho |  .61920092   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 

 

Prediction errors get smaller showing evidence of learning in the niche predictions, (β=-

.0060 p=.000). 

xtreg zabsndev period if overestimation==1, i(uniquesubj) 

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      = 1200 

Group variable (i): uniquesubj                  Number of groups   = 30 

R-sq:  within = 0.0000                         Obs per group: min = 40 

between = 0.0000                                        avg = 40.0 

overall = 0.0054                                        max = 40 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(1)       = 14.91 

corr(u_i, X) = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        = 0.0001 

zabsndev Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>z     [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

period -.0060407   .0015643    -3.86   0.000    -.0091067 -.0029746 

_cons .0528333   .1361804     0.39   0.698    -.2140753 .3197419 

________________________________________________________________________ 

sigma_u .71813452 sigma_e .6255443 

rho .56858234   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 
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Prediction errors get smaller showing evidence of learning in the total predictions, (β=-.-

.007 p=.004). 

xtreg zabsdev period if overestimation==1, i(uniquesubj) 

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1200 

Group variable (i): uniquesubj                  Number of groups   =        30 

R-sq:  within  = 0.0000                         Obs per group: min =        40 

between = 0.0000                                        avg =      40.0 

overall = 0.0026                                        max =        40 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(1)       =      8.24 

corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0041 

 zabsdev       Coef.         Std. Err.      z            P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

period    -.0073709    .0025674    -2.87    0.004    -.0124029   -.0023388 

 _cons      .1074359     .2529133     0.42     0.671     -.388265    .6031368 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 sigma_u |  1.3451761   sigma_e |  1.0266507 

 rho |  .63191623   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 
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5. Bias Condition Influences Market Size Prediction Learning 

a) Bias Condition Influences Learning in the Mainstream position 

xtreg zabsmdev overestimation period overest_period, i(uniquesubj) 

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      2800 

Group variable (i): uniquesubj                  Number of groups   =        70 

R-sq:  within  = 0.0096                         Obs per group: min =        40 

between = 0.0016                                        avg =      40.0 

overall = 0.0048                                        max =        40 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(3)       =     26.47 

corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 

zabsmdev  Coef.          Std. Err.      z          P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

overestima~n   .2324167   .1939439     1.20       0.231    -.1477065    .6125398 

period   .006954      .0013736     5.06     0.000     .0042619    .0096461 

overest_pe~d  -.0083058   .0020981    -3.96    0.000    -.0124181   -.0041935 

_cons   -.1692885   .1269661    -1.33    0.182    -.4181375    .0795605 

________________________________________________________________________ 

     sigma_u |  .77655989   sigma_e |  .63421946 

         rho |  .59987815   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 
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b) Bias Condition Influences Learning in the Niche position 

xtreg zabsndev overestimation period overest_period, i(uniquesubj) 

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      2800 

Group variable (i): uniquesubj                  Number of groups   =        70 

R-sq:  within  = 0.0111                         Obs per group: min =        40 

       between = 0.0087                                        avg =      40.0 

       overall = 0.0098                                        max =        40 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(3)       =     31.21 

corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 

 zabsndev     Coef.  Std. Err.      z          P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

overestima~n    .1116506    .1850597       0.60     0.546    -.2510597     .474361 

period     .006171        .0014622     4.22     0.000     .0033051    .0090369 

overest_pe~d     -.0122116    .0022336    -5.47     0.000    -.0165893   -.0078339 

_cons  -.0588173         .12115        -0.49     0.627     -.296267    .1786324 

________________________________________________________________________ 

     sigma_u |  .73468095     sigma_e |  .67515699 

         rho |   .5421453   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 

c) Bias Condition Does Not Influence Learning About Competitor Predictions 

. xtreg zabscomp overestimation period overest_period, i(uniquesubj) 

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      2800 
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Group variable (i): uniquesubj                  Number of groups   =        70 

R-sq:  within  = 0.0017                         Obs per group: min =        40 

       between = 0.0022                                        avg =      40.0 

       overall = 0.0020                                        max =        40 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(3)       =      4.89 

corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.1802 

zabscomp   Coef.    Std. Err.      z        P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

overestima~n   -.0274006   .1733913    -0.16   0.874    -.3672414    .3124401 

period   -.0004974        .001606    -0.31   0.757    -.0036451    .0026503 

overest_pe~d   .0044921         .0024532     1.83   0.067    -.0003161    .0093003 

_cons    -.0182404      .1135113    -0.16   0.872    -.2407184    .2042376 

________________________________________________________________________ 

sigma_u |   .6769692      sigma_e |  .74155316 

         rho |  .45456514   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 

6. Spreadsheet Use 

a) Does Condition Predict Use of the Spreadsheet? 

Bias condition does not predict if players use the spreadsheet. 

ologit  spreaduse overestimation 

Iteration 0:   log likelihood =  -76.53623 

Iteration 1:   log likelihood = -75.497097 
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Iteration 2:   log likelihood = -75.496405 

Ordered logistic regression                       Number of obs   =         70 

                                                  LR chi2(1)      =       2.08 

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.1493 

Log likelihood = -75.496405                       Pseudo R2       =     0.0136 

Spreaduse      Coef.        Std. Err.      z       P>|z|      [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

overestima~n    .6494401   .4529886     1.43   0.152       -.2384013    1.537281 

________________________________________________________________________ 

/cut1 |   -.335589   .3050751                     -.9335253    .2623472 

/cut2 |   .8693081   .3209915                      .2401764     1.49844 

7. Condition Does Not Influence Profits 

xtreg profit overestimation, i(uniquesubj) 

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      2800 

Group variable (i): uniquesubj                  Number of groups   =        70 

R-sq:  within  = 0.0000                         Obs per group: min =        40 

between = 0.0035                                        avg =      40.0 

overall = 0.0001                                        max =        40 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(1)       =      0.24 

corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.6231 

profit   Coef.            Std. Err.      z       P>|z|       [95% Conf. Interval] 
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________________________________________________________________________ 

overestima~n   -.8920834   1.815072    -0.49   0.623    -4.449559    2.665392 

_cons    36.38025     1.188243    30.62   0.000     34.05134    38.70916 

________________________________________________________________________ 

sigma_u |   1.818859       sigma_e |  46.116654 

 rho |  .00155313   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 

8. Condition Did Not Influence Learning How to Play the Game 

Condition did not influence learning about the game 

xtprobit hit overestimation period  overest_period, i(uniquesubj) 

Random-effects probit regression                Number of obs      =      2800 

Group variable (i): uniquesubj                  Number of groups   =        70 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Obs per group: min =        40 

avg =      40.0  max =        40 

Wald chi2(3)       =      1.91 

Log likelihood  = -1519.5228                    Prob > chi2        =    0.5910 

hit         Coef.             Std. Err.      z    P>z     [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

overestima~n    .1881882      .2030932     0.93   0.354    -.2098672    .5862436 

period       .0033264      .0030717     1.08   0.279     -.002694    .0093469 

overest_pe~d      -.0022214    .004693    -0.47   0.636    -.0114194    .0069766 

_cons         .4830095   .1331865     3.63   0.000     .2219688    .7440503 
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________________________________________________________________________ 

/lnsig2u    -.7024964   .2044032                       -1.103119   -.3018734 

sigma_u      .703809   .0719304                        .5760506    .8599021 

rho       .331259   .0452807                        .2491559    .4250996 

Likelihood-ratio test of rho=0: chibar2(01) =   422.47 Prob >= chibar2 = 0.000 

9. Testing The Player’s Perceived Connection 

The players perceived connections were no influence by bias condition and did not 

change over time. 

xtreg connection overestimation period overest_period, i(uniquesubj) 

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1378 

Group variable (i): uniquesubj                  Number of groups   =        70 

R-sq:  within  = 0.0001                         Obs per group: min =        10 

between = 0.0084                                        avg =      19.7 

overall = 0.0007                                        max =        27 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian                   Wald chi2(3)       =      0.67 

corr(u_i, X)       = 0 (assumed)                Prob > chi2        =    0.8802 

connection   Coef.           Std. Err.      z        P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

overestima~n  .1386024   .2438652     0.57    0.570    -.3393645    .6165694 

period   -.0003603   .0062082    -0.06    0.954    -.0125281    .0118075 

overest_pe~d  - .0014986     .0093853    -0.16    0.873    -.0198934    .0168963 
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_cons   .1177829     .1592932     0.74    0.460    -.1944261    .4299919 

________________________________________________________________________ 

sigma_u |  .35808455      sigma_e |  1.9388792 

 rho |    .032984   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 

10. T-test: Are the Connections Different to Zero? 

Yes connections are more likely to be seen as positive than would be the case by chance. 

t-Test: Mean 

 

 

Connection Different from 0? 

Mean  0.2 

Standard Deviation 2.0 

Hypothesized Mean 0.0 

df 1377 

t Stat 2.9 

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.0 

t Critical one-tail 1.6 

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.0 

t Critical two-tail 2.0 
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XVII. SINGLE PERIOD MARKET ENTRY GAME 

EXPERIMENT INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Market Entry Game 

Here are the instructions on how to play today’s game. It is important you understand the 

instructions – this will influence how much money you earn -- so please read carefully. If 

you have a question raise your hand and the experimenter will come to you. Please do not 

get up during the game or do anything else that might distract yourself or another player. 

 

Please continue to work through this booklet at your own pace. It should take about 10 

minutes. 

 

Please raise your hand to let the experimenter know you are ready to continue. When 

everyone is ready the experimenter will start the game. 

 

Thank you very much for participating today. 
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Market Entry Game 

In this game you take the role of a marketing manager in a large firm. 

You must make a decision about introducing a new product into a variety of markets. 

Your decisions will determine the profit that you make today. 

a) Your Payment 

In the game we use a made up currency, called ECUs. You will be paid 1 dollar for every 

100 ECUs you have at the end of the game. 

You will be given 1,000 ECUs at the beginning of the game for attending but you can 

make much more money through your decisions. 

b) Your Decision 

You will make a decision with respect to 40 markets. 

For each of the 40 markets you have three options: 

 Enter the market in a Mainstream position 

 Enter the market in a Niche position 

Don’t enter the market – this always pays 0. 

Note it is possible to lose money in any round. (Remember you have the option not to 

enter any market -- you never need to make decisions that you feel will lose you money.) 

c) The Payment from Each Market 

Cost and Sales Revenue in a market determine how much money you will make: 

Cost 
There is a cost to enter each market. (For instance, running an advertising campaign 

promoting your product). The cost to enter the Mainstream position and the Niche 

position is the same. 
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You know the Cost to enter each market. 

Sales Revenue 
Sales Revenue is the money you make from sales. The money you make will be different 

depending on whether you enter the market at the Mainstream or the Niche position. 

(Mainstream positions by definition generate more sales revenue than Niche positions). 

The profit you make in each market is simply the Sales Revenue minus the Cost. 

Profit from each market = Sales Revenue–Cost 

2. Projections of Sales Revenue 

Actual sales revenues are hard to predict. You have a “Projections Table” containing 

projections of Sales Revenue if you are the only person serving that position but these 

projections are not perfect. Your Sales Revenue projections will be wrong in some of 

the markets. 

There are many reasons why your estimates of markets might be wrong in real life –

companies entering new markets face great problems getting accurate projections. The 

projections you have do however represent your best estimate. They have value, i.e. 

markets you think are most profitable tend to be the more profitable markets. 

The one thing you know is that regardless of any errors on the projections there is always 

more Sales Revenue from the Mainstream than from the Niche if you are the only person 

serving that position. 

Remember: Profit from each market  = Sales Revenue–Cost 

a) Example: Calculating Profits 

A market has a projected Sales Revenue of 30 ECUs from the Mainstream position and 

20 ECUs from the Niche position. The cost to enter the market is 10 ECUs. 

You project that you will make 30-10 = 20 ECUs if you enter the Mainstream position 

and are the only person serving that position. 
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You project that you will make 20-10 = 10 ECUs if you enter the Niche position and are 

the only person serving that position. 

 

After your choice you will find out the profits for the position you entered. 

For instance, in the above example imagine you chose to enter the Mainstream position 

and you are the only person serving that position. You might receive profits of only 16 

ECUs rather than the 20 ECUs you projected because of sales projection errors. 

Given Cost estimates are always correct you can work out that Sales Revenue was only 

26 ECUS in that market. (26 Sales Revenue - 10 Cost = 16 ECUS Profit) 

 

b) Checking Your Understanding 

 

Q1: Market A in the table above: If you enter and are the only person serving the 

Mainstream position how much profit would you project that you will make? ____ 
Q2: Market B: If you enter and are the only person serving the Niche position how much 

profit would you project that you will make?    _________ 
Q3: In a third market you project that you will earn 30 ECUs and you actually earn 40 

ECUs profit. What was mis-projected, Costs or Sales Revenues? _________ 

The answers are: 

 
Market Mainstream Position Niche Position Cost (ECUs)

A 40 30 10
B 30 25 20

Projected revenue (ECUs) from
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Q1: Market A: Entering Mainstream position: You project you will earn: 

  40 ECUs (Sales Revenue) – 10 ECUs (Cost) = 30 ECUs profit. 

You expect to gain 30 ECUs by being the only person serving the Mainstream position. 

Q2: Market B: Entering Niche position: You project you will earn: 

  25 ECUs (Sales Revenue) – 20 ECUs (Cost) = 5 ECUs profit. 

You expect to gain 5 ECUs by being the only person serving the Niche. 

Q3: Errors are always on Sales Revenue projections – you know perfectly your costs. As 

such you must have underestimated Sales Revenues in the third market. 

You should understand these answers to play the game effectively. If you are unsure 

about any answer please raise your hand and ask the experimenter. 

3. Competition 

The difficulty arises because you play this game with another person. The person you 

play the game with changes each round. You play with different people each round. 

The other player faces the same choice as you -- they can enter the Mainstream position, 

Niche position, or choose not to enter. 

Their choice influences the profitability of your choice. The key to this competitive entry 

problem is that the actions of the other player matter to the amount you will be paid. 

If you both enter a market at the same position then you will get no sales revenue – you 

compete the revenue away. 

Each person will gain no sales revenue if you both choose the same 

position. 

For example in Market A above the Sales Revenue projection in the table was 40 ECUs. 

If however both you and the other player choose to enter the Mainstream position you 

both get nothing. (You compete away all the sales revenue). However you still have to 

pay the costs of entry and so would lose 10 ECUs in that market. 
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The actions of the other player can therefore change the profitability of your actions. You 

may want to enter at a position if the other player isn’t going to enter but may not want to 

enter at the position if you feel the only player will enter that position. (That you must 

predict the actions of other people makes the game -- and business -- interesting). 

Remember the projections of Sales Revenue you receive in any given market may be 

wrong. The Sales Revenue projections that the other players receive may also be wrong. 

a) Example 

A market has a projected Sales Revenue of 80 ECUs from the Mainstream position and 

60 ECUs from the Niche position. 

The Cost to be in the market is 30 ECUs. 

You project that you will make 50 (Sales Revenue 80 - Cost 30) ECUs if you enter at the 

Mainstream position and the other player does not. 

However if the other player also chooses to enter at the Mainstream position you will 

each make no sales revenue and lose the costs. If this happens you project that you will 

lose 30 ECUs if you enter the Mainstream position. 

Remember:  Profit from each Market == Sales Revenue – Cost 

Quick Check on Concepts 

Costs projections are always correct 

Costs are same to enter Mainstream and Niche positions 

Sales Revenue projections may be subject to error 

 Sales Revenue is always more in Mainstream than Niche positions 

Profit in any market = Sales Revenue – Cost 

Sharing a Position: If both players enter the same market position, i.e. if both players 

enter at the mainstream or if both players enter at the Niche, each gets no Sales Revenue. 
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b) Check Your Understanding 

  Projected Sales Revenue (ECUs) from   

Market Mainstream Position Niche Position Cost (ECUs) 

A 120 80 40 

B 100 50 30 

 

To answer these questions please assume all Sales Revenue projections are accurate: 

Q4: In market A if you enter at the Mainstream position and the other player also enters 

at the Mainstream position, what will be your profit/loss? ____________ 

Q5: In market B if you enter at the Niche position and the other player enters at the 

Mainstream position, how much profit or loss will you make? ____________ 

Q6: In market B if you enter at the Mainstream position and the other player enters at the 

Mainstream position, how much profit or loss will you make? __________  
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The answers are: 

Q4: Market A both entering Mainstream position -- You will earn no Sales Revenue, so 

you will each lose the 40 ECUs costs     = -40 ECUs Loss. 

Q5: Market B entering Niche position while other player enters Mainstream-- You will 

earn 50 ECUs (Sales Revenue) – 30 ECUs (Cost)    = 20 ECUs profit. 

Q6: Market B entering Mainstream position while other player also enters Mainstream-- 

You will make gain no sales revenue and so lose the 30 ECUs (Cost) = -30 ECUs Loss. 

4. Playing the Game 

Now we will show you the two screens you will see during the game.  

Screen Shots 

a) Decision Entry Screen 

This is the screen where you enter your decision. Please type: 

0 -- if you do not wish to enter this market 

1 -- if you wish to enter the Mainstream position 

2 -- if you wish to enter the Niche position 

The Market Number on the top left of the computer screen relates to the “Market” on 

your “Projections Table”. Please check the market number on screen and make sure 

you are reading the projections from the “Projections Table” for the same market 

number. (Clearly this is critical to ensuring you maximize the amount of money you 

earn.) 
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b) Projections Table 

 

Please press OK when you have made your market entry choice 

Note: In order to ensure that the game finishes on time the computer will push you for a 

response after 40 seconds in each market.  

Market Number 

Market Number 
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c) Profit Screen 

This screen details the profit you gained in each market. It tells you: 

Your Market Entry Choice in this Market 

The Other Player’s Market Entry Choice 

Your Profit in this Market 

Your Total Profit Including this Market, (all your earnings today) 

 

You will move on after 15 seconds or before if you press continue. 

5. Summary 

You may consult this booklet at any time throughout the game 

Please consult the “Projections Table” for each market. (Always check you are looking at 

the projections for the same Market Number in the table as the Market Number indicated 

on the screen). 
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Please Start the Game Now 

Find Market Number 1 in the Projections Table. Please type your entry choice into the 

screen for Market Number 1. 

Enter:  0 if you do not wish to enter this market 

1 if you wish to enter the Mainstream position 

2 if you wish to enter the Niche position 

Wait for the other player’s choice and follow the on-screen instructions. 
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6. Players Received One of the Following for the First Experiment 
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7. Players Received One of the Following for the Second Experiment 

 

Projections Table (Consult throughout the Game)
Market number should correspond with on-screen market number.
PROJECTION REFERENCE: D
Market Location Mainstream Position Niche Position Cost (ECUs)

1 Home 72 59 20
2 Home 105 45 10
3 Home 83 68 10
4 International 91 39 10
5 International 135 15 10
6 Home 90 60 10
7 Home 83 68 20
8 Home 78 52 20
9 Home 83 68 10
10 International 135 15 10
11 International 98 53 10
12 International 113 38 10
13 Home 72 59 10
14 International 104 26 20
15 Home 105 45 10
16 International 85 46 20
17 Home 78 52 10
18 International 135 15 10
19 International 120 30 20
20 Home 83 68 20
21 International 98 33 20
22 Home 105 45 10
23 International 91 39 20
24 Home 78 52 20
25 Home 78 52 10
26 Home 105 45 10
27 International 104 26 10
28 International 85 46 10
29 Home 72 59 20
30 International 120 30 10
31 International 135 15 10
32 International 113 38 20
33 Home 90 60 20
34 International 98 53 20
35 Home 90 60 10
36 Home 90 60 20
37 Home 72 59 10
38 International 98 33 10
39 International 105 45 10
40 International 105 45 20

Projected Sales Revenue (ECUs) from
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Projections Table (Consult throughout the Game)
Market number should correspond with on-screen market number.
PROJECTION REFERENCE: F
Market Location Mainstream Position Niche Position Cost (ECUs)

1 International 98 33 20
2 International 135 15 10
3 International 98 53 10
4 Home 78 52 10
5 Home 105 45 10
6 International 105 45 10
7 International 98 53 20
8 International 104 26 20
9 International 113 38 10

10 Home 105 45 10
11 Home 83 68 10
12 Home 83 68 10
13 International 85 46 10
14 Home 78 52 20
15 International 135 15 10
16 Home 72 59 20
17 International 104 26 10
18 Home 105 45 10
19 Home 90 60 20
20 International 113 38 20
21 Home 72 59 20
22 International 135 15 10
23 Home 78 52 20
24 International 91 39 20
25 International 91 39 10
26 International 135 15 10
27 Home 78 52 10
28 Home 72 59 10
29 International 85 46 20
30 Home 90 60 10
31 Home 105 45 10
32 Home 83 68 20
33 International 105 45 20
34 Home 83 68 20
35 International 120 30 10
36 International 120 30 20
37 International 98 33 10
38 Home 72 59 10
39 Home 90 60 10
40 Home 90 60 20

Projected Sales Revenue (ECUs) from
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XVIII. LEARNING EXPERIMENT INSTRUCTIONS 

EXPERIMENT 3: SALES ESTIMATION GAME 

 

It is important you understand these instructions – this will influence how much money 

you earn. This game is different from similar games you may have played so please read 

these instructions carefully. 

 

If you have a question raise your hand and the experimenter will come to you. Please do 

not get up during the game or do anything else that might distract yourself or another 

player. 

 

Please continue to work through this booklet at your own pace. It should take about 10 

minutes. 

 

Please raise your hand to let the experimenter know you are ready to continue. When 

everyone is ready the experimenter will start the game. 

 

Thank you very much for participating today. 
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Sales Estimation Game 

In this game you take the role of a marketing manager in a large firm. You face a market 

with two positions that you could target: a Mainstream position and a Niche position. 

A competitor also faces the same decision you do. The competitor can target the 

Mainstream position or the Niche position. 

Each period you must predict Sales Revenue from the two market positions. Then you 

predict the probability of the competitor entering the Mainstream position in the market. 

After making these predictions you must decide what market position to target your 

product towards. 

1. Your Payment 

In the game we use a made up currency, called ECUs. You will be paid 1 dollar for every 

100 ECUs you have at the end of the game. You will be given 800 ECUs at the beginning 

of the game for attending but you can make much more money through your decisions. 

2. Your Predictions and Decisions 

You will make predictions and decisions with respect to a single market for 40 periods. 

For each period you will: 

A) Predict the Sales Revenue in the Mainstream position & 

B) Predict the Sales Revenue in the Niche position. 

C) Predict the probability that a competitor will enter the Mainstream position. 

Finally, each period you: 

D) Decide whether to target the market in the Mainstream position or in the Niche 
position 
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Sales Revenue 

In this game Sales Revenue is the money you make from sales in each market position if 

you are the only marketer who targets that position. 

The Sales Revenue you earn will differ depending on whether you target the market at 

the Mainstream position or the Niche position. Mainstream positions by definition are 

expected to generate more Sales Revenue than Niche positions. 

3. Initial Estimate of Sales Revenue 

Actual Sales Revenues are hard to predict. 

You start with an Initial Estimate of Sales Revenue in each market position (Mainstream 

or Niche) but these Initial Estimates are not perfect. There are many reasons why this 

might be the case in real life -- companies face great problems getting accurate 

information. The Initial Estimates may just be wrong. The Initial Estimates do however 

represent your best estimate prior to entering the market. 

YOUR INITIAL ESTIMATE OF SALES REVENUE 

Mainstream Position =100 ECUS Niche Position =80 ECUS 

{In the Variance condition this was 100 ECUS and 60 ECUs respectively. All references 

to 80 ECUs below were 60 ECUS in the variance condition}. 

Additionally, Sales Revenues each period are subject to random movements representing 

chance events. (For example, an especially hot summer increases ice-cream Sales 

Revenue for that summer but does not change the long-run estimate of ice-cream Sales 

Revenue). 

Predictions 
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4. Predicting Sales Revenue in Each Position 

Each period you will be asked to predict Sales Revenue in the Mainstream and Niche 

positions in the market. Your predictions can be the same or different from the Initial 

Estimate immediately above. Please predict as best you can despite the limited 

information you have. 

Your prediction of Sales Revenue in the Mainstream position and your prediction of 

Sales Revenue in the Niche position should be entered as numbers. Sales Revenue cannot 

be negative so the minimum you may enter is 0. Sales Revenue is never above 200 in this 

game so 200 is the maximum you may enter. 

5. Predicting Whether Your Competitor Will Target the Mainstream 

You will be randomly matched with one competitor each period. Your competitor is one 

of the other players in this room and faces a similar decision you do. The identity of this 

competitor will change each period. 

You must predict the probability that the competitor you face this period will enter the 

Mainstream position. (Like you the competitor can target the Mainstream position or the 

Niche position. Given this if they don’t enter the Mainstream position this means they 

will enter the Niche position). 

Your prediction should be entered as a number from 0 to 100. I.e. 0 means you think 

there is no chance (0% probability) of the competitor targeting the mainstream while 100 

means a 100% chance i.e. the competitor will definitely target the mainstream. Any 

number between 0 and 100 may also be entered. 

It is important you make the best predictions you can as: 

1) Your predictions may help you earn more profit, 

2) There will be a $20 prize given per session to the player with the best predictions. 
(The winner will be contacted by email after the data is analyzed). 
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Targeting Decision 

After you input your predictions you will be given a choice of whether you wish to target 

the market in the Mainstream position or the Niche position. 

After your choice you will find out the profits given the position you targeted. Your 

profits also depend upon the choice of the competitor you are matched with each period. 

6. Profit Rules 

If both and your competitor target the same market position, e.g. you both target the 

Mainstream position, you both lose 10 ECU’s. 

If you target the Mainstream position and your competitor targets the Niche position you 

will earn the Sales Revenue from the Mainstream position. 

If you target the Niche position and your competitor targets the Mainstream position you 

will earn the Sales Revenue from the Niche position. 

Remember there are random movements in Sales Revenue and your initial estimates may 

be wrong so you are unlikely to earn exactly the Sales Revenue you expect each period. 

Example 

Imagine that the Mainstream position has Sales Revenue of 100 ECUs. 

You choose to target the Mainstream position. 

If your competitor targets the Mainstream position – you will both lose 10 ECUS. 

If your competitor targets the Niche position you earn the Sales Revenue from the 

Mainstream position which includes any random change for the period. So in one period 

you might earn 88 ECUS and in another you might earn 105 ECUS. 

Check Your Understanding 
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To answer these questions assume the Sales Revenue estimate above are correct: 

Q1: If you target the Mainstream position and your competitor also targets the 

Mainstream position, what will be your profit/loss?   ____________ 

Q2: If you target the Niche position and your competitor targets the Mainstream position, 

how much profit or loss will you make?  ____________ 

Q3: If you target the Mainstream position and your competitor targets the Niche position, 

how much profit or loss will you make? __________  

Projected Sales Revenue (ECUs) from   

Mainstream Position Niche Position If Both Enter Same 

Position (ECUs) 

100 80 -10 
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The answers are: 

Q1: Both targeting Mainstream position -- You will both lose 10 ECUS= -10 ECUs Loss. 

Q2: Targeting the Niche position while your competitor targets the Mainstream position. 

You will earn 80 ECUs (Sales Revenue)         = 80 ECUs Profit. 

Q3: Targeting the Mainstream position while your competitor targets the Niche position. 

You earn 100 ECUs          = 100 ECUs Profit. 

Of course there are random movements in Sales Revenue and your initial estimates may 

be wrong so you are unlikely to earn exactly the Sales Revenue you expect each period. 

Playing the Game 

Now we will show you the screens you will see during the game. 

Screen Shots 

7. Prediction Screen 

This is the screen where you enter your 3 predictions 

1) Prediction of Sales Revenue in the Mainstream Position 

2) Prediction of Sales Revenue in the Niche Position & 

3) Prediction of Probability your Competitor will Target the Mainstream Position 
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You will only be able to move on after entering all three predictions and pressing OK. To 

ensure we finish on time you will be encouraged to enter your predictions if you take 

more than a minute on this screen. 

8. Decision Entry Screen 

This is the screen where you enter your decision. Please type: 

1 -- if you wish to target the Mainstream position 

2 -- if you wish to target the Niche position 
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You will only be able to move on after your decision and pressing OK. You will be 

encouraged to enter your decision if you take more than 15 seconds on this screen. 
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A. Profit Screen 

This screen details the profit you gained in each market. 

The screen recaps: 

 Your Predictions 

Your Targeting Choice This Period 

And tells you: 

Your Competitor’s Targeting Choice This Period 

Your Profit This Period 

Your Total Profit Including This Period 

 

You will move on after 15 seconds or before if you press continue. 

At the end of the game please leave all you papers on the desk. 
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Summary 

There are forty periods. 

Each Period: 

1) You must predict the Sales Revenue in the Mainstream position 

2) You must predict the Sales Revenue in the Niche position 

Note that the Initial Estimates supplied here are the best guess prior to entry but may 

be wrong. 

Sales Revenue Initial Estimates: 

Mainstream 100   Niche 80 

Sales Revenue is also subject to random movements each period. 

3) You must predict the probability of your competitor targeting the mainstream. 

Remember that the player who is your competitor changes each period and that your 

competitor faces a similar decision to you. 

4) You must decide whether you want to target the Mainstream position or Niche 
position. 

Input 1 to target the Mainstream position 

Input 2 to target the Niche position. 

Your Profits will depend upon the choice of your competitor. 

You will lose 10 ECUS if you target the same position as your competitor in any period. 

If your competitor targets a different position from you then you will be paid the Sales 

Revenue from the market position that you choose. 

When all players are ready the experimenter will start the game 

You will see the predictions screen shown above. Make your predictions and Press OK to 

Continue when you are happy with your predictions. 
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B. Spreadsheet to Record Data from the Sales Estimation Game on 
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XIX. EXPERIMENTS 4 AND 5: LEARNING 

1. Experimental Instructions 

a) Market Prediction Game 

It is important you understand these instructions. This will influence how much money 

you earn. 

If you have a question please raise your hand and the experimenter will come to address 

your query. Please do not ask a question out loud, get up during the game or do anything 

else that might distract yourself or another player. 

Please continue to work through this booklet at your own pace. It should take about 5 

minutes. 

Please raise your hand to let the experimenter know you are ready to continue. When 

everyone is ready we will start. 

Thank you very much for participating today. 
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2. Market Prediction 

In this game you take the role of a marketing manager in a large firm. Each period you 

must predict the Long Run Market Size of two market positions 

3. One position is called the mainstream position 

4. Another called the niche position. 

You will be paid according to how accurate your predictions are so you should try and 

make your predictions as accurate as possible. 

Important note: Mainstream positions by definition are larger than niche positions. 

3. Your Earnings 

In the game we use a made up currency, called ECUs. You will be paid 1 dollar for every 

100 ECUs you have at the end of the game. 

You will be paid 400 ECUs for being involved in the study. 

Each period you will be paid additional ECUs if your predictions are less than 10 

thousand customers away from the Long Run Market Size. You will gain two additional 

ECU’s for each thousand customers you are closer to the Long Run Market Size than 10 

thousand customers away. 

For example if you were 6 thousand customers away from the Long Run Market Size in 

the mainstream and 4 thousand customers away from the Long Run Market Size in the 

niche position 

You will earn 8 ECUS -- 2*(10-6) thousand customers away -- for the mainstream 

prediction 
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You will earn 12 ECUs -- 2*(10-4) thousand customers for the niche prediction. 

You would receive a total of 20 additional ECUs that period. 

If you did equally well for 20 periods you would earn a total of 400 Extra ECUs and 

leave with 800 ECU’s ($8.00). 

Note if your prediction is 10 thousand customers or more way from the long run Market 

Size you will gain no additional ECUS from that position for that period. 

4. Your Predictions 

You will make predictions for 20 periods. For each period you will: 

• Predict the Long Run Market Size in the mainstream position &  

• Predict the Long Run Market Size in the niche position. 

5. Long Run and Short Run Market Size 

At the end of each period you will receive an observation of Short Run Market Size for 

one of the positions. 

These Short Run Market Size observations are based upon the Long Run Market Size but 

are subject to random movements representing chance events. For example, a very hot 

summer leads to a larger Short Run Market Size for Ice Cream that period but does not 

change the Long Run Market Size for Ice Cream. 

You predict Long Run Market Size. Try to ignore short term random changes, the noise, 

in the observations while using the useful information. 
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6. Initial Projections of Long Run Market Size 

Long Run Market Sizes are hard to predict. You start the game with a projection of Long 

Run Market size for each position (Mainstream & Niche) but you are aware that these 

projections may well be wrong. (Companies face great problems getting accurate 

projections). The projections you have do however represent your best estimate prior to 

entering the market. 

7. Initial Long Run Market Size Projections 

Mainstream Position =90 thousand customers 

Niche Position =60 thousand customers 

Note you can be sure that the total long term Market Size is always 150. (THE 

MANIPULATION) 

If you discover Long Run Market Size in one position is lower than 

initially projected how do you think you should change the prediction of 

the Long Run Market size in the other position? 

QUESTION 

1) Raise the prediction in the other position 
2) Drop the prediction in the other position 
3) Not change your prediction of the in the other position 
Answer ____________ (Please fill in 1 2 or 3) 
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8. The Game 

Below is the sequence of events in the study 

Before the Study 

Write your name on this booklet 

Read instructions 

Instruction include initial Long Run Market Size projections 

During the Study each Period 

A) Predict Long Run Market Size in the: 

1) Mainstream Position & 

2) Niche Position 

B) Receive a Short Run Market Size observation for the mainstream position in odd 

numbered periods & receive a Short Run Market Size observation for the niche position 

in even numbered periods 

At the end of study: 

 Fill in the final questions. 

Give the booklet to the experimenter who will calculate and pay you your winnings. 

9. Playing the Game 

Enter your predictions rounded to the nearest thousand, i.e. 100 = 100,000. Your 

prediction of Long Run Market Size in the mainstream and your prediction of Long Run 

Market Size in the niche should be entered as numbers. Long Run Market Size cannot be 

negative so the minimum you may enter is 0 and is never above 200 in this game.  
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10. Summary 

There are twenty periods. 

Each Period: 

5. You must predict Long Run Market Size in the mainstream position 

6. You must predict Long Run Market Size in the niche position 

Note that the initial Long Run Market Size projections supplied here are the best guess 

prior to entry but may be wrong. 

Mainstream Position =90 thousand customers 

Niche Position =60 thousand customers 

A Short Run Market Size observation for one of the positions will be announced at the 

end of each period. These observations are subject to random changes each period. 

When all players are ready the experimenter will start the study 

Please use this sheet to note down all the information from the study. It is important you 

do this. This is how I will arrange the payments. 
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When the final prediction has been made go onto the final questions on the back page. 
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11. Final Questions 

1) Do you think that there was much noise in the short term observations? I.e. did you 

feel the observed market sizes changed much each period. 

           1  2 3  4 5 6 7 

All noise            No Noise 

2) Did you feel you understood what you were supposed to do in the study? 

           1  2 3  4 5 6 7 

Did Not Understand        Understood 

3) Did you enjoy this study? 

           1  2 3  4 5 6 7 

Did Not Enjoy            Enjoyed 

4) Did you feel that tiredness was influencing your predictions towards the end of the 

study? 

           1  2 3  4 5 6 7 

Not at all           Tiredness   Mattered 

5) Did you feel that frustration at making 20 periods of predictions influenced your 

predictions? 

           1  2 3  4 5 6 7 

Not at all           Frustration Mattered 

When you are finished bring this booklet to the experimenter who will calculate and pay 

your winnings. 
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A. Experiments 4 and 5 Market Size Observations 
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XX. EXPERIMENT 4 DATA ANALYSIS 

1. Payments 

There was no difference in payments received between conditions. 

t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 

  

Payment In Connection 

Condition 

Payment In No 

Connection 

Condition 

Mean $6.49  $6.25  

Variance $0.93  $2.51  

Observations 22 24 

Pooled Variance 1.8 

 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0.0 

 df 44.0 

 t Stat 0.6 

 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.3 

 t Critical one-tail 1.7 

 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.5 

 t Critical two-tail 2.0   
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2. Understanding 

There was no difference in understanding between conditions. 

t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 

  

Understanding In 

Connection Condition 

Understanding In No 

Connection Condition 

Mean 3.5 4.2 

Variance 3.1 3.6 

Observations 22.0 24.0 

Pooled Variance 3.4 

 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0.0 

 df 44.0 

 t Stat -1.2 

 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.1 

 t Critical one-tail 1.7 

 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.2 

 t Critical two-tail 2.0   

 

3. Frustration 

There was no difference in frustration between conditions. 

There was no difference in payments received between conditions. 
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Frustration In 

Connection Condition 

Frustration In No 

Connection Condition 

Mean 3.4 3.1 

Variance 2.7 2.7 

Observations 22.0 24.0 

Pooled Variance 2.7 

 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0.0 

 df 44.0 

 t Stat 0.5 

 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.3 

 t Critical one-tail 1.7 

 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.6 

 t Critical two-tail 2.0   

 

4. Learning Given Knowledge of the Connection between Market 

Positions 

This learning effect is stronger in the connection condition. 

xtreg  error  condition mainstream period periodcond, i(subject) 

Random-effects GLS regression              Number of obs    =      1840 

Group variable (i): subject                Number of groups   =      46 

R-sq:  within  = 0.0314                    Obs per group: min =     40 
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       between = 0.0267                            avg =      40.0 

       overall = 0.0298                            max =        40 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian           Wald chi2(4)       =     59.27 

corr(u_i, X)    = 0 (assumed)           Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 

error   Coef.               Std. Err.    z          P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Condition .5841637       1.487987     0.39    0.695     -2.332238    3.500566 

Mainstream .5361957       .3051285     1.76    0.079     -.0618452    1.134237 

Period   -.0732597     .0366294     -2.00   0.045      -.1450521  -.0014673 

Periodcond -.199905        .0529661     -3.77   0.000     -.3037166 -.0960934 

_cons  7.25165       1.040287      6.97     0.000      5.212725    9.290574 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 sigma_u |  4.5599589   sigma_e |  6.5442774 

         rho |  .32683065   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 
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XXI. EXPERIMENT 5 DATA ANALYSIS 

5. Payments 

High noise lowered the money the players received. 

regress pay connectcond highnoise connect_noise 

Source        SS  df       MS    Number of obs=      69 

        F(  3,    65) =    7.65 

Model    313771.085 3  104590.362    Prob > F =  0.0002 

Residual   888968.01265   13676.431   R-squared =  0.2609 

        Adj R-squared =  0.2268 

Total    1202739.1 68  17687.3397   Root MSE =  116.95 

payment        Coef. Std. Err.       t    P>t [95% Conf. Interval] 

________________________________________________________________________ 

connectcond         39.72603 40.73417     0.98   0.333 -41.62573 121.0778 

highnoise      -143.6012 40.11224    -3.58   0.001 -223.7109 -63.4915 

connect_no~e       52.6071 56.42323     0.93   0.355 -60.07787 165.2921 

_cons      682.6365 28.36364    24.07   0.000 625.9904 739.2826 

________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Understanding & Noise & Frustration 

There was no difference in understanding between the connection and no connection 

condition. 
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t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 

  

Understanding in No 

Connection Condition 

Understanding in 

Connection Condition 

Mean 4.5 4.7 

Variance 5.0 2.5 

Observations 34 35 

Pooled Variance 3.7 

 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 

 df 67 

 t Stat -0.40 

 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.35 

 t Critical one-tail 1.67 

 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.69 

 t Critical two-tail 2.00   

 

There was no difference in understanding between the high noise and low noise 

conditions. 

t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 

  

Understanding in Low 

Noise Condition 

Understanding in High 

Noise Condition 

Mean 4.9 4.3 
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Variance 3.5 3.8 

Observations 33 36 

Pooled Variance 3.7 

 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 

 df 67 

 t Stat 1.18 

 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.12 

 t Critical one-tail 1.67 

 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.24 

 t Critical two-tail 2.00   

 

There was no difference in frustration between connection conditions. 

t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 

  

Frustration In No 

Connection Condition 

Frustration In  Connection 

Condition 

Mean 2.9 3.1 

Variance 2.4 2.6 

Observations 34 35 

Pooled Variance 2.5 

 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 

 df 67 
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t Stat -0.30 

 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.38 

 t Critical one-tail 1.67 

 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.76 

 t Critical two-tail 2.00   

 

There was no difference in frustration between noise conditions. 

t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 

  

Frustration In Low 

Noise Condition 

Frustration In High Noise 

Condition 

Mean 2.9 3.1 

Variance 2.8 2.3 

Observations 33 36 

Pooled Variance 2.5 

 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 

 df 67 

 t Stat -0.45 

 P(T<=t) one-tail 0.33 

 t Critical one-tail 1.67 

 P(T<=t) two-tail 0.65 

 t Critical two-tail 2.00   
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7. Noise 

On a one-tailed t-test noise was perceived to be higher in the high noise condition 

(Reverse coded so 7 is no noise.). 

t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances 

 Perceived Noise in 

Low Noise Condition 

Perceived Noise in High 

Noise Condition 

Mean 4.0 3.4 

Variance 2.0 1.6 

Observations 33 36 

Pooled Variance 1.8  

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  

df 67  

t Stat 1.82  

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.04  

t Critical one-tail 1.67  

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.07  

t Critical two-tail 2.00  
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8. Learning Given Noise and Knowledge of the Connection Between 

Market Positions 

xtreg  predictionerror period connectcond  mainstream highnoise 

highnoise_connectionperiodconnect period_highnoise   period_highnoise_connect, 

i(subject) 

Random-effects GLS regression            Number of obs      =      2760 

Group variable (i): subject              Number of groups   =        69 

R-sq:  within  = 0.0223                  Obs per group: min =        40 

between = 0.0680                                      avg =      40.0 

overall = 0.0472                                        max =        40 

Random effects u_i ~ Gaussian            Wald chi2(8)       =     65.91 

corr(u_i, X)      = 0 (assumed)        Prob > chi2        =    0.0000 

prediction~r     Coef.    Std. Err.  z      P>z     [95% Conf. Interval] 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

period   -.2402125 .1717        -1.40   0.162  -.5767383   .0963132 

connectcond -1.464216 10.1081     -0.14    0.885    -21.27573   18.34729 

mainstream 2.45879 .9828697      2.50    0.012     .5324006  4.385179 

highnoise 2.050098 9.953768      0.21    0.837    -17.45893  21.55912 

highnoise_c~ .1541113 14.00131      0.01    0.991    -27.28794  27.59617 

periodconn~t .0675974 .2465853      0.27    0.784    -.4157009  .5508957 

period_hig~e 1.477247 .2428204      6.08    0.000     1.001328  1.953166 
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period_hig~t -1.354315 .3415594     -3.97    0.000    -2.023759 -.6848712 

_cons  5.861498 7.055513      0.83    0.406    -7.967052  19.69005 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

sigma_u     27.7532    sigma_e   25.817876 

rho   .53607921   (fraction of variance due to u_i) 


